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Our comprehensive transformation

our recapitalization our debt restructuring

and our increasingly stable earnings

growth coupled with attractive market

demographics give us solid foundation

for profitable growth going forward



James Prieur

Chif Executive Officer

To Our Sharehoders

The comprehensive
transformation of CNO Financial

Group continued on many fronts in 2010

Following last years rebranding initiative we have

developed our strategy to create an investor brand CNO

Financial Group and
separate

brands for each of our three

distribution channels Bankers Life Washington National

and Colonial Penn Our corporate results our key measures

of financial strength and the performance
of our core

businesses all have improved as we even more clearly

focused on serving our customers needs

We were pleased to report our second consecutive full year

of profitable growth as we closed the year with strong

fourth quarter performance We also are pleased to report

that our operating earnings have become much more

stable and we are generating greater earnings and cash

flow We completed debt refinancing piogram late in

the year which extended the maturity of our debt and

provided us with more financial flexibilitt

Measures of capital
and liquidity also have significantly

improved with rise in our risk-based capital ratio and

decline in our debt-to-capital ratio Importantly the

improvements at CNO are being recognized
and late

in 2010 the company received upgrades from three

major rating agencies

Our top priority remains growing our three core

businesses profitably
CNO is market-driven company

not product-driven company and we know our market

well CNO is defined by that market of middle-income

working Americans and retirees The demographics of

our market are increasingly attractive as the first of the

Baby Boom generation became Medicare-eligible this

year
while in the next decade the number of people

65 years
old and older will rise by 50 percent

Financia Performance

CNOs financial performance in 2010 reflected the

fundamental transformation achieved over the
past

two

years
These efforts have resulted in

greater
financial

flexibility for the company to grow profitably delivering

another year where we reported four consecutive quarters

of net income

CNO reported earnings of $361 million before net

realized investment gains corporate interest loss on

extinguishment of debt and taxes up percent over the

prior years $337 million Total new annualized premium

excluding private-fee-for-service PFFS and prescription

drug program PDP premiumdecreased
percent

to

$366 million compared to $386 million in the prior year

For the full
year we reported net income of $285 million

or 99 cents per
diluted share up 232 percent compared

to net income of $86 million or 45 cents per
diluted

share in the prior year On an operating income basis

we reported $182 million or 65 cents per
diluted share
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compared to $165 million or 86 cents per
diluted share

in the prior year

Capital management again was priority for CNO
We successfully completed $650 million refinancing

of senior secured notes and senior secured credit facility

the proceeds of which were used to repay
the prior senior

secured credit facility We extended our maturity profile

by more than three years with no significant payments

due until 2016 Importantly we succeeded in diversifying

our sources of
financing and gained additional

financial flexibility

CNOs financial performance in

2010 reflected the fundamental

transformation achieved over the past

two years...delivering another year

where we reported four consecutive

quarters of net income

Our strong statutory operating earnings gave rise to

significant increase in our consolidated
statutory risk-

based capital ratio to 332 percent an increase of 23 points

from 309 percent at the end of the prior year Our holding

company liquidity also increased rising to $161 million

from $146 million during the
year

CNOs generation of

statutory earnings and cash flow is in
part

due to the small

amount of income taxes we pay because we have large tax

loss carryforwards

Significantly the improved controls we established in

2009 continued to operate effectively during the
year

and as result the
previous material weakness no longer

existed as of year-end 2010

Business Performance

Overall our core businesses performed well again in

2010 At Bankers Life our career distribution channel

total new annualized premiumexcluding PFFS and PDP

was $245 million compared with $272 million in 2009

while
pre-tax operating income was $284 million

compared with $278 million in 2009

Bankers well-established career distribution model

embodies market-driven approach focused on the

Boomer and retiree middle market that differentiates it

from the competition We continue to invest in Bankers

growth with the addition of 15 satellite offices planned

this year adding to our established branch network of

241 locations throughout the
country

These local

branches
provide added value through personalized

face-to-face service that is unmatched in the
marketplace

Bankers branches are supported by strong
centralized

lead
generation and training capabilities that allow our

agents to access and serve our market Through needs-

based process and full set of protection products agents

are able to identify customers concerns across the
spectrum

of health life and retirement needs and recommend

products and services that meet those concerns

At Colonial Penn our direct distribution channel total

new annualized premium increased to $46 million from

$42 million in the prior year
Pre-tax operating earnings

at Colonial Penn were $27 million compared with

$29 million in 2009 In addition to the 11 percent year

over year
rise in sales lead generation increased 35 percent

over 2009 as marketing efforts were increased

Washington National our independent distribution channel

saw total new annualized premium rise to $74 million

from $72 million in 2009 and reported pre-tax operating

earnings of $105 million compared with $111 million in

the prior year

Washington National looks to continue strong growth

in the individual supplemental health and voluntary

worksite markets as it expands distribution relationships

adds new products and services and expands its geographic

coverage through greater agent presence and new voice

signature techniques Washington National also anticipates

continued
strong growth in the worksite market as it

invests in building new technology that gives it strategic

advantage in operational efficiencies and increased sales

effectiveness of its distribution partners

In our Other CNO Business OCB comprised mainly

of closed blocks of business that are not being actively

marketed there was reported pre-tax operating loss of

$12 million for 2010 compared to loss of $44 million
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in the prior year
As portions

of this business are in loss

recognition we expect
the financial results of this segment

to continue to exhibit some volatility in the near term

We have sharpened focus on non-guaranteed
element

management expense management and risk mitigation

for this business

Our top priority remains growing

our three core businesses profitably

CNO is market-driven company not

product-driven company and we

know our market well

Leadership

The substantial progress
CNO made during the past year

was the direct result of the collective dedication and talent

our associates bring to the firm Our leadership and business

culture are being
transformed as we sharpen our focus

on our business model and the opportunities
for growth

ahead of us As in the
past

several years key priority

for CNO in 2010 was to strengthen our ability to attract

great people to our company and to identify and promote

top
talent within the company

CNO had success on both counts last
year

We welcomed

Jim Sawaya as our new vice president
of claims and Chris

Campbell as the new vice president of strategy
and business

development for Bankers Life Internally we were pleased

to fill number of leadership positions including Chris

Nickele president OCB Chris McKee senior vice

president of operations
Todd Coombes senior vice

president of information technology Scott Goldberg

territorial vice president for Bankers Life Peter Wilkins

vice president of field operations at Bankers Life and

Dick Garner senior vice president in an expanded role

in product management

Looking Ahead

We are excited by the prospects we envision for

CNO Financial Group Our financial transformation

our recapitalization our debt restructuring and our

increasingly stable earnings growth coupled with attractive

market demographics give us solid foundation for

profitable growth going forward

Our new brand reflects the
progress

we have made and

our commitment to our customers As always while the

need to constantly focus on improving our products and

services remains top priority we are confident in our

vision because of the dedication and efforts of all of our

associates our management and our board of directors

Special note is due this year to four of our directors who

are not standing for re-election at our annual meeting

We express our gratitude to Glenn Hilliard non-executive

chairman of the board who has made invaluable

contributions to our company since joining
in 2003

The board anticipates selecting Neal Schneider who

also has been director since 2003 and currently serves as

chairman of the audit committee to succeed Mr Hilliard

Donna James Debra Perry and David Zwiener

also will not be standing for re-election as directors at

the annual meeting We thank them for their dedication

and service to the company and wish them well in their

future endeavors

James Prieur

Chief Executive Officer
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CNO HNANCAL GROUP

Our Brand

year ago we introduced the change in our corporate

name to CNO Financial Group to mark our financial

transformation distinguish our unique insurance brands

from the
parent company and allow us to better express

and demonstrate our commitment to our brand promise

CNO Financial Group is holding company whose

customer-focused
subsidiaries are dedicated to serving

the basic insurance needs of the fast-growing but

underserved middle-income market through efficient

distribution channels and centralized services

operation that is calibrated to increase revenue at

substantially more than the industry rate

This promise is our primary message where our contract

of trust resides and the one aspect
of our company that

our stakeholders value most of all Quality of management

strategic vision and responsiveness are critical in delivering

successfully on this promise

CNOs operating subsidiaries continue to focus on the

markets we serve by learning about their expectations

and requirements
and then through successful strategic

execution providing the products and services they need

CNOs value comes from our stakeholders the relationships

we establish the experience that consequently defines us

and the principles that our reputation encompasses The

building
blocks of CNOs brand are providing products

that meet our customers needs fulfilling the expectations

of our investors building healthy employee environment

and being good citizen of the community

CNO Financial Group
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LIFE AND CASUALTY COMPANY your retirement

Its important when youre retired to make sure your

money lasts as long as you do

Bernice Mills

Bankers
Life

and
Casualty Company Policyholder

Wondering if youve saved enough for reriremeor can be

constanr concern When Bernice Mills was looking
for

solutions to help make her savings grow and fill the
gaps

in her currenr insurance
coverage she looked to her

longtime Bankers
agent Hilda Akhamzadeh for help

Hilda rook rhe rime to undersrand Bernices goals and

concerns for rhe nexr phase of her life and together they

worked to find the best solutions that would allow her

to feel comfortable and secure about her future

Bernice has already used her short-term care insurance

policy twice to cover the elimination periods of her other

policies It is such relief knowing have coverage

Bernice said Getting my claims submitted was very easy

especially with the online forms tool And Hilda was

there every step of the way making sure the
process went

smoothly and the claims were paid

Hilda feels that the trust she has built with Bernice over

time is the key component to making their relationship

work Ive known Bernice long time and know whats

important to her Hilda said She also helped Bernice

secure several annuities which have performed well to

date giving Bernice peace
of mind and more confidence

in her retirement savings

My relationship with Hilda is great Bernice says She

looks out for my well-being and
presents products to me

that she feels will be to my benefit Bankers has been
very

good to me Im grateful

Bankers Life and Casualty Companybased in Chicago

was established in 1879 and is leading provider of health

and hfe insurance products and annuities to the middle-

income retirement market In 2010 the
company paid

$1.1 billion in policy benefits

CNO Financial Group
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Washington

For more secure future

My wfi was the closest thing to peifect person The ever known

David Mason

Washington National Policyholder

David Mason 69 lost his wife Janice to leukemia in

2005 When she was diagnosed in 2003 the next two and

three-quarter yearsmuch of which were spent in the

hospitalwere quite rollercoaster of ride David said

To their great relief Janice had taken out Washington

National cancer policy years
earlier The comfort of

knowing we have financial benefits during
this time has

given us peace
of mind in one area of our lives Janice

wrote her agent
Paul Collins at the time The enormous

amount of medical tests and treatments and the resulting

paperwork and claims could have
put an additional strain

on an already difficult situation But the Masons experience

with their agent and Washington National was encouraging

All the interactions we had with Paul and the insurance

company were extremely positive.
.he really took care of us

think that says volumes about the honesty professionalism

and thoroughness of Washington National

The Masons agent understood that when policyholder

is faced with this type of illness the last thing they needed

to worry about is whether claim is going to be paid

Paul supported the Masons throughout the illness and

facilitated the interaction with Washington National to

make sure their policy was there for them when they

needed it most

Pauls philosophy is simple look at the supplemental

health products Washington National offers as tool

to help protect our clients current retirement plans try

to treat every prospect
and client with the same respect

honor and dignity want my own family treated know

at the end of the day and at the end of this life people

will forget what you did people will forget
what you said

but people will never forget how you made them feel

After Janices passing David established an annual scholarship

to graduating senior at the local high school in her name

Janice was the most positive person
have ever known

always smiling Its good to know her legacy continues

Washington National Insurance Companybased in

Carmel Indianais focused on serving the supplemental

health and
lift

insurance needs of middle-income Americans

at the worksite and at home Washington Nationals

commitment to policyholders is evidenced in the $446

million in policy benefits paid out in 2010 and the more

than $1.2 billion in returned premium since 1995

CNO Financial Group 11
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When theres death in the family the last thing you want is

for it to be hard to deal with the
life insurance company

Penny Razler

Colonial Penn Policy Beneficiary

When Fred Missimers sister needed his help finding

life insurance he knew one thing He wanted the
process

to be
easy He was busy man and didnt have time to

shop around and compare policies or deal with extensive

underwriting and lot of paperwork or for the back-and-

forth that usually goes along with life insurance After

receiving mailing from Colonial Penn he remembered

thinking that it seemed too good to be true called

them they reviewed the policy details with me and the

next steps and have to say wasnt disappointed Fred

said It was hassle-free
experience exactly what was

looking for From application submittal to policy issue

Fred found the
process to be quick and easy

And
years later when his sister passed away he had similar

experience with the claim The representative spoke

with was helpful and direct and filing the claim was

simple which saved me great
deal of concern he said

couldnt have asked for more favorable experience

Penny Razler also found it
very easy to work with

Colonial Penn when her aunt passed away last summer

Theres so much emotion so much going on when

loved one dies you just dont want to deal with anything

said Penny We knew my aunt had Colonial Penn

policy and we just wanted to get it taken care of quickly

You dont want to have
any worries Penny found

Colonial Penns representatives very helpful in assisting

with the claim filing and telling her what to expect She

was pleased and relieved with the quick turnaround from

claim submittal to receipt of the benefit had
great

experience with the company she said One you could

only hope for
during tough time

Both Fred and Penny experienced Colonial Penns

dedication to old-fashioned customer service where

the focus is on ensuring the customer receives the

attention they need including always answering their

calls with live person timely and accurate
responses

to their questions 24-hour online access to application

and claim tools and prompt claim payment This

approach has resulted in Colonial Penns consistently

above-average customer satisfaction ratings

Colonial Penn Lifi Insurance Companybased in

Philadelphiaspecializes in offering insurance directly to

consumers at affordable prices Colonial Penns commitment

to policyholders is evidenced in the more than $105 million

in 4fŁ insurance claim benefits paid in 2010
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CNO FINANOAL GROUP

The Baby Boom
Generation

CNOs businesses are defined by our marketmiddle-income working

Americans and retirees As this fast-growing but underserved market

moves toward retirement we stand ready to serve them with products

and services designed to meet their specific needs
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Community

We want our communities to view CNO as

vital community asset

good neighbor

An employer of choice

As company we provide financial support for
number

of causes that contribute to the well-being of our communities

As individuals we invest our time and talents in the same causes In 2010 nearly 500 CNO employees particzated in

one or more volunteer activities donating
close to 6000 hours of volunteer service during the year

CNO in the

CNOs core values are Integrity Customer Focus Excellence and Teamwork CNO depends upon
the goodwill and

support

of the communities where we live and work CNO has major offices
in Carmelmd Chicago and Philadelphia

Bankers Life and Casualty Company CNO subsidiary has sales
offices across the

country

16 CNO Financia Group



Childrens TherAplay Foundation Alzheimers Association

The Childrens TherAplay Foundation TherAplay is

unique outpatient rehabilitation clinic for children with

special needs incorporating the movement of horses into

physical and occupational therapy sessions

Its mission is to provide children with special needs

foundation for developing life skills through innovative

therapies in safe and caring environment including

equine-assisted physical and occupational therapy

TherAplay also offers adaptive horseback riding lessons

for children who may not be appropriate for therapy

services but would enjoy and benefit from horseback

riding as recreational activity

group
of Team CNO associates friends and family

members pitched in at TherAplay on May working

on gardening and maintenance projects on the grounds

American Red Cross

CNO and the American Red Cross established
unique

relationship in 2003 Since then CNO Carmel volunteers

have contributed in almost every area of the Red Cross

from providing first aid and disaster relief to public

education and disaster planning to staffing the community

food pantry and accounting offices to providing children

with books from the Red Cross bookmobile In all

CNO employees have donated more than 18000 hours

of volunteer service to the Red Cross In 2010 alone

CNO employees donated more than 1150 hours of

volunteer service to the Red Cross

Susan Komen Race for the Cure

The Susan Komen Race for the Cure is the nations

largest charitable run/walk-a-thon event supporting

breast cancer research Team CNO has supported and

participated in the Indianapolis Race each year since

2000 In 2010 Team CNO fielded team of 184 registered

participantsone of the largest teams in the Indianapolis

event Team CNO raised more than $16000 to finish

1st in fundraising among corporate teams for the entire

city of Indianapolis Washington National CNO
Financial Group subsidiary also supported Komen with

Diamond sponsorship of the Pink Tie Ball in February

More than 1000 Bankers agents across the country and

employees in Carmel Chicago and Philadelphia came

out to support Bankers Life and Casualty Companys

8th annual Forget Me Not Days fundraiser to benefit

the Alzheimers Association In this fundraiser volunteers

in
green gardening aprons

collect donations from the

public and hand out packets of Forget-Me-Not flower

seeds that
carry

the Associations 24/7 Helpline phone

number for families and caregivers The donations they

collected brought in more than $240000 for the

Alzheimers Association Bankers Life also recognized the

Alzheimers Association on national level in 2010 with

$100000 unrestricted donation to aid in support
of the

Associations mission Since 2003 Bankers has helped

raise more than $2 million for the Alzheimers Association

through the annual Forget Me Not Days fundraiser and

corporate
donations

Habitat for Humanity

In June more than 350 Team CNO associates donated

775 volunteer hours to build panels
for two new Habitat

for Humanity homes in the parking lot of Carmels

Building The project supported Habitat for Humanity

of Greater Indianapolis effort to provide home ownership

opportunities to low-income families in our community

To show
support

for Team CNO volunteers and celebrate

the event the CNO Campus Life Committee sponsored

DJ during the build and hosted picnic
All campus

employees were invited to come see the assembled homes

United Way

The 2010 CNO United Way employee campaign in

September raised more than $327000up 22 percent

from the prior year Employees in Carmel Philadelphia

Chicago and Dallas all participated Adding in the CNO

match the campaign generated more than $462000 for

the United Way In conjunction with the campaign Carmel

associates participated in the United Way Day of Caring

by donating time at Horizon House an organization that

provides day services to homeless neighbors

CNO Financial Group 17



Arthritis Foundation Step Up Awards

Over 70 Team CNO associates friends and family

members bundled up in December for the 22nd annual

Jingle Bell Run/Walk to help fund the search for cure

for over 46 million Americans suffering from arthritis

CNO sponsored the event entered team and raised

over $6000 in support of the Arthritis Foundations

mission to prevent control and cure arthritis and related

diseases Team CNO was the 2nd-place fundraising team

in the Indianapolis event

Adopt-a- Fam

For the 11th consecutive
year

hundreds of CNO

employees in Carmelpitched in to provide holiday cheer

for the needy of central Indiana as part of the companys

Adopt-a-Family program Forty families received help in

the 2010 program which concluded with wrapping

party for the 300-plus employee volunteers who

participated Over the
years

this CNO program has

provided holiday cheer for nearly 350 central Indiana

families CNO partners with the United Christmas Service

United Way agency UCS identifies local families

in need CNO provided about $45000 for
gifts

and

groceries in 2010 In addition to help advocate for the

cause CNO participated in an interview with the local

NBC affiliateWTHRand submitted blog for the

United Way website

In March of 2010 CNO announced
grants to six

community nonprofit organizations as part
of its initial

Step Up Awards program The program honors the

outstanding work of CNOs employee volunteers by

providing up to $20000 of annual cash
grants to the

community organizations where they volunteer Through

CNOs partnership
with the nationally acclaimed Jefferson

Awards for Public Service each Step Up winner also

receives Jefferson Award The awards honor employees

who make special impact in their communities

demonstrate strategic involvement and dedication to

getting results and maintain compelling and enduring

commitment to their
agencies

Award of Excellence Jo St John $10000 grant from

CNO to Newborns in Need Indianapolis

Award of High Achievement Amy Schlegel $5000

grant to Chicago Cares

Awards of Merit $1000 grant to each agency

Aaron Kramer Interfaith Refugee and Immigration

Ministries of Chicago

Patricia Lavelle AIDS Fund of Phi ladelp hi

Donna Lewellen American Red Cross of

Greater Indianapolis

John Reid American Red Cross of Greater Indianapolis

Paul Richard Arthritis Foundation Indiana Chapter
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PARTI

ITEM Business of CNO
CNO Financial Group Inc Delaware corporation CNO formerly

known as Conseco Inc prior to its name change in May 2010 is

holding company for
group

of insurance companies operating

throughout
the United States that develop market and administer

health insurance annuity
individual life insurance and other insurance

products CNO became the successor to Conseco Inc an Indiana

corporation our Predecessor in connection with our bankruptcy

reorganization which became effective on September 10 2003 the

Effective Date The terms CNO Financial Group Inc the

Company we us and our as used in this
report

refer to

CNO and its subsidiaries or when the context requires otherwise our

Predecessor and its subsidiaries Such terms when used to describe

insurance business and products refer to the insurance business and

products of CNOs insurance subsidiaries

We focus on serving the senior and middle-income markets which we

believe are attractive underserved high growth
markets We sell our

products through three distribution channels career agents independent

producers some of whom sell one or more of our product
lines

exclusively and direct marketing As of December 31 2010 we had

shareholders equity of $4.3 billion and assets of $31.9 billion For the

year
ended December 31 2010 we had revenues of $4.1 billion and

net income of $284.6 million See our consolidated financial statements

and accompanying footnotes for additional financial information about

the Company and its segments

Beginning July 2010 management changed the manner in which it

disaggregates the Companys operations
for making operating decisions

and assessing performance As result the Company manages its business

through the following operating segments
Bankers Life Washington

National and Colonial Penn which are defined on the basis of product

distribution Other CNO Business comprised primarily of products we

no longer sell actively and corporate operations comprised of holding

company activities and certain noninsurance company businesses Our

segments are described below

Bankers Life which markets and distributes Medicare supplement

insurance interest-sensitive life insurance traditional life insurance

fixed annuities and long-term care insurance products to the middle-

income senior market through dedicated field force of career agents

and sales
managers supported by network of community-based

branch offices The Bankers Life segment includes primarily
the

business of Bankers Life and Casualty Company Bankers Life

Bankers Life also markets and distributes Medicare Advantage plans

primarily through distribution
arrangement

with Humana Inc

Humana and Medicare Part prescription drug plans through

distribution and reinsurance arrangement with Coventry Health

Care Coventry

Washington Nationai which markets and distributes supplemental

health including specified disease accident and hospital indemnity

insurance products
and life insurance to middle-income consumers

at home and at the worksite These products are marketed through

Performance Matters Associates Inc PMA wholly owned

subsidiary and through independent marketing organizations and

insurance agencies including worksite marketing The products

being marketed are underwritten by Washington National Insurance

Company Washington National

Colonial Penn which markets primarily graded benefit and simplified

issue life insurance directly to customers through television advertising

direct mail the internet and telemarketing The Colonial Penn segment

includes primarily the business of Colonial Penn Life Insurance

Company Colonial Penn

Other CNO Business which consists of blocks of interest-sensitive

life insurance traditional life insurance annuities long-term care

insurance and other supplemental health products These blocks of

business are not being actively marketed and were primarily issued

or acquired by Conseco Life Insurance Company Conseco Life

and Washington National

On November 12 2008 CNO and CDOC Inc CDOC wholly

owned subsidiary of CNO completed
the transfer the Transfer of

the stock of Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania Senior

Health to Senior Health Care Oversight Trust an independent trust

the Independent Trust for the exclusive benefit of Senior Healths

long-term care policyholders
like Transfer was approved by the

Pennsylvania Insurance Department

In connection with the Transfer the Company entered into

$125.0 million Senior Note due November 12 2013 the Senior

Health Note payable to Senior Health The note has five-year

maturity date percent interest rate and requires annual principal

payments of $25.0 million As of December 31 2010 the principal

amount outstanding under the Senior Health Note was $75.0 million

As condition of the order from the Pennsylvania Insurance Department

approving
the Transfer CNO agreed that it would not pay

cash dividends

on its common stock while
any portion of the $125.0 million note

remained outstanding
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Our strategic direction

Our mission is to be premier provider of life insurance supplemental

health products and annuities to Americas middle income consumers

with focus on seniors while providing value to our shareholders We
believe we can accomplish this mission through the effective execution

of the following strategies

Remain Focused on the Needs of Our Senior and
Middle Income Market Customers

We define our business by our target markets and not by our products

We continue to adapt our distribution product offerings and product

features to the
evolving needs of our middle income and senior customers

We provide broad
range

of middle market products to meet the

protection needs of our customers and to provide them with longevity

solutions We are able to reach our customers through our career agents

and independent agent relationships directly through our Colonial

Penn direct distribution platform and at work through our worksite

marketing channel

nnil antI Ininrtw th
Distribution Channels

The continued development and maintenance of our distribution

channels is critical to our continued sales growth We dedicate substantial

resources to the recruitment development and retention of our Bankers

Life career agents and seek to maximize their productivity by providing

them with
high quality leads for new business

opportunities In addition

investments in both our direct distribution platform Colonial Penn and

in PMA have enabled us to achieve
significant sales growth since 2004

Seek Profitable Growth

We continue to pursue profitable growth opportunities in the middle

income market We focus on marketing and selling products that meet

the needs of our customers and we believe it will enable us to provide

long-term value for our shareholders As part of this
strategy we have

eliminated or de-emphasized products with return characteristics that

we consider to be inadequate

Pursue Operational Efficiencies and Cost

Reduction Opportunities

We seek to strengthen our competitive position with focus on cost

control and enhanced operational efficiency Our efforts include

improvements to our policy administration
processes and procedures

Other Information

to reduce costs and improve customer service

continued consolidation of policy processing systems including

conversions and elimination of systems

streamlining administrative procedures and consolidating processes

across the enterprise to reduce costs and

eliminating expenses associated with the marketing of those products

that do not meet our return objectives

Continue to Manage and Where Possible Reduce

the Risk Profile of Our Business

We actively manage
the risks associated with our business and have taken

several
steps to reduce the risk profile of our business In the fourth

quarter of 2007 we completed transaction to coinsure 100 percent

of block of inforce fixed index
annuity and fixed annuity business

sold through independent distribution Such business was largely

out of the surrender charge periods and had policyholder and other

reserves of $2.8 billion This transaction significantly reduced the asset

and
liability

risks associated with this business In the fourth quarter

of 2008 we transferred the stock of Senior Health to the Independent

Trust eliminating our exposure to substantial block of
long-term

care business previously included in our run-off segment In 2009

we began coinsuring significant portion of the new long-term care

business written through our Bankers Life segment These transactions

have reduced our exposure to long-term care business that has led to

volatile earnings in the past

We have
purposefully avoided products like variable life and variable

annuity contracts that we believe would expose us to risks that are

not commensurate with potential profits We plan to continue to

emphasize products that are straightforward and have lower risk

profile We believe such products meet various needs of the middle

income markets we serve

We will continue to manage
the investment risks associated with our

insurance business by

maintaining largely investment-grade diversified fixed-income

portfolio

maximizing the spread between the investment income we earn and

the yields we pay on investment products within acceptable levels

of risk and

continually tailoring our investment portfolio to consider
expected

liability durations cash flows and other
requirements

We believe that our focus on middle-income families and seniors will

position us favorably to
capitalize on the future growth in these markets

Our Predecessor was organized in 1979 as an Indiana corporation and

commenced operations in 1982 Our executive offices are located at

11825 Pennsylvania Street Carmel Indiana 46032 and our telephone

number is 317 817-6100 Our annual
reports on Form 10-K quarterly

reports on Form 10-Q current reports on Form 8-K and amendments

to those reports filed or furnished pursuant to Section 13a or 15d of

the Securities Exchange Act are available free of charge on our website

at www.CNOinc.com as soon as reasonably practicable after they are

electronically filed with or furnished to the Securities and Exchange

Commission the SEC These
filings are also available on the SECS

website at
www.sec.gov

In addition the public may read and
copy

any document we file at the SECS Public Reference Room located at
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100 Street NE Room 1580 Washington D.C 20549 The public

may obtain information on the operation of the Public Reference Room

by calling the SEC at 1-800-SEC-0330 Copies of these filings are also

available without charge from CNO Investor Relations 11825

Pennsylvania Street Carmel IN 46032

Our website also includes the charters of our Audit and Enterprise

Risk Committee Executive Committee Governance and Strategy

Committee Human Resources and Compensation Committee and

Investment Committee as well as our Corporate Governance Operating

Principles and our Code of Business Conduct and Ethics that applies

to all officers directors and employees Copies of these documents are

available free of charge on our website at wwwCNOinc.com or from

CNO Investor Relations at the address shown above Within the time

period specified by the SEC and the New York Stock Exchange we will

Marketing and Distribution
________

post on our website any amendment to our Code of Business Conduct

and Ethics and
any

waiver applicable to our principal executive officer

principal
financial officer or principal accounting officer

In May 2010 we filed with the New York Stock Exchange the Annual

CEO Certification regarding the Companys compliance with their

Corporate Governance listing
standards as required by Section 303A12a

of the New York Stock Exchange Listed Company Manual In addition

we have filed as exhibits to this 2010 Form 10-K the applicable

certifications of the Companys Chief Executive Officer and Chief

Financial Officer required under Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley

Act of 2002 regarding the Companys public
disclosures

Data in Item are provided as of or for the
year

ended December 31 2010

as the context implies unless otherwise indicated

Our insurance subsidiaries develop market and administer health

insurance annuity individual life insurance and other insurance

products We sell these products through three primary distribution

channels career agents independent producers some of whom sell

one or more of our product lines exclusively and direct marketing

We had premium collections of $3.6 billion $4.1 billionand $4.5

billion in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

Our insurance subsidiaries collectively hold licenses to market our

insurance products
in all

fifty states the District of Columbia and

certain protectorates
of the United States Sales to residents of the

following states accounted for at least five
percent

of our 2010 collected

premiums Florida 7.8 percent California 7.2 percent Texas

6.1 percent and Pennsylvania 6.1 percent

We believe that most purchases of life insurance accident and health

insurance and annuity products occur only after individuals are contacted

and solicited by an insurance agent Accordingly the success of our

distribution system is largely dependent on our ability to attract and

retain experienced and highly motivated agents description of our

primary distribution channels is as follows

Career Agents

This
agency

force of over 5100 agents and sales managers working

from 145 branch offices establishes one-on-one contact with potential

policyholders and promotes strong personal relationships with existing

policyholders The career agents sell primarily supplemental health and

long-term care insurance policies life insurance and annuities In 2010

this distribution channel accounted for $2575.2 million or 72 percent

of our total collected premiums These
agents

sell Bankers Life policies

as well as Medicare Advantage plans primarily through distribution

arrangement
with Humana and Medicare Part prescription drug plans

through
distribution and reinsurance arrangement

with Coventry

and typically visit the prospective policyholders home to conduct

personalized kitchen-table sales presentations
After the sale of an

insurance policy the agent serves as contact person for policyholder

questions claims assistance and additional insurance needs

Independent Producers

Independent producers are diverse network of independent agents

insurance brokers and marketing organizations
The general agency

and

insurance brokerage distribution system is comprised
of independent

licensed agents doing business in all
fifty states the District of Columbia

and certain protectorates
of the United States In 2010 this distribution

channel collected $820.8 million or 23 percent
of our total premiums

Marketing organizations typically recruit agents by advertising our

products and commission structure through direct mail advertising

or through seminars for agents
and brokers These organizations

bear

most of the costs incurred in marketing our products We compensate

the marketing organizations by paying
them

percentage
of the

commissions earned on new sales generated by agents
recruited by

such organizations Certain of these marketing organizations are

specialty organizations that have marketing expertise or distribution

system
related to particular product or market such as worksite and

individual health products During 1999 and 2000 we purchased

three organizations that specialize in marketing and distributing health

products and combined them under the name PMA In 2010 the PMA

distribution channel accounted for $228.8 million or percent
of

our total collected premiums

Direct Marketing

This distribution channel is engaged primarily in the sale of graded

benefit life insurance policies through Colonial Penn In 2010 this

channel accounted for $194.1 million or percent
of our total

collected premiums
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Products

The following table summarizes premium collections by major category and segment for the years ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008

dollars in millions

TOTAL PREMIUM COLLECTIONS

Icalth

Bankers ife 1.360 171 .7 1887.0

Washington National 564.9 566.3 584.9

Colon at Pen
rj 6.4 8.9

Other NO Business
--

31.7 3i.I 36.9

lotal health
1963.1 2.3 19.6 2517.7

Ann ni tics

Bankers Life
1005.5 1060.4 1224.1

Other NO Business 16.4 129.8

Total annult 02L9 1138.8 1353.9

Life

Bankers ift 209.6 228.8 209.4

Washington National 16.2 30.1 35.7

Colonial Penn 187.7 8.3
Other CNO Business 191.6 210.2 234.1

Fotal life

605.1 656.3 653.3

TOTAL PREMIUM COLLECTIONS 3590.1 4114.8 4524.9

In addition the
longterm care business included in our discontinued operations had collected

premiums of 5225.9 milliort in 2008

Our insurance
companies collected lremiums from the following products

Health

HEALtH PREMI tiM COLLECTIONS DOLLRs WfIJO \S

2010 2009 2008

Meclkare supplement

Bankers ft 697.8 653 636.6

Washington National 154.8 177.8 203.8

.oloniaj Pcnn 6.0 7.0 8.1

total
858.6 838.5 848.5

ongterm care

Bankers IIe so

Other CNO Busines 9.2 31.4 33.7

total
613.8 533.0 659.4

Prescription Drug Plan and Medicare Advantage products included in Bankers ife 66.4 444.4 614.0

Health products mehLded in WislgttnNtiotial 405.5 383.3 374.6

Other

Bankers Life
11.3 12.0 10.7

Wishington National 4.6 5.2 6.5

Colonial Penn
.4 .5 .8

Other CNO Business 2.5 2.7 3.2

Total
18.8 10.4 21.2

1963.1 2319.6 2517.7
TOTAL HEALTH PREMIUM COLLECTIONS

The following describes our major supplemental health products

Medicare Supplement

Medicate supplement collected premiums were $858.6 million during

2010 or 24
percent of our total collected premiums Medicare is federal

health insurance program for disabled
persons

and seniors age 65 and
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amounts are subject to change
each

year by the federal
government

Part of Medicare covers doctors bills and number of other medical

costs not covered by Part subject to deductible and coinsurance

amounts for charges approved by Medicare The deductible amount

is subject to change each
year by the federal government

Medicare supplement policies provide coverage for many of the hospital

and medical
expenses

which the Medicare
program

does not cover such

as deductibles coinsurance costs in which the insured and Medicare

share the costs of medical expenses and specified losses which exceed the

federal programs maximum benefits Our Medicare supplement plans

automatically adjust coverage to reflect changes in Medicare benefits In

marketing these products we currently concentrate on individuals who

have recently become eligible for Medicare by reaching the
age

of 65

Approximately 42 percent of new sales of Medicare supplement policies

in 2010 were to individuals who had recently reached the age
of 65

Both Bankers Life and Washington National sell Medicare supplement

insurance

Long-Term Care

Long-term care collected premiums were $613.8 million during 2010

or 17 percent
of our total collected premiums Long-term care products

provide coverage
within prescribed limits for nursing homes home

healthcare or combination of both We sell the long-term care plans

primarily to retirees and to lesser degree to older self-employed

individuals in the middle-income market

Current nursing home care policies cover incurred charges up to

daily fixed-dollar limit with an elimination period which similar to

deductible requires
the insured to pay

for certain number of days

of nursing home care before the insurance coverage begins subject to

maximum benefit Home healthcare policies cover incurred charges

after deductible or elimination period and are subject to weekly or

monthly maximum dollar amount and an overall benefit maximum

Comprehensive policies cover both nursing home care and home

healthcare We monitor the loss experience on our long-term care

products and when
necessary apply for rate increases in the jurisdictions

in which we sell such products Regulatory filings are made before we

increase our premiums on these products

small
portion

of our long-term care business resides in the Other

CNO Business segment This business was sold through independent

producers and was largely underwritten by certain of our subsidiaries

prior to their acquisitions by our Predecessor in 1996 and 1997 The

performance of these blocks of business did not meet the expectations

we had when the blocks were acquired As result we ceased selling

new long-term care policies through independent
distribution in 2003

We continue to sell long-term care insurance through the Bankers Life

career agent distribution channel This business is underwritten using

stricter underwriting and pricing standards than had previously been

used on our acquired blocks of long-term care business included in

the Other CNO Business segment

Prescription Drug Plan and Medicare Advantage

The Medicare Prescription Drug Improvement and Modernization Act

of 2003 provided for the introduction of prescription drug program

under Medicare Part Persons
eligible

for Medicare can receive their

Part coverage through
stand-alone Prescription Drug Plan PDP

In order to offer PDP product to our current and potential future

policyholders without investment in management and infrastructure

we entered into national distribution agreement with Coventry to

use our career and independent agents to distribute Coventrys PDP

product Advantra Rx We receive fee based on the number of PDP

plans sold through our distribution channels In addition CNO has

quota-share reinsurance agreement
with Coventry for CNO enrollees

that provides CNO with specified percentage of net premiums and

related profits subject to risk corridor The Part program was effective

January 2006 PDP collected premiums were $65.3 million during

2010 or percent of our total collected premiums

CNO expanded its strategic alliance with Coventry by entering
into

national distribution agreements under which our career agents

began distributing Coventrys Private-Fee-For-Service PFFS plan

with
coverage beginning January 2007 Under the agreement we

received fee based on the number of PFFS plans sold through our

distribution channels In addition CNO had quota-share reinsurance

agreement
with Coventry for CNO enrollees that provided CNO

with specified percentage
of the net premiums and related profits

Coventry decided to cease selling PFFS plans effective January 2010

On July 22 2009 Bankers Life announced
strategic

alliance under

which it offers Humanas Medicare Advantage plans to its policyholders

and consumers nationwide through its career agency
force and receives

marketing fees based on sales Effective January 2010 the Company

no longer assumes the underwriting risk related to PFFS business

Supplemental Health Products

Supplemental
health collected premiums were $405.5 million during

2010 or 11 percent
of our total collected premiums These policies

generally provide fixed or limited benefits Cancer insurance and heart

stroke products are guaranteed renewable individual accident and

health insurance policies Payments under cancer insurance policies

are generally made directly to or at the direction of the policyholder

following diagnosis of or treatment for covered type
of cancer Heart

stroke policies provide for payments directly to the policyholder
for

treatment of covered heart disease heart attack or stroke Accident

products
combine insurance for accidental death with limited benefit

disability income insurance Hospital indemnity products provide

fixed dollar amount per day of confinement in hospital The benefits

provided under the supplemental health policies do not necessarily

reflect the actual cost incurred by the insured as result of the illness or

accident and benefits are not reduced by any
other medical insurance

payments
made to or on behalf of the insured

Approximately 75 percent of the total number of our supplemental

health policies inforce was sold with return of premium or cash value

riders The return of premium rider generally provides that after

policy has been inforce for specified number of years or upon the

policyholder reaching specified age we will
pay to the policyholder or

in some cases beneficiary under the policy the
aggregate amount of

all premiums paid under the policy without interest less the
aggregate

amount of all claims incurred under the policy For some policies

the return of premium rider does not have
any

claim offset The cash

value rider is similar to the return of premium rider but also provides

for payment of graded portion of the return of premium benefit if

the policy terminates before the return of premium benefit is earned
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Other Health Products

Other supplemental health product collected premiums were

$18.8 million during 2010 This
category includes various other

Annuities

health products such as major medical health insurance senior hospital

indemnity and disability income products which are sold in small

amounts or other products which are no longer actively marketed

ANNUITY PREMIUM COLLECTIONS DOLLARS IN MILLIONS

During 2010 we collected annuity premiums of $1021.9 million or

28 percent of our total premiums collected Annuity products include

fixed index annuity traditional fixed rate annuity and single premium
immediate annuity products sold through both Bankers Life and Other

CNO Business Annuities offer tax-deferred means of accumulating

savings for retirement needs and provide tax-efficient source of

income in the payout period Our major source of income from fixed

rate annuities is the spread between the investment income earned

on the
underlying general account assets and the interest credited to

contractholders accounts For fixed index annuities our major source

of income is the spread between the investment income earned on the

underlying general account assets and the cost of the index options

purchased to provide index-based credits to the contractholders accounts

The change in mix of premium collections between Bankers Lifes

fixed index products and fixed annuity products has fluctuated due to

volatility
in the financial markets in recent periods In addition premium

collections from Bankers Lifes fixed annuity products decreased in

2010 as low new money interest rates negatively impacted our sales

and the overall sales in the fixed annuity market

The following describes the major annuity products

Fixed Index Annuities

These products accounted for $592.6 million or 16 percent of our total

premium collections during 2010 The account value or accumulation

value of these annuities is credited in an amount that is based on

changes in particular index during specified period of time Within

each contract issued each fixed index annuity specifies

The index to be used

The time period during which the change in the index is measured

At the end of the time period the change in the index is applied to

the account value The time period of the contract
ranges

from

to years

The method used to measure the change in the index

The measured change in the index is multiplied by participation

rate percentage of change in the index before the credit is applied

Some policies guarantee the initial participation rate for the life of

the contract and some vary the rate for each period

The measured change in the index may also be limited to cap
before the credit is applied Some policies guarantee the initial

cap

for the life of the contract and some vary the
cap

for each period

The measured change in the index may also be limited to the excess

in the measured change over margin before the credit is applied

Some policies guarantee the initial margin for the life of the contract

and some vary
the margin for each period

These products have
guaranteed minimum cash surrender values

regardless of actual index performance and the resulting indexed-based

interest credits applied

We generally buy call options and similar investments on the applicable

indices in an effort to hedge potential increases to policyholder benefits

resulting
from increases in the indices to which the products return

is linked

Other Fixed Rate Annuities

These products include fixed rate single-premium deferred annuities

SPDAs flexible premium deferred annuities FPDAs and single-

premium immediate annuities SPIAs These products accounted

for $429.3 million or 12 percent of our total premium collections

during 2010 Our fixed rate SPDAs and FPDAs typically have an

interest rate the crediting rate that is guaranteed by the Company

for the first policy year
after which we have the discretionary ability to

change the crediting rate to any rate not below guaranteed minimum

rate The guaranteed rates on annuities written recently range from

1.5 percent to 3.0 percent and the rates on all policies inforce
range

from 1.5 percent to 6.0
percent

The initial crediting rate is largely

function of

the interest rate we can earn on invested assets acquired with the new

annuity fund deposits

the costs related to marketing and maintaining the annuity products

and

the rates offered on similar products by our competitors

For subsequent adjustments to crediting rates we take into account

current and prospective yields on investments annuity surrender

assumptions competitive industry pricing and the crediting rate history

for particular groups
of annuity policies with similar characteristics

2010 2009 2008

Fixed index annuirv

Binken Life so.i 522.8

Other CNO Business li.9 76.6 123.7

Iota fixed index annum premium collcLtions 592.6 426.7 646.5

Other fixed annuiry

Bankers Life 427.8 710.3 70 1.3

Other CNO Business 1.5 1.8 6.1

Total fixed .mnuirv premium colleclious 429.3 712.1 707.i

TOTAL ANNUITY PREMIUM COLLECTIONS 1021.9 1138.8 1353.9
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In 2010 significant portion of our new annuity sales have been bonus

interest products The initial crediting rate on these products specifies

bonus crediting rate of 1.0 to 3.0 percent
of the annuity deposit

for the first policy year only After the first
year

the bonus interest

portion of the initial crediting rate is automatically discontinued and

the renewal crediting rate is established As of December 31 2010

the
average crediting rate excluding bonuses on our outstanding

traditional annuities was 3.6 percent

Withdrawals from deferred annuities are generally subject to surrender

charge of percent to 19 percent
in the first

year declining to zero over

to 12
year period depending on issue age

and product Surrender

charges are set at levels intended to protect
the Company from loss on

early terminations and to reduce the likelihood that policyholders will

terminate their policies during periods of increasing interest rates This

practice is intended to lengthen the duration of policy liabilities and

to enable us to maintain profitability on such policies

Penalty-free withdrawals from deferred annuities of
up to 10

percent

of either
premiums or account value are available in most plans after

the first year
of the annuitys term

Life Insurance

Some deferred annuity products apply market value adjustment

during the surrender charge period
This adjustment is determined

by formula specified in the annuity contract and may increase or

decrease the cash surrender value depending on changes in the amount

and direction of market interest rates or credited interest rates at the

time of withdrawal The resulting cash surrender values will be at least

equal to the guaranteed minimum values

SPIAs accounted for $12.0 million or .3 percent
of our total premiums

collected in 2010 SPIAs are designed to provide series of periodic

payments
for fixed period of time or for life according to the

policyholders
choice at the time of issuance Once the

payments

begin the amount frequency and length of time over which they

are payable are fixed SPIAs often are purchased by persons at or near

retirement age
who desire steady stream of payments over future

period of years
The single premium is often the payout from deferred

annuity contract The implicit interest rate on SPIAs is based on market

conditions when the policy is issued The implicit interest rate on our

outstanding SPIAs averaged 7.0 percent at December 31 2010

LIFE INSURANCE PREMIUM COLLECTIONS DOLLARS IN MILLIONS

Life products include traditional and interest-sensitive life insurance

products These products are currently sold through the Bankers Life

Washington National and Colonial Penn segments During 2010 we

collected life insurance premiums
of $605.1 million or 17 percent

of our total collected premiums Sales of life products are affected by

the financial strength ratings assigned to our insurance subsidiaries by

independent rating agencies See Competition below

Interest-Sensitive Lfe Products

These products include universal life and other interest-sensitive life

products that provide life insurance with adjustable rates of return

related to current interest rates They accounted for $228.7 million or

6.4 percent
of our total collected premiums in 2010 These products

are marketed by independent producers and to lesser extent career

agents including independent producers
and career agents specializing

in worksite sales The principal differences between universal life

products and other interest-sensitive life products are policy provisions

affecting the amount and timing of premium payments Universal

life policyholders may vary
the frequency and size of their premium

payments and policy benefits may also fluctuate according to such

payments Premium payments under other interest-sensitive policies

may not be varied by the policyholders Universal life products include

fixed index universal life products The account value of these policies

is credited with interestat guaranteed rate plus additional interest

credits based on changes in particular stock index during specified

time period

Traditional Lfe

These products accounted for $376.4 million or 10 percent of our

total collected premiums in 2010 Traditional life policies including

whole life graded benefit life term life and single premium whole

life products are marketed through independent producers career

agents
and direct

response marketing Under whole life policies the

policyholder generally pays
level premium over an agreed period or

the policyholders lifetime The annual premium in whole life policy

is generally higher than the premium for comparable term insurance

coverage
in the early years of the policys life but is generally lower

than the premium for comparable term insurance coverage
in the later

years
of the policys life These policies combine insurance protection

with
savings component

that gradually increases in amount over the

2010 2009 2008

Interestsensitive life products

Bankers Life 65.5 63.2 63.7

Colonial Penn .5 .5 .5

Other CN Business 162.7 180.6 202.5

Tot.il interest-sensitive life premium collections 228.7 24 266.7

Iraditional life

Bankers Life 144.1 165.6 145.7

Washington National 16.4 30.1 35.7

Colonial Penn 187.2 186.8 173.6

Other CNO Business 28.7 29.6 31.6

Total traditional life premium collections 376.4 412.1 386.6

IOTAL LIFE INSURANCE PREMIUM COLLECTIONS 605.1 656.4 653.3
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life of the policy The policyholder may borrow against
the savings

component generally at rate of interest lower than that available

from other lending sources The policyholder may also choose to

surrender the policy and receive the accumulated cash value rather

than continuing the insurance protection Term life products offer

pure
insurance protection for life with guaranteed level premium for

specified period of timetypically 10 15 or 20 years
In some

instances these products offer an option to return the premium at the

end of the guaranteed period

Traditional life products also include graded
benefit life insurance

products Graded benefit life products accounted for $184.1 million

or 5.1
percent

of our total collected premiums in 2010 Graded benefit

life insurance products are offered on an individual basis primarily to

Investments

persons age 50 to 85 principally in face amounts of $400 to $25000

without medical examination or evidence of insurability Premiums are

paid as frequently as monthly Benefits paid are less than the face amount

of the policy during the first two years except in cases of accidental

death Our Colonial Penn segment markets graded benefit life policies

under its own brand name using direct
response marketing techniques

New policyholder leads are generated primarily from television print

advertisements and direct
response mailings

Traditional life products also include
single premium

whole life insurance

This product requires one initial lump sum payment in return for

providing life insurance protection for the insureds entire lifetime

Single premium whole life products accounted for $46.2 million or

1.3 percent
of our total collected premiums in 2010

40186 Advisors Inc 40186 Advisors registered investment advisor

and wholly owned subsidiary of CNO manages
the investment portfolios

of our insurance subsidiaries 40186 Advisors had approximately $24.0

billion of assets at fair value under
management at December 31 2010

of which $23.7 billion were assets of our subsidiaries and $.3 billion

were assets managed for third parties Our general account investment

strategies are to

maintain largely investment-grade diversified fixed-income portfolio

maximize the spread between the investment income we earn and the

yields we pay on investment products within acceptable levels of risk

provide adequate liquidity

construct our investment portfolio considering expected liability

durations cash flows and other requirements and

maximize total return through active investment management

During 2010 2009 and 2008 we recognized net realized investment

gains losses of $30.2 million $60.5 million and $262.4 million

respectively excluding any such amounts included in discontinued

operations During 2010 net realized investment gains were comprised

of $180.0 million of net gains from the sale of investments primarily

fixed maturities and ii $149.8 million of writedowns of investments

for other-than-temporary declines in fair value recognized through net

income $146.8 million prior to the $3.0 million of impairment

losses recognized through accumulated other comprehensive income

loss During 2009 net realized investment losses were comprised ofi

$134.9 million of net gains
from the sales of investments primarily

fixed maturities and ii $195.4 million of writedowns of investments

for other than temporary declines in fair value recognized through net

income $385.0 million prior to the $189.6 million of impairment

losses recognized through accumulated other comprehensive loss

During 2008 net realized investment losses were comprised of

$100.1 million of net losses from the sales of investments primarily

fixed maturities and ii $162.3 million of writedowns of investments

for other than
temporary

declines in fair value

Investment activities are an integral part of our business because

investment income is significant component
of our revenues The

profitability of many of our insurance products is significantly affected

by spreads between interest yields on investments and ratescredited

on insurance liabilities Although substantially all credited rates on

SPDAs FPDAs and interest sensitive life
products may be changed

annually subject to minimum guaranteed rates changes in crediting

rates may not be sufficient to maintain targeted investment spreads

in all economic and market environments In addition competition

minimum guaranteed rates and other factors including the
impact

of surrenders and withdrawals may limit our ability to adjust or to

maintain crediting rates at levels necessary to avoid narrowing of

spreads under certain market conditions As of December 31 2010

the
average yield computed on the cost basis of our fixed maturity

portfolio was 5.9 percent and the average interest rate credited or

accruing to our total insurance liabilities was 4.5 percent

We manage the equity-based risk component of our fixed index

annuity products by

purchasing equity-based options with similarpayoff characteristics and

adjusting the participation rate to reflect the change in the cost of

such options such cost varies based on market conditions

The price of the options we purchase to manage the equity-based

risk component of our fixed index annuities varies based on market

conditions The price of the options generally increases with increases

in the volatility of the applicable indices which may either reduce

the profitability of the fixed index products or cause us to lower

participation rates Accordingly volatility
of the indices is one factor in

the uncertainty regarding the profitability of our fixed index products

We attempt to mitigate this risk by adjusting the participation rates

to reflect the change in the cost of such options

Our invested assets are predominately fixed rate in nature and their

value fluctuates with changes in market rates We seek to manage
the

interest rate risk inherent in our business by managing the durations

and cash flows of our fixed maturity investments along with those of

our insurance liabilities For example duration measures the expected

change in the fair value of assets and liabilities for given change in

interest rates If interest rates increase by percent
the fair value of

fixed maturity security
with duration of

years is typically expected

to decrease in value by approximately percent When the estimated

durations of assets and liabilities are similar change in the value of

assets should be largely offset by change in the value of liabilities

We calculate asset and
liability

durations using our estimates of future

asset and
liability

cash flows At December 31 2010 the duration of

our fixed income securities as modified to reflect
prepayments

and

potential calls was approximately 8.8
years

and the duration of our
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insurance liabilities was approximately 8.7 years These durations

indicate that while our investment portfolio had longer duration

and consequently was more sensitive to interest rate fluctuations

than our liabilities at that date this sensitivity was within corporate

Competition

guidelines We generally seek to minimize the gap between asset and

liability
durations

For information regarding the composition and diversification of the

investment portfolio
of our subsidiaries see Investments

The markets in which we operate are competitive Compared to CNO

many companies in the financial services industry are larger
have

greater capital technological and marketing resources have better

access to capital and other sources of liquidity at lower cost offer

broader and more diversified product lines have larger staffs and higher

ratings An expanding number of banks securities brokerage firms

and other financial intermediaries also market insurance products or

offer
competing products such as mutual fund products traditional

bank investments and other investment and retirement funding

alternatives We also compete
with many of these companies and others

in providing services for fees In most areas competition is based on

number of factors including pricing service provided to distributors

and policyholders and ratings CNOs subsidiaries must also compete

to attract and retain the allegiance of agents insurance brokers and

marketing companies

In the individual health insurance business companies compete

primarily on the bases of marketing service and price Pursuant to

federal regulations the Medicare supplement products offered by

all companies
have standardized policy features This increases the

comparability of such policies and intensifies competition based on

other factors See Insurance Underwriting and Governmental

Regulation for additional information In addition to competing
with

the products
of other insurance companies commercial banks thrifts

mutual funds and broker dealers our insurance products compete
with

health maintenance organizations preferred provider organizations and

other health care-related institutions which provide medical benefits

based on contractual
agreements

We believe that the volatility experienced in the financial markets in

recent periods its impact on the capital position of many competitors

and subsequent actions by regulators
and rating agencies have altered the

competitive environment In particular
these factors have emphasized

financial strength as significant differentiator from the perspective

of consumers The effects of the current market conditions may also

lead to consolidation in the insurance industry Although we can not

predict the ultimate impact of these conditions we believe that the

strongest companies will have competitive advantage as result of

the current circumstances

An important competitive factor for life insurance companies
is the

ratings they receive from nationally recognized rating organizations

Agents insurance brokers and marketing companies who market our

products and prospective purchasers
of our products use the ratings of

our insurance subsidiaries as one factor in determining which insurers

products to market or purchase Ratings have the most impact on our

annuity interest-sensitive life insurance and long-term care products

Insurance financial strength ratings are opinions regarding an insurance

companys financial capacity to meet the obligations of its insurance

policies in accordance with their terms They are not directed toward

the protection of investors and such ratings are not recommendations

to buy sell or hold securities

On December 22 2010 A.M Best Company AM Best upgraded

the financial strength ratings of our primary insurance subsidiaries

except Conseco Life to from AM Best also affirmed the

financial strength rating of B- of Conseco Life and revised the

outlook for the rating
of Conseco Life to stable from negative On

March 23 2010 A.M Best affirmed the financial strength rating

of of our primary insurance subsidiaries except
Conseco Life

whose rating was downgraded to B- A.M Best also revised the

outlook for the ratings
of our primary insurance subsidiaries to stable

from negative except for Conseco Life whose outlook of negative was

affirmed stable designation means that there is low likelihood

of rating change due to stable financial market trends The

rating is assigned to companies
that have good ability in A.M Bests

opinion to meet their ongoing obligations to policyholders B-

rating
is assigned to companies that have fair ability iii A.M Bests

opinion to meet their current obligations to policyholders but are

financially vulnerable to adverse changes in underwriting and economic

conditions A.M Best ratings for the industry currently range from

Superior to In Liquidation and some companies are not

rated An rating indicates superior ability to meet ongoing

obligations to policyholders
A.M Best has sixteen possible ratings

There are five ratings above the rating of our primary insurance

subsidiaries other than Conseco Life and ten ratings that are below

that rating
There are seven ratings above the B-

rating
of Conseco

Life and eight ratings
that are below that rating

On December 21 2010 Standard Poors Corporation SP
upgraded the financial strength ratings of our primary insurance

subsidiaries to BB from BB- and the outlook for such ratings is

stable stable designation means that rating is not likely to change

SP financial strength ratings range
from AAA to and some

companies are not rated An insurer rated BB or lower is regarded

as having vulnerable characteristics that may outweigh its strengths

BB rating indicates the least degree of vulnerability within the
range

CC rating
indicates the highest degree of vulnerability Pluses and

minuses show the relative standing within category In SPs view an

insurer rated BB has marginal
financial security characteristics and

although positive attributes exist adverse business conditions could

lead to an insufficient
ability to meet financial commitments SP has

twenty-one possible ratings There are eleven ratings above our BB
rating and nine ratings

that are below our rating

On November 30 2010 Moodys Investor Services Inc Moodys
affirmed the financial strength rating ofBal of our primary insurance

subsidiaries with stable outlook On May 26 2010 Moodys upgraded

the financial strength ratings of our primary insurance subsidiaries to

Bal from Ba2 Moodys also revised the outlook for the ratings of

our primary insurance subsidiaries to stable from positive
stable

designation means that rating is not likely to change Moodys

financial strength ratings range from Aaa to Rating categories

from Aaa to Baa are classified as secure by Moodys and rating

categories from Ba to are considered vulnerable and these ratings
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may be supplemented with numbers or to show relative

standing within category In Moodys view an insurer rated Ba
offers

questionable financial security and often the ability of these

companies to mcct policyholders obligations may be very moderaie

and thereby not well safeguarded in the future Moodys has twenty-

one possible ratings
There are ten ratings above our Ba rating and

ten ratings that are below our rating

In light of the difficulties experienced recently by many financial

institutions including insurance companies rating agencies have

increased the frequency and scope of their credit reviews and requested

Insurance Underwriting

additional information from the companies that they rate including

us They may also adjust upward the capital and other
requirements

employed in the rating agency
models for maintenance of certain ratings

levels cannot predict what actions rating agencies may take or

what actions we may take in response Accordingly downgrades and

outlook revisions related to us or the life insurance industry may occur

in the future at any time and without notice by any rating agency

These could increase policy surrenders and withdrawals adversely

affect relationships with our distribution channels reduce new sales

reduce our ability to borrow and increase our future borrowing costs

Under regulations developed by the National Association of Insurance

Commissioners NAIC an association of state regulators and their

staffs and adopted by the states we are prohibited from underwriting

our Medicare
supplement policies for certain first-time purchasers If

person applies for insurance within six months after
becoming eligible

by reason of
age or disability in certain limited circumstances the

application may not be rejected due to medical conditions Some states

prohibit underwriting of all Medicare supplement policies For other

prospective Medicare supplement policyholders such as senior citizens

who are transferring to our products the underwriting procedures are

relatively limited except
for

policies providing prescription drug coverage

Before issuing long-term care products we generally apply detailed

underwriting procedures to assess and quantify the insurance risks

We require medical examinations of applicants including blood and

urine tests where permitted for certain health insurance products and

for life insurance products which exceed prescribed policy amounts

These
requirements vary according to the applicants age and may vary

by type of policy or product We also rely on medical records and the

potential policyholders written application In recent years
there have

been significant regulatory changes with respect to underwriting certain

types of health insurance An increasing number of states prohibit

underwriting and/or charging higher premiums for substandard risks

Liabilities for Insurance Products

We monitor changes in state regulation that affect our products and

consider these
regulatory developments in determining the products

we market and where we market them

Our supplemental health policies are individually underwritten
using

simplified issue application Based on an applicants responses on the

application the underwriter either
approves the policy as applied

for ii approves the policy with reduced benefits or iii rejects
the

application

Most of our life insurance policies are underwritten individually

although standardized underwriting procedures have been adopted

for certain low face-amount life insurance
coverages

After initial

processing insurance underwriters obtain the information needed to

make an underwriting decision such as medical examinations doctors

statements and special medical tests After collecting and
reviewing the

information the underwriter either approves the policy as applied

for ii approves the policy with an extra premium charge because of

unfavorable factors or iii rejects
the application

We underwrite
group

insurance
policies

based on the characteristics of the

group
and its past claim experience Graded benefit life insurance

policies

are issued without medical examination or evidence of insurability

There is minimal
underwriting on annuities

At December 31 2010 the total balance of our liabilities for insurance

products was $24.5 billion These liabilities are generally payable

over an extended period of time The profitability of our insurance

products depends on pricing and other factors Differences between

our expectations when we sold these products and our actual experience

could result in future losses

Liabilities for insurance products are calculated
using managements

best judgments based on our past experience and standard actuarial

tables of mortality morbidity lapse rates investment experience and

expense levels For all of our insurance products we establish an active

life reserve liability
for due and unpaid claims claims in the course of

settlement and incurred but not reported claims In addition for our

health insurance business we establish reserve for the present value

of amounts not yet
due on incurred claims Many factors can affect

these reserves and liabilities such as economic and social conditions

inflation hospital and pharmaceutical costs changes in doctrines of

legal liability and extra-contractual damage awards Therefore our

reserves and liabilities are necessarily based on extensive estimates

assumptions and historical
experience Establishing reserves is an

uncertain
process and it is possible that actual claims will materially

exceed our reserves and have material adverse effect on our results

of operations and financial condition Our financial results
depend

significantly upon the extent to which our actual claims
experience is

consistent with the
assumptions we used in determining our reserves

and
pricing our products If our assumptions with respect to future

claims are incorrect or our reserves are insufficient to cover our actual

losses and
expenses we would be required to increase our liabilities

which would negatively affect our operating
results
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Reinsurance

Consistent with the general practice of the life insurance industry statements insurance industry reports
and reports filed with state

our subsidiaries enter into both facultative and treaty agreements
of insurance departments we believe the assuming companies are able

indemnity reinsurance with other insurance companies in order to to honor all contractual commitments

reinsure portions of the coverage provided by our insurance products
As of December 31 2010 the policy

risk retention limit of our insurance

Indemnity reinsurance agreements are intended to limit life insurers
subsidiaries was generally $.8 million or less Reinsurance ceded by

maximum loss on large or unusually hazardous risk or to diversify its

CNO represented 25 percent
of

gross
combined life insurance inforce

risk Indemnity reinsurance does not discharge
the original insurers

and reinsurance assumed represented .8 percent of net combined life

primary liability
to the insured Our reinsured business is ceded to

insurance inforce Our principal reinsurers at December 31 2010 were

numerous reinsurers Based on our periodic review of their financial

as follows dollars in millions

Ceded life

Name of Reinsurer
insurance inforce A.M Best rating

Wilton Reassurance company Wilron Re 3389.0 A-

Swiss Re Life and Health America Inc
3086.3

Securi Life of Denver Insurance Company
2523.4

Reassure America Life Insurance Company RFAUC 1247.0

RGA Reinsurance Company
827.9

Munich American Reassurance Company
814.7

lincoln National Life Insurance Company 519.3

Scor Global ife Re insurance Co of 1cxas
473.8

Hannover Life Reassurance Company
340.9

General Re Life Corporation
331.6

All others
1247.0

14800.9

In addition to the lif insurance business summarized above REALIC has assumed certain
annuily

business from our insurance subsidiaries through coinsurance agreement Such

business had total insurance policy
liabilities of$1 billion at December31 2010

No other single reinsurer assumed greater
than

percent ofthe total ceded business inforce

Employees

Our insurance businesses are subject to extensive regulation
and

supervision by the insurance regulatory agencies of the jurisdictions

in which they operate
This regulation and supervision

is primarily

for the benefit and protection
of customers and not for the benefit

of investors or creditors State laws generally establish supervisory

agencies
that have broad regulatory authority including the power to

grant
and revoke business licenses

regulate and supervise
sales practices and market conduct

establish guaranty associations

license agents

approve policy forms

approve premium rates and premium rate increases for some lines of

business such as long-term care and Medicare supplement

establish reserve requirements

prescribe the form and content of required financial statements and

reports

determine the reasonableness and adequacy
of statutory capital

and

surplus

perform financial market conduct and other examinations

define acceptable accounting principles and

regulate the types and amounts of permitted investments

In addition the NAIC issues model laws and regulations many of

which have been adopted by state insurance regulators relating to

reserve requirements

risk-based capital RBC standards

codification of insurance accounting principles

investment restrictions

At December 31 2010 we had approximately 3680 full time employees CNO Business and
corporate segments None of our employees are

including 1400 employees supporting our Bankers Life segment 370 covered by collective bargaining agreement
We believe that we have

employees supporting our Colonial Penn segment
and 1910 employees good relations with our employees

supporting our shared services and our Washington National Other

Governmental Regulation
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restrictions on an insurance companys ability to pay dividends

credit for reinsurance and

product illustrations

In addition to the regulations described above most states have also

enacted laws or regulations regarding the activities of insurance holding

company systems including acquisitions the terms of
surplus debentures

the terms of transactions between insurance companies and their affiliates

and other related matters Various notice and reporting requirements

generally apply to transactions between insurance companies and their

affiliates within an insurance holding company system depending

on the size and nature of the transactions These
requirements may

include
prior regulatory approval or prior notice for certain material

transactions Currently the Company and its insurance subsidiaries

are registered as holding company system pursuant to such laws and

regulations in the domiciliary states of the insurance subsidiaries In

addition the Companys insurance subsidiaries routinely report to

other jurisdictions

Insurance regulators may prohibit the payment of dividends or other

payments by our insurance subsidiaries to parent companies if they

determine that such
payment could be adverse to our policyholders or

contract holders Otherwise the ability of our insurance subsidiaries

to pay dividends is subject to state insurance department regulations

and is based on the financial statements of our insurance subsidiaries

prepared in accordance with statutory accounting practices prescribed

or permitted by regulatory authorities which differ from financial

statements prepared in accordance with
accounting principles generally

accepted in the United States of America GAAP These
regulations

generally permit dividends to be paid by the insurance company if

such dividends are not in excess of unassigned surplus and for
any

12-month period are in amounts less than the greater of or in few

states the lesser ofi

statutory net gain from
operations or statutory net income for the

prior year or

10 percent of statutory capital and surplus at the end of the
preceding

year

Any dividends in excess of these levels require the approval of the

director or commissioner of the applicable state insurance department

In accordance with an order from the Florida Office of Insurance

VJJ auii iay IIL .uLI1uu1c 1unu any
affiliate or shareholder without prior notice to the Florida Office

of Insurance Regulation In addition the RBC and other capital

requirements described below can also limit in certain circumstances

the ability of our insurance subsidiaries to pay dividends

Our insurance subsidiaries that have long-term care business have

made insurance regulatory filings seeking actuarially justified rate

increases on our long-term care policies Most of our long-term care

business is guaranteed renewable and if
necessary rate increases are

not approved we may be required to write off all or portion of the

insurance acquisition costs and establish premium deficiency reserve

If we are unable to raise our premium rates because we fail to obtain

approval for
actuarially justified rate increases in one or more states our

financial condition and results of
operations could be adversely affected

During 2006 the Florida legislature enacted statute known as

House Bill 947 intended to provide new protections to long-term care

insurance policyholders Among other
requirements this statute requires

claim experience of affiliated long-term care insurers to be pooled

in determining justification for rate increases for Florida policyholders

and ii insurers with closed blocks of long-term care insurance to not

raise rates above the
comparable new business premium rates offered by

affiliated insurers The manner in which the
requirements of this statute

are applied to out long-term care policies in Florida including policies

subject to the order from the Florida Office of Insurance Regulation as

described in Managements Discussion and Analysis of Consolidated

Financial Condition and Results of Operations may affect our ability

to achieve our anticipated rate increases on this business

Most states have also enacted legislation or adopted administrative

regulations that affect the acquisition or sale of control of insurance

companies The nature and extent of such legislation and regulations

vary
from state to state Generally these regulations require an acquirer

of control to file detailed information and the plan of acquisition and

to obtain administrative
approval prior to the

acquisition of control

Control is generally defined as the direct or indirect power to direct

or cause the direction of the management and policies of
person

and is rebuttably presumed to exist if person or group
of affiliated

persons directly or indirectly owns or controls 10 percent or more of

the
voting securities of another person

Using statutory statements filed with state regulators annually the

NAIC calculates certain financial ratios to assist state regulators in

monitoring the financial condition of insurance companies usual

range of results for each ratio is used as benchmark An insurance

company may fall out of the usual
range

for one or more ratios because

of specific transactions that are in themselves immaterial or eliminated

at the consolidated level Generally an insurance
company

will become

subject to regulatory scrutiny
if it falls outside the usual

ranges of four

or more of the ratios and regulators may then act if the company has

insufficient
capital to constrain the companys underwriting capacity

In the past variances in certain ratios of our insurance subsidiaries have

resulted in inquiries from insurance departments to which we have

responded These inquiries have not led to any restrictions affecting

our operations

The NAICs RBC requirements provide tool for insurance regulators

to determine the levels of
statutory capital and surplus an insurer must

maintain in relation to its insurance and investment risks and the need

for possible regulatory attention The RBC requirements provide four

levels of regulatory attention varying
with the ratio of the insurance

companys total adjusted capital defined as the total of its
statutory

capital
and surplus asset valuation reserve and certain other adjustments

to its RBC as measured on December 31 of each year as follows

if companys total adjusted capital is less than 100 percent but

greater than or equal to 75 percent
of its RBC the Company

Action Level the company must submit comprehensive plan

to the regulatory authority proposing corrective actions aimed at

improving its capital position

if companys total adjusted capital is less than 75 percent
but

greater

than or equal to 50 percent of its RBC the regulatory authority will

perform special examination of the company and issue an order

specifying the corrective actions that must be taken

if companys total adjusted capital is less than 50
percent

but
greater

than or equal to 35 percent of its RBC the Authorized Control

Level the regulatory authority may take
any action it deems necessary

including placing the company under regulatory control and

if companys total adjusted capital is less than 35
percent

of its RBC
the Mandatory Control Level the regulatory authority must place

the company under its control
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In addition the RBC requirements provide
for trend test if companys

total adjusted capital is between 100 percent and 125 percent
of its

RBC at the end of the
year

The trend test calculates the greater
of the

decrease in the
margin

of total adjusted capital over RBC

between the current year and the prior year and

for the average
of the last

years

It assumes that such decrease could occur again
in the

coming year Any

company whose trended total adjusted capital is less than 95 percent

of its RBC would trigger requirement to submit comprehensive

plan as described above for the Company Action Level

The 2010 statutory annual statements to be filed with the state insurance

regulators of each of our insurance subsidiaries are expected to reflect

total adjusted capital in excess of the levels subjecting
the subsidiaries

to any regulatory action No assurances can be given that we will

make future contributions or otherwise make capital available to our

insurance subsidiaries

In addition to the RBC requirements certain states have established

minimum capital requirements for insurance companies
licensed to

do business in their state These regulators have the discretionary

authority in connection with the continual licensing of the Companys

insurance subsidiaries to limit or prohibit writing new business within

its jurisdiction when in the states judgment the insurance subsidiary

is not maintaining adequate statutory surplus or capital or that the

insurance subsidiarys further transaction of business would be hazardous

to policyholders These additional requirements generally have not had

significant impact on the Companys insurance subsidiaries Refer

to the note entitled Statutory Information Based on Non-GAAP

Measures in the notes to the consolidated financial statements for

more information on our RBC ratios

In addition although we are under no obligation to do so we may

elect to contribute additional capital to strengthen the surplus of

certain insurance subsidiaries Any election regarding the contribution

of additional capital to our insurance subsidiaries could affect the

ability of our insurance subsidiaries to pay
dividends to the holding

company The ability of our insurance subsidiaries to pay
dividends

is also impacted by various criteria established by rating agencies to

maintain or receive higher ratings and by the capital levels that we

target
for our insurance subsidiaries

The NAIC has adopted model long-term care policy language providing

nonforfeiture benefits and has proposed rate stabilization standard

for long-term care policies Various bills are introduced from time

to time in the U.S Congress which propose
the implementation of

certain minimum consumer protection standards in all long-term care

policies including guaranteed renewability protection against inflation

and limitations on waiting periods for pre-existing conditions Federal

legislation permits premiums paid for qualified long-term care insurance

to be tax-deductible medical expenses and for benefits received on such

policies to be excluded from taxable income

Our insurance subsidiaries are required under guaranty fund laws

of most states to pay assessments up to prescribed limits to fund

policyholder losses or liabilities of insolvent insurance companies

Typically assessments are levied on member insurers on basis which

is related to the member insurers proportionate
share of the business

written by all member insurers Assessments can be partially recovered

through reduction in future premium taxes in some states

The Companys insurance subsidiaries are required to file detailed annual

reports in accordance with prescribed statutory accounting rules

with regulatory authorities in each of the jurisdictions in which they

do business As part of their routine oversight process state insurance

departments conduct periodic detailed examinations generally once

every
three to five

years
of the books records and accounts of insurers

domiciled in their states These examinations are generally conducted

in cooperation
with the departments of two or three other states under

guidelines promulgated by the NAIC

State regulatory
authorities and industry groups

have developed several

initiatives regarding
market conduct including the form and content

of disclosures to consumers advertising sales practices and complaint

handling Various state insurance departments periodically examine

domestic and non-domestic insurance companies conducting business

in their states including the insurance subsidiaries The
purpose

of these

periodic examinations is to determine if
operations are consistent with

the public interest of the policyholders resident in the state conducting

the examination State regulators have imposed significant fines and

restrictions on our insurance company subsidiaries for improper market

conduct See Managements Discussion and Analysis of Financial

Condition and Results of Operations In addition market conduct

has become one of the criteria used by rating agencies to establish the

ratings of an insurance company For example A.M Bests ratings

analysis now includes review of the insurers compliance program

Recent investigations of broker placement and compensation practices

initiated by the attorney general offices of certain states together with

recently filed class action lawsuits initiated against such broker entities

and certain insurance companies have challenged the
legality

of certain

activities conducted by these brokers and companies The investigations

and suits challenge among other things the appropriateness of

setting fees paid to brokers based on the volume of business placed

by broker with particular insurer or reinsurer ii the payment

of contingent fees to brokers by insurers or reinsurers because of an

alleged conflict of interest arising from such fee
arrangements iii the

nondisclosure by brokers to their clients of contingent
fees paid to them

by insurers and reinsurers and iv bid rigging and tying the receipt

of direct insurance to placing reinsurance through the same broker

Most states mandate minimum benefit standards and benefit ratios

for accident and health insurance policies We are generally required

to maintain with respect to our individual long-term care policies

minimum anticipated benefit ratios over the entire period
of

coverage

of not less than 60 percent
With

respect to our Medicare supplement

policies we are generally required to attain and maintain an actual

benefit ratio after three years of not less than 65 percent We provide

to the insurance departments of all states in which we conduct business

annual calculations that demonstrate compliance with required minimum

benefit ratios for both long-term care and Medicare supplement

insurance These calculations are prepared utilizing statutory lapse

and interest rate assumptions In the event that we fail to maintain

minimum mandated benefit ratios our insurance subsidiaries could

be required to provide retrospective refunds and/or prospective rate

reductions We believe that our insurance subsidiaries currently comply

with all applicable mandated minimum benefit ratios

Our insurance subsidiaries are subject to state laws and regulations

that require diversification of their investment portfolios and limit the

amount of investments in certain investment categories
such as below

investment grade bonds equity real estate and common stocks Failure

to comply with these laws and regulations would cause investments

exceeding regulatory limitations to be treated as non-admitted assets

for purposes of measuring statutory surplus and in some instances

would require divestiture of such non-qualifying investments The
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investments made by our insurance subsidiaries comply in all material

respects with such investment regulations as of December 31 2010

Federal and state law and regulation require financial institutions

to protect the security and confidentiality of personal information

including health-related and customer information and to notify

customers and other individuals about their policies and practices

relating to their collection and disclosure of health-related and customer

information and their practices relating to protecting the security and

confidentiality of that information State laws regulate use and disclosure

of social security numbers and federal and state laws require notice to

affected individuals law enforcement regulators and others if there

is breach of the
security of certain personal information including

social
security numbers Federal and state laws and regulations regulate

the ability of financial institutions to make telemarketing calls and to

send unsolicited e-mail or fax
messages to consumers and customers

Federal and state lawmakers and regulatory bodies may be expected

to consider additional or more detailed regulation regarding these

subjects and the privacy and security of personal information The

United States Department of Health and Human Services has issued

regulations under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability

Act relating to standardized electronic transaction formats code sets

and the
privacy of member health information These regulations

and any corresponding state legislation affect our administration of

health insurance

Title III of the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 the Patriot Act amends

the Money Laundering Control Act of 1986 and the Bank Secrecy

Act of 1970 to expand anti-money laundering AML and financial

transparency laws applicable to financial services companies including

insurance companies The Patriot Act among other things seeks to

promote cooperation among financial institutions regulators and law

enforcement entities in identifying parties that may be involved in

terrorism money laundering or other
illegal activities To the extent

required by applicable laws and regulations CNO and its insurance

subsidiaries have adopted AML programs that include policies procedures

and controls to detect and
prevent money laundering have

designated

compliance officers to oversee the programs provide for on-going

employee training and ensure periodic independent testing of the

programs CNOs and the insurance subsidiaries AML
programs to

the extent required also establish and enforce customer identification

programs
and provide for the monitoring and the reporting to the

Department of the Treasury of certain suspicious transactions

Traditionally the federal government has not directly regulated the

business of insurance However federal legislation and administrative

policies in several areas can significantly and adversely affect insurance

companies Most prominently the Patient Protection and Affordable

Care Act and the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of

2010 give the U.S federal government direct regulatory authority

over certain aspects of the business of health insurance In addition

the reform includes
major changes to the U.S health care insurance

marketplace Among other changes the reform legislation includes an

individual medical insurance
coverage mandate provides for penalties

on certain employers for failing to provide adequate coverage creates

health insurance exchanges to attempt to facilitate the
purchase

of

insurance by individuals and small businesses and addresses policy

coverages
and exclusions as well as the medical loss ratios of insurers

The legislation also includes changes in government reimbursements

and tax credits for individuals and employers and alters federal and

state regulation of health insurers These changes will be phased in over

the next several
years

These changes are directed toward
major medical

health insurance coverage which our insurance subsidiaries do not offer

Rather our core products e.g medicare supplement insurance long

term care insurance and other limited benefit supplemental insurance

produs arc not subjecr to or covered under the major provisions of

this new federal legislation

In addition the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer

Protection Act of 2010 the Dodd-Frank Act generally provides for

enhanced federal
supervision

of financial institutions including insurance

companies in certain circumstances and financial activities that
represent

systemic risk to financial stability or the U.S economy Under the

Dodd-Frank Act Federal Insurance Office will be established within

the U.S Treasury Department to monitor all
aspects of the insurance

industry and its authority would
likely

extend to most lines of insurance

that are written by the Company although the Federal Insurance Office

is not empowered with
any general regulatory authority over insurers

The director of the Federal Insurance Office will serve in an advisory

capacity to the newly established Financial Stability Oversight Council

and will have the ability to recommend that an insurance company or

an insurance holding company be subject to heightened prudential

standards by the Federal Reserve if it is determined that financial

distress at the company could
pose threat to financial stability in

the U.S The Dodd-Frank Act also provides for the preemption of

state laws when inconsistent with certain international
agreements

and would streamline the state-level regulation of reinsurance and

surplus lines insurance Under certain circumstances the FDIC can

assume the role of state insurance regulator and initiate liquidation

proceedings under state law

It is unclear what impact if any the Dodd-Frank Act or any
other

similar legislation could have on the insurance subsidiaries results of

operations financial condition or liquidity

On March 2009 the U.S House of Representatives passed the

Helping Families Save Their Homes Act of 2009 which would
grant

federal bankruptcy judges the ability to modify the terms of certain

mortgage
loans by among other things reducing interest rates and

principal and extending repayments Because it would permit judges to

reduce or cram down principal this
type

of
legislation

is referred to as

cram down legislation Although the U.S Senate defeated the cram

down
aspects

of this legislation on April 30 2009 similar legislation

may be introduced in the future Mortgage loan modifications can affect

the allocation of losses on certain residential mortgage-backed securities

KMI3SJ transactions including senior tranches Of RMJ3S transactions

that include bankruptcy carve-outs which provide that bankruptcy

losses above specified threshold are allocated to all tranches
pro rata

regardless of seniority If similar mortgage-related legislation is signed

into law it could cause loss of principal on or ratings downgrades
of

certain of the Companys RMBS holdings including senior tranches

of RMBS transactions that include bankruptcy carve-outs

In late 2009 the NAIC issued Statement of Statutory Accounting

Principles 1OR SSAP bR SSAP 1OR increased the amount of

deferred tax assets that may be admitted on statutory basis The

admission criteria for realizing the value of deferred tax assets was

increased from one year to three-year period Further the aggregate

cap on deferred tax assets that may be admitted was increased from

10 percent to 15 percent of surplus These changes increased the capital

and surplus of our insurance subsidiaries thereby positively impacting

RBC To temper this positive RBC impact percent pretax RBC

charge must be applied to the additional admitted deferred tax assets

generated by SSAP OR
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The asset management
activities of 4O86 Advisors are subject to various

federal and state securities laws and regulations The SEC and certain

state securities commissions are the principal regulators of our asset

Federal Income Taxation

management operations In addition CNO has subsidiary that is

registered as broker/dealer which is regulated by the Financial Industry

Regulatory Authority Inc and by state securities commissioners

Our annuity and life insurance products generally provide policyholders

with an income tax advantage as compared to other savings investments

such as certificates of deposit and bonds because taxes on the increase

in value of the products are deferred until received by policyholders

With other savings investments the increase in value is generally

taxed as earned Annuity benefits and life insurance benefits which

accrue prior to the death of the policyholder are generally not taxable

until paid Life insurance death benefits are generally exempt
from

income tax Also benefits received on immediate annuities other

than structured settlements are recognized as taxable income ratably

as opposed to the methods used for some other investments which

tend to accelerate taxable income into earlier years
The tax advantage

for annuities and life insurance is provided in the Internal Revenue

Code the Code and is generally
followed in all states and other

United States taxing jurisdictions

In recent years Congress enacted legislation to lower marginal tax

rates reduce the federal estate tax gradually over ten-year period

with total elimination of the federal estate tax in 2010 and increase

contributions that may be made to individual retirement accounts and

401k accounts Additionally Congress has considered from time to

time other possible changes to the U.S tax laws including elimination

of the tax deferral on the accretion of value of certain annuities and

life insurance products It is possible that further tax legislation will be

enacted which would contain provisions with possible adverse effects

on our annuity and life insurance products

Our insurance company subsidiaries are taxed under the life insurance

company provisions of the Code Provisions in the Code require

portion
of the

expenses
incurred in selling insurance products to be

deducted over period of
years as opposed to immediate deduction

in the year incurred This provision increases the tax for statutory

accounting purposes
which reduces statutory earnings

and surplus

and accordingly decreases the amount of cash dividends that may be

paid by the life insurance subsidiaries

Our income tax expense
includes deferred income taxes arising

from

temporary differences between the financial reporting
and tax bases of

assets and liabilities capital loss carryforwards and net operating loss

carryforwards NOLs In evaluating our deferred income tax assets

we consider whether it is more likely
than not that the deferred income

tax assets will be realized The ultimate realization of our deferred income

tax assets depends upon generating future taxable income during the

periods in which our temporary
differences become deductible and

before our NOLs expire In addition the use of our NOLs is dependent

in part on whether the Internal Revenue Service IRS ultimately

agrees
with the tax position we plan to take in our current and future

tax returns Accordingly
with

respect to our deferred tax assets we

assess the need for valuation allowance on an ongoing
basis

Based upon information existing at the time of our emergence
from

bankruptcy we established valuation allowance equal to our entire

balance of net deferred income tax assets because at that time the

realization of such deferred tax assets in future periods was uncertain

As of December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 we determined that

full valuation allowance was no longer necessary However as further

discussed in the note to the consolidated financial statements entitled

Income Taxes we continue to believe that it is necessary to have

valuation allowance on portion
of our deferred tax asset This

determination was made by evaluating each component of the deferred

tax assets and assessing the effects of limitations or issues on the value

of such component to be fully recognized in the future
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ITEM 1A Risk Factors

CNO and its businesses are subject to number of risks including general

business and financial risk factors Any or all of such factors could have

material adverse effect on the business financial condition or results

of operations of CNO In addition please refer to the
Cautionary

Statement
Regarding Forward-Looking Statements included in Item

Managements Discussion and Analysis of Consolidated Financial

Condition and Results of Operations

Continuation of low interest rate environment for an
extended period of time may impact our profitability

During periods in 2010 interest rates were at historically low levels

If interest rates were to remain low over an extended period of time

we may have to invest new cash flows or reinvest proceeds from

investments that have matured prepaid or been sold at lower yields

reducing our net spread between interest earned on investments and

interest credited to some of our products including annuity and other

interest-sensitive products Our
ability to lower credited rates is limited

by the guaranteed minimum rates that we must credit to policyholders

on certain products as well as the terms of most of our other products
that limit reductions in the crediting rates In addition investment

income is an important component of the profitability of our health

products especially long-term care and supplemental health products

Our expectation of future investment income is an important
consideration in

determining the amortization of deferred acquisition

costs and the
present value of future profits collectively referred to

as insurance acquisition costs analyzing the
recovery

of these

assets and determining the adequacy of our liabilities for insurance

products Expectations of lower future investment earnings may cause

us to accelerate amortization or write down the balance of insurance

acquisition costs or establish additional liabilities for insurance products

thereby reducing net income in the affected
reporting period The

blocks of business in our Other CNO Business segment are particularly

sensitive to changes in our expectations of future interest rates since

many of these blocks are not expected to generate
future profits and

the entire impact of adverse changes to our earlier estimates of future

gross profits is reflected in earnings in the period such changes occur

For example during 2010 we were required to recognize pre-tax

reduction in
earnings

of
approximately $13 million in our Other CNO

Business
segment primarily due to additional amortization

expense

resulting from decreased projected future investment yields related to

interest-sensitive insurance products

Sustained periods of low or declining interest rates may adversely affect

our results of operations financial position and cash flows

have substantial indebtedness that will
require

sign /lcant portion of the cash available to CNO
restricting our ability to take advantage of business

strategic or financing opportunities

As of December 31 2010 we had an aggregate principal amount of

indebtedness of $1018.0 million consisting of the following dollars

in millions

9.0% Senior Secured Notes due 2018

Senior Secured Notes

The
principal payments on our direct

corporate obligations including

payments required under the New Senior Secured Credit
Agreement

the Senior Health Note the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes and the 7.0%

Debentures are as follows dollars in millions

2011
55.0

2012 65.0

2013 80.0

2014 75.0

2015 85.0

2016 383.0

2018 275.0

1018.0

CNOs indebtedness will
require $122 million in cash to service in

2011 The payment of principal and interest on our outstanding

indebtedness will require substantial portion of CNOs available

cash each year which as holding company is limited as further

described in the risk factor entitled CNO is holding company and

its liquidity and ability to meet its obligations may be constrained by
the ability of CNOs insurance subsidiaries to distribute cash to it

below Our debt obligations may restrict our ability to take advantage

of business strategic or financing opportunities

On December 21 2010 the Company entered into $375 million

senior secured term loan
facility maturing on September 30 2016

pursuant to an agreement among the Company Morgan Stanley Senior

Funding Inc as administrative agent the Agent and the lenders

from time to time party thereto the New Senior Secured Credit

Agreement The New Senior Secured Credit Agreement contains

6.0% Senior Health Note

275.0

75.0
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various restrictive covenants and required financial ratios that we will

be required to meet or maintain and that will limit our operating

flexibility
If we default under any of these covenants the lenders could

declare the outstanding principal amount of the term loan accrued

and unpaid interest and all other amounts owing or payable thereunder

to be immediately due and payable In such event the holders of the

7.0% Debentures the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes and the unsecured

Senior Health Note could elect to take similar action with
respect to

those debts If that were to occur we would not have sufficient liquidity

to repay our indebtedness Absent sufficient liquidity to repay our

indebtedness our management or our independent registered public

accounting firm may conclude that there is substantial doubt regarding

our ability to continue as going concern

If we fail to pay
interest or principal on the 7.0% Debentures or the

9.0% Senior Secured Notes we will be in default under the indentures

governing
such indebtedness which could also lead to default under

agreements governing our existing
and future indebtedness including

under the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement If the
repayment

of the related indebtedness were to be accelerated after
any applicable

notice or grace periods we likely would not have sufficient funds to

repay our indebtedness

The New Senior Secured Credit Agreement contains

various restrictive covenants and requiredfinancial

ratios that limit our operating flexibility The violation

of one or more loan covenant requirements will entitle

our lenders to declare all outstanding amounts under

the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement to be due and

payable

Pursuant to the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement CNO agreed to

number of covenants and other
provisions

that restrict the Companys

ability to borrow money and pursue some operating
activities without

the
prior consent of the lenders We also agreed to meet or maintain

various financial ratios and balances Our
ability to meet these financial

tests and maintain ratings may be affected by events beyond our control

There are several conditions or circumstances that could lead to an

event of default under the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement as

described below

The New Senior Secured Credit Agreement prohibits or restricts

among other things CNOs ability to

incur or guarantee
additional indebtedness including for this

purpose reimbursement obligations under letters of credit except to

the extent such reimbursement obligations
relate to letters of credit

issued in connection with reinsurance transactions entered into in

the ordinary course of business or issue preferred stock

spay
dividends or make other distributions to shareholders

purchase or redeem capital stock or subordinated indebtedness

make certain investments

create liens

incur restrictions on CNOs
ability

and the
ability

of CNOs subsidiaries

to pay dividends or make other
payments to CNO

sell assets including capital stock of CNOs subsidiaries

consolidate or merge
with or into other companies or transfer all or

substantially all of our assets and

engage
in transactions with affiliates

in each case subject to important exceptions and qualifications as set

forth in the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement

These provisions represent significant restrictions on the manner in

which we may operate our business If we default under any of these

provisions the lenders will be able to declare the outstanding principal

amount of the term loan accrued and unpaid interest and all other

amounts owing or payable thereunder to be due and payable If that

were to occur we would likely not have sufficient liquidity to repay

amounts due under the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement in

full or any of our other debts which may be accelerated as result of

any
such default

Pursuant to the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement unless our

Debt to Total Capitalization Ratio as defined in the New Senior

Secured Credit Agreement is less than or equal to 20 percent and

either Bankers Life Washington National and Colonial Penn have

financial strength ratings of not less than either A- stable from A.M

Best or the senior secured term loan facility
under the New Senior

Secured Credit Agreement has rating of not less than BBB- stable

from SP and Baa3 stable from Moodys we will be required to

make mandatory prepayments
with all or portion of the proceeds

from the following transactions or events certain equity issuances

ii certain asset sales and iii certain casualty events

In addition the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement requires
the

Company to maintain debt to total capitalization ratio of not more

than 30 percent such ratio was 19.99 percent at December 31 2010

ii an interest
coverage

ratio of not less than 2.00 to 1.00 for each rolling

four quarters or if less the number of full fiscal quarters commencing

after the effective date of the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement

such ratio was not applicable
for the period ended December 31 2010

iii an aggregate
ratio of total adjusted capital to company action level

risk-based capital for the Companys insurance subsidiaries of not less

than 225 percent on or prior to December 31 2011 and 250 percent

thereafter such ratio was 332 percent at December 31 2010 and iv

combined statutory capital and surplus for the Companys insurance

subsidiaries of at least $1200.0 million combined statutory capital

and surplus at December 31 2010 was $1596.4 million

These covenants may place significant restrictions on the manner

in which we may operate our business and our ability to meet these

financial covenants may be affected by events beyond our control If

we default under
any

of these covenants the lenders could declare the

outstanding principal amount of the term loan accrued and unpaid

interest and all other amounts owing and payable thereunder to be

immediately due and payable
which would have material adverse

consequences to us If the lenders under the New Senior Secured

Credit Agreement elect to accelerate the amounts due the holders of

the 7.0% Debentures the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes and the Senior

Health Note could elect to take similar action with respect to those

debts If that were to occur we would not have sufficient liquidity to

repay our indebtedness

If in future periods we are not able to demonstrate that we will be

in compliance with the financial covenant requirements in the New

Senior Secured Credit Agreement for at least 12 months following
the

date of the financial statements management may conclude there is

substantial doubt about our ability to continue as going concern

and the audit opinion that we would receive from our independent

registered public accounting firm may include an explanatory paragraph

regarding our ability to continue as going concern Such an opinion

would be in breach of the covenants in the New Senior Secured Credit
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Agreement If the circumstances leading to the substantial doubt were

not cured
prior to the issuance of the audit

opinion or we were unable

to obtain waiver on the going concern opinion requirement within

30 days after notice from the lenders it would be an event of default

entitling the lenders to declare the
outstanding principal amount of

term loan accrued and unpaid interest and all other amounts due

and payable thereunder to be due and payable If an event of default

were to occur it is highly probable that we would not have sufficient

liquidity to repay our bank indebtedness in full or any of our other

indebtedness which could also be accelerated as result of the default

The
obligations under the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement and

the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes are guaranteed by our current and future

domestic subsidiaries other than our insurance subsidiaries and certain

immaterial subsidiaries CDOCs
guarantee under the 9.0% Senior

Secured Notes and the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement is secured

by lien on substantially all of the assets of our primary non-insurance

company subsidiaries as defined in the New Senior Secured Credit

Agreement collectively the Subsidiary Guarantors including the

stock of Conseco Life Insurance Company of Texas Conseco Life

of Texas which is the
parent

of Bankers Life Bankers Conseco Life

Insurance Company Bankers Conseco Life and Colonial Penn
Washington National and Conseco Life If we fail to make the required

payments
do not meet the financial covenants or otherwise default on

the terms of the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement or the 9.0%

Senior Secured Notes the stock of Conseco Life of Texas Washington
National and Conseco Life could be transferred to the lenders under

the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement and the holders of the 9.0%

Senior Secured Notes Any such transfer would have material adverse

effect on our business financial condition and results of operations

Our current credit
ratings may adversely affect our

ability to access capital and the cost of such capital

which could have material adverse effect on our

financial condition and results of operations

On December 21 2010 SP upgraded the rating on CNOs senior

secured debt to from B- On December 17 2009 SP
upgraded

the rating on CNOs senior secured debt to B- from CCC In SPs
view an obligation rated is more vulnerable to nonpayment than

obligations rated BB but the obligor currently has the capacity to

meet its financial commitment on the obligation Adverse business

financial or economic conditions will
likely impair the obligors capacity

or willingness to meet its financial commitment on the obligation
SP has total of 22

separate categories rating senior debt ranging
from AAA

Extremely Strong to Payment Default There are

fourteen ratings above CNOs rating and seven ratings that are

below its rating On December 21 2010 Moodys upgraded the rating

on CNOs senior secured debt to from B2 On May 26 2010

Moodys upgraded the rating on CNOs senior secured debt to B2
from Caal In Moodys view an obligation rated generally

lacks the characteristics of desirable investment and assurance of

interest and principal payments or maintenance of other terms of the

contract over any long period of time may be small Moodys has

total of 21 separate categories in which to rate senior debt ranging
from Aaa Exceptional to Lowest Rated There are 13 ratings

above CNOs rating and seven ratings that are below its rating

If we were to require additional capital either to refinance our existing

indebtedness or for
any other reason our current senior debt ratings

as well as conditions in the credit markets generally could restrict our

access to such capital and adversely affect its cost

CNO is holding company and its liquidity and
ability

to meet its obligations may be constrained by the
ability

of CNOs insurance subsidiaries to distribute cash to it

CNO and CDOC are holding companies with no business operations

of their own CNO and CDOC depend on their
operating subsidiaries

for cash to make principal and interest payments on debt and to

pay administrative
expenses

and income taxes CNO and CDOC
receive cash from insurance subsidiaries consisting of dividends and

distributions principal and interest payments on surplus debentures

and tax-sharing payments as well as cash from their non-insurance

subsidiaries consisting of dividends distributions loans and advances

Deterioration in the financial condition earnings or cash flow of

these significant subsidiaries for
any reason could hinder the ability

of such subsidiaries to pay cash dividends or other disbursements to

CNO and/or CDOC which would limit our ability to meet our debt

service requirements and
satisfy

other financial
obligations In addition

CNO may elect to contribute additional capital to certain insurance

subsidiaries to strengthen their surplus for covenant compliance or

regulatory purposes including for example maintaining adequate

RBC levels or to provide the capital necessary for growth in which

case it is less likely that its insurance subsidiaries would
pay CNO

dividends Accordingly this could limit CNOs ability to meet debt

service
requirements and satisfy other holding company financial

obligations

CNO receives dividends and other
payments from CDOC and from

certain non-insurance subsidiaries CDOC receives dividends and

surplus debenture interest payments from our insurance subsidiaries

and
payments from certain of our non-insurance subsidiaries Payments

from our non-insurance subsidiaries to CNO or CDOC and payments

from CDOC to CNO do not require approval by any regulatory

authority or other third
party However the

payment
of dividends or

surplus debenture interest by our insurance subsidiaries to CDOC is

subject to state insurance department regulations and may be prohibited

by insurance regulators if they determine that such dividends or other

payments could be adverse to our policyholders or contract holders

Insurance regulations generally permit dividends to be paid from

statutory earned surplus of the insurance company without regulatory

approval for any 12-month period in amounts equal to the
greater

of

or in few states the lesser of

statutory net gain from
operations or statutory net income for the

prior year or

10 percent of statutory capital
and surplus as of the end of the preceding

year excluded from this calculation would be the $76.1 million of

additional surplus recognized due to temporary modifications in

statutory prescribed practices related to certain deferred tax assets

This type of dividend is referred to as ordinary dividends Any
dividends in excess of these levels require the approval of the director or

commissioner of the
applicable state insurance department This type

of dividend is referred to as extraordinary dividends In 2010 our

insurance subsidiaries paid extraordinary dividends of $166.0 million

to CDOC and an aggregate
of $114.4 million was paid by CDOC

to our insurance subsidiaries in the form of capital contributions

Accordingly during 2010 the cash dividends we received from our

insurance subsidiaries exceeded capital contributions by $51.6 million

Each of the immediate insurance subsidiaries of CDOC had negative

earned
surplus at December 31 2010 As result

any
dividend

payments from the insurance subsidiaries to the holding company
will require the prior approval of the director or commissioner of the
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applicable state insurance department While the payment of dividends

does require regulatory approval CNO expects to receive regulatory

approval for future dividends from its subsidiaries but there can be

no assurance that such payments will be approved or that the financial

condition of our insurance subsidiaries will not change making future

approvals
less likely

We generally strive to maintain
capital

and surplus levels in our insurance

subsidiaries in an amount that is sufficient to maintain minimum

consolidated RBC ratio of approximately 300 percent and will typically

cause our insurance subsidiaries to pay ordinary dividends or request

regulatory approval for extraordinary dividends when the consolidated

RBC ratio exceeds such level and we have concluded the capital level

in each of our insurance subsidiaries is adequate to support
their

business and projected growth As required by applicable insurance

regulations we calculate the RBC ratio of our insurance company

subsidiaries as of December31 of each year In addition for
purposes

of

covenant in our New Senior Secured Credit Agreement we calculate

the consolidated RBC ratio of our insurance company subsidiaries

quarterly by dividing our consolidated TAC the sum of the TAC of

Washington National Conseco Life Conseco Life of Texas Bankers

Life Colonial Penn and Bankers Conseco Life minus the equity in the

TAC of Bankers Life Colonial Penn and Bankers Conseco Life the

subsidiaries of Conseco Life of Texas included in the TAG of Conseco

Life of Texas by our consolidated RBC the RBC calculated for all of

our insurance company subsidiaries based on an aggregation
of our

insurance company subsidiaries data on pro
forma basis as if they

were one entity The consolidated RBC ratio of our insurance company

subsidiaries was 332 percent at December 31 2010 See the risk factor

above entitled The New Senior Secured Credit Agreement contains

various restrictive covenants and required financial ratios that limit

our operating flexibility The violation of one or more loan covenant

requirements will entitle our lenders to declare all outstanding amounts

under the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement to be due and payable

We expect to receive regulatory approval for future dividends from our

subsidiaries but there can be no assurance that such payments will be

approved or that the financial condition of our insurance subsidiaries

will not change making future approvals
less likely

Interest payments on surplus
debentures from Conseco Life of Texas

do not require additional approval provided the RBC ratio of Conseco

Life of Texas exceeds 100 percent but do require prior written notice

to the Texas state insurance department The RBC ratio of Conseco

Life of Texas was 262 percent at December 31 2010 Dividends and

other payments from our non-insurance subsidiaries including 40186

Advisors and CNO Services LLC to CNO or CDOC do not require

approval by any regulatory authority or other third
party However

insurance regulators may prohibit payments by our insurance subsidiaries

to parent companies
if they determine that such payments could be

adverse to our policyholders or contractholders

In addition although we are under no obligation to do so we may elect

to contribute additional capital to strengthen the surplus of certain

insurance subsidiaries for covenant compliance or regulatory purposes

or to provide
the capital necessary

for growth Any election regarding

the contribution of additional capital to our insurance subsidiaries

could affect the ability of our top tier insurance subsidiaries to pay

dividends The ability of our insurance subsidiaries to pay
dividends

is also impacted by various criteria established by rating agencies to

maintain or receive higher ratings
and by the capital levels that we

target
for our insurance subsidiaries as well as RBC and statutory

capital and surplus compliance requirements
under the New Senior

Secured Credit Agreement

In addition Washington National may not distribute funds to any

affiliate or shareholder without prior notice to the Florida Office of

Insurance Regulation in accordance with an order from the Florida

Office of Insurance Regulation

The following table sets forth the aggregate amount of dividends

and other distributions that our insurance subsidiaries paid to us and

ii capital
contributions paid by us to our insurance subsidiaries in

each of the last three fiscal
years dollars in millions

There are risks to our business associated with the

current economic environment

Over the
past

three
years

the U.S economy has experienced

unprecedented credit and liquidity issues and entered into recession

Following several years of rapid credit expansion contraction in

mortgage lending coupled with substantial declines in home prices and

rising mortgage defaults resulted in
significant

write-downs of asset values

by financial institutions including government-sponsored
entities and

major
commercial and investment banks These write-downs initially

of

mortgage-backed
securities but spreading to many sectors of the related

credit markets and to related credit default swaps and other derivative

securities caused many financial institutions to seek additional capital

to merge
with larger and

stronger institutions to be subsidized by the

U.S government and in some cases to fail These factors combined

with declining business and consumer confidence and increased

unemployment precipitated an economic slowdown Although the

recession may have ended the risk of elevated unemployment remains

Even under more favorable market conditions general factors such as the

availability of credit consumer spending business investment capital

market conditions and inflation affect our business For example in

an economic downturn higher unemployment lower family income

lower corporate earnings
lower business investment and lower consumer

spending may depress the demand for life insurance annuities and other

insurance products In addition this type
of economic environment

may result in higher lapses or surrenders of policies Accordingly the

Years ended December 31

20092010 2008

Dividends 166.0 35.0 0.0

Surplus debenture interest
48.7 59.3 56/i

Iees for services provided pursuant to servke agreements
79.5 80.5 71.5

Tax sharing payments
4.2 3.I 1.1

lotal dividends and othci distributions paid by its subsidiaries 298.4 178.2 9.0

Total Lapilal contributions paid to insurance subsidiiries 114.4 79.4

Facess of dividends and other distributions over capital contributions 184.0 178.2 69.6
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risks we face related to general economic and business conditions are

more pronounced given the severity and magnitude of the recent

adverse economic and market conditions

More
specifically our business is exposed to the performance of the debt

and
equity markets Adverse market conditions can affect the liquidity

and value of our investments The manner in which debt and equity

market performance and changes in interest rates have affected and

will continue to affect our business financial condition growth and

profitability include but are not limited to the following

The value of our investment portfolio has been materially affected

in recent periods by changes in market conditions which resulted in

and may continue to result in substantial realized and/or unrealized

losses For example in 2008 the value of our investments decreased

by $2.5 billion due to net unrealized losses on investments Certain

types of securities in our investment portfolio such as structured

securities supported by residential and commercial mortgages

have been disproportionately affected Although the value of our

investments increased on an aggregate basis in 2009 and 2010 future

adverse capital market conditions could result in additional realized

and/or unrealized losses

Changes in interest rates also affect our investment portfolio In periods

of
increasing interest rates life insurance policy loans surrenders and

withdrawals could increase as policyholders seek investments with

higher returns This could
require us to sell invested assets at time

when their prices are depressed by the increase in interest rates which

could cause us to realize investment losses Conversely during periods

of
declining interest rates we could

experience increased premium

payments on products with flexible premium features repayment of

policy loans and increased percentages of policies remaining inforce

We would obtain lower returns on investments made with these cash

flows In addition borrowers may prepay or redeem bonds in our

investment portfolio so that we might have to reinvest those proceeds

in lower-yielding investments As
consequence

of these factors

we could experience decrease in the spread between the returns

on our investment portfolio and amounts credited to policyholders

and contract owners which could adversely affect our profitability

The attractiveness of certain of our products may decrease because

they are linked to the
equity markets and assessments of our financial

strength resulting in lower profits Increasing consumer concerns about

the returns and features of our products or our financial strength may
cause existing customers to surrender policies or withdraw assets and

diminish our ability to sell policies and attract assets from new and

existing customers which would result in lower sales and fee revenues

Our investment portfolio is subject to several risks

that may diminish the value of our invested assets

and negatively impact our profitability our financial

condition our liquidity and our ability to continue

to comply with the financial covenants under the New
Senior Secured Credit Agreement

The value of our investment portfolio is subject to numerous factors

which may be difficult to predict and are often beyond our control

These factors include but are not limited to the following

changes in interest rates and credit spreads which can reduce the

value of our investments as further discussed in the risk factor below

entitled Changing interest rates may adversely affect our results of

operations

changes in
patterns

of relative liquidity in the capital markets for

various asset classes

changes in the ability of issuers to make timely repayments
which can

reduce the value of our investments This risk is significantly greater

with respect to below-investment grade securities which comprised

percent of our available for sale fixed
maturity investments as of

December 31 2010 and

changes in the estimated timing of receipt of cash flows For example

our structured security investments which
comprised 20 percent

of our available for sale fixed
maturity investments at December

31 2010 are subject to risks
relating to variable

prepayment on

the assets underlying such securities such as mortgage
loans When

structured securities prepay faster than expected investment income

may be adversely affected due to the acceleration of the amortization

of purchase premiums or the inability to reinvest at comparable yields

in lower interest rate environments

We have recorded wriredowns of fixed maturity investments equity

securities and other invested assets as result of conditions which caused

us to conclude decline in the fair value of the investment was other

than
temporary as follows excluding any such amounts included in

discontinued operations $149.8 million in 2010 $146.8 million

prior to the $3.0 million of
impairment losses recognized through

accumulated other comprehensive income loss $195.4 million in

2009 $385.0 million prior to the $189.6 million of
impairment

losses recognized through accumulated other comprehensive loss and

$162.3 million in 2008 Our investment portfolio is subject to the

risks of further declines in realizable value However we attempt to

mitigate this risk through the diversification and active management
of our portfolio

In the event of substantial product surrenders or policy claims we

may choose to maintain highly liquid and potentially lower-yielding

assets or to sell assets at loss thereby eroding the performance of

our portfolio

Because substantial portion of our operating
results are derived

from returns on our investment portfolio significant losses in the

portfolio may have direct and materially adverse impact on our

results of
operations In addition losses on our investment portfolio

could reduce the investment returns that we are able to credit to our

customers of certain products thereby impacting our sales and eroding

.._._
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of our insurance subsidiaries which may cause us to make additional

capital contributions to those subsidiaries or may limit the ability of

the insurance subsidiaries to make dividend payments to the holding

company In addition future investment losses could cause us to be

in violation of the financial covenants under the New Senior Secured

Credit Agreement

Deteriorating financial performance of securities

collateralized by mortgage loans and commercial

mortgage loans may lead to writedowns which

could have material adverse
effect on our results of

operations and financial condition

Changes in
mortgage delinquency or recovery rates declining real estate

prices changes in credit or bond insurer credit ratings challenges to the

validity of foreclosures and the quality of service provided by service

providers on securities in our portfolios could lead us to determine

that writedowns are appropriate
in the future
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The determination of the amount of realized investment

losses recorded as impairments of our investments is

highly subjective
and could have material adverse

effect on our operating results and financial condition

The determination of realized investment losses recorded as impairments

varies by investment type and is based upon our ongoing
evaluation

and assessment of known risks We consider wide range
of factors

about the issuer and use our best judgment
in evaluating the cause

of decline in estimated fair value and in assessing prospects
for

recovery
Inherent in our evaluation are assumptions

and estimates

about the operations
of the issuer and its future earnings potential

Such evaluations and assessments are revised as conditions change

and new information becomes available We update our evaluations

regularly and reflect changes in realized investment gains
and losses

from impairments
in operating results as such evaluations are revised

Our assessment of whether unrealized losses are other-than-temporary

impairments requires significant judgment
and future events may occur

or additional information may become available which may necessitate

future impairments
of securities in our portfolio Historical trends may

not be indicative of future other-than- temporary impairments
For

example the cost of our fixed maturity and equity securities is adjusted

for impairments in value deemed to be other than temporary
in the

period in which the determination is made The assessment of whether

impairments
have occurred is based on our case-by-case evaluation of

the underlying reasons for the decline in fair value

The valuation determination of our fixed maturity

securities results in unrealized net investment gains

and losses and is highly subjective
and could materially

impact our operating results and financial condition

In determining fair value we generally
utilize market transaction data for

the same or similar instruments The degree
of

management judgment

involved in determining
fair values is inversely related to the availability

of market observable information Since significant
observable market

inputs are not available for certain securities it may be difficult to value

them The fair value of financial assets and financial liabilities may

differ from the amount actually received to sell an asset or the amount

paid to transfer liability in an orderly transaction between market

participants at the measurement date Moreover the use of different

valuation assumptions may have material effect on the fair values of

the financial assets and financial liabilities As of December 31 2010

and 2009 our total unrealized net investment gains losses before

adjustments for insurance intangibles and deferred income taxes were

$.5 billion and $C5 billion respectively

Litigation
and regulatory investigations are inherent

in our business may harm our financial strength
and

reputation
and negatively impact our financial results

Insurance companies historically have been subject to substantial

litigation In addition to the traditional policy claims associated with

their businesses insurance companies
face class action suits and derivative

suits from shareholders and/or policyholders We also face significant

risks related to regulatory investigations
and proceedings The litigation

and regulatory matters we are have been or may become subject to

include matters related to sales marketing and underwriting practices

payment
of contingent or other sales commissions claim payments

and procedures product design product disclosure administration

additional premium charges
for premiums paid on periodic basis

calculation of cost of insurance charges changes to certain non-

guaranteed policy features denial or delay of benefits charging excessive

or impermissible
fees on products

and recommending unsuitable

products to customers Certain of our insurance policies
allow or require

us to make changes based on experience to certain non-guaranteed

elements such as cost of insurance charges expense loads credited

interest rates and policyholder
bonuses We intend to make changes

to certain non-guaranteed elements in the future In some instances

in the past such action has resulted in litigation
and similar litigation

may arise in the future Our exposure including
the potential adverse

financial
consequences

of delays or decisions not to pursue changes to

certain non-guaranteed elements if any arising from any such action

cannot presently
be determined Our pending legal and regulatory

proceedings include matters that are specific to us as well as matters

faced by other insurance companies
State insurance departments have

focused and continue to focus on sales marketing and claims
payment

practices and product issues in their market conduct examinations

Negotiated settlements of class action and other lawsuits have had

material adverse effect on the business financial condition and results of

operations
of our insurance companies We are in the ordinary course

of our business plaintiff or defendant in actions arising out of our

insurance business including class actions and reinsurance disputes

and from time to time we are also involved in various governmental

and administrative proceedings
and investigations and inquiries

such as

information requests subpoenas
and books and record examinations

from state federal and other authorities The ultimate outcome of

these lawsuits and regulatory proceedings and investigations cannot

be predicted with certainty In the event of an unfavorable outcome in

one or more of these matters the ultimate liability may be in excess of

liabilities we have established and could have material adverse effect

on our business financial condition results of operations or cash flows

We could also suffer significant reputational harm as result of such

litigation regulatory proceedings or investigations including harm

flowing from regulator
actions to assert supervision or control over our

business which could have material adverse effect on our business

financial condition results of operations or cash flows

If our subsidiary Conseco Life is unable to implement

anticipated changes to certain non-guaranteed elements

the reserves on our interest-sensitive life insurance

blocks may prove to be inadequate requiring us to

increase liabilities which may have material adverse

effect on our results of operations
and our financial

condition and on the results of operations
and financial

condition of Conseco Lfe

In establishing the net liabilities for our interest-sensitive life insurance

products we make estimates and assumptions using managements

best judgments
These estimates and assumptions include mortality

lapse rates investment experience and expense
levels including charges

to policyholders which under some of our policies we are allowed

or required to make based on experience to certain non-guaranteed

elements NGEs such as cost of insurance charges expense
loads

credited interest rates and policyholder bonuses If our estimates and

assumptions are incorrect and our reserves prove
to be insufficient to

cover amounts payable under these policies we would be required

to increase our liabilities and our financial results could be adversely

affected
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substantial block of our interest-sensitive life insurance policies was

issued by Conseco Life and its predecessors These
policies are included

in our Other CNO Business segment After Conseco Life notified

holders in late 2008 of changes to certain NGEs of their Lifetrend

and CIUL3 interest-sensitive life insurance policies several state

insurance departments began market conduct examination After

working with state insurance regulators to review the terms of the

Lifetrend and CIUL3 policies Conseco Life entered into regulatory

settlement
agreement with the regulators regarding issues involving

these policies which was effective in June 2010 In addition to the

market conduct examination which resulted in the regulatory settlement

agreement Conseco Life has been the defendant in
litigation involving

NGE changes See the note to the consolidated financial statements

entitled Commitments and Contingencies Litigation and Other

Legal Proceedings Other Litigation Conseco Life intends to make

changes to certain NGEs in the future and such
changes may result in

similar litigation Adverse decisions in
any

such
litigation delays in the

implementation of NGEs or any
other events which limit Conseco

Lifes
ability to implement changes to NGEs could have material

adverse effect on our results of operations and our financial condition

and on the results of
operations and financial condition of Conseco Life

The limited historical claims
experience on our long-

term care products could
negatively impact our

operations ifour estimates prove wrong and we have

not adequately set premium rates

In setting premium rates we consider historical claims information

and other factors but we cannot predict future claims with certainty

This is

particularly applicable to our long-term care insurance products
for which we as well as other

companies selling these products have

relatively limited historical claims experience Long-term care products

tend to have fewer claims than other health
products such as Medicare

supplement but when claims are incurred they tend to be much
higher in dollar amount and

longer in duration Also long-term care

claims are incurred much later in the life of the policy than most other

supplemental health products As result of these traits it is difficult

to appropriately price this product For our long-term care insurance

actual persistency in later
policy durations that is higher than our

persistency assumptions could have
negative impact on profitability

If these policies remain inforce longer than we assumed then we could

1-
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the products were priced Mortality is critical factor
influencing the

length of time claimant receives long-term care benefits Mortality

continues to improve for the general population and life
expectancy

has increased Improvements in actual mortality trends relative to

assumptions may adversely affect our profitability

Our Bankers Life
segment has offered long-term care insurance since

1985 In recent years the claims experience on some of Bankers Life

long-term care blocks has generally been
higher than our pricing

expectations and the persistency of these policies has been
higher

than our pricing expectations which may result in higher benefit

ratios in the future

On November 12 2008 CNO and CDOC completed the Transfer

of the stock of Senior Health to the Independent Trust After the

Transfer we continue to hold long-term care business
acquired through

previous acquisitions in our Other CNO Business segment The

premiums collected from this block totaled $29.2 million in 2010 The

experience on this acquired block has generally been worse than the

acquired companies original pricing expectations We have received

regulatory approvals for numerous premium rate increases in recent

years pertaining to these blocks Even with these rate increases this block

experienced benefit ratios of 210.8
percent in 2010 186.7 percent in

2009 and 169.6 percent in 2008 If future claims experience continues

to be worse than anticipated as our long-term care blocks continue to

age our financial results will be adversely affected In addition rate

increases may cause existing policyholders to allow their
policies to lapse

The occurrence of natural or man-made disasters or

pandemic could adversely affect our financial condition

and results of operations

We are exposed to various risks
arising out of natural disasters including

earthquakes hurricanes floods and tornadoes and man-made disasters

including acts of terrorism and military actions and pandemics
For example natural or man-made disaster or pandemic could

lead to unexpected changes in
persistency rates as policyholders and

contractholders who are affected by the disaster may be unable to meet

their contractual obligations such as payment
of

premiums on our

insurance policies deposits into our investment products and
mortgage

payments on loans insured by our mortgage insurance policies They

could also significantly increase our mortality and morbidity experience

above the assumptions we used in pricing our insurance and investment

products The continued threat of terrorism and ongoing military

actions may cause significant volatility in global financial markets and

natural or man-made disaster or pandemic could
trigger an economic

downturn in the areas directly or indirectly affected by the disaster or

pandemic These
consequences could among other things result in

decline in business and increased claims from those areas as well as

an adverse effect on home
prices in those areas which could result in

increased loss experience in our mortgage insurance businesses Disasters

or pandemic also could disrupt public and private infrastructure

including communications and financial services which could disrupt

our normal business
operations

natural or man-made disaster or pandemic could also disrupt the

operations of our counterparties or result in increased prices for the

products and services they provide to us For example natural or

man-made disaster or pandemic could lead to increased reinsurance

prices and potentially cause us to retain more risk than we otherwise

would retain if we were able to obtain reinsurance at lower prices In

addition disaster or pandemic could
adversely affect the value of

the assets in our investment portfolio if it affects companies ability

to pay principal or interest on their securities

The results ofoperations of our insurance business will

decline four premium rates are not adequate or we
are unable to increase rates

We set the premium rates on our health insurance policies including

long-term care policies and certain life insurance policies based on

facts and circumstances known at the time we issue the policies and

on assumptions about numerous variables including the actuarial

probability of policyholder incurring claim the probable size of

the claim maintenance costs to administer the policies and the interest

rate earned on our investment of premiums In setting premium
rates we consider historical claims information industry statistics

the rates of our competitors and other factors but we cannot predict

with certainty the future actual claims on our products If our actual

claims experience proves to be less favorable than we assumed and
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we are unable to raise our premium rates to the extent necessary to

offset the unfavorable claims experience our financial results will be

adversely affected

We review the adequacy of our premium rates regularly and file proposed

rate increases on our health insurance products when we believe existing

premium rates are too low It is possible that we will not be able to obtain

approval for premium rate increases from currently pending requests or

from future requests If we are unable to raise our premium rates because

we fail to obtain approval in one or more states our financial results

will be adversely affected Moreover in some instances our ability to

exit unprofitable lines of business is limited by the guaranteed renewal

feature of the policy Due to this feature we cannot exit such business

without regulatory approval and accordingly we may be required to

continue to service those products at loss for an extended period of

time Most of our long-term care business is guaranteed renewable

and if necessary rate increases are not approved we would be required

to recognize loss and establish premium deficiency reserve During

2010 the financial statements of one of our subsidiaries prepared in

accordance with
statutory accounting practices prescribed or permitted

by regulatory authorities reflected asset adequacy or premium deficiency

reserves Total asset adequacy or premium deficiency reserves for

Washington National were $75.3 million at December 31 2010 Due

to differences between statutory
and GAAP insurance liabilities we

were not required to recognize similar premium deficiency reserve

in our consolidated financial statements prepared in accordance with

GAAP The determination of the need for and amount of asset adequacy

reserves is subject to numerous actuarial assumptions including our

ability to change non-guaranteed
elements related to certain products

consistent with contract provisions

If however we are successful in obtaining regulatory approval to raise

premium rates the increased premium rates may reduce the volume of

our new sales and cause existing policyholders to allow their policies to

lapse This could result in significantly higher ratio of claim costs to

premiums
if healthier policyholders who get coverage elsewhere allow

their
policies

to lapse while
policies

of less healthy policyholders continue

inforce This would reduce our premium income and profitability in

future periods

Most of our supplemental health policies allow us to increase premium

rates when warranted by our actual claims
experience

These rate increases

must be approved by the applicable state insurance departments and

we are required to submit actuarial claims data to support the need

for such rate increases The re-rate application and approval process

on supplemental health products is normal recurring part
of our

business operations and reasonable rate increases are typically approved

by the state departments as long as they are supported by actual

claims experience and are not unusually large in either dollar amount

or percentage
increase For policy types on which rate increases are

normal
recurring event our estimates of insurance liabilities assume

we will be able to raise rates if
experience on the blocks warrants such

increases in the future

The benefit ratio for our long-term care products included in the

Other CNO Business segment has increased in recent periods and

was 210.8 percent in 2010 186.7 percent in 2009 and 169.6 percent

in 2008 We will have to continue to raise rates or take other actions

with
respect to some of these policies or our financial results will be

adversely affected

As result of higher persistency and resultant higher claims in our

long-term care block in the Bankers Life
segment

than assumed in the

original pricing our premium rates were too low Accordingly we have

been seeking approval from regulatory authorities for rate increases on

portions
of this business Many of the rate increases have been approved

by regulators
and implemented However it is possible that we will

not be able to obtain approval for all or portion
of the premium rate

increases from currently pending requests or future requests If we are

unable to obtain these rate increases the profitability of these policies

and the performance of this block of business will be adversely affected

In addition such rate increases may reduce the volume of our new

sales and cause existing policyholders to allow their policies to lapse

resulting in reduced profitability

We have implemented and will continue to implement from time

to time and when actuarially justified premium rate increases in our

long-term care business In some cases we offer policyholders the

opportunity to reduce their
coverage amounts or accept non-forfeiture

benefits as alternatives to increasingtheir premium rates The financial

impact of our rate increase actions could be adversely affected by

policyholder anti-selection meaning that policyholders who are less

likely to incur claims may lapse their policies or reduce their benefits

while policyholders who are more likely to incur claims may maintain

full
coverage

and accept their rate increase

We previous1y identified material weakness in our

internal control over financial reporting which has been

remediated and our business may be adversely affected

ifwe fail to maintain effective controls over financial

reporting

We previously identified material weakness in internal controls over the

actuarial reporting processes
related to the design of controls to ensure

the completeness and
accuracy

of certain inforce policies Remediation

efforts to enhance controls over the actuarial reporting process
have

been completed and the controls we implemented to address the

weakness were determined to be effective as of December 31 2010

We face the risk that notwithstanding our efforts to date to identify

and remedy the material weakness in our internal control over financial

reporting we may discover other material weaknesses in the future

and the cost of remediating the material weakness could be high and

could have material adverse effect on our financial condition and

results of operations

Our ability to use our existing Net Operating Losses

may be limited by certain transactions and an

impairment of existing Net Operating Losses could

cause us to breach the debt to total capitalization

covenant of the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement

As of December 31 2010 we had approximately $4.4 billion of federal

tax NOLs and $1.0 billion of capital loss carry-forwards resulting in

deferred tax asset of approximately $1.9 billion expiring in years

2011 through 2029 Section 382 of the Code imposes limitations on

corporations ability to use its NOLs when it undergoes 50 percent

ownership change over three year period Although we underwent

an ownership change in 2003 as the result of our reorganization
the

timing and manner in which we will be able to utilize our NOLs is

not currently limited by Section 382

We regularly monitor ownership changes as calculated for

purposes of Section 382 based on available information and as of
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December 31 2010 our analysis indicated that we were below the

50 percent ownership change threshold that would limit our ability

to utilize our NOLs However after the common stock issuance to
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stock in 2009 we were close to the 50 percent ownership change level

As result any
future transaction or transactions and the timing of

such transaction or transactions could trigger an additional ownership

change under Section 382 Such transactions may include but are

not limited to additional repurchases or issuances of common stock

including upon conversion of CNOs outstanding 7.0% Debentures

including conversion pursuant to make whole adjustment event

or exercise of the warrants sold to Paulson or acquisitions or sales

of shares of CNOs stock by certain holders of its shares including

persons who have held currently hold or may accumulate in the future

percent or more of CNOs outstanding common stock Percent

Shareholders for their own account In January 2009 CNOs board

of directors adopted Section 382 Rights Agreement that is designed

to protect shareholder value by preserving
the value of our NOLs The

Section 382 Rights Agreement provides strong economic disincentive

for
any one shareholder knowingly and without the approval of the

board to become Percent Shareholder and for
any

of the Percent

Shareholders as of the date of the Section 382 Rights Agreement to

increase their ownership stake by more than
percent

of the shares

of CNOs common stock then outstanding and thus limits the

uncertainty with regard to the potential for future ownership changes

However despite the
strong economic disincentives of the Section 382

Rights Agreement shareholders may elect to increase their ownership

including beyond the limits set by the Section 382 Rights Agreement

and thus adversely affect CNOs ownership shift calculations To

further
protect against

the possibility of
triggering an ownership

change under Section 382 the Companys shareholders approved an

amendment to CNOs certificate of incorporation designed to prevent

certain transfers of common stock which could otherwise adversely

affect our ability to use our NOLs See the note to the consolidated

financial statements entitled Income Taxes for further information

regarding the Section 382 Rights Agreement the Section 382 Charter

Amendment and the Companys NOLs

Additionally based on the advice of our tax advisor we have taken the

position that the 7.0% Debentures are not treated as stock for
purposes

of Section 382 and do not trigger an ownership change However the

IRS may not agree
with our position If the IRS were to succeed in

ctiallenging tflis position tile issuance or tile .U/o Leoentures woulu

push us above the 50 percent ownership change
level described above

and trigger an ownership change under Section 382

If an ownership change were to occur for purposes of Section 382 we

would be required to calculate an annual limitation on the amount of

our taxable income that may be offset by NOLs arising prior to such

ownership change That limitation would apply to all of our current

NOLs The annual limitation would be calculated based upon the

fair market value of our equity at the time of such ownership change

multiplied by federal long-term tax exempt rate 3.67 percent at

December 31 2010 and would eliminate our ability to use substantial

portion of our NOLs to offset future taxable income Additionally the

writedown of our deferred tax assets that would occur in the event of

an ownership change for purposes of Section 382 could cause us to

breach the debt to total capitalization covenant which will be included

in the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement

The value of our deferred tax assets may be impaired

to the extent our future profits are less than we have

projected and such impairment may have material

adverse
effect on our results of operations

and our

financial condition

As of December 31 2010 we had net deferred tax assets of $.8 billion

Our income tax expense
includes deferred income taxes arising from

temporary
differences between the financial reporting and tax bases

of assets and liabilities capital loss carry-forwards and NOLs We

evaluate the realizability of our deferred income tax assets and assess

the need for valuation allowance on an ongoing basis In evaluating

our deferred income tax assets we consider whether it is more likely

than not that the deferred income tax assets will be realized The

ultimate realization of our deferred income tax assets depends upon

generating sufficient future taxable income during the periods in which

our temporary differences become deductible and before our capital

loss carry-forwards and NOLs expire Additionally the value of our

deferred tax assets would be significantly impaired if we were to undergo

50 percent ownership change for
purposes

of Section 382 of the

Code as discussed in the risk factor immediately above Our assessment

of the
realizability

of our deferred income tax assets requires significant

judgment Failure to achieve our projections may result in an increase

in the valuation allowance in future period Any future increase in

the valuation allowance would result in additional income tax expense

which could have material adverse effect upon our earnings in the

future and reduce shareholders equity

Concentration of our investment portfolios in any

particular sector of the economy or type of asset may
have an adverse effect on our financial position or

results of operations

The concentration of our investment portfolios in
any particular industry

group of related industries asset classes such as residential
mortgage-

backed securities and other asset-backed securities or geographic

area could have an adverse effect on its value and performance and

consequently on our results of operations and financial position While

we seek to mitigate
this risk by having broadly diversified portfolio

events or developments that have negative impact on any particular

industry group
of related industries or geographic area may have

an adverse effect on the investment portfolios to the extent that the

portfolios are concentrated

Our business is subject to extensive regulation which

limits our operating flexibility
and could result in our

insurance subsidiaries being placed under
regulatory

control or otherwise negatively impact our financial

results

Our insurance business is subject to extensive regulation and supervision

in the jurisdictions in which we operate Our insurance subsidiaries

are subject to state insurance laws that establish supervisory agencies

Such agencies have broad administrative powers including the power to

grant and revoke business licenses

regulate and supervise sales practices and market conduct

establish guaranty associations

license agents
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approve policy forms

approve premium rates for some lines of business such as long-term

care and Medicare supplement

establish reserve requirements

credit for reinsurance

prescribe
the form and content of required financial statements and

reports

determine the reasonableness and adequacy of statutory capital and

surplus

perform financial market conduct and other examinations

define acceptable accounting principles and

regulate the types and amounts of permitted investments

The
regulations

issued by state insurance agencies can be complex

and subject to differing interpretations If state insurance regulatory

agency
determines that one of our insurance company subsidiaries

is not in compliance with applicable regulations the subsidiary is

subject to various potential administrative remedies including without

limitation monetary penalties restrictions on the subsidiarys ability

to do business in that state and return of portion of policyholder

premiums In addition regulatory action or investigations could cause

us to suffer significant reputational harm which could have an adverse

effect on our business financial condition and results of operations

Our insurance subsidiaries are also subject to RBC requirements
These

requirements were designed to evaluate the adequacy of statutory capital

and surplus in relation to investment and insurance risks associated with

asset quality mortality and morbidity asset and liability matching and

other business factors The requirements are used by states as an early

warning tool to discover companies
that may be wealdy-capitalized

for

the
purpose

of initiating regulatory action Generally if an insurers

RBC falls below specified levels the insurer is subject to different

degrees of regulatory action depending upon the magnitude of the

deficiency The 2010 statutory
annual statements to be filed with the

state insurance regulators of each of our insurance subsidiaries are

expected to reflect TAG in excess of the levels subjecting the subsidiaries

to any regulatory action

Our reservesforfuture insurance policy benefits and

claims mayprove to be inadequate requiring us to

increase liabilities which results in reduced net income

and shareholders equity

Liabilities for insurance products are calculated using managements

best judgments based on our past experience
and standard actuarial

tables of mortality morbidity lapse rates investment experience
and

expense
levels For our health insurance business we establish an active

life reserve liability for due and unpaid claims claims in the course

of settlement incurred but not reported claims and reserve for the

present
value of amounts on incurred claims not yet

due We establish

reserves based on assumptions and estimates of factors either established

at the fresh-start date for business inforce or considered when we set

premium rates for business written after that date

Many factors can affect these reserves and liabilities such as economic

and social conditions inflation hospital and pharmaceutical costs

changes in life expectancy regulatory actions changes in doctrines

of legal liability and extra-contractual damage awards Therefore the

reserves and liabilities we establish are necessarily based on estimates

assumptions industry data and prior years statistics It is possible that

actual claims will materially exceed our reserves and have material

adverse effect on our results of operations and financial condition We

have incurred significant losses beyond our estimates as result of actual

claim costs and persistency
of our long-term care business included in

our Bankers Life and Other CNO Business
segments

The insurance

policy benefits incurred for our long-term care products in our Bankers

Life
segment were $666.3 million $635.8 million and $672.0 million

in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively The benefit ratios for our long-

term care products in our Bankers Life segment were 113.7 percent

105.2 percent and 107.6 percent in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

The benefit ratios for our long-term care products in our Other CNO
Business segment were 210.8 percent 186.7 percent and 169.6 percent

in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively The insurance policy
benefits

incurred for our long-term care products in our Other GNO Business

segment were $63.0 million $59.9 million and $58.7 million in

2010 2009 and 2008 respectively Our financial performance depends

significantly upon the extent to which our actual claims experience

and future expenses are consistent with the assumptions we used in

setting our reserves If our assumptions
with

respect to future claims are

incorrect and our reserves prove to be insufficient to cover our actual

losses and expenses we would be required to increase our liabilities

and our financial results could be adversely affected

We may be required to accelerate the amortization of

deferred acquisition costs or the present value offuture

profits

Deferred acquisition costs represent the costs that vary with and are

primarily related to producing new insurance business The present

value of future profits represents
the value assigned to the right to

receive future cash flows from contracts existing at the Effective Date

The balances of these accounts are amortized over the expected lives

of the underlying insurance contracts On an ongoing basis we test

these accounts recorded on our balance sheet to determine if these

amounts are recoverable under current assumptions In addition

we regularly review the estimates and assumptions underlying these

accounts for those products
for which we amortize deferred acquisition

costs or the present value of future profits in proportion to gross profits

or gross margins If facts and circumstances change these tests and

reviews could lead to reduction in the balance of those accounts that

could have an adverse effect on the results of our operations
and our

financial condition

Our operating results will suffer ifpolicyholder

surrender levels differ significantly from our

assumptions

Surrenders of our annuities and life insurance products can result in

losses and decreased revenues if surrender levels differ significantly from

assumed levels At December 31 2010 approximately 23 percent of

our total insurance liabilities or approximately $5.6 billion could

be surrendered by the policyholder without penalty The surrender

charges that are imposed on our fixed rate annuities typically decline

during penalty period which
ranges

from five to twelve years
after

the date the policy is issued Surrender charges are eliminated after the

penalty period Surrenders and redemptions could require us to dispose

of assets earlier than we had planned possibly at loss Moreover

surrenders and redemptions require
faster amortization of either the

acquisition costs or the commissions associated with the original sale
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of product thus reducing our net income We believe policyholders

are generally more likely to surrender their policies if they believe the

issuer is having financial difficulties or if they are able to reinvest the

policys value at higher rate of return iii an akernarive insurance or

investment product

Changing interest rates may adversely affect our results

of operations

Our profitability is affected by fluctuating interest rates While we

monitor the interest rate environment and employ asset/liability
and

hedging strategies to mitigate such impact our financial results could

be adversely affected by changes in interest rates Our spread-based

insurance and annuity business is subject to several inherent risks

arising from movements in interest rates First interest rate changes

can cause compression of our net spread between interest earned on

investments and interest credited to customer deposits Our ability to

adjust for such compression is limited by the guaranteed minimum

rates that we must credit to policyholders on certain products as well

as the terms on most of our other products that limit reductions in the

crediting rates to pre-established intervals As of December 31 2010

approximately 40 percent of our insurance liabilities were subject to

interest rates that may be reset annually 41
percent had fixed

explicit

interest rate for the duration of the contract 14 percent had credited

rates that approximate the income we earn and the remainder had

no explicit interest rates Second if interest rate changes produce an

unanticipated increase in surrenders of our spread-based products

we may be forced to sell invested assets at loss in order to fund such

surrenders Third the
profits from many non-spread-based insurance

products such as long-term care policies can be adversely affected when

interest rates decline because we may be unable to reinvest the cash

from premiums received at the interest rates anticipated when we sold

the policies Finally changes in interest rates can have significant effects

on the fair value and performance of our investments in general and

specifically on the performance of our structured securities portfolio

including collateralized mortgage obligations which can affect the

timing of cash flows due to changes in the
prepayment rate of the

loans
underlying such securities

We employ asset/liability strategies that are designed to mitigate the

effects of interest rate changes on our profitability but do not currently

extensively employ derivative instruments for this
purpose

We may not

be successful in implementing these strategies and achieving adequate

investment spreads

We use computer models to simulate our cash flows expected from

existing business under various interest rate scenarios With such

estimates we seek to manage
the

relationship between the duration of our

assets and the expected duration of our liabilities When the estimated

durations of assets and liabilities are similar exposure to interest rate risk

is minimized because change in the value of assets should be largely

offset by change in the value of liabilities At December 31 2010

the duration of our fixed income securities as modified to reflect

prepayments and potential calls was approximately 8.8 years and the

duration of our insurance liabilities was approximately 8.7 years We
estimate that our fixed maturity securities and short-term investments

net of corresponding changes in insurance acquisition costs would

decline in fair value by approximately $405 million if interest rates

were to increase by 10 percent from rates as of December 31 2010

This
compares to decline in fair value of $455 million based on

amounts and rates at December 31 2009 The calculations involved in

our computer
simulations

incorporate numerous assumptions require

significant estimates and assume an immediate change in interest rates

without any management reaction to such change Consequently

potential changes in the values of our financial instruments indicated

by the simulations will likely be different from the actual changes

experienced under given interest rate scenarios and the differences

may be material Because we actively manage our investments and

liabilities our net exposure to interest rates can vary over time

General market conditions aflect investments and

investment income

The performance of our investment portfolio depends in part upon
the level of and changes in interest rates risk spreads real estate

values market volatility the performance of the economy in general

the performance of the specific obligors included in our portfolio and

other factors that are beyond our control Changes in these factors can

affect our net investment income in
any period and such changes can

be substantial

Financial market conditions can also affect our realized and unrealized

investment gains losses During periods of rising interest rates the

fair values of our investments will typically decline Conversely during

periods of falling interest rates the fair values of our investments will

typically rise

Our results of operations may be negatively impacted

our initiatives to restructure our insurance
operations

are unsuccessful or our planned conversions result in

valuation dfferences

We have implemented several initiatives to improve operating results

including focusing sales efforts on higher margin products

ii reducing operating expenses by eliminating or reducing marketing

costs of certain products iii streamlining administrative procedures

and reducing personnel and iv increasing retention rates on our more

profitable blocks of inforce business Many of our initiatives address issues

resulting from the substantial number of acquisitions of our Predecessor

Between 1982 and 1997 our Predecessor completed 19 transactions

involving the acquisitions of 44 separate insurance companies Our

efforts involve
improvements to our policy administration procedures

and significant systems conversions such as the elimination of duplicate

processing systems for similar business These initiatives may result in

unforeseen
expenses complications or delays and may be inadequate to

address all issues Some of these initiatives have only recently begun to

be executed and may not ultimately be successfully completed hue

our future operating performance depends greatly on the success of

these efforts even if we successfully implement these measures they

alone may not sufficiently improve our results of operations

Conversions to new systems can result in valuation differences between

the
prior system and the new system We have recognized such differences

in the past Our planned conversions could result in future valuation

adjustments and these adjustments may have material adverse effect

on future earnings

Our financial position may be negatively impacted we
are unable to achieve our goals

We have identified number of goals including growth at Bankers

Life Washington National and Colonial Penn improving earnings
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stability
and reducing volatility

The continued growth
and profitability

of those businesses is critical to our overall results We are also seeking

to improve earnings and reduce
volatility

in our Other CNO Business

segment The failure to achieve these and our other goals could have

material adverse effect on our results of operations financial condition

and the price of our common stock

decline in the currentfinancial strength rating of

our insurance subsidiaries could cause us to experience

decreased sales increased agent attrition and increased

policyholder lapses and redemptions

An important competitive factor for our insurance subsidiaries is the

ratings they receive from nationally recognized rating organizations

Agents insurance brokers and marketing companies who market our

products and prospective policyholders view ratings as an important

factor in evaluating an insurers products This is especially true for

annuity interest-sensitive life insurance and long-term care products
The

current financial strength ratings
of our primary insurance subsidiaries

from A.M Best SP and Moodys are Good except Conseco

Life BB and Bal respectively A.M Best has 16 possible ratings

There are five ratings above our rating and ten ratings
that are

below our rating SP has 21 possible ratings There are eleven ratings

above our BB rating and nine ratings that are below our rating

Moodys has 21 possible ratings There are ten ratings
above our Bal

rating and ten ratings that are below our rating

If our ratings are downgraded we may experience declining sales of

certain of our insurance products defections of our independent
and

career sales force and increased policies being redeemed or allowed to

lapse These events would adversely affect our financial results which

could then lead to ratings downgrades

Competition from companies that have
greater

market

share higher ratings greater financial resources and

stronger
brand recognition may impair our ability

to retain existing customers and sales representatives

attract new customers and sales
representatives

and

maintain or improve our financial results

The supplemental health insurance annuity
and individual life insurance

markets are highly competitive Competitors
include other life and

accident and health insurers commercial banks thrifts mutual funds

and broker-dealers

Our principal competitors vary by product line Our main competitors

for agent-sold long-term care insurance products include Genworth

Financial Inc John Hancock Financial Services Northwestern Mutual

and Mutual of Omaha Our main competitors
for agent-sold Medicare

supplement insurance products include United HealthCare Blue

Cross and Blue Shield Plans Mutual of Omaha and United American

In some of our product lines such as life insurance and fixed annuities

we have relatively small market share Even in some of the lines in

which we are one of the top five writers our market share is relatively

small For example while based on an Individual Long-Term Care

Insurance Survey our Bankers Life segment ranked fifth in annualized

premiums
of individual long-term care insurance in 2009 with market

share of approximately 5.8 percent
the top four writers of individual

long-term care insurance had annualized premiums with combined

market share of approximately 64
percent during the period In addition

while based on the NAICs 2009 Medicare Supplement Loss Ratios

report ourBankers Life
segment was ranked third in direct premiums

earned for individual Medicare supplement insurance in 2009 with

market share of 3.8 percent the top writer of individual Medicare

supplement insurance had direct premiums with market share of

17.0 percent during the period

Many of our major competitors have higher financial strength ratings

than we do Many of our competitors are larger companies
that have

greater capital technological and marketing resources and have access

to capital at lower cost Recent industry consolidation including

business combinations among insurance and other financial services

companies has resulted in
larger competitors with even greater

financial

resources Furthermore changes in federal law have narrowed the

historical separation between banks and insurance companies enabling

traditional banking institutions to enter the insurance and annuity

markets and further increase competition This increased competition

may harm our ability to maintain or improve our profitability

In addition because the actual cost of products is unknown when

they are sold we are subject to competitors who may sell product

at price that does not cover its actual cost Accordingly if we do not

also lower our prices for similar products we may lose market share

to these competitors If we lower our prices to maintain market share

our profitability
wiil decline

We must attract and retain sales representatives to sell our insurance

and annuity products Strong competition exists among insurance and

financial services companies for sales representatives We compete for

sales representatives primarily on the basis of our financial position

financial strength ratings support services compensation products

and product features Our competitiveness
for such

agents
also depends

upon
the relationships we develop

with these
agents

Our Predecessors

bankruptcy continues to be an adverse factor in developing relationships

with certain agents
If we are unable to attract and retain sufficient

numbers of sales
representatives to sell our products our ability to

compete and our revenues and profitability would suffer

Volatility in the securities markets and other economic

factors may adversely affect our business particularly

our sales of certain life insurance products and

annuities

Fluctuations in the securities markets and other economic factors may

adversely affect sales and/or policy surrenders of our annuities and life

insurance policies For example volatility in the
equity

markets may

deter potential purchasers from investing in fixed index annuities and

may cause current policyholders to surrender their policies for the

cash value or to reduce their investments In addition significant or

unusual
volatility

in the general
level of interest rates could negatively

impact sales and/or lapse rates on certain types
of insurance products

Federal and state legislation could adversely affect
the

financialperformance of our insurance operations

During recent years
the health insurance industry has experienced

substantial changes including those caused by healthcare legislation

Recent federal and state legislation
and pending legislative proposals

concerning healthcare reform contain features that could severely

limit or eliminate our ability
to vary pricing terms or apply medical

underwriting standards to individuals thereby potentially increasing

our benefit ratios and adversely impacting our financial results In
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particular Medicare reform could affect our ability to price or sell

our products or profitably maintain our blocks inforce For example

the Medicare Advantage program provides incentives for health

plans to offer managed care plans to seniors The growth of managed

care plans under this
program

could decrease sales of the traditional

Medicare supplement products we sell Some current proposals contain

government provided long-term care insurance which could affect the

sales of our long-term care products

Proposals currently pending in Congress and some state legislatures

may also affect our financial results These proposals include the

implementation of minimum consumer protection standards in

all long-term care policies including guaranteed premium rates

protection against inflation limitations on waiting periods for pre

existing conditions setting standards for sales practices for long-term

care insurance and guaranteed consumer access to information about

insurers including information regarding lapse and replacement rates

for policies and the
percentage

of claims denied Enactment of any

proposal that would limit the amount we can charge for our products

such as guaranteed premium rates or that would increase the benefits

we must pay such as limitations on waiting periods or that would

otherwise increase the costs of our business could adversely affect our

financial results

On July 21 2010 the Dodd-Frank Act was enacted and signed into

law The Dodd-Frank Act made extensive changes to the laws regulating

financial services firms and requires various federal agencies to adopt

broad
range

of new rules and regulations Among other
provisions the

Dodd-Frank Act provides for new framework of regulation of over-

the-counter OTC derivatives markets This will require us to clear

certain types of transactions currently traded in the OTC derivative

markets and may limit our ability to customize derivative transactions

for our needs In addition we will likely experience additional collateral

requirements and costs associated with derivative transactions

The Dodd-Frank Act also establishes Financial Stability Oversight

Council which is authorized to subject nonbank financial
companies

deemed systemically significant to stricter prudential standards and

other
requirements and to subject such company to special orderly

liquidation process outside the federal bankruptcy code administered by

the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation although insurance company

subsidiaries would remain subject to liquidation and rehabilitation

proceedings under state law In addition the Dodd-Frank Act establishes

reuerai insurance imce witnin tne uepartment or me ireasury Wnite

not having general supervisory or regulatory authority over the business

of insurance the director of this office will
perform various functions

with
respect to insurance including serving as non-voting member of

the Financial
Stability Oversight Council and making recommendations

to the Council regarding insurers to be designated for more stringent

regulation The director is also required to conduct study on how

to modernize and improve the system of insurance regulation in the

United States including by increased national uniformity through

either federal charter or effective action by the states

Federal
agencies have been given significant discretion in drafting

the rules and regulations that will implement the Dodd-Frank Act

Consequently many of the details and much of the
impact of the

Dodd-Frank Act may not be known for some time In addition this

legislation mandated multiple studies and reports for Congress which

could result in additional
legislative

or regulatory action

We cannot predict the
requirements

of the regulations ultimately

adopted under the Dodd-Frank Act the effect such regulations will

have on financial markets generally or on our businesses specifically

the additional costs associated with compliance with such regulations

or any changes to our operations that may be necessary to comply with

the Dodd-Frank Act any of which could have material adverse affect

on our business results of operations cash flows or financial condition

Reinsurance may not be available affordable or

adequate to protect us against
losses

As part of our overall risk and capital management strategy we have

historically purchased reinsurance from external reinsurers as well as

provided internal reinsurance support for certain risks underwritten

by our business segments The availability and cost of reinsurance

protection are impacted by our operating
and financial performance

as well as conditions beyond our control For example volatility
in the

equity markets and the related impacts on asset values required to fund

liabilities may reduce the
availability

of certain types of reinsurance and

make it more costly when it is available as reinsurers are less willing

to take on credit risk in volatile market
Accordingly we may be

forced to incur additional expenses for reinsurance or may not be able

to obtain sufficient new reinsurance on acceptable terms which could

adversely affect our ability to write future business or obtain
statutory

capital credit for new reinsurance

We face risk with
respect

to our reinsurance agreements

We transfer exposure to certain risks to others through reinsurance

arrangements
Under these

arrangements
other insurers assume portion

of our losses and
expenses associated with reported and unreported

claims in exchange for portion of policy premiums The availability

amount and cost of reinsurance depend on general market conditions

and may vary significantly As of December 31 2010 our reinsurance

receivables totaled $3.3 billion Our ceded life insurance in-force totaled

$14.8 billion Our ten largest reinsurers accounted for 92 percent
of

our ceded life insurance in-force We face credit risk with
respect to

reinsurance When we obtain reinsurance we are still liable for those

transferred risks if the reinsurer cannot meet its obligations Therefore

the inability of our reinsurers to meet their financial obligations may

require us to increase liabilities thereby reducing our net income and

shareholders
equity

Our insurance subsidiaries may be required to pay
assessments to fund other companiespolicyholder

losses or liabilities and this may negatively impact our

financial results

The solvency or guaranty
laws of most states in which an insurance

company does business may require that company to pay assessments

up to certain prescribed limits to fund policyholder losses or liabilities

of other insurance companies that become insolvent Insolvencies of

insurance companies increase the possibility that these assessments may
be required These assessments may be deferred or forgiven under most

guaranty laws if they would threaten an insurers financial strength

and in certain instances may be offset against future premium taxes

We cannot estimate the likelihood and amount of future assessments

Although past assessments have not been material if there were

number of large insolvencies future assessments could be material

and could have material adverse effect on our operating results and

financial position
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PART
ITEM Legal Proceedings

ITEM Properties

Our headquarters and the administrative operations Of our Washington

National and Other CNO Business segments and certain administrative

operations of our subsidiaries are located on Company-owned corporate

campus in Carmel Indiana immediately north of Indianapolis We

currently occupy four buildings on the
campus

with approximately

422000 square
feet of space

Our Bankers Life segment is primarily administered from
facility

in

downtown Chicago Illinois Bankers Life has approximately 222000

square
feet leased under an agreement

which expires in 2018 In

addition Bankers Life leases approximately 114000 square
feet of

space
in its former location the Merchandise Mart Approximately

ITEM Legal Proceedings

98 percent
of that

space
is subleased through November 2013 the

early termination date of the lease We also lease 247 sales offices in

various states totaling approximately 736000 square
feet These leases

generally are short-term in length with remaining lease terms expiring

between 2011 and 2017

Our Colonial Penn segment is administered from Company-owned

office building in Philadelphia Pennsylvania with approximately

127000 square
feet We

occupy approximately 60 percent
of this

space
with unused space

leased to tenants

Management believes that this office
space

is adequate for our needs

Information required for Item is incorporated by reference to the discussion under the heading Legal Proceedings in note Commitments

and Contingencies to our consolidated financial statements included in Item of this Form 10-K

Executive Officers of the Registrant

Officer Positions with CNO Principal

Name and Age Since Occupation and Business Experience

Since September 2006 chief executive officer From April 1999 until September 2006 president and chief

operating officer of Sun Life Financial Inc and chief operating
officer of irs principal subsidiar Sun Life

James Prieur 59 2006 Assurance Company

Since May 2007 executive vice president and chief financial officer From 2002 until 2007 Mr Bonach

Edward Bonach 57 2007 served as chief financial officer of National Life Group

Since September 2003 chief investment officer of GNO and president and chief executive officer of 40j86

Advisors CNOs wholly-owned registered
investment advisor Mr Johnson has held various investment

Eric Johnson 50 1997 management positions since joining CNO in 1997

Since July 2002 senior vice president and chief accounting officer Mr Kline has served in various

John Kline 53 1990 accounting and finance
capacities

with CNO since 1990

Susan Menzel 45 2005 Since May 2005 executive vice president human resources

Christopher Nickele 54

Since October 2005 executive vice president product management and since May 2010 president

2005 Other CNO Business

Since August 2008 president of Washington National From January 2007 until August 2008 executive vice

president operations From August 2004 until January 2007 executive vice president

ton National

The executive officers serve as such at the discretion of the Board of Directors and are elected
annually

Business
experience

is
given for ac least the last five years
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Stockholder Matters and Issuer Purchases of

Market Information

Equity Securities

The following table sets forth the
ranges of high and low sales prices per

share for our common stock on the New York Stock Exchange for the

quarterly periods beginning January 2009 There have been no dividends paid or declared on our common stock during this period

As of February 14 2011 there were approximately 35000 holders of the
outstanding shares of common stock including individual participants

in securities position listings

Performance Graph

The Performance Graph below compares CNOs cumulative

total shareholder return on its common stock for the period from

December 31 2005 through December 31 2010 with the cumulative

total return of the Standard Poors 500 Composite Stock Price Index

the SP 500 Index and the Dow Jones Life Insurance Index The

comparison for each of the periods assumes that $100 was invested

on December 31 2005 in each of CNO common stock the stocks

included in the SP 500 Index and the stocks included in the Dow

Jones Life Insurance Index and that all dividends were reinvested The

stock performance shown in this graph represents past performance

and should not be considered an indication of future performance of

CNOs common stock

Market once

Period High Low

009

First Quarter 5.10 .26

Second Quarter 3.90 .82

Third Quarter 6.31 .79

Fourth Quarter 7.03 4.41

Period

Market Dnice

High Low

2010

First Quarter 6.62 4.18

Second Quaricr 6.65 4.30

Third Quarter 5.78 4.59

lourrh Quarter 7.13 5.22
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COMPARISON OF CUMULATIVE TOTAL RETURN AMONG CNO FINANCIAL GROUP SP 500 INDEX AND DOW JONES LIFE

INSURANCE INDEX

$160
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12/31/05

U- DJ Life Insurance Index SP500Index CNO Financial Group Inc

CumuistiveTotal Returns 12/31/05 12/31/06 12/31/07 12/31/08 12/31/09 12/31/10

DJ Life Insurance Index 100 113 P0 59 70 88

SP500Indcx 100 116 122 77 97 105

CNO Financial Group Inc 100 86 54 22 22 29

Dividends

The Company does not anticipate declaring or paying cash dividends on Discussion and Analysis of Consolidated Financial Condition and

its common stock in the foreseeable future and is currently limited in Results of Operations Liquidity of the Holding Companies for

doing so pursuant to our debt agreements
Please refer to Managements further discussion of these restrictions

Issuer Purchases of Equity Securities

Maximum number or approximate

dollar value of shares or units

Total number of shares or units that may yet be purchased under

Total number of Average price paid purchased as part of publicly the plans or programstm

Period shares or units per share or unit announced plans or programs do//nis in mi/lions

October thiough 1ctober 31 262.8

November through November 30 262.8

December through December 31 2238 6.80 262.8

TOTAL 2238 6.80 262.8

On December21 2006 the company announced common share
repurchase program of up to $150 million On May 2007 the Company announced that the maximum amount

that was authorized under the common share repurchase program had been increased to $350 million

12/31/06 12/31/07 12/31/08 12/31/09 12/31/10
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Equity Compensation Plan Information

The following table summarizes information as of December 31 2010 relating to our common stock that may be issued under the CNO
Financial Group Inc Amended and Restated Long-Term Incentive Plan

Number of securities to be issued Weighted-average exercise Number of securities remaining available for future

upon exercise of outstanding price of outstanding options issuance under equity compensation plans excluding

options warrants and rights warrants and rights securities reflected in first column

Equity compensation plans

approved by security holdets 9753.548 10.87 9326107

Equity compensation plans not

approved by security holders

TOTAL 9753548 10.87 9326107

ITEM Selected Consolidated Financial Data

Years ended December 31

2009 2008

OPERATIONS DATA

ne ...l
3093.6

60.5

341 .4

117.9

i1678

173.6

87.9

85.7

85.7

85.7

.45

.45

1409

193.3

Amounts in nillions ercept per share data 2010

STATEMENT OF

Insurance policy income 2670.0

Net investment incot 1366.9

Net realized insestmenr gains losses

Thtal revenues 4083.9

Interest
expense 113.2

Total benefits and expenses 3.790.4

Income loss before income taxes and discontinued operations 293.5

Income tax expense 8.9

Income loss before discontinued operations 284.6

Discontinued operations net of income taxes

Net income loss 284.6

Preferred stock dividends

Net income loss applicable to common stock 284.6

PER SHARE DATA at

Income loss before discontinued oerations basic 1.13

Income loss .99

Net income basic 1.13

Net income .99

Book value
per corn moo share oittsrsndinc 17

Weighted average shar outstanding for bas es 251.0

Weighted average shares outstanding for diluted earnings 301.9

Shares outstanding at period-end 251 .1

BALANCE SHEEI DATA AT PERIOD END

Total inv 23782.0

Total assets 31899.6

Corport 998.5

Total liabilities 27574.3

Shareholdei 4325.3

STATUTORY DATA AT PERIOD END

Statutory capital
and

surplt 1525.1

Asset valuation reserve AVR 71.3

efore discontinued operations diluted

3253.6

1178.8

262.4

4189.7

106.5

4186.0

3.7

413.3

409.6

1722.7

1132.3

132.3

2.22

i2.22

6.13

6.13

184.7

184.7

2007

2895.7

1369.8

158.0

4131.3

125.3

4149.3

18.0

61.1

79.1

105.9

185.0

14.1

199.1

.5/4

1.15

1.15

173.4

173.4

luted

20061a

2696.4

.350.8

46.6

0I9.8

81.0

860.6

159.2

58.3

100.9

.3

101.2

38.0

63.2

.42

.41

.42

.41

A4

151.7

152.5

iS

rnings

tments

tte notes payable

250.8 184.8 184

equity

152

ts

21530.2 18647.5 21324.5 23768.8

30343.8 28763.3 33961.5 33580.2

1037.4 1311.5 1167.6 966.4

26811.4 27133.3 29709.2 28858.6

3532.4 1630.0 4252.3 4721.6

28.2 55.0 161.3 179.1

Total statutosycapiral and surplus and AVR 1596.4 1438.9 1366.5 1497.5 1733.6

1410.7 1311.5 1336 1554.5

Selected amounts have been restated to reflect the
retrospective application of the adoption of authoritative

guicLsnce
that

specfles
that issuers of convertible debt instruments that

may be

settled in cash upon conversion including partial cash settlement should separately account for
the

liability
and

equity components in manner that will
reflect the entitys nonconvertible

debt
borrowing rate when interest cost is recognized in subsequent periods The guidance has been applied retrospectively to the

years
ended December31 2008 2007 and 2006

As result of the
Transfer as fitrther

discussed in the note to the consoliaated financial statements entitled Transfer of Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania to an

Independent Trust substantialportion of our long-term care business is presented as discontinued operations inperiodsprior
to 2009

We have derived the
statutory

data from scatementsfiled by our insurance subsidiaries with
regulatory authorities which are prepared in accordance with

statutory accounting principles

which
vary

in certain
respects from GAA11 and include amounts related to our discontinued

operations in 2007 and 2006
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ITEM Managements Discussion and Analysis

of Consolidated Financial Condition and Results

of Operations

In this section we review the consolidated financial condition of CNO and its consolidated results of operations
for the

years
ended

December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 and where appropriate factors that may affect future financial performance Please read this discussion in

conjunction
with the consolidated financial statements and notes included in this Form 10-K

Cautionary Statement Regarding Forward-Looking Statements

Our statements trend analyses and other information contained in this

report
and elsewhere such as in filings by CNO with the SEC press

releases presentations by CNO or its management or oral statements

relative to markets for CNOs products and trends in CNOs operations

or financial results as well as other statements contain forward-looking

statements within the meaning
of the federal securities laws and the

Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 Forward-looking

statements typically are identified by the use of terms such as anticipate

believe plan estimarc expect project intend may
will would contemplate possible attempt seek should

could goal target on track comfortable with optimistic

and similar words although some forward-looking statements are

expressed differently You should consider statements that contain these

words carefully because they describe our expectations plans strategies

and goals and our beliefs concerning
future business conditions our

results of
operations

financial position
and our business outlook or

they state other forward-looking information based on currently

available information The Risk Factors in Item 1A provide examples

of risks uncertainties and events that could cause our actual results to

differ materially from the expectations expressed in our forward-looking

statements Assumptions and other important
factors that could cause

our actual results to differ materially from those anticipated in our

forward-looking statements include among other things

changes in or sustained low interest rates causing
reduction in

investment income the margins
of our fixed annuity and life insurance

business and demand for our products

general economic market and political conditions including the

performance and fluctuations of the financial markets which may

affect our ability to raise capital or refinance existing indebtedness

and the cost of doing so

the ultimate outcome of lawsuits filed against us and other
legal

and

regulatory proceedings to which we are subject

our ability to make changes to certain non-guaranteed elements of

our life insurance products

our ability to obtain adequate and timely rate increases on our health

products including our long-term care business

the receipt of any required regulatory approvals for dividend and

surplus debenture interest payments
from our insurance subsidiaries

mortality morbidity the increased cost and usage
of health care services

persistency
the adequacy of our previous reserve estimates and other

factors which may affect the profitability of our insurance products

changes in our assumptions
related to deferred acquisition costs or

the present value of future profits

the recoverability of our deferred tax assets and the effect of potential

ownership changes and tax rate changes on their value

our assumption that the positions we take on our tax return filings

including our position that our 7.0% Debentures will not be treated

as stock for purposes
of Section 382 of the Code and will not trigger

an ownership change will not be successfully challenged by the IRS

changes in accounting principles and the interpretation thereof

our ability to cortinue to satisfy the financial ratio and balance

requirements
and other covenants of our debt agreements

our ability to achieve anticipated expense
reductions and levels of

operational efficiencies including improvements in claims adjudication

and continued automation and rationalization of operating systems

performance and valuation of our investments including the impact of

realized losses including other-than-temporary impairment charges

our ability to identify products and markets in which we can compete

effectively against competitors with greater
market share higher

ratings greater
financial resources and stronger brand recognition

our ability to generate
sufficient liquidity to meet our debt service

obligations and other cash needs

our ability to maintain effective controls over financial reporting

our ability to continue to recruit and retain productive agents
and

distribution partners
and customer response

to new products

distribution channels and marketing initiatives

our ability to achieve eventual upgrades of the financial strength

ratings of CNO and our insurance company subsidiaries as well as

the impact of our ratings on our business our ability
to access capital

and the cost of capital

the risk factors or uncertainties listed from time to time in our filings

with the SEC

regulatory changes or actions including
those relating to regulation

of the financial affairs of our insurance companies such as the

payment
of dividends and surplus debenture interest to us regulation

of financial services affecting among other things
bank sales and

underwriting of insurance products regulation of the sale underwriting

and pricing
of products and health care regulation affecting health

insurance products and

changes in the Federal income tax laws and regulations
which may

affect or eliminate the relative tax advantages of some of our products

Other factors and assumptions not identified above are also relevant to

the forward-looking statements and if they prove incorrect could also

cause actual results to differ materially from those projected
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All written or oral forward-looking statements attributable to us are

expressly qualified in their
entirety by the foregoing cautionary statement

Our forward-looking statements speak only as of the date made We
assume no obligation to update or to publicly announce the results

Overview

of any revisions to any
of the

forward-looking statements to reflect

actual results future events or developments changes in assumptions

or changes in other factors affecting the forward-looking statements

We are holding company for
group

of insurance companies operating

throughout the United States that develop market and administer

health insurance annuity individual life insurance and other insurance

products We focus on serving the senior and middle-income markets

which we believe are attractive underserved high growth markets We
sell our products through three distribution channels career agents

independent producers some of whom sell one or more of our product

lines exclusively and direct
marketing

Beginning July 2010 management has changed the manner in

which it disaggregates the Companys operations for making operating

decisions and assessing performance As result the Company manages
its business through the following operating segments Bankers Life

Washington National and Colonial Penn which are defined on the basis

of product distribution Other CNO Business comprised primarily

of products we no longer sell actively and
corporate operations

comprised of holding company activities and certain noninsurance

company businesses The Companys segments are described below

Bankers Life which markets and distributes Medicare supplement

insurance interest-sensitive life insurance traditional life insurance fixed

annuities and
long-term care insurance products to the middle-income

senior market through dedicated field force of career agents and sales

managers supported by network of
community-based branch offices

The Bankers Life segment includes primarily the business of Bankers

Life Bankers Life also markets and distributes Medicare Advantage

plans primarily through distribution
arrangement with Humana and

Medicare Part
prescription drug plans through distribution and

reinsurance arrangement with Coventry

Washington NationaL which markets and distributes supplemental

health
including specified disease accident and hospital indemnity

insurance products and life insurance to middle-income consumers

at home and at the worksite These products are marketed through

PMA and through independent marketing organizations and insurance

agencies including workaite marketing The products being marketed

are underwritten by Washington National

Colonial Penn which markets primarily graded benefit and simplified

issue life insurance directly to customers through television advertising

direct mail the internet and
telemarketing The Colonial Penn

segment
includes primarily the business of Colonial Penn

Other CNO Business which consists of blocks of interest-sensitive

life insurance traditional life insurance annuities long-term care

insurance and other supplemental health products These blocks of

business are not being actively marketed and were primarily issued or

acquired by Conseco Life and Washington National

1he
fillowing summarizes our earnings for the three

years ending December 31 2010 dollars in millions except per share data

2010 2009 2008

Earnings before net realized investment gains losses discontinued operations corporate interest gain

4loss on extinguishment or modification of debt and income taxes CEBIT nun-GAAP financial

measure

Bankers lift 284.1 278.0 171.5

Washington National 104.6 110.9 121.1

Colonial Penn 26.5 29.4 25.2

Other CNO Business 11.5 43.6

coiporare Operalions exciuning corporate Interest expense 42.8 37.7 26.7
LBIT

360.9 337.0 291.3

corporate interesi expense 79.3 84.7 67.9
Income before gain loss on extinguishment or modification of debt net realized investment gains

losses taxes and discontinued operations 281.6 252.3 223.4

las cxpense on operating income
99.7 87.7 86.4

Net operating income 181.9 164.6 137.0

Gain loss on extinguishment or modification of debt net of income taxes 4.4 14.4 13.8

Net realized investmemu gains llossesl excluding the increase in unrealized losses on those investments

transferred to an independent trust and net of related amortization and taxes and the establishment of

valuation allowance for deferred tax assets related to such losses 12.1 41.51 217/i
Net income loss before valuation allowance for deferred tax assets and discontinued operations 189.6 108.7 66.6

Increasei decrease in the valuation allowance for defrred tax assets cxcluding the establishment of

valuation allowance ftr realized invcslrnent iosses and discontinued operations 95.0 23.0 343.0
Discontinued operations 722.7

NET INCOME LOSS APPLICABLE TO COMMON STOCK 284.6 85.7 1132.3
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The preparation of financial statements in accordance with GAAP

requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the

reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent

assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the

reported amounts of revenues and
expenses during the reporting period

Management has made estimates in the
past

that we believed to be

appropriate
but were subsequently revised to reflect actual experience

If our future experience differs materially from these estimates and

assumptions our results of operations and financial condition could

be materially affected

We base our estimates on historical experience
and other assumptions

that we believe are reasonable under the circumstances We continually

evaluate the information used to make these estimates as our business

and the economic environment change The use of estimates is pervasive

throughout our financial statements The accounting policies and

estimates we consider most critical are summarized below Additional

information on our accounting policies is included in the note to our

consolidated financial statements entitled Summary of Significant

Accounting Policies

Investments

At December 31 2010 the carrying value of our investment portfolio

was $23.8 billion

We defer
any

fees received or costs incurred when we originate
investments

We amortize fees costs discounts and premiums as yield adjustments

over the contractual lives of the investments We consider anticipated

prepayments on structured securities when we estimate yields on such

securities When actual prepayments differ from our estimates the

adjustment to yield is recognized as investment income loss

Our evaluation of investments for impairment requires significant

judgments including the identification of potentially impaired

securities ii the determination of their estimated fair value and iii

the assessment of whether
any

decline in estimated fair value is other

than temporary

We regularly evaluate our investments for possible impairment Our

assessment of whether unrealized losses are other than temporary

requires significant judgment Factors considered include the extent

to which fair value is less than the cost basis ii the length of time

that the fair value has been less than cost iii whether the unrealized

loss is event driven credit-driven or result of changes in market

interest rates or risk premium iv the near-term prospects for specific

events developments or circumstances likely to affect the value of the

investment the investments rating and whether the investment is

investment-grade and/or has been downgraded since its purchase vi

whether the issuer is current on all
payments

in accordance with the

contractual terms of the investment and is expected to meet all of its

obligations under the terms of the investment vii whether we intend

to sell the investment or it is more likely than not that circumstances

will require us to sell the investment before recovery occurs viii the

underlying current and prospective asset and enterprise values of the

issuer and the extent to which the recoverability of the carrying value

of our investment may be affected by changes in such values ix

projections of and unfavorable changes in cash flows on structured

securities including mortgage-backed and asset-backed securities and

other objective and subjective factors

Future events may occur or additional information may become

available which may necessitate future realized losses of securities

in our portfolio Significant losses in the estimated fair values of our

investments could have material adverse effect on our earnings
in

future periods

Impairment
losses on equity securities are recognized in net income

The manner in which impairment losses on fixed maturity securities

available for sale are recognized in the financial statements is dependent

on the facts and circumstances related to the specific security If we

intend to sell security or it is more likely than not that we would be

required to sell security before the recovery of its amortized cost the

security is other-than-temporarily impaired and the full amount of the

impairment is recognized as loss through earnings If we do not expect

to recover the amortized cost basis we do not plan to sell the security

and if it is not more likely than not that we would be required to sell

2010 2009 2008

Per diluted share

Nei operating inom .65 .86 .74

Gain loss on extinguishment or modification of debt net of income taxes .01 .08 .08

Net realizedinvestment gains lose iiet
of related athortization and taxes .04 .21 1.18

Valuation allowance for deferred tax assets
.31 .12 1.86

1iscntinied operatior 3.91

NET INCOME LOSS .99 .45 6.13

Management believes that an analysis of EBIT
provides

clearer comparison of the
operating

results of the Company from period to period
because it excludes

corporate
interest

expense ii gain loss on extinguishment or modfIcation of debt iii net realized investment gains losses that are unrelated to the Companys underlying fundamentals and iv

discontinued operations
and increases to our valuation allowance for deferred tax assets which are unrelated to our continuing operations

The table above reconciles the non-GAAP

measure to the corresponding
GAAP measure

Our major goals for 201 include Continuing to execute on initiatives to achieve efficiencies and cost

savings

Increasing earnings per
share

Continuing to actively manage the profitability
of our long-term

Profitably increasing sales at Bankers Life Washington National
care business

and Colonial Penn

Improving profitability of existing lines of business or disposing of

Generating targeted levels of investment income in low interest rate

underperforming blocks of business

environment within acceptable risk tolerance levels

Critical Accounting Policies
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security before the
recovery

of its amortized cost less
any current period

credit loss the recognition of the other-than-temporary impairment is

bifurcated We recognize the credit ioss portion in net income and the

noncredit loss
portion in accumulated other comprehensive income

loss Prior to 2009 such other-than-temporary impairments were

recognized in their entirety through earnings and the amount recognized

was the difference between amortized cost and estimated fair value

We estimate the amount of the credit loss
component

of fixed maturity

security impairment as the difference between amortized cost and the

present value of the expected cash flows of the security The present value

is determined
using

the best estimate of future cash flows discounted at

the effective interest rate implicit to the security at the date of purchase

or the current yield to accrete an asset-backed or floating rate security

The methodology and assumptions for establishing the best estimate

of future cash flows
vary depending on the

type of security

For most structured securities cash flow estimates are based on bond

specific
facts and circumstances that may include collateral characteristics

expectations
of

delinquency and default rates loss severity prepayment

speeds and structural support including excess spread subordination

and guarantees For
corporate bonds cash flow estimates are derived

from scenario-based outcomes of expected corporate restructurings or

the disposition of assets using bond specific facts and circumstances

including timing secured interest and loss severity The
previous

amortized cost basis less the impairment recognized in net income

becomes the securitys new cost basis We accrete the new cost basis

to the estimated future cash flows over the expected remaining life of

the
security

The
remaining non-credit impairment which is recorded in accumulated

other comprehensive income loss is the difference between the

securitys estimated fair value and our best estimate of future cash

flows discounted at the effective interest rate prior to impairment The

remaining non-credit impairment typically represents changes in the

market interest rates current market liquidity and risk premiums As

of December 31 2010 other-than-temporary impairments included

in accumulated other comprehensive income loss of $23.4 million

before taxes and related amortization relate to structured securities

Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to

transfer
liability

in an orderly transaction between market participants

at the measurement date and therefore represents an exit price not

an entry price We hold fixed maturities equity securities rr3ding

securities investments held by variable interest entities derivatives

and
separate account assets which are carried at fair value

The degree ofjudgment utilized in measuring the fair value of financial

instruments is largely dependent on the level to which pricing is based

on observable
inputs Observable inputs reflect market data obtained

from independent sources while unobservable inputs reflect our view of

market assumptions in the absence of observable market information

Financial instruments with readily available active quoted prices would

be considered to have fair values based on the highest level of observable

inputs and little judgment would be utilized in
measuring

fair value

Financial instruments that rarely trade often have fair value based on

lower level of observable inputs and more judgment would be utilized

in measuring fair value

There is three-level hierarchy for valuing assets or liabilities at fair

value based on whether inputs are observable or unobservable

Level includes assets and liabilities valued
using inputs that are

quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities Our

Level assets include
exchange traded securities

Level includes assets and liabilities valued
using inputs that are

quoted prices for similar assets in an active market quoted prices for

identical or similar assets in market that is not active observable

inputs or observable inputs that can be corroborated by market data

Level assets and liabilities include those financial instruments that

are valued by independent pricing services
using

models or other

valuation methodologies These models are primarily industry-

standard models that consider various inputs such as interest rate

credit spread reported trades broker/dealer quotes issuer spreads

and other inputs that are observable or derived from observable

information in the marketplace or are supported by observable levels

at which transactions are executed in the marketplace Financial

instruments in this
category primarily include certain public and

private corporate fixed maturity securities certain
government or

agency securities certain mortgage and asset-backed securities and

non-exchange-traded derivatives such as call
options to hedge liabilities

related to our fixed index annuity products

Level includes assets and liabilities valued using unobservable inputs

that are used in model-based valuations that contain management

assumptions Level assets and liabilities include those financial

instruments whose fair value is estimated based on non-binding broker

prices or internally developed models or methodologies utilizing

significant inputs not based on or corroborated by readily available

market information Financial instruments in this category include

certain
corporate securities primarily private placements certain

mortgage and asset-backed securities and other less liquid securities

Additionally the Companys liabilities for embedded derivatives

including embedded derivatives related to our fixed index annuity

products and to modified coinsurance arrangement are classified

in Level since their values include significant unobservable inputs

including actuarial assumptions

At each
reporting date we

classify assets and liabilities into the three

input levels based on the lowest level of input that is significant to the

measurement of fair value for each asset and
liability reported at fair

value This classification is impacted by number of factors including

the
type

of financial instrument whether the financial instrument is

new to the market and not yet established the characteristics specific

to the transaction and overall market conditions Our assessment of

the significance of particular input to the fair value measurement and

the ultimate classification of each asset and
liability requires judgment

The vast majority of our fixed maturity securities and separate account

assets use Level inputs for the determination of fair value

Below-investment grade securities generally have different characteristics

than investment grade corporate
debt securities Based on historical

performance likelihood of default by the borrower is significantly

greater for below-investment grade securities and in many cases severity

of loss is relatively greater as such securities are often subordinated to

other indebtedness of the issuer Also issuers of below-investment

grade securities may be more financially leveraged hence all other

things being equal more sensitive to adverse economic conditions

such as recession or increasing interest rates The Company attempts

to reduce the overall risk related to its investment in below-investment

grade securities as in all investments through careful credit analysis

strict investment policy guidelines and diversification by issuer and

or guarantor and by industry

Our fixed maturity investments are generally purchased in the context of

long-term strategy to fund insurance liabilities so we do not generally

seek to purchase and sell such securities to generate short-term realized

gains In certain circumstances including those in which securities are
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selling at prices which exceed our view of their current fair value and it

is possible to reinvest the proceeds to better meet our long-term asset-

liability management objectives we may sell certain securities During

2010 we sold $1.4 billion of fixed maturity investments which resulted

in gross investment losses before income taxes of $147.7 million

We seil securities at loss for number of reasons including but not

limited to changes in the investment environment ii expectation

that the fair value could deteriorate further iii desire to reduce our

exposure to an issuer or an industry iv changes in credit quality or

changes in expected liability
cash flows

We generally seek to balance the duration and cash flows of our

invested assets with the estimated duration and cash flows of benefit

payments arising from contract liabilities These efforts may cause us

to sell investments before their maturity date and could result in the

realization of net realized investment gains losses When the estimated

durations of assets and liabilities are similar exposure to interest rate risk

is minimized because change in the value of assets should be largely

offset by change in the value of liabilities In certain circumstances

mismatch of the durations or related cash flows of invested assets and

insurance liabilities could have significant impact on our results of

operations and financial position See Quantitative and Qualitative

Disclosures About Market Risks for additional discussion of the

duration of our invested assets and insurance liabilitics

For more information on our investment portfolio and our critical

accounting policies related to investments see the note to our

consolidated financial statements entitled Investments

Present Value of Future Profits and Deferred

Acquisition Costs

In conjunction
with the implementation of fresh start accounting we

eliminated the historical balances of our Predecessors deferred acquisition

costs and the present value of future profits and replaced them with

the present
value of future profits as calculated on the Effective Date

The value assigned to the right to receive future cash flows from

contracts existing at the Effective Date is referred to as the
present

value of future profits We also defer renewal commissions paid in

excess of ultimate commission levels related to the existing policies in

this account The balance of this account is amortized evaluated for

recovery
and adjusted for the impact of unrealized gains losses in

the same manner as the deferred acquisition costs described below We

expect to amortize approximately 13 percent
of the December 31 2010

balance of the present value of future profits
inforce in 2011 11 percent

in 2012 10
percent

in 2013 percent in 2014 and
percent

in 2015

The deferred acquisition costs are those costs that
vary with and are

primarily
related to producing new insurance business in the period

after September 10 2003 For universal life or investment products we

amortize these costs using the interest rate credited to the underlying

policy in relation to the estimated gross profits For other products

we amortize these costs using the projected
investment earnings rate

in relation to future anticipated premium revenue The present value

of future profits and the deferred acquisition costs are collectively

referred to as insurance acquisition costs

Insurance acquisition costs are amortized to expense over the lives of

the underlying policies in relation to future anticipated premiums or

gross profits
The insurance acquisition costs for policies

other than

universal life and investment-type products are amortized with interest

using the projected investment earnings rate over the estimated

premium-paying period of the policies in manner which recognizes

amortization expense in proportion to each years premium income

The insurance acquisition costs for universal life and investment-type

products are amortized with interest using the interest rate credited

to the underlying policy in proportion to estimated
gross profits

The interest mortality morbidity and persistency assumptions used

to amortize insurance acquisition costs are consistent with those

assumptions used to estimate liabilities for insurance products For

universal life and investment-type products these assumptions are

reviewed on regular basis When actual profits or our current best

estimates of future profits are different from
previous estimates we

adjust cumulative amortization of insurance acquisition costs to maintain

amortization expense
as constant percentage

of
gross profits over the

entire life of the policies

The blocks of universal life and interest-sensitive products in the Other

CNO Business segment
have not performed in accordance with prior

estimates of future gross profits resulting in adjustments to amortization

expense over the last years
For description of these adjustments

see Managements Discussion and Analysis of Consolidated Financial

Condition and Results of Operations
Results of Operations Other

CNO Business Amortization Related to Operations

When we realize gain or loss on investments backing our universal life

or investment-type products we adjust the amortization of insurance

acquisition costs to reflect the change in estimated
gross profits

from

the products
due to the gain or loss realized and the effect on future

investment yields We increased decreased amortization expense
for

such changes by $11.5 million $4.0 million and $21 .5 million during

the
years

ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively We

also adjust insurance acquisition costs for the change in amortization

that would have been recorded if fixed maturity securities available for

sale had been sold at their stated aggregate fair value and the proceeds

reinvested at current yields We include the impact of this adjustment

in accumulated other comprehensive income loss within shareholders

equity We limit the total adjustment related to unrealized losses to the

total of the costs capitalized plus interest or the total value of policies

inforce recognized at the Effective Date plus interest with respect to the

present
value of future profits related to insurance policies issued in

particular year or policies inforce at the Effective Date with respect

to the present value of future profits The investment environment

during the fourth quarter
of 2008 resulted in significant net unrealized

losses in our fixed maturity investment portfolio The total adjustment

to accumulated other comprehensive income related to the change in

deferred acquisition costs for the negative amortization that would

have been recorded if fixed maturity securities available for sale had

been sold at their stated aggregate
fair value would have resulted in

the balance of deferred acquisition costs exceeding the total of costs

capitalized plus interest for annuity blocks of business issued in certain

years Accordingly
the adjustment made to deferred acquisition costs

produced and accumulated other comprehensive income was reduced

by $206 million The total
pre-tax impact of such adjustments on

accumulated other comprehensive income loss was decrease of

$93.8 million at December 31 2010

At December 31 2010 the balance of insurance acquisition costs was

$2.8 billion The recoverability of this amount is dependent on the

future profitability
of the related business Each year we evaluate the

recoverability of the unamortized balance of insurance acquisition costs

These evaluations are performed to determine whether estimates of

the
present

value of future cash flows in combination with the related

liability
for insurance products will support

the unamortized balance

These future cash flows are based on our best estimate of future premium
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income less benefits and expenses The
present

value of these cash

flows plus the related balance of liabilities for insurance products is

then compared with the unamortized balance of insurance acquisition

costs its the event of deficiency such amount would be charged to

amortization
expense

The determination of future cash flows involves

significant judgment Revisions to the assumptions which determine

such cash flows could have
significant adverse effect on our results

of operations and financial position

The table presented below summarizes our estimates of cumulative

adjustments to insurance acquisition costs resulting from hypothetical

revisions to certain assumptions Although such hypothetical revisions

are not currently required or anticipated we believe they could occur

based on past variances in
experience and our expectations of the

ranges

of future experience that could reasonably occur We have assumed that

revisions to assumptions resulting in the adjustments summarized below

would occur equally among policy types ages and durations within each

product classification Any actual adjustment would be dependent on

the
specific policies

affected and therefore may differ from the estimates

summarized below In addition the impact of actual adjustments would

reflect the net effect of all changes in assumptions during the period

Estimated adjustment to income before income

taxes based on revisions to certain assumptions

dollars in millions
Change in assumptions

Universal life-type products

5% increase to assumed mortality 96.5
5% decrease to assumed mortality 98.8

15% increase to assumed expenses 22.2
15o decrease to assumed expenses 20.5

tO basis
point decrease to assumed spread 24.3

10 basis point increase to assumed spread 45
10% increase to assumed

lapses 1.5
100/n decrease to assumed

lapses 1.7

Investmenttype products

20% increase to assume surrenders
54.Y

20% decrease to assumed surrenders
69.2

15% increase to assumem expenses

50/a decrease to assumcu expenses 6.7

10 basis point decrease to assumed spread 30.11
10 basis point increase to assumed spread 29.8

Other than universal life and investment-type products

5% increase to assumed morbidity 70.9
50 basis point decrease to investment earnings rate 116.6

5% increase to assumed expenses .2
signf1cant portion of our universal

lye-type products inforce are valued in loss
recognition status favorable change in

experience
on such blocks may slow down

fiasire
amortization however the current period adjustment to insurance

acquisition costs would be small This causes the downside sensitivities above to be lower in magnitude than the

upside results

We have excluded the effect ofreasonably likely changes in mortality lapse surrender and
expense assumptions for policies other than universal lfŁ and

investment-type products Our
estimates indicate such changes would not result in any portion of the $2.2 billion balance of unamortized insurance acquisition costs related to these

policies being
unrecoverable

The following summarizes the persistency of our major blocks of insurance business summarized by segment and line of business

Years ended December 31

2010 2009 2008
Bankers Life

Medicare supplement
fl5

82.3% 85.2% 83.7%
I.ong-term care 89.0% 87.9/n 90.4%
Fixed index annuities 88.7% 87.6% 88.0%

therannutues 86.8% 87.0% 84.3%
Life

87.2/o 87.4% 87.3o
shington National

svledicare supplement 78.8% 78.9% 77.8%
Supplemental health 88.7% 89.6% 90.3%
Life

93.3% 92.8% 91.6%
Penn

Life
86.1% 86.4% 86.0%

her CNO Business

Long-terns care 91.5% 92.2% 92.1%
Fixed index annuities 2ts

88.6% 82.6% 86.5/c

Other annuities
91.2% 93.3% 80.6%

Life
tit5i

94.3/u 93.6% 94.0/a
Based on number

of inforce policies

Based on the
percentage of the

info rce block
persisting

The Medicare supplement block ofBankers L/ reflected higher lapse activity
which was expected due to conversions to new Medicare Modernization plans

We have noted an increase in persistency rates since 2008 for other annuity products consisting primarily offixed rate annuity policies We believe this increase is related to the lack of
competing investment products which would

offer higher returns for consumers

These persistency rates are generally in line with our expectations

This block of business
exp

erienced higher than
anticipated

surrenders during2009 The annuities which
experi

enced
higher surrenders have MVA feature which effectively reduced or in

some casts eliminated the charges paid upon the surrender of these
policies as the

10-year treasury
race dropped cc historic lows The

impact of both the historical
experience

and
proj

ecced

increased surrender
activity and higher MVA benefits has reduced our expectations on the profitability of the

annuity
block of Ocher CNO Business to approximately break-even

Refer to

Managements Discussion andAnalysis ofFinancial Condition and Results of Operations Other CNO Business Amortization Related to Operacionsfor additional information
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Liabilities for Insurance Products reserves for

the future payment of long-term care policy

claims

We calculate and maintain reserves for the future payment
of claims to

our policyholders based on actuarial assumptions For all our insurance

products we establish an active life reserve liability
for due and

unpaid claims claims in the course of settlement and incurred but

not reported
claims In addition for our health insurance business

we establish reserve for the present value of amounts not yet due on

claims Many factors can affect these reserves and liabilities such as

economic and social conditions inflation hospital and pharmaceutical

costs changes in doctrines of
legal liability and extra-contractual damage

awards Therefore our reserves and liabilities are necessarily based on

numerous estimates and assumptions as well as historical experience

Establishing reserves is an uncertain process
and it is possible that

actual claims will materially exceed our reserves and have material

adverse effect on our results of operations
and financial condition For

example our long-term care policy claims may be paid over long

period of time and therefore loss estimates have higher degree of

uncertainty We have incurred significant losses beyond our estimates

as result of actual claim costs and persistency
of our long-term care

business of Senior Health and Washington National The long-term care

business of Senior Health was transferred to an independent trust in

2008 and CNO no longer has any liability
for this business Estimates

of unpaid
losses related to long-term care business have higher degree

of uncertainty
than estimates for our other products due to the range of

ultimate duration of these claims and the resulting variability in their

cost in addition to the variations in the lag time in reporting claims

We would not consider variance of 5-10 percentage points from the

initial expected
loss ratio to be unusual As an example an increase

in the initial loss ratio of 5-10 percentage points
for claims incurred

in 2010 related to our long-term care business in both our Bankers

Life and Other CNO Business segments would result in decrease

in our earnings
of approximately $35 to $70 million Our financial

results depend significantly upon
the extent to which our actual claims

experience is consistent with the assumptions we used in determining

our reserves and pricing our products
If our assumptions with respect

to future claims are incorrect and our reserves are insufficient to cover

our actual losses and
expenses we would be required to increase our

liabilities which would negatively affect our operating
results

Accounting for marketing and reinsurance

agreements with Coventry

Prescription Drug Benefit

The Medicare Prescription Drug Improvement and Modernization

Act of 2003 provided for the introduction of PDP product In order

to offer this product to our current and potential future policyholders

without investing in management
and infrastructure we entered into

national distribution agreement
with Coventry to use our career

and independent agents to distribute Coventrys prescription drug

plan Advantra Rx We receive fee based on the premiums collected

on plans sold through our distribution channels In addition CNO

has quota-share reinsurance agreement
with Coventry for CNO

enrollees that provides CNO with 50 percent
of net premiums and

related policy benefits subject to risk corridor The Part
program

was effective January
2006

The following describes how we account for and report our PDP business

Our accounting for the national distribution

agreement

For contracts sold prior to 2009 we recognize distribution and

licensing fee income from Coventry based upon negotiated percentages

of collected premiums on the underlying Medicare Part contracts

For contracts sold in 2009 and thereafter we recognize distribution

income based on fixed fee per PDP contract This fee income is

recognized over the calendar
year term as premiums are collected

We also pay
commissions to our agents

who sell the plans on behalf

of Coventry These
payments

are deferred and amortized over the

remaining term of the initial enrollment period the one-year
life of

the initial policy

Our accounting for the quota-share agreement

We recognize premium revenue evenly over the period of the underlying

Medicare Part contracts

We recognize policyholder benefits and ceding commission expense

as incurred

We recognize risk-share premium adjustments consistent with

Coventrys risk-share agreement with the Centers for Medicare and

Medicaid Services

The following summarizes the pre-tax income loss of the PDP business dollars in millions

2010 2009 2008

Insurance policy income
67.8 78.6 67.1

lee revenue and other
3.8 2.8 2.6

Total revenues
71.6 81.4 69.7

Insurance policy benefits
52.6 66.6 62.3

Commission expense

6.4 7.7 6.0

Other operating expenses
.4 .6 2.1

Total expense
59.4 74.9 70.4

PRE-TAX INCOME Loss 12.2 6.5 .7
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Private-Fee-For-Service

CNO expanded its strategic alliance with Coventry by entering into

national distribution
agreement under which our career agents began

distributing Coventrys PFFS plan beginning January 2007 Under

the
agreement we received fee based on the number of PFFS plans

sold through our distribution channels In addition CNO had
quota-

share reinsurance agreement with Coventry for CNO enrollees that

provided CNO with specified percentage
of the net premiums and

related profits Coventry decided to cease selling PFFS plans effective

January 2010 In July 2009 we announced strategic alliance

under which we would offer Humanas Medicare Advantage plans to

our policyholders and consumers through our career agency force and

will receive marketing fees based on sales Effective January 2010

we no longer assume the
underwriting risk related to PFFS business

We received distribution fees from Coventry and we paid sales

commissions to our agents for these enrollments In addition we

received specified percentage of the income loss related to this

business pursuant to quota-share agreement with Coventry

The following summarizes our accounting and reporting practices for

the PFFS business

Our accounting for the distribution agreement

We received distribution income from Coventry and other parties

based on fixed fee per PFFS contract This income was deferred

and recognized over the remaining calendar
year term of the initial

enrollment period

We also paid commissions to our agents who sell the plans on behalf

of Coventry and other
parties These payments were deferred and

amortized over the remaining term of the initial enrollment period

the one-year life of the initial policy

Our accounting for the quota-share agreement

We recognized revenue evenly over the period of the
underlying

PFFS contracts

We recognized policyholder benefits and ceding commission
expense

as incurred

The following summarizes the pre-tax income loss of the PFFS business dollars in millions

During 2007 and 2008 CNO entered into three quota-share

reinsurance
agreements

with
Coventry related to the PFFS business

written by Coventry under certain
group policies CNO received

specified percentage of the net premiums and related
profits associated

with this business as long as the ceded revenue margin was less than

or equal to five
percent CNO received specified percentage of the

net premiums and related profits on the ceded margin in excess of

five
percent In order to reduce the required statutory capital associated

with the assumption of this business CNO terminated two group

policy quota-share agreements as of December 31 2008 and terminated

the last
agreement on June 30 2009 The following summarizes the

premiums assumed related expenses and pre-tax income of this business

dollars in millions

PRE-TAX INCOME LOSS

Large Group Private-Fee-For-Service Blocks
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Income Taxes

Our income tax expense
includes deferred income taxes arising from

temporary
differences between the financial reporting

and tax bases

of assets and liabilities capital loss carryforwards and NOLs Deferred

tax assets and liabilities are measured using enacted tax rates expected

to apply in the years in which temporary
differences are expected to

be recovered or paid The effect of change in tax rates on deferred

tax assets and liabilities is recognized in earnings in the period when

the changes are enacted

Authoritative guidance requires reduction of the
carrying amount of

deferred tax assets by establishing valuation allowance if based on

the available evidence it is more likely than not that such assets will

not be realized We evaluate the need to establish valuation allowance

for our deferred income tax assets on an ongoing basis In evaluating

our deferred income tax assets we consider whether the deferred

income tax assets will be realized based on the more-likely-than-not

realization threshold criterion The ultimate realization of our deferred

income tax assets depends upon generating
sufficient future taxable

income during the periods in which our temporary differences become

deductible and before our capital loss carryforwards and NOLs expire

This assessment requires significant judgment In assessing the need

for valuation aow -nn lertinfl given ill----

positive and negative evidence related to the realization of the deferred

tax assets This assessment considers among other matters the nature

frequency and severity of current and cumulative losses forecasts of

future profitability excess appreciated asset value over the tax basis of

net assets the duration of carryforward periods our experience with

operating
loss and tax credit carryforwards expiring unused and tax

planning alternatives

Concluding that valuation allowance is not required is difficult when

there has been significant negative evidence such as cumulative losses

in recent years
We utilize three year rolling

calculation of actual

income before income taxes as our primary measure of cumulative

losses in recent years Our analysis of whether there needs to be
any

changes to the deferred tax valuation allowance recognizes that as

of December 31 2010 we have incurred cumulative loss over the

evaluation period resulting from the substantial loss during 2008

primarily related to the Transfer of the stock of Senior Health to the

Independent Trust for the exclusive benefit of Senior Healths long-

term care policyholders as described in the note to these consolidated

financial statements entitled Transfer of Senior Health Insurance

Company of Pennsylvania to an Independent Trust As result of

the cumulative losses recognized in recent years our evaluation of the

valuation allowance for deferred tax assets was primarily based on our

historical taxable earnings However because substantial portion
of the

cumulative losses for the three-year period ended December 31 2010

relates to transactions to dispose
of blocks of businesses we have adjusted

the three-year cumulative results for the income and losses from the

blocks of business disposed of in the past
and the business transferred

as further described in the note to these financial statements entitled

Transfer of Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania to an

Independent Trust We consider this to be non-recurring and have

reflected our best estimates of when
temporary

differences will reverse

over the carryforward periods

In order to support
the utilization of the tax benefits of NOLs that do

not have an offsetting valuation allowance we project future taxable

income based on our historical earnings adjusted for the items described

in the previous paragraph Based on these projections we must generate

approximately $225 million for each year through 2018 in order to

utilize the tax benefits of our NOLs which expire through that date

The taxable income requirements are substantially comprised of life

insurance income as the potential tax benefits related to our non-life

NOLs are substantially offset by valuation allowance Our taxable

income excluding realized gains
for 2010 was $235 million and we

expect our future taxable income to be adequate to utilize the remaining

NOLs The projections
of future taxable income used to support

the

recovery Nfl lr nr ntcinte tile ice nF1nv ry nlcinnine

strategies that we would consider to avoid tax benefit from expiring

At December 31 2010 our valuation allowance for our net deferred

tax assets was $1.1 billion as we have determined that it is more

likely than not that portion of our deferred tax assets will not be

realized This determination was made by evaluating each component

of the deferred tax asset and assessing
the effects of limitations and/or

interpretations on the value of such component to be fully recognized

in the future We have also evaluated the likelihood that we will have

sufficient taxable income to offset the available deferred tax assets based

on evidence which we consider to be objective and verifiable Based

upon our analysis completed at December 31 2010 we believe that

we will more likely than not recover $850.2 million of our deferred

tax assets through
reductions of our tax liabilities in future periods

During 2010 we reduced the valuation allowance established in prior

periods by $95 million The decrease was primarily attributable to

revisions to projected future taxable income supported by our increased

profitability
in the

past two years $47 million utilization of capital loss

carryforwards with current capital gains $30 million and utilization

of NOL carryforwards
with higher taxable income than projected in

our previous analysis of the valuation allowance $18 million
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Changes in our valuation allowance are summarized as follows dollars in millions

Recovery of our deferred tax assets is dependent on achieving the

projections of future taxable income embedded in our analysis and

failure to do so would result in an increase in the valuation allowance in

future period Any future increase in the valuation allowance may result

in additional income tax expense
and reduce shareholders

equity and

such an increase could have significant impact upon our earnings in

the future In addition the use of the Companys NOLs is dependent in

part on whether the IRS does not take an adverse position in the future

regarding the tax position we have taken in our tax returns with
respect

to the allocation of portion of the cancellation of indebtedness income

resulting from the bankruptcy of our Predecessor and the classification

of the loss we recognized as result of the transfer of Senior Health to

an Independent Trust as further described below

The Code limits the extent to which losses realized by non-life entity

or entities may offset income from life insurance company or

companies to the lesser of 35 percent of the income of the life

insurance company or ii 35 percent of the total loss of the non-life

entities including NOLs of the non-life entities There is no similar

limitation on the extent to which losses realized by life insurance

emily or enriues may offset income from non-life entity or entities

Section 382 imposes limitations on corporations ability to use its NOLs
when the

company undergoes an ownership change Future transactions

and the
timing of such transactions could cause an ownership change for

Section 382 income tax purposes
Such transactions may include but

are not limited to additional repurchases or issuances of common stock

including upon conversion of our outstanding 7.0% Debentures or

acquisitions or sales of shares of CNO stock by certain holders of our

shares including persons
who have held currently hold or may accumulate

in the future five
percent or more of our outstanding common stock for

their own account Many of these transactions are beyond our control If

an additional ownership change were to occur for
purposes

of Section 382

we would be required to calculate an annual restriction on the use of our

NOLs to offset future taxable income The annual restriction would be

calculated based upon the value of CNOs equity at the time of such

ownership change multiplied by federal long-term tax exempt rate

3.67 percent at December 31 2010 and the annual restriction could

effectively
eliminate our ability to use substantial portion of our NOLs

to offset future taxable income We regularly monitor ownership change

as calculated for purposes of Section 382 and as of December 31 2010

we were below the 50
percent ownership change level that would

trigger

further impairment of our ability to utilize our NOLs

As of December 31 2010 we had $4.4 billion of federal NOLs and $1.0 billion of
capital

loss carryforwards which expire as follows dollars in millions

Net operating loss carryforwards
Capital loss Total loss

Year of expiration Life Non-life carryforwards carryforwards

2011
.1 .1

2013 942.0 942.0

2014 28.7 28.7

2018 l713.9 1713.9

2021 296 29.6

2022 204.1 204.1

2023 1999.3 1999.3

2024 3.2 3.2

2025 1188 118.8

2027 216.8 216.8

2028
.5 .5

2029 148.7 148.7

TOTAL 1947.6 2487.4 9707 5405.7
The allocation of the NOLs summarized above assumes the IRS does not take an adverse

position
in

theJhture regarding
the tax position we plan to take in our tax returns with

respect
to the allocation of cancellation of indebtedness income If the IRS disagrees with the tax position we plan to take with

respect to the allocation of cancellation of indebtedness income
and their

position prevails approximately $631 million of the NOLs expiring in 2018 would be characterized as non-lfŁ
NOLs

Balance at December 31 2007 672.9

Increase in 2008 856.2

Expiration of
capital loss carryforwards 209.7

Write-off of
capital

loss carryforwards related to Senior Health 133.2

Write-off of certain NOLs related to Senior Health 5.5
Balance at December 31 2008

1180.7

Increase in 2009 27.8

Expiration of
capital

loss carryforwards 32.1
Balance at December 31 2009 1176.4

Decrease in 2010 95.0

BALANCEATDECEMBER312010 1081.4

The $8562 million increase to our valuation allowance during 2008 included increases of $452 million of deferred tax assets related to Senior Health which was transferred

to an independent trust during 2008 ii $298 million related to our reassessment of the
recovery of our deferred tax assets in accordance with GAAJi following

the additional losses

incurred as result ofthe transaction to transfer Senior Health to an independent trust iii $60 million related to the recognition ofadiitional realized investment losses
for

which we

are unlikely tu receive any tax benefit and iv $45 million related to the estimated
adelitionalfieture expense following the modifications to our SecondAmended and Restated Credit

Agreement dated as of October 10 2006 as subsequently amended the Previous Senior Credit Agreement as described in the note to these tonsolida
tedfinancial statements entitled

Notes
Payable

Direct
Corporate Obligations

The $27.8 million increase to our valuation allowance during 2009 included increases of $23.0 million related to our reassessment of the
recovery ofour deferred tax assets following

the

completion ofreinsurance transactions in 2009 and ii $4.8 million related to the
recognition ofadditional realized investment lasses for which we are unlikely to receive any tax benefit

The $95.0 million reduction to the
deferred tax valuation allowance during2olo resultedfrom the utilization ofNOLs and capital ioss carryforwards and higherproj ections offeture

taxable income based on evidence we consider to be
objective and verifiable
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As more fully
discussed below the Companys interpretation of the tax

law as it relates to the application of the cancellation of indebtedness

income to its NOLs is an uncertain tax position Since all other life

NOLs must be utilized prior to this portion of the NOL it has not

yet been utilized nor is it expected to be utilized within the next twelve

months As result an uncertain tax position has not yet
been taken

on the Companys tax return

Although authoritative guidance allowed change in accounting the

Company has chosen to continue its

past accounting policy of
classifying

interest and penalties as income tax expense in the consolidated statement

of operations No such amounts were recognized in 2010 2009 or

2008 The
liability

for accrued interest and penalties was not significant

at December 31 2010 or December 31 2009

Tax
years 2007 through 2009 are open to examination by the IRS

and tax year 2002 remains open only for potential adjustments related

to certain partnership investments The Company does not anticipate

any material adjustments related to these partnership investments

The Companys various state income tax returns are generally open

for tax years 2007 through 2009 based on the individual state statutes

of limitation

In July 2006 the Joint Committee ofTaxation accepted the audit and

the settlement which characterized $2.1 billion of the tax losses on our

Predecessors investment in Conseco Finance Corp as life company
losses and the remaining $3.8 billion as non-life losses prior to the

application of the cancellation of indebtedness attribute reductions

described below

The Code provides that any income realized as result of the cancellation

of indebtedness in bankruptcy cancellation of debt income or CODI
must reduce NOLs We realized $2.5 billion of CODI when we

emerged from bankruptcy Pursuant to the Companys interpretation

of the tax law the CODI reductions were all used to reduce non-life

NOLs However if the IRS were to disagree with our interpretation

and ultimately prevail we believe $631 million of NOLs classified as

life company NOLs would be re-characterized as non-life NOLs and

subject to the 35% limitation discussed above Such re-characterization

would also extend the year of expiration as life company NOLs expire

after 15 years whereas non-life NOLs expire after 20
years

Due to

uncertainties with
respect to the ultimate position the IRS may take and

limitations on our ability to utilize NOLs based on projected
life and

non-life income we have considered the $631 million of CODI to be

reduction to life NOLs when determining our valuation allowance If

we determine the IRS
agrees

with our position that the $631 million

of CODI is reduction to non-life NOLs our valuation allowance

would be reduced by approximately $140 million based on the income

projection used in our valuation allowance at December 31 2010

We recognized $742 million loss on our investment in Senior Health

which was worthless when it was transferred to an Independent Trust

in 2008 We have treated the loss as capital loss when determining

the deferred tax benefit we may receive We also established full

valuation allowance as we believe we will not generate capital gains to

utilize the benefit However due to uncertainties in the tax code we

have reflected this loss as an ordinary loss in our tax return contrary

to certain IRS rulings If classifying this loss as ordinary is ultimately

determined to be correct our valuation allowance would be reduced

by approximately $160 million based on income projections used in

our valuation allowance at December 31 2010

Liabilities for Insurance Products

At December 31 2010 the total balance of our liabilities for insurance

products was $24.5 billion These liabilities are generally payable over an

extended period of time and the profitability of the related products is

dependent on the pricing
of the products and other factors Differences

between our expectations when we sold these products and our actual

experience could result in future losses

We calculate and maintain reserves for the future payment of claims to

our policyholders based on actuarial assumptions For all our insurance

products we establish an active life reserve liability
for due and unpaid

claims claims in the course of settlement and incurred but not reported

claims In addition for our health insurance business we establish

reserve for the present value of amounts not yet due on claims Many

factors can affect these reserves and liabilities such as economic and

social conditions inflation hospital and pharmaceutical costs changes in

doctrines of
legal liability and extra-contractual damage awards Therefore

our reserves and liabilities are necessarily based on numerous estimates

and assumptions as well as historical experience Establishing reserves is

an uncertain process
and it is possible that actual claims will materially

exceed our reserves and have material adverse effect on our results of

operations and financial condition We have incurred significant losses

UtyUIIU hun ClhllhldiLl 41 ILILLIL UI 4LLUIU L141111 LVIII 411th CII1ILC11C UI

our long-term care business of Senior Health and Washington National

Our financial results depend significantly upon the extent to which our

actual claims experience is consistent with the assumptions we used in

determining our reserves and
pricing our products If our assumptions

with
respect to future claims are incorrect and our reserves are insufficient

to cover our actual losses and expenses we would be required to increase

our liabilities which would negatively affect our operating results

Liabilities for insurance products are calculated using managements

best judgments based on our past experience and standard actuarial

tables of mortality morbidity lapse rates investment experience and

expense levels

Accounting for Long-term Care Premium Rate

Increases

Many of our long-term care policies were subject to premium rate

increases in 2006 and 2007 In some cases these premium rate increases

were reasonably consistent with the assumptions we used to value the

particular block of business at the fresh-start date With
respect to the

2006 premium rate increases some of our policyholders were provided

an option to cease paying their premiums and receive non-forfeiture

option in the form of paid-up policy with limited benefits In addition

our policyholders could choose to reduce their
coverage amounts and

premiums in the same proportion when permitted by our contracts

or as required by regulators The following describes how we account

for these premium rate increases and related policyholder options

Premium rate increases If premium rate increases reflect change in

our previous rate increase assumptions the new assumptions are not

reflected prospectively in our reserves Instead the additional premium

revenue resulting from the rate increase is recognized as earned and

original assumptions continue to be used to determine changes to

liabilities for insurance products unless premium deficiency exists

Benefit reductions If there is premium rate increase on one of our

long-term care policies policyholder may choose reduced
coverage

with proportionate reduction in premium when permitted by our
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contracts This option does not require additional underwriting

Benefit reductions are treated as partial lapse of
coverage

and the

balance of our reserves and deferred insurance acquisition costs is

reduced in proportion to the reduced coverage

Non-forfeiture benefits offered in conjunction with rate increase In

some cases non-forfeiture benefits are offered to policyholders who

wish to lapse their policies at the time of significant rate increase

In these cases exercise of this
option

is treated as an extinguishment

of the original contract and issuance of new contract The balance

of our reserves and deferred insurance acquisition costs are released

and reserve for the new contract is established

Florida Order In 2004 the Florida Office of Insurance Regulation

issued an order to Washington National regarding its home health

care business in Florida The order required Washington National

to offer choice of three alternatives to holders of home health care

policies in Florida subject to premium rate increases as follows

retention of their current policy with rate increase of 50 percent in

the first
year

and actuarially justified increases in subsequent years

receipt of replacement policy with reduced benefits and rate

increase in the first year of 25 percent and no more than 15 percent

in subsequent years or

receipt of paid-up policy allowing the holder to file future

claims
up to 100 percent of the amount of premiums paid since

the inception of the policy

Reserves for all three groups of
policies

under the order were prospectively

adjusted using the prospective revision methodology described above

as these alternatives were required by the Florida Office of Insurance

Regulation
These

policies
had no insurance acquisition costs established

at the Effective Date

Some of our policyholders may receive non-forfeiture benefit if they

cease paying their premiums pursuant to their original contract or

pursuant to changes made to their original contract as result of

litigation
settlement made prior to the Effective Date or an order issued

by the Florida Office of Insurance Regulation In these cases exercise

of this option is treated as the exercise of policy benefit and the

reserve for premium paying
benefits is reduced and the reserve for the

non-forfeiture benefit is adjusted to reflect the election of this benefit

Results of Operations

Liabilities for Loss Contingencies Related to

Lawsuits and Our Guarantees of Bank Loans and

Related Interest Loans

We are involved on an ongoing basis in arbitrations and lawsuits

including purported class actions The ultimate outcome of these
legal

matters cannot be predicted with certainty We recognize an estimated

loss from these loss contingencies when we believe it is probable that

loss has been incurred and the amount of the loss can be reasonably

estimated However it is difficult to measure the actual loss that

might be incurred related to litigation The ultimate outcome of these

lawsuits could have significant impact on our results of operations

and financial position

In conjunction with our bankruptcy reorganization
in 2003

$481.3 million principal amount of bank loans made to certain former

directors and employees to enable them to purchase common stock

of our Predecessor were transferred to the Company These loans had

been guaranteed by our Predecessor We received all rights to collect the

balances due pursuant to the original terms of these loans In addition

we held loans to participants for interest on the loans The loans and

the interest loans are collectively referred to as the DO loans As

of December 31 2010 we had reached settlements with the former

directors and employees and had collected the remaining amounts

outstanding related to the DO loan settlements

Pursuant to the settlement that was reached with the Official Committee

of the Trust Originated Preferred Securities TOPrS Holders and

the Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors in connection with

our bankruptcy reorganization in 2003 the former holders of TOPrS

issued by our Predecessors subsidiary trusts and eliminated in our

reorganization
who did not opt out of the bankruptcy settlement were

entitled to receive 45 percent of any proceeds from the collection of certain

DO loans in an aggregate amount not to exceed $30 million As of

December 31 2010 we had paid $20.5 million to the former holders

ofTOPrS and we have established
liability

of $2.0 million which is

included in other liabilities representing the final amount which will

be paid to the former holders ofTOPrS pursuant to the settlement

We manage our business through the following operating segments

Bankers Life Colonial Penn and Washington National which are

defined on the basis of product distribution Other CNO Business

comprised primarily of products we no longer sell actively and corporate

operations comprised of holding company activities and certain

noninsurance company businesses

Please read this discussion in conjunction with the consolidated financial

statements and notes included in this Form 10-K
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The following tables and narratives summarize the operating
results of our segments dollars in millions

2010 2009 2008

Income loss before net realized invesunent gains losses net of related amortization and income taxes

nonGAAP measur

Bankers Life
284.1 278.0 171.5

Washington National
104.6 110.0 121.1

Colonial Penn
26.5 29.4 25.2

Other CNO Business 11.5 t3.6 .2

Corporate operations
128.9 144.6 73.4

274.8 230.1 244.6

Nei realized investment gains losses net of related amortization

Bankers Life
51.9 This 100.9

Washington National 7.4 2.6 16.2

Colonial Penn
6.6 4.5 1.6

Other CNO Business 28.9.1 19.1 71 /1

Corporate operations
3.1 17.41 50.8

18.7 56.5 240.9

Income loss before income taxes and discontinued opersuons

Bankers Tile
3G.0 216.4 70.6

Washingron National
97.2 118.3 104.9

Colonial Penn
33.1 33.9 23.6

Other CNO Business
ViU.4 63.0 71.2

Corporate operations
132.4 152.0 124.2

INCOME LOSS BEFORE INCOME TAXES AND DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS 293.5 173.6 3.7

These noiG IA/5 nzeanres is pisetiirl
in rite how sib/c and in iltJol/owin srymeni finant ial data nd litt ussiOns of cmeni jilts ess isiele iei ealietl lute incus gun lossci

net of related amortization and before income tixe. Ihese are eonsalercd non-GAAP financial measures nonGAAP measure is numerical measure ofi omanjis performance

financial position or cash
flows

chat excludes or includes amounts that are normally excluded or included in the most directly comparable measure calculated and presented in

accordance with GM
These non-GAAPfinancial measures sfincome loss before net realized investment

gains losses net of related amortization and before income taxes
differ from Income loss before

income taxes as presented in our consolidated statement of operations prepared
in accordance with GAAP due to the exclusion of before cax realized investment gains losses nec of

related amortization We measure segment performance excluding
realized investment gains losses because we believe that this perjb rmance measure is better indicator of the

ongoing

businesses and trendi in our business Our primary investment focus
is on investment income to

support
our liabilities

for
insurance products as opposed to the

generation of realized

investment gains losses and long-term focus is necessary to maintain profitability
over the lift of the business Realized investment gains losses depend on market conditions and

do not necessarily
relate to decisions

regarding
the underlying

business ofour segments
However Income loss before net realized investment gains losses net of related amortization

and before income taxes does not replace
income loss before income caxesas measure of overall profitabiliiy

We may experience
realized investment gains losses which will affect

future earnings levels since our underlying business is long-term in nature and we need to earn the assumed interest rates on the investments backing our liabilities for
insurance products

to maintain the profitability of our business In addition management uses this non-GMP financial measure in its budgeting process financial analysis of segment performance and

in
assessing

the allocation of resources We believe these non-GAAPfinancial measures enhance an investors understanding of ourfinancialperformance
and allows them to make more

informed judgments about the Company as whole These measures also highlight operating
trendc that might not otherwise be

transparent
The table above reconciles the non-GM

measure to the corresponding
GMP measure

GeneraL CNO is the top tier holding company
for

group
of insurance Bankers Life segment which utilizes career agency force through our

companies operating throughout the United States that develop market Colonial Penn segment
which utilizes direct response marketing

and

and administer health insurance annuity individual life insurance and through our Washington National segment which utilizes independent

other insurance products We distribute these products through our producers
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Bankers Life dollars in millions

2010 2009 2008

iicwiuw collect us

Annuities
1005.5 1060.4 1224.1

Medicare supplement and othcr supplemental health 1360.1 171 1.7 1887.0
life

209.6 228.8 209.4

lots collections 2575.2 300O.9 3320.5
As

erage
liabilities for insurance products

Annuities

Murialiv based 250.1 250.9 252.9

Fixed index
1833.6 1506.3 1203.0

posit based 4899.7 4789.9 4464.3
Heaith

4355.3 4122.1 3880.5
life

Interest scnsitive 412.9 401.6 385.9

Non-interest sensitise 355.3 407.2 357.8

Total average liabilities for insurance products net of reinsurance ceded 12106.9 LL78.0.$ 10544.4
Revcn ucs

Insurance policy income
1596.2 1959.2 2109.9

Net investment income

General account invested asscts 719.3 643.6 617.1

Fixed bick products 32.6 24.5 49.4
Other special-purpose portfol jot 7.0 10.0 9.5

I-ce resenuc and other inCome 12.8 10.2 11.0

lotal revenues 2367.9 2647.5 2679.1

Lxpenscs

Insurance pubes benefits 1376.5 1667.5 1.8799
Amounts added to poliholder accottnt balances

Annttirv products and interest-sensitive life products other than fixed index products 175.3 183.1 175.7

Fixed index products 55.5 54.i 34.8

Antortiation related to operations 290.5 267.9 234.8

Interest expense on investment borrossings 1.0

Other operating costs and expenses 185.0 196.6 182.4

Total benefits and expenses 2083.8 2369.5 2507.6
Income before net realized investment cams flosses net of related amortization and income taxes 284.1 278.0 171.5

Net realied investment gains losses 62.1 31.4 116.7
Amorti-iation related to net realized investment gains losses 10.2 .2 15.8

Net realised investment gains losses net of related amortization 51.9 31.6 100.9
INCOME BEFORE INCOME TAXES 336.0 246.4 70.6

Flealt
It benefit ratios

All health lines

Insurance policy benefits
1206.5 1489.4 1709.4

Benefit ratio 88.3% 87.0% 9l.3/o

Medicare supplement

Insurance policy benefits 505.6 468.8 452.3

Benefit ratio 70.9% 70.7% 70.8%
PDP

irlsittattce poiicy beneflts 52.7 66.6 62.3

Benefit ratio
77.7o 84.7% 92.9%

Pt IS

Insurance policy benefits 18 318.2 522.8

Benefit ratio N/A 87.0% 96.4%

l.ong-rerm care

lnstttance pole benefits
666.3 635.8 672.0

Benefit ratio
113.7% lOS.2io 107.6/o

Intet-estadittsted benefit ratio
74.0%

a/s n/sir hn fIt aro by dwidzn the
relarsdprodncr insurance policy henefir by insurance

policy ineom

ib 5e -i/s n/sos tis sniersqtiel1ut ci benefit ratio sneasure for Ban/ce Lzfe lonrjterin care Jove/ut b1 iflis/l55 itch piodits nsuan p0/ic nc/its less lutes 51

Ins son on tI as sunnlatea asseus has king t/e tslsuranse liabi/irn
by polls income Ihese are sonsid reel non- oHI

financial inam s-cs s-I nonAAT snessnr is numerical

sin ann qfa corn/san/i rfisrmrns financial position or casts f/ons ii eve/us/es urine/nd amounts i/sat sire norma// tv fueled sir inc/nd s-I is us nuissi di tI omparable incas it cc

salsufarelasidpress nrsdzn sic osrlan uirh GAA/ TI nonGAAIfinancja/ mesisurs ofinusrs stad/utd hcfit rauso eli//v from bensfir ratio do to the dii tin ofinteresi
Ins oms on if ic umula reel assets bac/en i/cc insurance liabilities floss the

produs insurance jo/fr5 hem/its ne/ so ds
ts s-siuue ri5 ratio lot rti is 550 is an

impsi tnu flictor in

inssiurino I/sc
pi rJoi ninc of/va/i/s products i/nit

s.c-pc
lee/to inforce for si longer duration a/time ass not sub/sir to ulnh/ars sal e/iItflSs isi J55si 15/0/is us as niscancs lab/s or

hnamnie ss
issuable onto ts and

require
its pesjorrnance of various/ins non and rinccs ins-/ne/lug insurano

prouecuuon fo so vt ne/es/ps clods/sins lh net cs Is/lous/corn

lonys ns si ps-os/us isj nciiflss cause sic urnulatjos ofamounts in the
early cars of p0/ic accounrse/Jor i-ss ri ins rass nat usll he

pals-i out ls sn/its in lar rpolicy years
aensnt fls as ro rs ei cc st ss Ass ordingli sO nh policies age the benefit ratio wi/I ivpical/y is rease hut i/sc is in

ssflis us//h scirsiaf/i of/ni by mrs cur ins ome eared

sin ths sic umnlstied si is Jhe miss smssdjnseeei hs nfii ratio rifles-is il.c cf/es ofthe nit rest in me of/s t..Sins- sot s-es Ins om is

ini/sorsaisi/acro in so as in ils /sirformssi-e

of s/s
/sros/nci inaa1on sit belie

benefit ratio that ins lw/es the cf/es of inres sr ins sme is usijn/ in asistIyisy prodncs ts sfisrmssnce 155 ii/iss s/us inrtrssr- aeljisied ssjit ratio
is

issassrin ssm nips i-/is snaOcs cans believe that i/si
perfonniasice sneasr is ri inc/is at of rIs ssssii lsiislc- ansi iiisis its the hnsiss Jj ils Into rs sm

td/isst Is so fit stsss doe sin rJs/a t/s benefit ratio as measns of csirrnr period bose/its so lime/it period iissnrsc- solis
lii oni .1

issslin/ nsinaieSiu sit to iii scss both

fir ssimis sisss/ Isrs s-stad/nsreel sn/it ratio ishe anal zmn ils finassal result air- bumble rls /sroeius-is issessn sit incsiie sir/s1 osi i/ss sicsuisiat c/as
hss Is-ins i/t fssn-is-rm s-as s-es rss ssas 5235.8 snl/ios 5225.1 mi//iou rind 5210.1 flu/ho lit _OIO 2009 stsl 2005 sp sius
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Total premium collections were $2575.2 million in 2010 down

14 percent from 2009 and $3000.9 million in 2009 down 9.6 percent

from 2008 Premium collections include $1.1 million $369.0 million

and $542.4 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively of premiums

collected
pursuant to the PFFS quota-share agreements with Coventry

which were terminated or expired prior to 2010 and are described

above under Accounting for marketing and reinsurance
agreements

with Coventry See Premium Collections for further analysis of

Bankers Lifes premium collections

Average liabilities for insurance products net of reinsurance ceded

were $12.1 billion in 2010 up 5.5 percent from 2009 and $11.5 billion

in 2009 up 8.9 percent from 2008 The increase in such liabilities

was primarily due to increases in annuity and health reserves resulting

from new sales of these products

Insurance policy income is comprised of premiums earned on policies

which provide mortality or morbidity coverage
and fees and other

charges assessed on other policies Insurance policy income includes

$365.7 million and $542.4 million in 2009 and 2008 respectively

of premium income from the PFFS quota-share agreements
with

Coventry which were terminated or expiredprior to 2010 and are

described above under
Accounting for marketing and reinsurance

agreements
with Coventry

Net investment income on general account invested assets which

excludes income on policyholder accounts increased 12
percent to

$719.3 million in 2010 and 4.3
percent to $643.6 million in 2009

The
average

balance of general account invested assets was $12.3 billion

$11.4 billion and $10.6 billion in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

The
average yield on these assets was 5.84 percent in 2010 5.64 percent

in 2009 and 5.83 percent in 2008 The increase in general account

invested assets is primarily due to sales of our annuity and health

products in recent periods and ii the
proceeds from collateralized

borrowings from the FHLB pursuant to an investment borrowing

program that commenced in September 2010 The increase in net

investment income in 2010 reflects an increase in the average

yield due to our reinvestment of short-term investments held in 2009

into longer-term securities and ii the growth in general account

invested assets

Net investment income related to fixed index products represents
the

change in the estimated fair value of options which are purchased in an

effort to hedge certain potential benefits
accruing to the policyholders of

our fixed index products Our fixed index products are designed so that

the investment income spread earned on the related insurance liabilities

is expectedto be more than adequate to cover the cost of the options

and other costs related to these policies Net investment income loss

related to fixed index products was $21.1 million $38.5 million and

$67.0 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively Net investment

income related to fixed index products also includes income loss on

trading securities which are held to act as hedges for embedded derivates

related to fixed index products Such trading account income loss was

$11.5 million $14.0 million and $17.6 million in 2010 2009 and

2008 respectively Such amounts are generally offset by the corresponding

charge credit to amounts added to policyholder account balances

for fixed index products based on the change in value of the indices

Such income and related charges fluctuate based on the value of
options

embedded in the segments fixed index
annuity policyholder account

balances subject to this benefit and to the performance of the index

to which the returns on such products are linked

Net investment income on other special-purpose portfolios includes

the income related to Company-owned life insurance COLI
which was purchased as an investment vehicle to fund the deferred

compensation plan for certain
agents

and ii the change in fair value

of trading securities portfolio The COLT assets are not assets of the

deferred compensation plan and as result are accounted for outside

the plan and are recorded in the consolidated balance sheet as other

invested assets Changes in the cash surrender value which approximates

net realizable value of the COLT assets are recorded as net investment

income loss and totaled $5.0 million $7.1 million and $9.5 million

in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively We also recognized death

benefit of $2.9 million in 2009 The trading securities are carried at

estimated fair value with changes in such value recognized as trading

income We recognized trading income of $2.0 million in 2010 There

was no such trading income in 2009 or 2008

Fee revenue and other income was $12.8 million in 2010 compared

to $10.2 million in 2009 and $11.0 million in 2008 We recognized fee

income of$1 1.4 million $9.2 million and $9.9 million in 2010 2009

and 2008 respectively pursuant to the
agreements described above

under Accounting for
marketing and reinsurance agreements with

Coventry

Insurance policy benefits fluctuated as result of the factors summarized

below for benefit ratios Benefit ratios are calculated by dividing the

related insurance products insurance policy benefits by insurance

policy income

The Medicare supplement business consists of both individual and

group policies Government regulations generally require us to attain

and maintain ratio of total benefits incurred to total premiums

earned excluding changes in policy benefit reserves after three
years

from the original issuance of the policy and over the lifetime of the

policy of not less than 65 percent on individual products and not less

than 75 percent on group products as determined in accordance with

statutory accounting principles Since the insurance product liabilities

we establish for Medicare supplement business are subject to significant

estimates the ultimate claim
liability we incur for particular period

is likely to be different than our initial estimate Our insurance policy

benefits reflected reserve redundancies from prior years
of $8.1 million

$7.7 million and $.5 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

Excluding the effects of prior year claim reserve redundancies our benefit

ratios would have been 72.1 percent 71.9 percent and 70.8 percent in

2010 2009 and 2008 respectively The increase in the benefit ratios

reflects unfavorable claim experience

The insurance policy benefits on our PDP and PFFS business result

from our quota-share reinsurance
agreements

with Coventry Coventry

decided to cease selling PFFS plans effective January 2010 Effective

January 2010 the Company no longer assumes the underwriting

risk related to PFFS business In the third quarter of 2009 Bankers Life

began offering Humanas Medicare Advantage plans to its policyholders

and consumers nationwide through its career agency
force and receives

marketing fees based on sales Insurance margins insurance policy
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income less insurance policy benefits on the PDP business were

$15.2 million $12.0 million and $4.8 million in 2010 2009 and

2008 respectively Insurance margins on the PFFS business were

$17.4 million $47.5 million and $19.6 million in 2010 2009 and

2008 respectively
The increase in margin

in 2009 is primarily due to

increases in our share of risk adjustment premium payments
made by

the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services Both 2010 and 2009

reflect favorable reserve developments During 2008 we recognized

$3 million increase in insurance policy benefits due to changes in

our estimates of prior period claim costs on the PFFS business we

assumed from Coventry

The net cash flows from our long-term care products generally cause an

accumulation of amounts in the early years of policy accounted for

as reserve increases which will be paid out as benefits in later policy

years accounted for as reserve decreases Accordingly as the policies

age the benefit ratio typically increases but the increase in reserves

is partially offset by investment income earned on the accumulated

assets The benefit ratio on our long-term care business in the Bankers

Life
segment was 113.7 percent 105.2 percent and 107.6 percent in

2010 2009 and 2008 respectively The interest-adjusted benefit ratio

on this business was 73.0 percent 67.9 percent
and 74.0 percent in

2010 2009 and 2008 respectively Since the insurance product liabilities

we establish for long-term care business are subject to significant

estimates the ultimate claim
liability we incur for particular period

is likely to be different than our initial estimate Our insurance policy

benefits reflected reserve redundancies deficiencies from
prior years

of $26.3 million $10.0 million and $6.0 million in 2010 2009

and 2008 respectively Excluding the effects of prior year claim

reserve redundancies deficiencies our benefit ratios would have been

118.2 percent 106.9 percent and 106.7 percent in 2010 2009 and

2008 respectively The benefit ratio for 2009 reflected reduction in

liabilities for insurance products of approximately $41.9 million due

to our estimates ofi the reduction in liabilities for policyholders

choosing to lapse their policies rather than paying higher rates ii

the reduction in liabilities for policyholders choosing to reduce their

coverages to achieve lower cost offset by iii the increase in the

reserves related to waiver of premium benefits to reflect the higher

premiums after the rate increase The aforementioned reduction in

liabilities was partially offset by increased amortization of insurance

acquisition costs of $4.7 million resulting from the increase in lapses

When policies lapse active life reserves for such lapsed policies are

released resulting in decreased insurance policy benefits although
such

decrease is somewhat offset by additional amortization expense The

benefit ratio in 2010 increased due to lower re-rate activity

Over the past several years we have implemented rate increases in

the long-term care block in the Bankers Life
segment In the fourth

quarter
of 2009 additional filings were initiated in states that had

not granted approval of the full amount of the previous rate increase

requests Approximately $13 million of additional rate increases have

been approved as of December 31 2010 All expected approvals for

these
filings

have been received In October 2010 we commenced

additional rate increase
filings

on certain long-term care blocks We

expect to implement rate increases of approximately $35 million after

approval from all states Approximately $5.5 million of approvals had

been received as of December 31 2010

Amounts added to policyholder account balances for annuity products

and interest-sensitive life products were $175.3 million $183.1 million

and $175.7 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively
The weighted

average crediting rates for these products was 3.3 percent 3.5 percent

and 3.6 percent in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively The average

liabilities of the deposit-based annuity block was $4.9 billion $4.8

billori and $4.5 billion in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

Amounts added to fixed
index products based on change in value

of the indices will generally fluctuate with the corresponding related

investment income accounts described above Such corresponding

relationship did not exist in 2008 due to number of factors including

variations in option costs and changes in the value of the trading account

securities which did not correspond to the changes in the value of the

embedded derivatives related to these products

Amortization related to operations includes amortization of deferred

acquisition costs and the present value of future profits collectively

referred to as amortization of insurance acquisition costs Insurance

acquisition costs are generally amortized either in relation to

the estimated
gross profits for universal life and investment-type

products or ii in relation to actual and expected premium revenue

for other products In addition for universal life and investment-type

products we are required to adjust the total amortization recorded to

date through the statement of operations
if actual experience or other

evidence
suggests

that earlier estimates of future gross profits
should be

revised Accordingly amortization for universal life and investment-type

products is dependent on the profits realized during the period and

on our expectation of future profits For other products we amortize

insurance acquisition costs in relation to actual and expected premium

revenue and amortization is only adjusted if expected premium

revenue changes or if we determine the balance of these costs is not

recoverable from future profits Bankers Lifes amortization expense

was $290.5 million $267.9 million and $234.8 million in 2010 2009

and 2008 respectively Amortization
expense

related to our annuity

block of business increased $46.9 million in 2009 as compared to

2008 partially due to changes in our lapse assumptions Amortization

expense
related to our annuity block continuedto increase in 2010 due

to higher gross profits on this business We limit the total amortization

adjustments resulting from losses on block of business issued in

particular year to an amount which would not result in the balance

of insurance acquisition costs exceeding the total of costs capitalized

interest During 2009 amortization
expense

related to annuities

decreased by $5.9 million due to this limitation During the first six

months of 2008 we experienced higher lapses than we anticipated on

our Medicare supplement products These lapses reduced our estimates

of future expected premium income and accordingly we recognized

additional amortization expense of$12.2 million in 2008 We believe

such increases were partially related to competition
from Medicare

Advantage products

Interest expense on investment borrowings represents
interest

expense

on collateralized borrowings as further described in the note to the

consolidated financial statements entitled Summary of Significant

Accounting Policies Investment Borrowings
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Other operating costs and expenses in our Bankers Life segment

were $185.0 million in 2010 down 5.9 percent
from 2009 and were

$196.6 million in 2009 up 7.8 percent
from 2008 Other operating

costs and expenses include the following dollars in millions

2010 2009 2008

Expenses related to the marketing and quota-share agreements with Coventry 13.6 28.6 40.8

Commission expense
15.1 18.0 20.5

Other operating expenses
156.3 150.0 121.1

TOTAL 185.0 196.6 182.4

Net realized investment losses fluctuated each period During 2010

net realized investment gains
in this

segment
included $116.8 million of

net gains from the sales of investments primarily fixed maturities and

$54.7 million of writedowns of investments for other than
temporary

declines in fair value recognized through net income $50.7 million

prior to the $4.0 million of impairment losses recognized through

accumulated other comprehensive income loss During 2009 net

realized investment losses in this segment
included $65.0 million of

net gains
from the sales of investments primarily

fixed maturities and

$96.4 million of writedowns of investments for other than temporary

declines in fair value recognized through net income $182.2 million

prior to the $85.8 million of impairment
losses recognized through

accumulated other comprehensive income loss During 2008 net

realized investment losses in this segment included $31.1 million of

net losses from the sales of investments primarily fixed maturities and

$85.6 million of writedowns of investments resulting from declines in

fair value that we concluded were other than temporary

Amortization related to net realized investment losses is the increase

or decrease in the amortization of insurance acquisition costs which

results from realized investment gains or losses hen we sell securities

which back our universal life and investment-type products at gain

loss and reinvest the proceeds at different yield we increase reduce

the amortization of insurance acquisition costs in order to reflect the

change in estimated gross profits due to the gains losses realized and

the resulting effect on estimated future yields Sales of fixed maturity

investments resulted in an increase decrease in the amortization

of insurance acquisition costs of $10.2 million $.2 million and

$15.8 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively
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Washington National dollars in millions

2010 2009 2008

Premium collections

Medicare supplement and other supplemental health 564.9 566.3 584.9

Life 16.2 30.1 35.7

Total collections 581.1 596.4 620.6

Average liabilities for insurance products

Medicare supplement and other supplemental health 2470.1 2518.2 2510.3

Non-interest sensitive life 206.7 376.7 493.0

Total average liabilities for insurance products net of reinsurance ceded 2676.8 2894.9 3003.3

Revenues

Insurancepolicyincome 581.0 597.9 617.2

Net investment income

General account invested assets 184.2 191.2 197.3

Trading account income related to reinsurer accounts and other portfolios 2.5 4.2 6.7

Change in value of embedded derivatives related to modified coinsurance agreements 1.3 6.5 6.7

Fee revenue and other income 1.1 1.5 .7

Total revenues 767.5 788.3 815.2

Eipenser

Insurance policy benefits 450.6 467.0 473.2

Amortization related to operations 56.9 53.9 54.0

Other operating costs and expenses 155.4 156.5 166.9

Total benefits and expenses 662.9 677.4 694.1

Income before net realized investment losses 104.6 10.9 121.1

Net realized investment lose 74 2.6 16.2

INCOME BEFORE INCOMETAXES 97.2 108.3 104.9

Health benefit ratios

All health lines

Insurance policy benefits 432.5 433.3 432.4

Benefit ratio 76.7% 76.2% 74.3%

Medicare supplement

Insurance policy benefits 106.6 124.0 139.8

Benefit ratio 67.3% 68.3% 684%

Supplemental health

Insurance policy benefits 322.2 303.4 285.4

Benefit ratio 80.4% 795% 77.1%

Interest-adjusted benefit ratio 49.2% 46.0% 43.3%

Other

Insurance policy benefits $3.7 $5.9 $7.2

Benefit ratio 76.1% 110.2% 101.1%

We calculare
benefir rarios by dividing the related products insurance

policy benefirs by
insurance

policy income

We calculate rhe
interest-adjusted benefit ratio non-GAAP measure for Washington Nationals

supplemental
health

products by dividing
such

products insurance policy benefits less

interest income on the accumulated assets backing the insurance liabilities by policy income These are considered non-GAAP
financial measures non-GAAP measure is numerical

measure ofa companys performance financialposirion or cash flows rhac excludes or includes amounts that are normally
excluded or included in the most directly comparable measure

calculated andpresented in accordance with GAAI

These non-GAAP
financial measures of interesr-adjusted benefit ratios difur from benefit

ratios due to the deduction of interest income on the accumulated assets backing the

insurance liabilities from the products insurance policy benefits used to determine the ratio Interest income is an important factor in measuring the performance of health products

that are expected to be info rce for longer duration of time are not subject to unilateral
changes

in
provisions such as non-cancelable or guaranteed renewable contracts and require

the performance of various functions and services including insurance protection for an extended
period of time The net cash

flows from supplemental
health

prodncrs generally

cause an accumulation of amounts in the early years of policy accounted for as reserve increases that will be paid out as benefits in later
policy years accounted for as reserve

decreases Accordingly as the policies age the benefit ratio will typically increase but the increase in
benefits

will be
partially offiet by interest income earned on the accumulated

assets The
interest-adjusted benefit ratio reflects the effects of the interest income

offer
Since interest income is an important factor in measuring the performance of these products

management believes
benefit ratio that includes the effect of interest income is useful in

analyzing produce performance We utilize the
interest-adjusted benefit ratio in measuring

segment performance because we believe that this performance measure is better indicator of the
ongoing

businesses and trends in the business However the
interest-adjusted benefit

ratio does not replace
the

benefit
ratio as measure ofcurrent period benefits to current period insurance

policy income Accordingly management reviews both
benefit raciosand

interest-adjusted benefit
ratios when

analyzing
the

financial results attributable to these products The investment income earned on the accumulated assets backing
the

supplemental

health reserves was $125.1 million $1277 million and $125.2 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively
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Totaipremium collections were $581.1 million in 2010 down

2.6 percent from 2009 and $596.4 million in 2009 down 3.9 percent

from 2008 See Premium Collections for further
analysis

of fluctuations

in premiums collected by product

Average liabilitiesfor insurance products net of reinsurance ceded

were $2.7 billion in 2010 down 7.5 percent from 2009 and $2.9 billion

in 2009 down 3.6 percent from 2008 The decrease in such liabilities

in 2010 and 2009 was primarily due to the coinsurance transaction

with Wilton Re completed in September 2009 as further discussed in

the note to the consolidated financial statements entitled Summary
of Significant Accounting Policies Reinsurance and policyholder

redemptions and lapses exceeding new sales

Insurance policy income is comprised of premiums earned on traditional

insurance policies which provide mortality or morbidity coverage

and fees and other charges assessed on other policies The decrease

in insurance policy income is primarily due to lower premiums from

our life insurance block reflecting the impact of the completion of

the coinsurance transaction with Wilton Re in 2009 See Premium

Collections for further analysis

Net investment income on general account invested assets

which excludes income on policyholder and reinsurer accounts

-i- i- t1A 11- i.- llfl .-l_._....

to $191.2 million in 2009 The
average

balance of general account

invested assets was $3.1 billion $3.3 billion and $3.4 billion in

2010 2009 and 2008 respectively The average yield on these assets

was 5.90 percent in 2010 5.71 percent in 2009 and 5.87 percent

in 2008 The increase in yield in 2010 primarily resulted from shifts

among asset classes to increase income The reduction in average yield

in 2009 reflects lower new money rates due to tighter credit spreads

for many investments

Trading account income related to reinsurer accounts and other

portfolios primarily represents the income on trading securities which

are held to act as hedges for embedded derivatives related to certain

modified coinsurance
agreements

The income on our trading account

securities is designed to substantially offset the change in value of

embedded derivatives related to modified coinsurance agreements

described below In addition in 2010 we recognized trading income of

$.8 million from the change in fair value of trading securities portfolio

Change in value of embedded derivatives related to modified

coinsurance
agreements is described in the note to our consolidated

financial statements entitled Summary of Significant Accounting

Policies
Accounting for Derivatives We have transferred the specific

block of investments related to these
agreements to our trading securities

account which we carry at estimated fair value with changes in such

value recognized as trading account income The change in the value

of the embedded derivatives has largely been offset by the change in

value of the trading securities

Insurance policy benefits were affected by lower benefits from our

life insurance block including the impact of the completion of the

coinsurance transaction with Wilton Re in 2009 and ii the factors

summarized below for benefit ratios Benefit ratios are calculated by

dividing the related insurance products insurance policy benefits by

insurance policy income

The benefit ratios on Washington Nationals Medicare supplement

products have been impacted by increases in policyholder lapses following

our premium rate increase actions and competition from companies

offering Medicare Advantage products We establish active life reserves

for these policies which are in addition to amounts required for

incurred claims When policies lapse active life reserves for such lapsed

policies are released resulting in decreased insurance policy benefits

although such decrease is substantially offset by additional amortization

expense In addition the insurance product liabilities we establish for

our Medicare supplement business are subject to significant estimates

and the ultimate claim
liability we incur for

particular period is
likely

to be different than our initial estimate Our insurance policy benefits

reflected claimreserve redundancies from prior years
of $4.2 million

$4.6 million and $2.5 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

Excluding the effects of prior year claim reserve redundancies our

benefit ratios for the Medicare supplement block would have been

69.9 percent 70.8 percent and 69.6 percent in 2010 2009 and 2008

respectively Governmental regulations generally require us to attain

and maintain ratio of total benefits incurred to total
premiums earned

excluding changes in policy benefit reserves after three years from the

original issuance of the policy and over the lifetime of the policy of not

less than 65 percent on these products as determined in accordance

with
statutory accounting principles Insurance margins insurance

policy income less insurance policy benefits on these products were

$51.8 million $57.6 million and $64.6 million in 2010 2009 and

2008 respectively Such decreases are primarily due to lower sales

partially offset by favorable claim
experience

Washington Nationals supplemental health products including

specified disease accident and hospital indemnity products generally

provide fixed or limited benefits For example payments under cancer

insurance policies are generally made directly to or at the direction

of the policyholder following diagnosis of or treatment for covered

type
of cancer Approximately three-fourths of our supplemental

health policies inforce based on policy count are sold with return of

premium or cash value riders The return of premium rider generally

provides that after policy has been inforce for specified number of

years or upon the policyholder reaching specified age we will pay

to the policyholder or beneficiary under the policy the aggregate

amount of all premiums paid under the policy without interest less

the aggregate amount of all claims incurred under the policy The cash

value rider is similar to the return of premium rider but also provides

for
payment

of
graded portion of the return of premium benefit if

the policy terminates before the return of premium benefit is earned

Accordingly the net cash flows from these products generally result in

the accumulation of amounts in the early years
of policy reflected in

our earnings as reserve increases which will be paid out as benefits in

later policy years reflected in our earnings as reserve decreases which

offset the recording of benefit payments As the
policies age

the benefit

ratio will typically increase but the increase in benefits will be partially

offset by investment income earned on the accumulated assets The

benefit ratio will fluctuate depending on the claim experience during

the
year Insurance margins insurance policy income less insurance

policy benefits on these products were $78.6 million $78.2 million

and $85.0 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively The increase

in the margin in 2008 includes $12 million correction to insurance

policy benefits resulting from our material control weakness remediation

procedures
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The benefit ratios on Washington Nationals other products are subject

to fluctuations due to the smaller size of these blocks of business

Amortization related to operations includes amortization of insurance

acquisition costs Insurance acquisition costs are generally
amortized in

relation to actual and expected premium revenue and amortization is

only adjusted if expected premium revenue changes or if we determine

the balance of these costs is not recoverable from future profits Such

amounts were generally consistent with the related premium revenue

revision to our current assumptions could result in increases or

decreases to amortization
expense

in future periods

Other operating costs and expenses were $155.4 million $156.5 million

and $166.9 million in 20102009 and 2008 respectively Other operating

costs and expenses
include commission expense

of $64.8 million

$63.6 million and $67.5 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

Colonial Penn dollars in millions

Total premium collections decreased .4 percent to $194.1 million

in 2010 and increased 6.4 percent to $194.8 million in 2009 See

Premium Collections for further analysis of Colonial Penns premium

collections

Average liabilities for insurance products net of reinsurance

ceded did not fluctuate significantly during the three years ended

December31 2010

Net realized investment gains losses fluctuate each period During

2010 net realized investment losses in this segment included

$23.5 million of net gains
from the sales of investments primarily

fixed maturities and $30.9 million of writedowns of investments for

other than temporary declines in fair value recognized through net

income $31.1 million prior to the $.2 million of impairment losses

recognized through accumulated other comprehensive income loss

During 2009 net realized investment losses in this segment included

$25.7 million of net gains
from the sales of investments primarily

fixed maturities and $28.3 million of writedowns of investments for

other than temporary declines in fair value recognized through net

income $64.4 million prior to the $36.1 million of impairment losses

recognized through accumulated other comprehensive income loss

During 2008 net realized investment losses included $3.9 million of

net gains from the sales of investments primarily fixed maturities and

$20.1 million of writedowns of investments resulting
from declines in

fair value that we concluded were other than temporary

Insurance policy income is comprised
of

premiums
earned on policies

which provide mortality or morbidity coverage
and fees and other charges

assessed on other policies In 2009 insurance policy income includes

the recognition
of $3.4 million final distribution and commutation

amount following
the termination of

group
insurance pooi that

Colonial Penn previously participated in Insurance policy income in

the 2010 and 2009 periods also reflects the growth in this segment

2010 2009 2008

Premium collections

Life 187.7 187.3 174

Supplemental health 6.4 7.5 8.9

Total collections 194.1 194.8 183.0

Average liabilities for insurance products

Annuities-mortality based 79.4 81.7 85.9

Health 17.6 19.1 20.7

Life

Interest sensitive 21.3 23.2 25.0

Non-interest sensitive 579.7 569.6 562.9

Total average liabilities for insurance products net of reirtsurance ceded 698.0 693.6 694.5

Revenues

Insurance policy income 194.9 196.1 184.8

Net investment income

General account invested assets 39.3 38.7 40.1

Trading account income related to reinsurer accounts .5

Fee revenue and other income .7 .9 1.8

Iotal revenues 214.9 235.7 226.2

Fnwn ccc

insurance policy benefits 143.8 141.9 138.2

Amounts added to annui and interest-sensitive life product account balances 1.0 1.1 1.2

Amortii related to operations 33.3 33.3 32.0

Other operating costs and expenses 30.3 30.0 29.6

Total benefits and expenses
208.4 206.3 201.0

Income before net realized investment gains losses and income taxes 26.5 29.4 25.2

Net realized investment gains losses 6.6 4.5 1.6

INCOME BEFORE INCOME TAXES 33.1 33.9 23.6
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Net investment income on general account invested assets which

excludes income on policyholder and reinsurer accounts did not fluctuate

significantly during the three years ended December 31 2010 The

average
balance of general account invested assets was $662.8 million

in 2010 $659.9 million in 2009 and $676.0 million in 2008 The

average yield on these assets was 5.93 percent
in 2010 5.86 percent

in 2009 and 5.94 percent in 2008

Trading account income related to reinsurer accounts represented

the income on trading securities which were designed to act as hedges

for embedded derivatives related to modified coinsurance agreement

The income on our trading account securities was designed to be

substantially offset by the change in value of embedded derivatives

related to modified coinsurance agreement As result of the
recapture

of the modified coinsurance agreement in the fourth
quarter of 2007

such trading account securities were sold in the first quarter of 2008

Insurance policy benefits fluctuated as result of the
growth in this

segment
in recent periods

Amortization related to operations includes amortization of insurance

acquisition costs Insurance acquisition costs in the Colonial Penn

segment are amortized in relation to actual and expected premium

revenue and amortization is only adjusted if expected premium revenue

changes or if we determine the balance of these costs is not recoverable

from future profits Such amounts were generally consistent with the

related premium revenue and
gross profits for such periods and the

assumptions we made when we established the present value of future

profits revision to our current assumptions could result in increases

or decreases to amortization expense
in future periods

Other
operating costs and

expenses
in our Colonial Penn

segment
did not

fluctuate significantly during the three
years

ended December 31 2010

Net realized investment gains losses fluctuated each period During

2010 net realized investment gains in this
segment

included $9.0 million

of net gains from the sales of investments primarily fixed maturities

and $2.4 million of writedowns of investments for other than temporary

declines in fair value recognized through net income $2.7 million

prior to the $.3 million of impairment losses recognized through

accumulated other comprehensive income loss During 2009 net

realized investment gains in this
segment included $8.7 million of net

gains from the sales of investments primarily fixed maturities and

$4.2 million of writedowns of investments for other than temporary

declines in fair value recognized through net income $4.6 million

prior to the $.4 million of impairment losses recognized through

accumulated other comprehensive income loss During 2008 net

realized investment losses in this
segment

included million of net

gains
from the sales of investments primarily fixed maturities and

$1.7 million of writedowns of investments resulting from declines in

fair value that we concluded were other than temporary
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Other CNO Business dollars in millions

2010 2009 2008

Premium collections

Annuities 164 78.4 129.8

Other health 31.7 34.1 36.9

Life 191.6 210.2 234.1

Total collections 239.7 322.7 008
Average liabilities for insurance products

Annuities

Mortality based 210.5 215.2 220.7

Fixed index 7138 778.5 891.0

Deposit based 670.9 661.5 752.6

Spatate ccopnts 16.7 18.2 23.6

Other health 480.0 485.9 482.8

Life

Interest sensitive 2585.5 2777.2 2945.5

Non-interest sensitive 834.1 862.7 900.8

Total average liabilities for insurance products net of reinsurance ceded 5511.5 5799.2 6217.0

Revenues

Insurance policy income 297.9 340.4 341.7

Ne investment income

General account invested assets 3521 357.1 393.8

Fixe4 index products 9.8 70 28.4

Trading account income related to policyholder accounts 27 7.8 10.2
Fee revenue and other income 1.0

Total revenues 662.5 712.3 697.9

Expenses

Insurance policy benefits 367.6 376.6 349.2

Amounts added to policyholder account balances

Annuity products and interest-sensitive life products other than fixed index products 127.6 138.8 152.1

Fixed index products 25.8 36.3 82

Amortization related to operations 51.6 81.6 68.6

Interest expense on investment borrowings 20.0 20.5 22A

Other operating costs and expenses 81.4 102.1 97.2

Total benefits and expenses 674.0 755.9 697.7

Income loss before net realized investment losses net of related amortization and income taxes 11.5 43.6 .2

Net realized investment losses 27.6 23.6 771
Amortization related to net realized investment losses 1.3 4.2 5.7

Net realized investment losses net of related amortization 28.9 19.4 714
LOSS BEFORE INCOME TAXES 40.4 63.0 71.2

Health benefit ratios

All health lines

Insurancepolicybeneflts 65.7 62.7 61.9

Benefit ratio 202.3% 178.9% 163.6%

Long-term care

is coo csr/-
Benefit ratio 10.8% 186.7% 169.6%

Interest-adjusted benefit ratio 1238% 107.9% 93.5%

Other

Insurance policy benefits 2.7 2.8 3.2

Benefit ratio 104.2% 955% 99.3%

We calculate
benefit ratios by dividing

the rel.ated products insurance policy benefits by insurance policy income

We calculate the
ineeresc-adjusced benefit ratio non-GAAP measure for long-term care products in our Other CNO Business segment by dividing

such
products

insurance
policy

benefits
less interest income on the accumulated assets backing

the insurance liabilities
by policy income These are considered non-GAAP financial measures non-GA/tP measure

is numerical measure of companys performance finantial position or cash
flows

that excludes or includes amounts chat are normally
excluded or included in the most directly

comparable measure calculated and
presented in accordance with GAAI

These non-GAAP
financial measures of interest-adjusted benefit

ratios
dflir from benefit

ratios due to the deduction of interest income on the accumulated assets backing
the

insurance liabilities from the
products insurance policy benefits

used to determine the ratio Interest income is an important factor in measuring the performance of health
products

that are expected to be inforce for longer
duration of time are not subject to unilateral changes in provisions such as non-cancelable or guaranteed renewable contracts and

require

the performance of various fienctions and services including insurance protection for an extended
period of time The net cash

flows from long-term care products generally cause

an accumulation ofamounts in the early years of policy accounted for as reserve increases that will be paid out as benefits
in later

policy years accounted for as reserve decreases

Accordingly as the policies age the benefit ratio will
typically increase but the increase in benefits will be partially office by interest income earned on the accumulated assets The

interest-adjusted benefit ratio reflects the effects of the interest income offiet Since interest income is an important factor in measuring the performance of these products management

believes benefit ratio that includes the effect of interest income is useJbl in
analyzing product performance We utilize the interest-adjusted benefit ratio in measuring segment

performance because we believe that this performance measure is better indicator of the
ongoing

businesses and trends in the business However the interest-adjusted benefit ratio

does not replace the benefit ratio as measure of current period benefits to current period insurance policy income Accordingly management reviews both benefit ratios and

interest-adjusted benefit ratios when analyzing the financial results attributable to these products The investment income earned on the accumulated assets backing the long-term

care reserves was $260 million $25.2 million and $263 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively
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Total premium collections were $239.7 million in 2010 down

26 percent from 2009 and $322.7 million in 2009 down 19 percent

from 2008 The decrease in collected premiums was primarily due to

policyholder redemptions and lapses and lower life insurance premiums

subsequent to the completion of the coinsurance transaction with

Wilton Re in 2009 See Premium Collections for further analysis

of fluctuations in
premiums

collected by product

Average liabilitiesfor insurance products net of reinsurance ceded

were $5.5 billion in 2010 down 5.0 percent from 2009 and $5.8

billion in 2009 down 6.7 percent from 2008 The decreases in such

liabilities were primarily due to the coinsurance transaction with

Wilton Re completed in September 2009 as further discussed in the

note to the consolidated financial statements entitled Summary of

Significant Accounting Policies Reinsurance and ii policyholder

redemptions and lapses

Insurance policy income is comprised of policyholder charges on our

interest-sensitive products and premiums earned on traditional insurance

policies which provide mortality or morbidity coverage
The decrease

in insurance policy income is primarily due to lower policyholder

charges and premiums from our life insurance block including the

impact of the completion of the coinsurance transaction with Wilton

Re in 2009 See Premium Collections for further analysis

Net investment income on general account invested assets

which excludes income on policyholder and reinsurer accounts

decreased 1.4
percent to $352.1 million in 2010 and 9.3 percent

to $357.1 million in 2009 The
average

balance of general account

invested assets was $6.0 billion in 2010 $6.3 billion in 2009 and $6.7

billion in 2008 The
average yield on these assets was 5.84 percent in

2010 5.71 percent in 2009 and 5.87 percent in 2008 The increase

in yield in 2010 primarily resulted from shifts among asset classes to

increase income and from bond prepayment income Prepayment income

was $5.1 million and $C9 million in 2010 and 2009 respectively

The reduction in average yield in 2009 reflects lower new money rates

due to tighter credit spreads for many investments The reduction in

average invested assets was primarily due to the coinsurance transaction

with Wilton Re completed in 2009

Net investment income related to fixed index products represents
the

change in the estimated fair value of options which are purchased in an

effort to hedge certain potential benefits accruing to the policyholders of

our fixed index products Our fixed index products are designed so that

the investment income spread earned on the related insurance liabilities

is expected to be more than adequate to cover the cost of the
options

and other costs related to these policies Net investment income loss

related to fixed index
products were $7.1 million $12.2 million and

$37.3 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively Net investment

income related to fixed index products also includes income loss on

trading securities which are held to act as hedges for embedded derivatives

related to fixed index products Such trading account income loss was

$2.7 million $5.2 million and $8.9 million in 2010 2009 and 2008

respectively Such amounts were mostly offset by the corresponding

charge credit to amounts added to policyholder account balances

for fixed index products Such income and related charges fluctuate

based on the value of
options embedded in the segments fixed index

annuity policyholder account balances subject to this benefit and to

the performance of the indices to which the returns on such products

are linked

Trading account income related to policyholder accounts represents

the income on investments backing the market strategies of certain

annuity products which provide for different rates of cash value growth

based on the experience of particular market strategy The income

on our trading account securities is designed to substantially offset

certain amounts included in insurance policy benefits related to the

aforementioned annuity products

Insurance policy benefits were affected by number of items as

summarized below for benefit ratios Benefit ratios are calculated by

dividing the related insurance products insurance policy benefits by

insurance policy income

The long-term care policies in this segment generally provide for

indemnity and non-indemnity benefits on guaranteed renewable or

non-cancellable basis The benefit ratio on our long-term care policies

was 210.8 percent 186.7 percent
and 169.6 percent in 2010 2009 and

2008 respectively Since the insurance product liabilities we establish

for long-term care business are subject to significant estimates the

ultimate claim liability we incur for particular period is likely to

be different than our initial estimate Our insurance policy benefits

reflected reserve redundancies deficiencies from prior years of

$3.8 million $2.l million and $1.1 million in 2010 2009 and 2008

respectively Excluding the effects of prior year
claim reserve redundancies

deficiencies our benefit ratios would have been 198.1 percent

180.1 percent
and 172.8 percent in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

These ratios reflect the level of incurred claims experienced in recent

periods adverse development on claims incurred in prior periods and

changes in policy income The prior period deficiencies have primarily

resulted from the impact of paid claim experience being different than

prior estimates

The net cash flows from long-term care products generally cause an

accumulation of amounts in the early years
of policy reflected in our

earnings as reserve increases which will be paid out as benefits in later

policy years reflected in our earnings as reserve decreases which offset

the recording of benefit payments Accordingly as the policies age
the

benefit ratio will typically increase but the increase in benefits will be

partially offset by investment income earned on the assets which have

accumulated The interest-adjusted benefit ratio for long-term care

products is calculated by dividing the insurance products insurance

policy benefits less interest income on the accumulated assets backing the

insurance liabilities by insurance policy income The interest-adjusted

benefit ratio on this business was 123.8 percent 107.9 percent and

93.5 percent in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively Excluding the effects

of prior year claim reserve redundancies deficiencies our interest-

adjusted benefit ratios would have been 111.1
percent 101.5 percent

and 96.7 percent
in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

In each quarterly period we calculate our best estimate of claim

reserves based on all of the information available to us at that time

which necessarily takes into account new experience emerging during

the period Our actuaries estimate these claim reserves using various

generally recognized actuarial methodologies which are based on

informed estimates and judgments that are believed to be
appropriate

As additional experience emerges
and other data become available these

estimates and judgments are reviewed and may be revised Significant

assumptions made in estimating claim reserves for long-term care

policies include expectations about the future duration of existing

claims ii cost of care and benefit utilization iii interest rate utilized

to discount claim reserves iv claims that have been incurred but not

yet reported claim status on the reporting date vi claims that

have been closed but are expected to reopen and vii correspondence

that has been received that will ultimately become claims that have

payments associated with them
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The benefit ratios on Other CNO Business other products are subject

to fluctuations due to the smaller size of these blocks of business

Amounts added to policyholder account balances for annuity products

and interest-sensitive life products were $127.6 million $138.8 million

and $152.1 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively The decrease

was primarily due to smaller block of annuity and interest-sensitive

life business inforce due to lapses exceeding new sales in recent

periods and ii the completion of the coinsurance transaction with

Wilton Re in 2009 The weighted average crediting rates for these

products were 4.0
percent

4.1
percent

and 4.2
percent

in 2010 2009

and 2008 respectively

Amounts added to fixed index products generally fluctuate with the

corresponding related investment income accounts described above

Amortization related to operations
includes amortization of insurance

acquisition costs Insurance acquisition costs are generally amortized

either in relation to the estimated
gross profits for universal life

and investment-type products or ii in relation to actual and expected

premium revenue for other products In addition for universal life

and investment-type products we are required to adjust the total

amortization recorded to date through the statement of operations
if

actual experience or other evidence suggests that earlier estimates of

future gross profits
should be revised Accordingly amortization for

universal life and investment-type products is dependent on the profits

realized during the period and on our expectation of future profits

For other products we amortize insurance acquisition costs in relation

to actual and expected premium revenue and amortization is only

adjusted if expected premium revenue changes The assumptions we use

to estimate our future
gross profits and premiums involve significant

judgment revision to our current assumptions could result in increases

or decreases to amortization expense
in future periods Earnings on

our universal life products which comprise significant part
of this

block are subject to volatility
since our insurance acquisition costs are

equal to the value of future estimated
gross profits Accordingly the

impact of adverse changes in our earlier estimates of future
gross profits

is generally reflected in earnings in the period such differences occur

During 2010 we were required to recognize $13 million of additional

amortization expense resulting from decreased projected future investment

yields related to interest-sensitive insurance products Also in 2010

amortization increased by $6 million
representing

the write-off of the

--l
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long-term care insurance block Such write-off was based on actuarial

studies indicating such balance was no longer expected to be recoverable

from future profits Amortization on our annuity block of business

decreased $15 million in 2010 primarily due to better persistency

During 2009 we were required to accelerate the amortization of insurance

acquisition costs by approximately $25 million for the changes in three

assumptions
related to future profits from our universal life products

in this segment
The first change resulted in additional amortization

expense
of $24 million and relates to the investment earnings assumption

for the entire interest-sensitive block of life insurance business The

average yield on our general account invested assets decreased during

2009 reflecting
lower new money rates Accordingly the future weighted

average investment earnings assumptions were reduced reflecting the

lower portfolio earnings
The second change resulted from refinements

to our estimates of premium taxes expected to be incurred in the future

and resulted in reduction to amortization expense
of $8 million The

third change resulted in additional amortization expense
of $9 million

and relates to the assumption of when we will ultimately increase certain

non-guaranteed premium rates related to the Lifetrend insurance

products As described in the note to the consolidated financial statements

entitled Commitments and Contingencies Litigation and Other Legal

Proceedings Regulatory Examinations and Fines we have entered

into settlement agreement with the regulators regarding this issue

We were also required to accelerate the amortization of insurance

acquisition costs due to changes in our assumptions related to future

profits on our universal life products in this segment during 2008

During 2008 an analysis was performed on universal life block of

business that led to changes in our assumptions of future mortality

surrenders premium persistency expenses and investment income We

recognized additional amortization expense of approximately $8 million

to reflect these changes The additional amortization expense in 2008

was net of planned increases to associated policyholder charges

During the last three
years we were required to accelerate the

amortization of insurance acquisition costs due to the experience of

block of fixed index annuities This block of business has experienced

higher than anticipated surrenders and we have increased our expected

surrender assumptions in future periods These annuities also have

MVA feature which effectively reduced or in some cases eliminated

the charges paid upon the surrender of these policies in the recent

periods as the 10-year treasury rate dropped
The

impact
of both the

historical experience and the projected increased surrender activity
and

higher MVA benefits has reduced our expectations on the profitability

of this block to approximately
break-even We recognized additional

amortization of approximately $6.8 million $8.5 million and $5 million

in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively related to the actual and expected

future changes in the experience of this block We continue to hold

insurance acquisition costs of approximately $52 million related to

these products Results for this block are expected to exhibit increased

volatility
in the future because the difference between our assumptions

and actual experience
will be reflected in earnings in the period such

differences occur

Interest expense on investment borrowings includes $19.8 million

$20.3 million and $21.9 million of interest expense on collateralized

borrowings in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively as further described

in the note to the consolidated financial statements entitled Summary
of Significant Accounting Policies Investment Borrowings

Other operating costs and expenses were $81.4 million $102.1 million

O7 I1 ni nnq nn rs-errel1T Ctker nnerrin

$8.0 million and $11.7 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

These amounts fluctuate as result of consulting and
legal costs which

often vary from period to period

Net realized investment gains losses fluctuate each period During

2010 net realized investment losses in this segment included

$30.9 million of net gains
from the sales of investments primarily

fixed maturities and $58.5 million of writedowns of investments for

other than temporary declines in fair value recognized through net

income $59.0 million prior to the $.5 million of impairment losses

recognized through accumulated other comprehensive income loss

During 2009 net realized investment losses in this segment included

$29.4 million of net gains
from the sales of investments primarily

fixed maturities and $53.0 million of writedowns of investments for

other than temporary
declines in fair value recognized through net

income $120.3 million prior to the $67.3 million of impairment losses

recognized through accumulated other comprehensive income loss

During 2008 net realized investment losses included $36.9 million of
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net losses from the sales of investments primarily fixed maturities and

$40.2 million of writedowns of investments resulting from declines in

fair value that we concluded were other than temporary

Amortization related to net realized investment losses is the increase or

decrease in the amortization of insurance acquisition costs which results

from realized investment gains or losses When we sell securities which

back our universal life and investment-type products at gain loss and

Corporate Operations dollars in millions

Interest expense on corporate debt has been impacted by an

amendment to our Previous Senior Credit Agreement in 2009 ii

repayments
of our Previous Senior Credit Agreement iii the issuance

in 2008 of the Senior Health Note iv repurchases of 3.5% Convertible

Debentures due September 30 2035 the 3.5% Debentures

completion of cash tender offer the Tender Offer for $176.5 million

aggregate principal amount of the 3.5% Debentures vi the issuances

of 7.0% Debentures and vii the issuance of 9.0% Senior Secured

Notes Such transactions are further discussed in the note to the

consolidated financial statements entitled Notes Payable Direct

Corporate Obligations Our
average corporate

debt outstanding

was $1036.5 million $1275.8 million and $1219.3 million in

2010 2009 and 2008 respectively The
average interest rate on our

debt was 7.3 percent 5.7 percent and 4.6 percent in 2010 2009 and

2008 respectively

Net investment income primarily included income earned on short-term

investments changes in the underlying value of certain investments

held by the Corporate segment
and miscellaneous other income and

fluctuated along with the change in the amount of invested assets in

this
segment

Net investment income on other special-purpose portfolios includes

the income loss on investments including the change in the estimated

fair value of the underlying investments related to an employee

deferred compensation plan held in rabbi trust An offsetting amount

is included in other
operating costs and expenses as the investment

results are allocated to the participants account balances

reinvest the proceeds at different yield or when we have the intent to

sell the impaired investments before an anticipated recovery in value

occurs we increase reduce the amortization of insurance acquisition

costs in order to reflect the change in estimated
gross profits due to the

gains losses realized and the resulting effect on estimated future yields

Sales of fixed maturity investments resulted in an increase decrease

in the amortization of insurance acquisition costs of $1.3 million

$4.2 million and $5.7 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

Fee revenue and other income includes revenues we receive for

managinginvestments for other companies and ii fees received

for marketing insurance products of other companies Fee revenue

and other income has decreased primarily as result of decrease in

investments managed for others

Net op crating results of variable interest entities represent the operating

results of variable interest entities VIEs The VIEs are consolidated in

accordance with GAAP These entities were established to issue securities

and use the proceeds to invest in loans and other permitted assets Refer

to the note to the consolidated financial statements entitled Investments

in Variable Interest Entities for more information on the VIEs

Other op crating costs and
expenses

include general corporate expenses

net of amounts charged to subsidiaries for services provided by the

corporate operations These amounts fluctuate as result of expenses

such as consulting legal and severance costs which often vary from

period to period

Gain loss on extinguishment or modqlcation of debt of $6.8 million

in 2010 resulted from the write-off of unamortized discount and

issuance costs related to the repurchases of 3.5% Debentures and

ii the
repayment

of our Previous Senior Credit Agreement The loss on

extinguishment or modification of debt in 2009 consisted of
expenses

incurred and the write-off of unamortized discount or issuance costs

totaling $22.2 million related to the following transactions the

Tender Offer ii repayment
of principal amounts on the Previous Senior

Credit Agreement from the proceeds from the issuance of common

2010 2009 2008

Corporate operations

Interest expense on corporate debt 79.3.1 84.7 67.9

Net investment income

General account invested assets .1
.3

4.9

Other special-purpose potrfolios 1.5 1.4

Fee revenue and other income 1.6 2.7 4.7

Net operating results of variable interest entities 7.2 .8 7.2

Other operating costs and expenses 50.2 42.9 43.5

Gain lass on extinguishment or modification of debt 6.8 22.2 21.2

.os before act rcaliicd invermenr losses and inconle taxes 91 144 61 73

Net realized investment losses 3.5 7.41 50.8

LOSS BEFORE INCOMETAXES 132.4 152.0 124.2
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stock and iii modifications to our Previous Senior Credit Agreement

in March 2009 and December 2009 The
gain on extinguishment

of debt of $21.2 million in 2008 resulted from the repurchase of

$37.0 million
par

value of 3.5% Debentures for $15.3 million plus

accrued interest Ihese transactions are further discussed in the note to

the consolidated financial statements entitled Notes Payable Direct

Corporate Obligations

Net realized investment losses often fluctuate each period During 2010

net realized investment losses in this
segment

included $.2 million of

net losses from the sales of investments of which $.4 million were losses

recognized by VIEs and $3.3 million of writedowns of investments all

Premium Collections

of which were recognized by VIEs due to other-than-temporary declines

in value During 2009 net realized investment losses in this segment

included $6.1 million of net gains from the sales of investments of

which $.7 million were iosses recognized by VIE and $13.5 million

of writedowns of investments all of which were recognized by VIE

due to other-than-temporary
declines in value During 2008 net

realized investment losses included $36.1 million from the sale of

investments $14.1 million of such losses were recognized by VIE

and $14.7 million of writedowns $10.8 million of such writedowns

were recognized by VIE of investments resulting from declines in

fair value that we concluded were other than temporary due to declines

in value on certain securities

In accordance with GAAP insurance policy income in our consolidated

statement of operations consists of premiums earned for traditional

insurance policies that have life contingencies or morbidity features

For annuity and universal life contracts premiums collected are not

reported as revenues but as deposits to insurance liabilities We recognize

revenues for these products over time in the form of investment income

and surrender or other charges

Our insurance segments
sell products through three primary

distribution channels career agents our Bankers Life segment

direct marketing our Colonial Penn segment and independent

producers our Washington National segment Our career agency

force in the Bankers Life
segment

sells primarily Medicare supplement

and long-term care insurance policies Medicare Part contracts

life insurance and annuities These agents visit the customers home

which permits one-on-one contact with potential policyholders and

promotes strong personal relationships with existing policyholders Our

direct marketing distribution channel in the Colonial Penn
segment

is engaged primarily in the sale of graded
benefit life and simplified

issue life insurance policies which are sold directly to the policyholder

Our independent producer distribution channel in the Washington

National segment consists of general agency
and insurance brokerage

distribution system comprised of independent licensed agents doing

business in all
fifty states the District of Columbia and certain

protectorates
of the United States Independent producers are diverse

network of independent agents insurance brokers and marketing

organizations Our independent producer distribution channel sells

primarily supplemental health and Medicare supplement insurance

policies universal life insurance and annuities Washington National

also markets its products through PMA which specializes in marketing

and distributing health products

Agents insurance brokers and marketing companies who market our

products and prospective purchasers of our products use the financial

strength ratings
of our insurance subsidiaries as an important factor

in determining whether to market or purchase Ratings have the most

impact on our annuity interest-sensitive life insurance and long-term

care products
The current financial strength ratings of our primary

insurance subsidiaries from A.M Best SP and Moodys are

Good except Conseco Life BB and Bal respectively The

current financial strength rating of Conseco Life from A.M Best is B-
For description of these ratings and additional information on our

ratings see Managements Discussion and Analysis of Consolidated

Financial Condition and Results of Operations Liquidity for

Insurance Operations

We set premium rates on our health insurance policies
based on

facts and circumstances known at the time we issue the policies

using assumptions about numerous variables including the actuarial

probability of policyholder incurring claim the probable size of the

claim and the interest rate earned on our investment of premiums We

also consider historical claims information industry statistics the rates

of our competitors and other factors If our actual claims experience

is less favorable than we anticipated and we are unable to raise our

premium rates our financial results may be adversely affected We

generally cannot raise our health insurance premiums in any state until

we obtain the approval of the state insurance regulator We review the

adequacy of our premium rates regularly and file for rate increases on

our products when we believe such rates are too low It is likely that

we will not be able to obtain approval for all requested premium rate

increases If such requests are denied in one or more states our net

income may decrease If such requests are approved
increased premium

rates may reduce the volume of our new sales and may cause existing

policyholders to lapse their policies If the healthier policyholders

allow their policies to lapse this would reduce our premium income

and profitability in the future
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Bankers Life dollars in millions

2010 2009 2008

Premiums collected by product

Annuities

ixed index first-year
577.7 350.1 522.8

Other fixed firr-year
423.5 707.0 697.8

Other fixed renewal
4.3 3.3 3.5

Subtotal other fixed annuities 427.8 710.3 701.3

Total annuities l.005.5 1060.4 1224.1

Health

Medicare supplement first-year
i16 91.7 81.3

Medicare supplement renewal 581.4 562.0 555.3

Subtotal Medicare supplement
697.8 653.7 636.6

long-term care first-year
22.2 17.7 42.7

tong-term care renewal
562.4 583.9 583.0

Subtotal long-term care
584.6 601.6 625.7

PDP and PFFS first year 3.7 96.0 353.3

PDP and PFFS renewal
62.7 348.4 260.7

Subwtai rDP ala P11S 66.4 444.4 614

Other health first-year
2.1 2.7 2.1

Other health renewal 9.2 9.3 8.6

Subtotal other health 11.3 12.0 10.7

lotal health 1360.1 1711.7 1887.0

life insurance

First-year
97.7 82.6 80.7

Renewal 111.9 146.2 128.7

lotal life insurance 209.6 228.8 209.4

Collections on insurance products

Total first-year premium collections on insurance products 1.243.3 1347.8 1780.7

Total renewal premium collections on insurance products 1331.9 1653.1 1539.8

TOTAL COLLECTIONS ON INSURANCE PRODUCTS 2575.2 3000.9 3320.5

Annuities in this
segment

include fixed index and other fixed annuities

sold to the senior market Annuity collections in this segment

decreased 5.2 percent to $1005.5 million in 2010 and 13 percent

to $1060.4 million in 2009 The change in mix of
premium

collections

between our fixed index products and our fixed annuity products has

fluctuated due to volatility in the financial markets in recent periods

In addition premium collections from Bankers Lifes fixed annuity

products decreased in 2010 as low new money interest rates negatively

impacted our sales and the overall sales in the fixed annuity market

new product which provides more flexibility
in setting the bonus

interest rates was launched in early 2010

Health products
include Medicare supplement Medicare Part

contracts long-term care and other insurance products Our profits

on health policies depend on the overall level of sales the length of

time the business remains inforce investment yields claims experience

and
expense management

Collected premiums on Medicare supplement policies in the Bankers

Life
segment

increased 6.7 percent to $697.8 million in 2010 and

2.7 percent to $653.7 million in 2009

Premiums collected on Bankers Lifes long-term care policies

decreased 2.8 percent to $584.6 million in 2010 and 3.9 percent to

$601.6 million in 2009 The decrease in 2010 was primarily attributable

to higher lapses following premium rate increases in recent periods

The decrease in 2009 was primarily attributable to long-term care

reinsurance agreement pursuant to which we reinsured 70 percent

of Bankers Lifes new 2009 long-term care business The amount

reinsured decreased to 50 percent for the first
quarter

of 2010 and to

25 percent
thereafter
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Premiums collected on PDP and PFFS business relate to various

quota-share reinsurance agreements
with Coventry In order to reduce

the required statutory capital associated with the assumption
of

group

PFFS business we terminated two group policy quota-share agreements

as of December 31 2008 and terminated the last agreement on

June 30 2009 Coventry decided to cease selling PFFS plans effective

January 2010 Effective January 2010 the Company no longer

assumes the underwriting risk related to PFFS business In the third

quarter of 2009 Bankers Life began offering Humanas Medicare

Advantage plans to its policyholders
and consumers nationwide

through its career agency
force and receives marketing fees based on

sales Premiums collected on the PFFS business were $1.1 million

$369.0 million and $542.4 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

Washington National dollars in millions

The PFFS premiums recognized in 2010 related to adjustments to

prior year contracts These agreements are described in Managements

Discussion and Analysis of Consolidated Financial Condition and

Results of Operations Critical Accounting Policies

Other health products relate to collected premiums on other health

products which we no longer actively market

Life products in this
segment are sold primarily to the senior market

through our career agents
Life premiums

collected in this segment

decreased 8.4 percent to $209.6 million in 2010 and increased

9.3 percent to $228.8 million in 2009 Collected premiums have been

impacted by the reinsurance agreement with Wilton Re completed in

the fourth quarter of 2009

Health products in the Washington
National

segment
include Medicare

supplement supplemental health and other insurance products Our

profits on health policies depend on the overall level of sales the

length of time the business remains inforce investment yields claim

experience and expense management

Collected premiums on Medicare supplement policies
in the Washington

National
segment

decreased 13 percent to $154.8 million in 2010

and 13 percent to $177.8 million in 2009 We have experienced lower

sales and higher lapses of these products due to premium rate increases

implemented in recent periods and competition
from companies

offering Medicare Advantage products

Premiums collected on supplemental health products including

specified disease accident and hospital indemnity insurance products

increased 5.8 percent to $405.5 million in 2010 and 2.3 percent to

$383.3 million in 2009 Such increases are due to higher new sales

in each year and an improvement
in persistency

Life products in the Washington National segment are primarily

traditional life products
Life

premiums
collected decreased 46

percent

to $16.2 million in 2010 and 16 percent to $30.1 million in 2009

reflecting
the completion of the coinsurance transaction with Wilton

Re in the third
quarter

of 2009

TOTAL COLLECTIONS ON IN
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Colonial Penn dollars in millions

Life products in this
segment are sold primarily to the senior market

Life premiums collected in this segment
increased .2 percent to

$187.7 million in 2010 and 7.6 percent
to $187.3 million in 2009

Graded benefit life products sold through our direct response marketing

channel accounted for $184.1 million $180.5 million and $168.5 million

of collected premiums in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively In 2009

renewal premiums for our life insurance products
include the receipt of

$3.4 million final distribution and commutation payment following

Annuities in this
segment

include fixed index and other fixed annuities

We are no longer actively pursuing sales of annuity products in this

segment
Total annuity collected premiums in this segment

decreased

79 percent to $16.4 million in 2010 and 40 percent to $78.4 million

in 2009

Our fixed index annuities have guaranteed minimum cash surrender

values but have potentially higher returns based on percentage
of

the change in one of several equity market indices during each year

of their term We purchase options in an effort to hedge increases to

policyholder benefits resulting from increases in the indices Collected

premiums for these products
decreased 81 percent to $14.9 million

in 2010 and 38 percent to $76.6 million in 2009

Health products
include Medicare supplement

and other insurance

products Our profits on health policies depend on the overall level

of sales the length of time the business remains inforce investment

yields claims experience and expense management Premiums collected

on these products
have decreased as we do not currently market these

products through
this

segment

The long-term care premiums in this segment
relate to blocks of business

that we no longer market or underwrite As result we expect
this segments

long-term care premiums to continue to decline reflecting additional

policy lapses in the future partially offset by premium rate increases

Life products in the Other CNO Business segment
include primarily

universal life products Life premiums collected decreased 8.8 percent

to $191.6 million in 2010 and 10 percent to $210.2 million in 2009

reflecting the completion of the coinsurance transaction with Wilton

Re in the third quarter
of 2009

the termination of
group

insurance pool that Colonial Penn previously

participated in

Other CNO Business dollars in millions

Health products in the Other CNO Business segment
include long

term care and other health insurance products Our profits on health

policies depend on the overall level of sales the length of time the

business remains inforce investment yields claim experience and

expense management
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Insurance statutes regulate the types of investments that our insurance

subsidiaries are permitted to make and limit the amount of finds that

may be used for
any one type

of investment In light of these statutes

and regulations and our business and investment strategy we generally

seek to invest in United States
government

and
government-agency

securities and
corporate securities rated investment grade by established

nationally recognized rating organizations or in securities of comparable

investment quality if not rated

Carrying value

Energy/pipelines 2001.1 9.7% 14.3 4.2%
Collateralized

mortgage obligations 1.9 12.5 9.3 35.5 10.5
Utilities

1826.6 8.9 5.7 1.7
States and political subdivisions

1783.5 8.6 100.7 29.9
Gomrnercial mortgage-backed securities 1363.7 6.6 12.5 3.7
Insurance

1227.1 5.9 19.7 5.8

Food/beverage 1085.2 S.3 9.8 2.9

Heakhcare/pharmaceuticals 907.4 4.4 5.7 1.7
Banks

869.1 4.2 44.1 13.1

Cable/media 794.0 3.9 11.5 3.4
Real estate/REITs

760.0 3.7 6.1 1.8

Asset-backed securities 644.1 3.1 6.3 1.9

Transportation 544.6 2.6 3.2 1.0

Capital goods 495.6 2.i 4.0 1.2

Building materials
439.8 2.1 12.4 3.7

Telecom
423.1 2.1 9.1 2.7

Aerospace/defense 349.2 1.7 1.2 .4

Metals and
mining 333.5 1.6 2.1 .6

Ghemicals
309.5 2.2 .6

U.S Treasury and Obligations 294.2 1.4 11.8 3.5

Paper 272.2 4.8 1.4

Collateralized debt obligations 256.5 1.2 1.1 .3

Brokerage 238.1 1.2 3.0 .9

Consumer Products 229.4 1.1 5.0 1.5

Fnterrainment/hotels 218.5 1.1 .9 .3

Other l05.4 5.1 4.2
1.3TOTAL FIXED MATURITIES AVAILABLE FOR SALE 20633.9 100.0% 336.9 100.0%

Our fixed maturity securities consist predominantly of publicly traded securities We classify securities issued in the Rule 144A market as publicly
traded Securities not publicly traded comprise approximately 11 percent of our total fixed maturity securities portfolio

Investments

Our investment
strategy

is to maintain predominately investment-
mortgage loans and policy loans made

up 95 percent of our $23.8
grade fixed income portfolio ii provide liquidity to meet our cash billion investment portfolio at December 31 2010 The remainder of

obligations to policyholders and others and iii generate stable and the invested assets was trading securities investments held by variable

predictable investment income through active investment management interest entities equity securities and other invested assets

Consistent with this strategy investments in fixed maturity securities

The following table summarizes the composition of our investment portfolio as of December 31 2010 dollars in millions

Percent of total

Carrying value investments

Fixed maturities available fir sale
20633.9 87%

Equity securities
68.1

Mortgage loans
1761.2

Policy loans
28i.4

irading securities
372.6

Investments held by variable interest entities
420.9

Partnership investments
20.7

Other invested assets
220.2

TOTAL INVESTMENTS
23782.0 100%

The following table summarizes the carrying value of our fixed maturity securities available for sale by category as of December 31 2010
dollars in millions

Percent of fixed

maturities

Gross unrealized

losses

Percent of gross

unrealized losses
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Fair Value of Investments

Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to

transfer
liability

in an orderly transaction between market participants

at the measurement date and therefore represents an exit price not

an entry price We hold fixed maturities equity securities trading

securities investments held by variable interest entities derivatives

and separate account assets which are carried at fair value

The degree
of

judgment
utilized in measuring the fair value of financial

instruments is largely dependent on the level to which pricing is based

on observable inputs Observable inputs
reflect market data obtained

from independent sources while unobservable inputs reflect our view of

market assumptions in the absence of observable market information

Financial instruments with readily available active quoted prices would

be considered to have fair values based on the highest level of observable

inputs
and little judgment would be utilized in measuring fair value

Financial instruments that rarely trade would be considered to have fair

value based on lower level of observable inputs and more judgment

would be utilized in measuring fair value

There is three-level hierarchy for valuing assets or liabilities at fair

value based on whether inputs are observable or unobservable

Level includes assets and liabilities valued using inputs
that are

quoted prices
in active markets for identical assets or liabilities Our

Level assets include exchange traded securities

Level includes assets and liabilities valued using inputs
that are

quoted prices for similar assets in an active market quoted prices for

identical or similar assets in market that is not active observable

inputs or observable inputs that can be corroborated by market data

Level assets and liabilities include those financial instruments that

are valued by independent pricing services using models or other

valuation methodologies These models are primarily industry-

standard models that consider various inputs such as interest rate

credit spread reported trades broker/dealer quotes issuer spreads

and other inputs that are observable or derived from observable

information in the marketplace or are supported by observable levels

at which transactions are executed in the marketplace Financial

instruments in this category primarily
include certain public and

private corporate fixed maturity securities certain government or

agency securities certain
mortgage

and asset-backed securities and

non-exchange-traded derivatives such as call options to hedge liabilities

related to our fixed index annuity products

Level includes assets and liabilities valued using unobservable inputs

that are used in model-based valuations that contain management

assumptions Level assets and liabilities include those financial

instruments whose fair value is estimated based on non-binding broker

prices or internally developed models or methodologies utilizing

significant inputs not based on or corroborated by readily available

market information Financial instruments in this category include

certain corporate securities primarily private placements certain

mortgage
and asset-backed securities and other less liquid securities

Additionally the Companys liabilities for embedded derivatives

including embedded derivatives related to our fixed index annuity

products and to modified coinsurance arrangement are classified

in Level since their values include significant unobservable inputs

including actuarial assumptions

At each reporting date we classify assets and liabilities into the three

input
levels based on the lowest level of input that is significant to the

measurement of fair value for each asset and
liability reported at fair

value This classification is impacted by number of factors including

the type
of financial instrument whether the financial instrument is

new to the market and not yet established the characteristics specific

to the transaction and overall market conditions Our assessment of

the significance of particular input to the fair value measurement and

the ultimate classification of each asset and
liability requires judgment

The vast majority of our fixed maturity securities and separate account

assets use Level inputs for the determination of fair value These fair

values are obtained primarily from independent pricing services which

use Level inputs for the determination of fair value Substantially all

of our Level fixed maturity securities and separate account assets were

valued from independent pricing services Third party pricing services

normally derive the security prices through recently reported trades for

identical or similar securities making adjustments through the reporting

date based upon available market observable information If there are

no recently reported trades the third parry pricing services may use

matrix or model
processes to develop security price where future

cash flow expectations are developed and discounted at an estimated

risk-adjusted market rate The number of prices obtained is dependent

on the Companys analysis of such prices as further described below

For securities that are not priced by pricing services and may not

be reliably priced using pricing models we obtain broker quotes

These broker quotes are non-binding and
represent an exit price but

assumptions used to establish the fair value may not be observable

and therefore
represent

Level inputs Approximately 16 percent and

percent of our Level fixed maturity securities were valued using

broker quotes or independent pricing services respectively The remaining

Level fixed maturity investments do not have readily determinable

market
prices

and/or observable inputs For these securities we use

internally developed valuations Key assumptions used to determine

fair value for these securities may include risk-free rates risk premiums

performance of underlying collateral and other factors involving

significant assumptions which may not be reflective of an active market

For certain investments we use matrix or model
process to develop

security price where future cash flow expectations are developed and

discounted at an estimated market rate The pricing matrix utilizes

spread level to determine the market price for security The credit

spread generally incorporates
the issuers credit rating and other factors

relating to the issuers industry and the securitys maturity In some

instances issuer-specific spread adjustments
which can be positive or

negative are made based upon internal analysis of security specifics

such as liquidity deal size and time to maturity

Privately placed securities comprise approximately 66 percent
of

our fixed maturities available for sale classified as Level Privately

placed securities are classified as Level when their valuation is based

on internal valuation models which rely on significant inputs that

are not observable in the market Our model applies spreads above

the risk-free rate which are determined based on comparison to

securities with similar ratings maturities and industries that are rated

by independent third party rating agencies Our
process

also considers

the ratings assigned by the NAIC to the Level securities on an

annual basis Each quarter review is performed to determine the

reasonableness of the initial valuations from the model If an initial
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valuation appears unreasonable based on our knowledge of security

and current market conditions we make
appropriate adjustments to

our valuation inputs The
remaining securities classified as Level are

primarily valued based on non-binding broker quotes or internally

developed models using estimated future cash flows We recognized

other-than-temporary impairments on securities classified as Level

investments of $75.9 million during 2010 $72.0 million prior to the

3.9 million of impairment losses recognized through accumulated

other comprehensive income loss

As the Company is responsible for the determination of fair value we

perform monthly quantitative and qualitative analysis on the prices

received from third
parties

to determine whether the prices are reasonable

estimates of fair value The Companys analysis includes review of

the methodology used by third
party pricing services ii comparison

of pricing services valuation to other
pricing services valuations for

the same security iii review of month to month price fluctuations

iv review to ensure valuations are not unreasonably stale and

back testing to compare
actual purchase and sale transactions with

valuations received from third parties As result of such procedures

the Company may conclude the prices received from third parties are

not reflective of current market conditions In those instances we

may request additional pricing quotes or apply internally developed

valuations However the number of instances is insignificant and the

aggregate change in value of such investments is not materially different

from the original prices received

The categorization of the fair value measurements of our investments

priced by independent pricing services was based
upon

the Companys

judgment of the inputs or methodologies used by the
independent

pricing
services to value different asset classes Such inputs include

benchmark yields reported trades broker dealer quotes issuer spreads

benchmark securities bids offers and reference data The Company

categorizes such fair value measurements based
upon asset classes and

the underlying observable or unobservable inputs used to value such

investments

The classification of fair value measurements for derivative instruments

including embedded derivatives requiring bifurcation is determined

based on the consideration of several inputs including closing exchange

or over-the-counter market price quotations time value and
volatility

factors underlying options market interest rates and non-performance

risk For certain embedded derivatives we may use actuarial assumptions

in the determination of fair value

Quoted prices in active markets Significant

for identical assets or liabilities other observable

Level inputs Level

Significant

unobservable

inputs Level Total

Fixed maturities available for sale

Corporate securities 32254.7 2092.5 14347.2

United States Treasury securities and obligations of United States

government corporations and agencies 10.0 282.2 2.0 294.2

States and
political subdivisions 1772.1 11.4 1783.5

Debt securities issued by foreign governments .9 .9

Mset-backed securities 638.1 6.0 644.1

Collateralized debt obligations 256.5 256.5

Commercial mortgage-backed securities 1363.7 1363.7

Mortgage pass-through securities 27.8 3.5 31.3

Collateralized mortgage obligations 1715.4 197.1 1912.5

Total fixed maturities available for sale 37.8 18027.1 2569.0 20633.9

Equi seeuthie 37.5 30.6 68.1

Trading securities

Corporate securities 3.2 47.5 4.3 55.0

United States Treasury securities and obligations of United States

government corporations and agencies 293.8 293.8

States and political subdivisions 36.1 16.1

Asset-hacked securities .6 .6

Commercial mortgage-hacked securities 5.2 5.2

Mortgage pass-through securities .3 .3

Collateralized mortgage obligations 1.2 .4 1.6

Total trading securities 3.5 364.4 4.7 372.6

Investments held by variable interest entities 414.2 6.7 420.9

Other invested assets 192.0 192.0

Assets held in separate accounts 17.5 17.5

The categorization of fair value measurements by input level for our fixed maturity securities equity securities trading securities certain other

invested assets and assets held in separate accounts at December 31 2010 is as follows dollars in millions
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Ihe following table
presents

additional information about assets measured at fair value on recurring basis and for which we have utilized

significant unobservable Level inputs to determine fair value for the year ended December 31 2010 dollars in millions

2009 rngeu 2010

ASSETS

Fixed maui asailable

for sale

Corporate securities 2247.1 5.9 148.8 72.7 74.5$ 19.6 318.9 2092.5

corporations and agencies 2.2 Cl .1 2.0

States and political

subdivisions 10.7 .4 2.1 1.8 11.4

Asset-backed securities 15.8 12.3 11.4 13.9 6.0

collateralized debt

illigation 92 57 160 .3 9.5 256.5

Commercial mortgage-

backed securities 13.7 13.7

Mortgage pass-through

securities 4.2 .7 3.5

Collarerali

obligations 11.4 174.8 .8 5.5 17.3 11.1 197.1

Total fixed maturities

available for sale 2.397.9 11.6 470.7 8S.2 103.7 39.0 045.5 2569.0

Equity securities 30.9 .1 l.4 30.6

Trading securities

Corporate securities 3.7 .6 4.3 .6

Collaterali.ed mortgage

obligations .1 .3 .4 .1

Total trading securities 3.7 .7 .3 4.7 .7

Investments held by variable

interest entities

Corporate securities 6.9 1.0 .8 6.7

Sccuritks lending collateral

Corporate securities 13.7 13.7

Asset-hacked securities 22.9 20.9 2.0

1iral see

collateral 36.6 34.6 2.0

Other invested assets 2.4 2.4

.-lnounrs rpro or adjustments to mis stments relater1 to zariabl intro st entit tI.ai sos required to be ronsolwlatsel fjeetsve January 2010 as us tis recltssfIrarson of

our stinems ofss varIable interest entity
which has consolidated at Deuenher 3/ 2009

Transfers
in/out

ofLevel are reported as having occurred at the beginning of the period

Included in the transfers out ofLevel is approximately $282 million ofprivately issued securities that were priced using
observable market data at Detember 31 2010 and were

therefore transferred to Level

gains losses or insurance policy benefits within the consolidated

statement of operations or accumulated other comprehensive income

loss within shareholders equity based on the appropriate accounting

treatment for the instrument

Purchases sales issuances and settlements net represent the activity

that occurred during the period that results in change of the asset or

liability but does not represent changes in fair value for the instruments

held at the beginning
of the period Such activity primarily consists

of purchases and sales of fixed maturity equity and trading securities

and purchases and settlements of derivative instruments

December 312010

Beginning Cumulative

balance as of effect of

December 31 accounting

Total realized

Total and unrealized

Purchases realized and
gains losses

sales unrealized indudedin

issuances gains accumulated

and losses other compre- Transfers

settlements included in hensive income into

Leve13

ritiu

United States Treasury

securities and obligations of

United States government

Amount of total

gains losses for

the year ended

December 312010

included in our net

Ending income relating to

Transfers balance as of assets and liabilities

outof December31 stillheldasofthe

zed mortgage

unties lending

At December 31 2010 86 percent
of our Level fixed maturities

available for sale were investment grade and 81 percent
of our Level

fixed maturities available for sale consisted of corporate securities

Realized and unrealized investment gains
and losses presented in the

preceding table represent gains and losses during the time the applicable

financial instruments were classified as Level

Realized and unrealized gains losses on Level assets are primarily

reported in either net investment income for policyholder and reinsurer

accounts and other special-purpose portfolios net realized investment
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We review the fair value hierarchy classifications each reporting period

Transfers in and/or out of Level in 2010 were primarily due to

changes in the observability of the valuation attributes resulting in

reclassification of certain financial assets or liabilitics Such recla.ssifications

are reported as transfers in and out of Level at the beginning fair

value for the reporting period in which the changes occur

Investment ratings are assigned the second lowest rating by nationally

recognized statistical rating organization primarily Moodys SP or

Fitch Ratings Fitch or if not rated by such firms the
rating assigned

Although investment income is
significant component

of total revenues

the profitability of certain of our insurance products is determined

primarily by the spreads between the interest rates we earn and the rates

we credit or accrue to our insurance liabilities At December 31 2010

and 2009 the
average yield computed on the cost basis of our fixed

maturity portfolio was 5.9 percent and 5.7 percent respectively and

the
average

interest rate credited or accruing to our total insurance

liabilities excluding interest rate bonuses for the first policy year only

and excluding the effect of credited rates attributable to variable or

fixed index products was 4.5 percent and 4.5 percent respectively

Fixed Maturities Available for Sale

Our fixed maturity portfolio at December 31 2010 included primarily

debt securities of the United States government various corporations

and structured securities Asset-backed securities collateralized debt

obligations commercial mortgage-backed securities mortgage pass-

through securities and collateralized mortgage obligations are collectively

referred to as structured securities

by the NAIC NAIC designations of or include fixed maturities

generally rated investment grade rated Baa3 or higher by Moodys or

rated BBB- or higher by SP and Fitch NAIC designations of

through are referred to as below investment grade which generally

are rated Bal or lower by Moodys or rated BB or lower by SP
and Fitch References to investment grade or below investment grade

throughout our consolidated financial statements are based on such

nationally recognized statistical ratings The following table sets forth

fixed maturity investments at December 31 2010 classified by ratings

dollars in millions

Estimated fair value

Percent of fixed

maturities

At December 31 2010 our fixed maturity portfolio had $815.0 million

of unrealized gains and $336.9 million of unrealized losses for net

unrealized
gain

of $478.1 million Estimated fair values of fixed
maturity

investments were determined based on estimates from nationally

recognized pricing services 85 percent of the portfolio ii broker-

dealer market makers
percent

of the portfolio and iii internally

developed methods 12 percent of the
portfolio

At December 31 2010 approximately 7.5 percent
of our invested assets

8.7 percent
of fixed maturity investments were fixed maturities rated

below-investment grade Our level of investments in below-investment-

grade fixed maturities could change based on market conditions or

changes in our management policies Below-investment grade corporate

debt securities have different characteristics than investment grade

corporate
debt securities Based on historical performance probability

of default by the borrower is significantly greater for below-investment

grade securities and in many cases severity of loss is relatively greater

as such securities are often subordinated to other indebtedness of the

issuer Also issuers of below-investment grade securities frequently have

higher levels of debt relative to investment-grade issuers hence all other

things being equal are more sensitive to adverse economic conditions

Investment rating Amortized cost Amount

AAA 2798.3 2849.8 14%

AA 2024.6 2004.0

4639.7 4810.4 23

BBB 2281.3 2356.5 11

BBB 362.6 3756.6 18

BBB- 2983.1 3.065 15

Investment grade 18350.6 18842.4 91

BB 303.4 300.5

BB 218.6 220.3

BB- 669.3 666.3

antI below 61 .9 604.2

Below-investment grade 1805.2 1791.5

TOTAL FIXED MATURITY SECU1UTIES 20155.8 20633.9 100%

The
following table summarizes investment yields earned over the

past
three

years on the general account invested assets oi our insurance

subsidiaries General account investments exclude the value of options dollars in millions

2010 2009 2008

Weighted average general account invested assets as defined

As reported 22965.8 20196.7 19597.9

Excluding unrealired appreciation depreciation 22117.9 21667.7 21323.3

Net investment income on general account invested assets 1294.9 1230.6 1.2118.3

Yields earned

As reported 5.64% 6.09% 6.37%

Excluding unrealized appreciation depreciation 5.85% 5.68% 5.85%

Tvcludes the tfie ofreporting fixed maturities etfiuir value as eles rihea in i/e non to our consolidated financial statements entitled Inves/mdnts
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such as recession or increasing interest rates The Company attempts

to reduce the overall risk related to its investment in below-investment

grade securities as in all investments through careful credit analysis

strict investment policy guidelines and diversification by issuer and

or guarantor and by industry At December 31 2010 our below-

investment-grade fixed maturity investments had an amortized cost

of $1805.2 million and an estimated fair value of $1791.5 million

We continually evaluate the creditworthiness of each issuer whose

securities we hold We pay special attention to large investments

and to those securities whose fair values have declined materially for

reasons other than changes in interest rates or other general market

conditions We evaluate the realizable value of the investment the

specific condition of the issuer and the issuers ability to comply with

the material terms of the security We review the recent operational

results and financial position
of the issuer information about its industry

information about factors affecting the issuers performance
and other

information 40186 Advisors employs experienced securities analysts

in variety of specialty areas who compile and review such data If

evidence does not exist to support realizable value equal to or greater

than the amortized cost of the investment and such decline in fair value

is determined to be other than temporary we reduce the amortized

cost to its fair value which becomes the new cost basis We report
the

amount of the reduction as realized loss We recognize any recovery

of such reductions as investment income over the remaining
life of the

investment but only to the extent our current valuations indicate such

amounts will ultimately be collected or upon
the repayment of the

investment During 2010 we recognized net realized investment gains

of $30.2 millionwhich were comprised of$180.0 million of net gains

from the sales of investments primarily fixed maturities with proceeds

of $8.6 billion and $149.8 million of writedowns of investments for

other than temporary
declines in fair value recognized through net

income $146.8 million prior to the $3.0 million of impairment

losses recognized through
accumulated other comprehensive

income

loss Our investment portfolio
is subject to the risks of further

declines in realizable value However we attempt to mitigate this risk

through the diversification and active management of our portfolio

Our investment strategy
is to maximize over sustained period

and within acceptable parameters
of risk investment income and

total investment return through active investment management

Accordingly we may sell securities at gain or loss to enhance the

total return of the portfolio as market opportunities change or to

better match certain characteristics of our investment portfolio with

the corresponding characteristics of our insurance liabilities While

we do not have the intent to sell securities with unrealized losses and

it is not more likely than not that we will be required to sell securities

with unrealized losses
prior to their anticipated recovery we may sell

securities at loss in the future because of actual or expected changes

in our view of the particular investment its industry its type or the

general
investment environment

As of December 31 2010 we had investments in substantive default

i.e in default due to nonpayment of interest or principal that

had an estimated fair value of $0.6 million 40186 Advisors employs

professionals with experience
in managing non-performing

and impaired

investments There were no other fixed maturity investments about

which we had serious doubts as to the recoverability of the carrying

value of the investment

When security defaults or securities other than structured securities

are other-than-temporarily impaired our policy is to discontinue

the accrual of interest and eliminate all previous interest accruals if

we determine that such amounts will not be ultimately realized in

full Investment income forgone on nonperforming investments was

$2.7 million $6.7 and $.9 for the years
ended December 31 2010 2009

and 2008 respectively

At December 31 2010 fixed maturity investments included structured

securities with an estimated fair value of $4.2 billion or 20 percent

of all fixed maturity securities The yield characteristics of structured

securities can differ in some respects from those of traditional fixed-

income securities For example interest and principal payments on

structured securities may occur more frequently often monthly In

many instances we are subject to the risk that the amount and timing

of principal and interest payments may vary
from expectations For

example in many cases partial prepayments may occur at the option of

the issuer and
prepayment

rates are influenced by number of factors

that cannot be predicted with certainty including the relative
sensitivity

of the underlying assets backing the security to changes in interest rates

variety of economic geographic and other factors the timing and
pace

of liquidations of defaulted collateral the amount of loan maturities

and various security-specific structural considerations for example
the

repayment priority
of given security in securitization structure In

addition the total amount of
payments

for non-government
structured

securities may be affected by changes to cumulative default rates or

loss seventies of ihc related collateral

In general the rate of prepayments on structured securities increases

when prevailing interest rates decline significantly in absolute terms

and also relative to the interest rates on the underlying assets The

yields recognized on structured securities purchased at discount

to par
will increase relative to the stated rate when the underlying

assets prepay
faster than expected

The yield recognized on structured

securities purchased at premium will decrease relative to the stated

rate when the underlying assets prepay
faster than expected When

interest rates decline the proceeds from
prepayments may be reinvested

at lower rates than we were earning on the prepaid securities When

interest rates increase prepayments may decrease When this occurs

the average maturity and duration of the structured securities increase

which decreases the yield on structured securities purchased at

discount because the discount is realized as income at slower rate

and it increases the yield on those purchased at premium because of

decrease in the annual amortization of the premium

For structured securities included in fixed maturities available for sale

that were purchased at discount or premium we recognize investment

income using an effective yield based on anticipated future prepayments

and the estimated final maturity of the securities Actual
prepayment

experience is periodically reviewed and effective yields are recalculated

when differences arise between the
prepayments originally anticipated

and the actual prepayments
received and currently anticipated For

credit sensitive mortgage-backed and asset-backed securities and for

securities that can be prepaid or settled in way that we would not recover

substantially all of our investment the effective yield is recalculated

on prospective basis Under this method the amortized cost basis

in the security is not immediately adjusted and new yield is applied

prospectively
For all other structured and asset-backed securities the

effective yield is recalculated when changes in assumptions are made

and reflected in our income on retrospective basis Under this method

the amortized cost basis of the investment in the securities is adjusted

to the amount that would have existed had the new effective yield

been applied since the acquisition
of the securities Such adjustments

were not significant in 2010
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The following table sets forth the
par value amortized cost and estimated fair value of structured securities summarized by interest rates on the

underlying collateral at December 31 2010 dollars in millions

Par value Amortized cost Estimated fair value

Below percent 3700 328.0 331.8

percent percent 516.5 506.2 484.0

percent percent 2364.2 2289.4 235L2

percent percent 891.6 841.0 865.4

percent percent 83.3 45 85.0

percent and above 84.9 83.3 82.7

TOtAISTUCTIJkED SECURITIES 431O.5 4132.4 4208.1

The amortized cost and estimated fair value of structured securities at December 31 2010 summarized by type
of security were as follows

dollars in millions

Estimated fair value

Pass-throughs sequentials and equivalent securities have unique

prepayment variability characteristics
Pass-through securities typically

return principal to the holders based on cash
payments

from the

underlying mortgage obligations Sequential securities return principal

to tranche holders in detailed hierarchy Planned amortization classes

targeted amortization classes and accretion-directed bonds adhere to

fixed schedules of principal payments as long as the underlying mortgage
loans experience prepayments within certain estimated ranges In

most circumstances changes in
prepayment rates are first absorbed by

support or companion classes
insulating the timing of receipt of cash

flows from the
consequences of both faster

prepayments average life

shortening and slower
prepayments average life extension

Commercial
mortgage-backed securities are secured by commercial

real estate mortgages generally income producing properties that are

managed for profit Property types include multi-family dwellings

including apartments retail centers hotels restauran rs ospir Is

nursing homes warehouses and office buildings Most commercial

mortgage-backed securities have call
protection features whereby

underlying borrowers may not prepay their mortgages for stated periods

of time without
incurring prepayment penalties

During 2010 we sold $1.4 billion of fixed maturity investments

which resulted in gross investment losses before income taxes of

$147.7 million We sell securities at loss for number of reasons

including but not limited to changes in the investment environment

ii expectation that the fair value could deteriorate further iii desire

to reduce our exposure to an asset class an issuer or an industry iv

changes in credit quality or changes in expected liability cash flows

As discussed in the notes to our consolidated financial statements the

realization of gains and losses affects the timing of the amortization

of insurance acquisition costs related to universal life and investment

products

Other Investments

At December 31 2010 we held commercial
mortgage

loan investments

with
carrying value of $1761.2 million or percent

of total invested

assets and fair value of $1762.6 million None of the commercial

mortgage loan balance was noncurrent at December 31 2010 During

2010 we recognized $40.8 million of writedowns of commercial

mortgage
loans

resulting from declines in fair value that we concluded

were other than temporary During 2009 we recognized $40.9 million

of writedowns of commercial
mortgage loans resulting from declines in

fair value that we concluded were other than
temporary During 2008

we recognized $5.8 million of writedowns of commercial mortgage
loans for other-than-temporary declines in fair value and recognized

losses of $22 million from the liquidation of several delinquent

commercial
mortgage loans We had no allowance for loss on mortgage

loans at both December 31 2010 and 2009 Approximately percent

percent percent percent percent
and

percent of the mortgage

loan balance were on properties located in Minnesota California

Arizona Florida North Carolina and Indiana respectively No other

state comprised greater than five percent of the
mortgage

loan balance

Type Amortized cost Amount

Passthroughs sequential and equivalent ecrjties 1347.9 1354.0W 6.6%

Planned amortization classes target amortization classes and accretion-directed bonds 568.9 565.4 2.7

Commrda1 mortgage-backed securities L299.S h363.7 6.6

Asset-backed securities 639.0 644.1 3.1

Collatetalized debt obllgatioxis 253.0 256.5 1.2

Other
23.8 24.4 .2

TOTAL SIR1CTURE SECURITUS -41324 4208j 204%

Percent of fixed
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The following table shows the distribution of our commercial mortgage
loan portfolio by property type as of December 31 2010 dollars in millions

Number of loans
Carryin

value

lii1

Office building
83 656.0

nçzstti4
360

Multi-family
20 85.4

TOTAL COMMERCIAL MORTGAGE LOANS 386 1761.2

The following table shows our commercial mortgage
loan portfolio by loan size as of December 31 2010 dollars in millions

Number of loans Carrying value

Unde $5 mifli 279 48t3

$5 million but less than $10 million 58 412.8

$10 mdlion bt lc thah $20 iniflioi
31 40l4

Over $20 million
18 463.7

TOT OMMERCLLOKrGAELM L761.2

The following table summarizes the distribution of maturities of our commercial mortgage
loans as of December 31 2010 dollars in millions

Number of loans Carrying
value

O1 it 251

2012
16 40.2

201S
16 1548

2014
24 88.7

2015
29 i23

after 2015 290 1329.3

TOT4L COMMERCIAL MORTGAGE LM14 386 76L2

The following table provides the weighted average
loan-to-value ratio for our outstanding mortgage

loans as of December 31 2010 dollars

in millions

At December 31 2010 we held $372.6 million of trading securities

We
carry trading securities at estimated fair value changes in fair value

are reflected in the statement of operations Our trading securities are

held to act as hedges for embedded derivatives related to our fixed index

annuity products and certain modified coinsurance agreements See

the note to the consolidated financial statements entitled Summary
of Significant Accounting Policies Accounting for Derivatives for

further discussion regarding the embedded derivatives and the trading

accounts In addition the trading account includes investments backing

the market strategies of our multibucket annuity products

Other invested assets also include options backing our fixed index

products futures credit default swaps
forward contracts and certain

nontraditional investments including investments in limited partnerships

promissory notes and real estate investments held for sale

At December 31 2010 we held investments with an amortized cost of

$428.0 million and an estimated fair value of $420.9 million related

to variable interest entities that we are required to consolidate The

investment portfolio held by the variable interest entities is primarily

comprised of corporate fixed maturity securities which are almost

entirely rated as below-investment grade securities Refer to the note to

the consolidated financial statements entitled Investments in Variable

Interest Entities for additional information on these investments

The Company participated
in securities lending program whereby

certain fixed maturity securities from our investment portfolio were

loaned to third parties via lending agent for short period of time

We maintained ownership of the loaned securities We required

collateral equal to 102 percent
of the fair value of the loaned securities

The collateral was invested by the lending agent
in accordance with

our guidelines The fair value of the loaned securities was monitored

on daily basis with additional collateral obtained as necessary
In

the third
quarter

of 2010 the Company discontinued its securities

lending program
As of December31 2009 the fair value of the loaned

securities was $178.5 million As of December 31 2009 the Company

had received collateral of $185.7 million Income generated from the

program net of expenses is recorded as net investment income and

totaled $.2 million $1.2 million and $2.4 million in 2010 2009 and

2008 respectively

Loan-to-value ratio Carrying
value Estimated fair value

Letsan0% 7O59 752.5

60% to 70% 657.2 630.7

70% 80% 296.5 65
80% to 90% 46.3 43.9

tter tba 90% 55.3 42.0

TOTAL 1761.2 1762.6

Loan-to-value ratios are calculated as the ratio of the canying value of the commercial
mortgage

loans to ii the estimated fair value of the underlying commercial prop eny
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Consolidated Financial Condition

Changes in the Consolidated Balance Sheet In accordance with GAAP we record our fixed maturity securities

available for sale equity securities and certain other invested assets

Changes in our consolidated balance sheet between December 31 2010
at estimated fair value with

any
unrealized

gain or loss excluding
and December 31 2009 primarily reflect our net income for 2010

impairment losses which are recognized through earnings net of
ii changes in the fair value of our fixed maturity securities available

tax and related adjustments recorded as component of shareholders

for sale and iii the
changes to corporate notes payable in 2010 as

equity At December 31 2010 we increased the carrying value of such

further described in the note to the consolidated financial statements
investments by $.5 billion as result of this fair value adjustment

entitled Notes
Payable Direct Corporate Obligations

Our capital structure as of December 31 2010 and 2009 was as follows dollars in millions

2010 2009

Total capital

Corporate notes Payable 998 1037.4

Shareholders equity

Common stock 2.S 2.5

Additional paid-in capital 4424.2 408.8

Accumulated other wmprellcnsive income loss 238.3 264.3

Accumulated deficit 1339.71 614.6
Total shareholders equity 4325.3 3532.4

TOTAL CAPITAL
5323.8 4569.8

The following table summarizes certain financial ratios as of and for the years ended December 31 2010 and 2009

2010 2009

Book value per common share 17.23 14.09

Book value
per common share excluding accumulated other comprehensive income loss 16.28 15.14

1tio of earnings to fixed charges 1.68X .38X

Debt to total
capital ratios

Corporate debt to total capital l8.76% 2.70%

Corporate debt to total capital as defined in our senior secured credit facility 19.99% 21.63%

This non-GAAP measure difiersJom the
corresponding

GIIAP measure presented immediately above because accumulated other
comprehensive Income loss has been excluded from

rlu value of capital used to determine this measure Management believes this non-GAAP measure is useful because it removes t/e
iolatilsiy that arises from changes in ni cumulated

othes somprehensive income loss Such
volatility is often

caused
by changes in the estimatedfair value of our investment

portfolio resultingfrom changes in general market interest rates

rather than the business decisions made
by management However this measure does not replace the

corresponding
GAAP measure

Such ratio excludes accumulated other
comprehensive income loss from total capital In addition debt is

defined as par value
plus accrued interest and certain other items

Management believes this nan-GAAP measure is useful as the level ofsuch ratio
impacts

certain
provisions

in our senior secured credit facility
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The Companys significant contractual obligations as of December 31 2010 were as follows dollars in millions

Liquidity forInsurance Operations

Our insurance companies generally receive adequate
cash flows from

premium collections and investment income to meet their obligations

Life insurance long-term care insurance and annuity liabilities are

generally long-term in nature Life and annuity policyholders may

however withdraw funds or surrender their policies subject to any

applicable penalty provisions there are generally no withdrawal or

surrender benefits for long-term care insurance We seek to balance the

duration of our invested assets with the estimated duration of benefit

payments arising from contract liabilities

Two of the Companys insurance subsidiaries Conseco Life and Bankers

Life are members of the FHLB As members of the FHLB Conseco

Life and Bankers Life have the ability to borrow on collateralized

basis from FHLB Conseco Life and Bankers Life are required to hold

certain minimum amounts of FHLB common stock as requirement

of membership in the FHLB and additional amounts based on the

amount of the borrowings At December 31 2010 the carrying
value of

the FHLB common stock was $60.0 million As of December31 2010

collateralized borrowings from the FHLB totaled $1.2 billion of which

$750.0 million was borrowed in 2010 and the proceeds were used

to purchase fixed maturity securities The borrowings are classified as

investment borrowings in the accompanying consolidated balance sheet

The borrowings are collateralized by investments with an estimated fair

value of $1.5 billion at December 31 2010 which are maintained in

custodial account for the benefit of the FHLB

Payment due in

2012-2013 2014-2015Total 2011

Insurance liabilities 54449.6 3591.5 7135.4 7126.0 36596.7

Notes payable 1430.3 121.7 286.4 278.2 744.0

Investment borrowings
1420.6 35.0 258.1 877.2 250.3

Borrowings related to variable interest entities 429.2 6.1 2.2 12.2 398.7

Postretirement plans
196.9 4.7 10.2 12.1 169.9

Operating leases and certain other contractual commitments 189.5 45.0 60.8 38.1 45.6

TOTAL 58116.1 3804.0 7763.1 8343.8 38205.2

Thereafter

These cash flows represent our estimates ofthe payments we expect to make to our policyholders
without consideration offucure premiums or reinsurance recoveries These estimates are

based on numerous assumptions depending on the product type related to mortality morbidity lapses withdrawals future premiums future deposits
interest rates on investments

credited rates expenses
and other factors which affect our future payments The cash

flows presented
are undiscounted for interest As result total

outflows for all
years

exceed the

corresponding liabilities of $24.5 billion included in our consolidated balance sheet as of December 31 2010 As such payments are based on numerous assumptions
the actual

payments may vary sign/Icantly from the amounts shown

In
estimating

the payments we expect
to make to our policyholders we considered the following

For
products

such as immediate annuities and structured settlement annuities withouc life contingencies the payment obligation
is

fixed
and determinable based on the terms of

the
policy

For products such as universal lf ordinary 4f long-term care supplemental
health and fixed rate annuities the

future payments are not due until the occurrence ofan insurable

event such as death or disability ora triggering event such as surrender or partial withdrawal We estimated these payments using
actuarial models based on historical experience

and our expectation of the future payment patterns

For short-term insurance products such as Medicare
supplement insurance thefitturepayments relate only to amounts necessary to settle all outstanding claims including those that

have been incurred but not reported as ofthe balance sheet date We estimated these payments based on our historical
experience

and our expectation offuturepaymencpacterns

The
average

interest rate we assumed would be credited to our total insurance liabilities excluding interest rate bonuses
for theflrscpolicy year only and excluding

the
effect of credited

rates attributable to variable or fixed index products over the term of the contracts was 4.5percenc

Includes projected interest payments
based on market rates as applicable

as of December31 2010 Refer to the note to the tonsolidacedflnancial sta cements entitled Notes
Payable

Direct Corporate Obligationsfor additional information on notes payable

These borrowings primarily represent
collateralized

borrowings from the Federal Home Loan Bank FHLB
These borrowings represent

the securities issued by VIEs and include projected interest payments based on market rates as applicable as of December31 2010

Includes benefits expected to bepaidpursuanc to our deferred compensation plan and
postreti remenc plans

based on numerous actuarial assumptions
and interest credi red ac5.50

percent

Refer to the notes to the consolidated financial statements entitled Commitments and Contingenciesfor additional information on operating
leases and certain other contractual

commitments

It is possible that the ultimate outcomes of various uncertainties could

affect our liquidity in future periods For example
the following events

could have material adverse effect on our cash flows

An adverse decision in pending or future litigation

An inability to obtain rate increases on certain of our insurance

products

Worse than anticipated claims experience

Lower than expected dividends and/or surplus debenture interest

payments
from our insurance subsidiaries resulting

from inadequate

earnings or capital or regulatory requirements

An inability to meet and/or maintain the covenants in our New

Senior Secured Credit Agreement

significant increase in policy
surrender levels

significant increase in investment defaults

An inability of our reinsurers to meet their financial obligations

While we seek to balance the duration and cash flows of our invested

assets with the estimated duration and cash flows of benefit payments

arising from contract liabilities there could be significant variations

in the timing of such cash flows Although we believe our current

estimates properly project future claim
experience

if these estimates

prove to be wrong and our experience worsens as it did in some prior

periods our future liquidity could be adversely affected
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The following summarizes the terms of the borrowings dollars

in millions

Interest rate at

Amount borrowed Maturity date December 31 2010

$54.0 May Q2 Variable rate 0284%

13.0 July 2012 Variable rate 0.349%

100.0 October 2013 Variable rate 0.591%

100.0 September 2015 Variable rate 0.611%

100.0 September 20L5 Vaxiable rate 0.588%

100.0 October 2015 Variable rate 0.616%

L50.0 October 2015 Variable rate 0.6 10%

146.0 November 2015 Fixed rate 5.300%

100 Novembet2O1 Fjtcd iaxc 4$90%

100.0 December 2015 Fixed rate 4.7 10%

50Q Noemb 2016 Variable rate 0573%

50.0 November 2016 Variable rate 0.73 1%

100.0 Qctober 2017 Variable rate 0.715%

37.0 November 2017 Fixed rate 3.750%

s100.o

State laws generally give state insurance regulatory agencies broad

authority to protect policyholders in their jurisdictions Regulators have

used this authority in the past to restrict the ability of our insurance

subsidiaries to pay any
dividends or other amounts without prior

approval We cannot be assured that the regulators will not seek to

assert greater supervision and control over our insurance subsidiaries

businesses and financial affairs

During 2010 the financial statements of one of our subsidiaries

prepared in accordance with
statutory accounting practices prescribed or

permitted by regulatory authorities reflected asset adequacy or premium

deficiency reserves Total asset adequacy and premium deficiency reserves

for Washington National were $75.3 million at December 31 2010

Due to differences between
statutory and GAAP insurance liabilities

we were not required to recognize similar premium deficiency reserve

in our consolidated financial statements prepared in accordance with

GAAR The determination of the need for and amount of asset adequacy

reserves is subject to numerous actuarial assumptions including the

Companys ability to change nonguaranteed elements related to certain

products consistent with contract provisions

Financial Strength Ratings of our Insurance

Subsidiaries

Financial strength ratings provided by A.M Best SP and Moodys are

the rating agencys opinions of the ability of our insurance subsidiaries

to repay policyholder claims and obligations when due

On December 22 2010 A.M Best upgraded the financial strength

ratings of our primary insurance subsidiaries except
Conseco Life to

from A.M Best also affirmed the financial strength rating

of B- of Conseco Life and revised the outlook for the rating of

Conseco Life to stable from
negative On March 23 2010 A.M Best

affirmed the financial strength rating of of our primary insurance

subsidiaries except Conseco Life whose rating was downgraded to

B- A.M Best also revised the outlook for the ratings of our primary

insurance subsidiaries to stable from negative except
for Conseco Life

whose outlook of negative was affirmed stable designation means

that there is low likelihood of rating change due to stable financial

market trends The rating is assigned to companies
that have

good ability in A.M Bests opinion to meet their
ongoing obligations

to policyholders B-
rating is assigned to companies that have

fair ability in A.M Bests
opinion to mcci Lilen cuixelit obligations

to policyholders but are financially vulnerable to adverse changes in

underwriting and economic conditions A.M Best ratings for the

industry currently range
from Superior to In Liquidation

and some companies are not rated An
rating

indicates
superior

ability to meet ongoing obligations to policyholders A.M Best has

sixteen possible ratings There are five ratings above the rating of

our primary insurance subsidiaries other than Conseco Life and ten

ratings that are below that rating There are seven ratings above the

B- rating of Conseco Life and eight ratings
that are below that rating

On December 21 2010 SP upgraded the financial
strength ratings

of our primary insurance subsidiaries to BB from BB- and the

outlook for such ratings is stable stable designation means that

rating is not likely to change SP financial strength ratings range

from AAA to and some companies are not rated An insurer

rated BB or lower is regarded as having vulnerable characteristics that

may outweigh its strengths BB rating indicates the least degree

of vulnerability within the
range

CC rating indicates the highest

degree of vulnerability Pluses and minuses show the relative
standing

within
category

In SPs view an insurer rated BB has marginal

financial security characteristics and although positive attributes exist

adverse business conditions could lead to an insufficient ability to

meet financial commitments SP has
twenty-one possible ratings

There are eleven
ratings

above our BB
rating and nine ratings that

are below our rating

On November 30 2010 Moodys affirmed the financial strength rating

of Bal of our primary insurance subsidiaries with stable outlook

On May 26 2010 Moodys upgraded the financial strength ratings
of

our primary insurance subsidiaries to Bal from Ba2 Moodys also

revised the outlook for the ratings of our primary insurance subsidiaries

to stable from positive stable designation means that rating is not

likely to change Moodys financial
strength ratings range from Aaa

to Rating categories
from Aaa to Baa are classified as secure

by Moodys and rating categories from Ba to are considered

vulnerable and these ratings may be supplemented with numbers

or to show relative standing within
category In Moodys

view an insurer rated Bal offers questionable financial security and

often the ability of these companies to meet policyholders obligations

may be very moderate and thereby not well safeguarded in the future

Moodys has
twenty-one possible ratings There are ten ratings above

our Bal
rating and ten ratings that are below our rating

In light of the difficulties
experienced recently by many financial

institutions including insurance companies rating agencies have

increased the frequency and
scope

of their credit reviews and requested

additional information from the companies that they rate including

us They may also adjust upward the capital and other requirements

employed in the rating agency models for maintenance of certain ratings

levels We cannot predict what actions rating agencies may take or

what actions we may take in
response Accordingly downgrades and

outlook revisions related to us or the life insurance industry may occur

in the future at any time and without notice by any rating agency

These could increase policy surrenders and withdrawals adversely

affect relationships with our distribution channels reduce new sales

reduce our ability to borrow and increase our future borrowing costs
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Liquidity of the Holding Companies

Availability and Sources and Uses of Holding Company
Liquidity Limitations on Ability of Insurance

Subsidiaries to Make Dividend and Surplus Debenture

Interest Payments to the Holding Companies

At December 31 2010 CNO CDOC our wholly owned subsidiary

and
guarantor under the New Senior Credit Agreement and our

other non-insurance subsidiaries held unrestricted cash of$161 million

GNU and CDOC are holding companies with no business operations

of their own they depend on their operating subsidiaries for cash to

make
principal and interest payments on debt and to pay administrative

expenses and income taxes GNU and CDOC receive cash from insurance

subsidiaries consisting
of dividends and distributions interest payments

on surplus debentures and
tax-sharing payments as well as cash from

non-insurance subsidiaries consisting of dividends distributions loans

and advances The
principal non-insurance subsidiaries that provide

cash to CNO and CDOC are 40186 Advisors which receives fees

from the insurance subsidiaries for investment services and CNO
Services LLC which receives fees from the insurance subsidiaries

for providing administrative services The
agreements between our

insurance subsidiaries and CNO Services LLC and 40186 Advisors

respectively were previously approved by the domestic insurance

regulator for each insurance company and any payments thereunder

do not require further regulatory approval

The following summarizes the current legal ownership structure of

CNOs primary subsidiaries

The ability of our insurance subsidiaries to pay dividends is subject to

state insurance department regulations and is based on the financial

statements of our insurance subsidiaries prepared in accordance with

statutory accounting practices prescribed or permitted by regulatory

authorities which differ from GAAP These regulations generally permit

dividends to be paid from
statutory earned surplus of the insurance

company for
any

12-month period in amounts equal to the
greater

of

or in few states the lesser of statutory net gain from
operations

or net income for the
prior year or ii 10

percent
of

statutory capital

and surplus as of the end of the preceding year excluded from this

calculation would be the $76.1 million of additional surplus recognized

due to temporary modifications in statutory prescribed practices

related to certain deferred tax assets These
types

of dividends are

referred to as ordinary dividends Any dividends in excess of these

levels
require the approval of the director or commissioner of the

applicable state insurance department These
types

of dividends are

referred to as extraordinary dividends Each of the direct insurance

subsidiaries of CDOC has significant negative earned surplus and

any dividend payments from the subsidiaries of CDOC would be

considered extraordinary dividends and therefore require the approval

of the director or commissioner of the applicable state insurance

department We generally maintain capital and surplus levels in our

insurance subsidiaries in an amount that is sufficient to maintain

minimum consolidated RBC ratio of approximately 300% and will

typically cause our insurance subsidiaries to pay ordinary dividends

or request regulatory approval for extraordinary dividends when the

consolidated RBC ratio exceeds such level and we have concluded

the
capital level in each of our insurance subsidiaries is adequate to

support their business and
projected growth The consolidated RBC

ratio of our insurance subsidiaries was 332% at December 31 2010

We expect to receive regulatory approval for future dividends from our

subsidiaries but there can be no assurance that such
payments

will be

approved or that the financial condition of our insurance subsidiaries

will not change making future approvals less likely

CDOC holds surplus debentures from Conseco Life of Texas with

an aggregate principal amount of $749.6 million Interest payments

on surplus debentures from Conseco Life of Texas do not require

additional approval provided the RBC ratio of Conseco Life of Texas

exceeds 100
percent but do require prior written notice to the Texas

state insurance department The RBC ratio of Conseco Life of Texas

was 262% at December 31 2010 Dividends and other payments
from our non-insurance subsidiaries including 40186 Advisors and

CNO Services LLC to GNU or CDOC do not require approval

by any regulatory authority or other third
party However insurance

regulators may prohibit payments by our insurance subsidiaries to

parent companies if they determine that such
payments could be

adverse to our policyholders or contractholders

The insurance subsidiaries of CDOG receive funds to pay dividends

primarily from the earnings of their direct businesses ii tax sharing

payments received from subsidiaries if applicable and iii with

respect to Gonseco Life of Texas dividends received from subsidiaries

Eankers Life
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At December 31 2010 the subsidiaries of Conseco Life of Texas had

earned surplus deficit as summarized below dollars in millions

Earned surplus Additional

deficit information
Subsidiary of CDOC

Subsidiaries of Conseco Life of Texas

Bankers Life 146.6

Colonial Penn 243.4

Bankers LfŁ paid ordinary
dividends of $86 million to conseco Lfe of Texas in

The deficit is primarily
due to transactions which occurred severalyears ago including

tax planning transaction and the fee paid to retapture
block of business previously

ceded to an unaffiliared
insurer

significant deterioration in the financial condition earnings or cash

flow of the material subsidiaries of CNO or CDOC for any reason

could hinder such subsidiaries ability to pay cash dividends or other

disbursements to CNO and/or CDOC which in turn could limit

CNOs ability to meet debt service requirements and satisfy other

financial obligations In addition we may choose to retain capital in

our insurance subsidiaries or to contribute additional capital to our

insurance subsidiaries to strengthen their surplus
and these decisions

could limit the amount available at our top tier insurance subsidiaries

to pay
dividends to the holding companies In the past we have made

capital
contributions to our insurance subsidiaries to meet debt covenants

and minimum capital levels required by certain regulators and it is

possible we will be required to do so in the future In 2010 the cash

dividends we received from our insurance subsidiaries exceeded capital

contributions to such subsidiaries by $51.6 million

The scheduled principal and interest payments on our direct corporate

obligations including payments required under the New Senior Credit

Agreement the Senior Health Note the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes

and the 7.0% Debentures are as follows dollars in millions

Principal Interest

2011 5O 66J

2012 65.0 73.2

2013 80 62
2014 75.0 62.1

2015 85
2016 383.0 48.7

2017 47
2018 275.0 12.6

Based on interest rates as ofDecember3l 2010

In connection with the Transfer further discussed in the note to the

consolidated financial statements entitled Transfer of Senior Health

Insurance Company of Pennsylvania to an Independent Trust the

Company issued the Senior Health Note The Senior Health Note

has percent interest rate and requires annual principal payments

of $25.0 million Such amounts are expected to be funded by the

Companys operating activities CNO agreed that it would not pay
cash

dividends on its common stock while
any portion of the Senior Health

Note remained outstanding At December 31 2010 the outstanding

balance under the Senior Health Note was $75.0 million

New Senior Secured Credit Agreement

On December 21 2010 the Company entered the New Senior Secured

Credit Agreement The net proceeds
of $363.6 million were used to

repay portion
of the amount outstanding under the Previous Senior

Credit Agreement

The interest rate applicable to the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement

is at our option in most instances Eurodollar rate of Libor plus

6.00 percent subject to Libor floor of 1.5 percent or Base Rate

plus 5.00 percent subject to Base Rate floor of 2.5 percent
The

pricing terms for the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement included

upfront
fees of 1.25 percent paid to the lenders At December 31 2010

the interest rate on our New Senior Secured Credit Agreement was

7.5 percent The New Senior Secured Credit Agreement is guaranteed

by the Subsidiary Guarantors and secured by substantially all of our

and the Subsidiary Guarantors assets

The New Senior Credit Agreement contains covenants that limit the

Companys ability to take certain actions and perform certain activities

including each subject to exceptions as set forth in the New Senior

Credit Agreement

limitations on debt including without limitation guarantees
and

other contingent obligations

limitations on issuances of disqualified capital stock

limitations on liens and further negative pledges

limitations on sales transfers and other dispositions
of assets

limitations on transactions with affiliates

limitations on changes in the nature of the Companys business

limitations on mergers
consolidations and acquisitions

limitations on dividends and other distributions stock repurchases

and redemptions and other restricted payments

limitations on investments and acquisitions

limitations on prepayment
of certain debt

limitations on modifications or waivers of certain debt documents

and charter documents

investment portfolio requirements for insurance subsidiaries

limitations on restrictions affecting subsidiaries

limitations on holding company activities and

limitations on changes in accounting policies

In addition the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement requires the

Company to maintain debt to total capitalization ratio of not more

than 30 percent such ratio was 19.99 percent at December 31 2010

ii an interest coverage ratio of not less than 2.00 to 1.00 for each
rolling

four quarters or if less the number of full fiscal quarters commencing

after the effective date of the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement

such ratio was not applicable for the period
ended December 31 2010

iii an aggregate ratio of total adjusted capital to company action level

risk-based capital for the Companys insurance subsidiaries of not less

than 225 percent on or prior to December 31 2011 and 250 percent

thereafter such ratio was 332 percent at December 31 2010 and iv

combined statutory capital and surplus for the Companys insurance

subsidiaries of at least $1200.0 million combined statutory capital

and surplus at December 31 2010 was $1596.4 million
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We may prepay
in whole or in part

the New Senior Secured Credit

Agreement together with any
accrued and unpaid interest with prior

notice but without premium or penalty in minimum amounts of

$1.0 million or any multiple thereof

Mandatory prepayments of the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement

will be required in an amount equal to 100 percent
of the net cash

proceeds from certain asset sales or casualty events ii 100
percent

of

the net cash proceeds
received by the Company or any

of its subsidiaries

from certain debt issuances iii 50 percent
of the net cash proceeds

received from certain equity issuances and iv 100 percent of the

amount of certain restricted payments made including any common

stock dividends and share repurchases as defined in the New Senior

Secured Credit Agreement

Notwithstanding the foregoing no mandatory prepayments pursuant

to items or iii in the preceding paragraph shall be required
if

the debt to total capitalization ratio is equal or less than 20 percent

and either the financial strength rating of certain insurance

subsidiaries is equal or better than A- stable from A.M Best or

the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement is rated equal or better than

BBB- stable from SP and Baa3 stable by Moodys

In connection with the execution of the New Senior Secured Credit

Agreement
the Company and the Subsidiary Guarantors entered mb

guarantee and security agreement
dated as of December 21 2010 the

Guarantee and Security Agreement by and among the Company

the Subsidiary Guarantors and Morgan Stanley Senior Funding Inc as

Agent pursuant to which the Subsidiary Guarantors guaranteed all of

the obligations of the Company under the New Senior Secured Credit

Agreement and the Company and the Subsidiary Guarantors pledged

substantially all of their assets to secure the New Senior Secured Credit

Agreement subject to certain exceptions as set forth in the Guarantee

and Security Agreement

9.0% Senior Secured Notes

On December 21 2010 we issued $275.0 million aggregate

principal amount of 9.0% Senior Secured Notes The net proceeds of

$267.0 million were used to repay portion of the amount outstanding

under the Previous Senior Credit Agreement

The 9.0% Senior Secured Notes were issued pursuant to an indenture

governing the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes dated as of December 212010

the Indenture by and among the Company the Subsidiary

Guarantors and Wilmington Trust FSB as trustee and collateral

agent the Trustee

The 9.0% Senior Secured Notes will mature on January 15 2018

Interest on the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes accrues at rate of 9.0%

per annum and is payable semiannually in arrears on January 15 and

July 15 of each year commencing on July 15 2011 The 9.0% Senior

Secured Notes and the guarantees thereof the Guarantee are senior

secured obligations
of the Company and the Subsidiary Guarantors

and rank equally in right
of

payment
with all of the Companys and

the Subsidiary Guarantors existing
and future senior obligations and

senior to all of the Companys and the Subsidiary Guarantors existing

and future subordinated indebtedness The 9.0% Senior Secured Notes

are secured by substantially all of the assets of the Company and the

Subsidiary Guarantors subject to certain exceptions The 9.0% Senior

Secured Notes and the Guarantees are pan passu to all of the Companys

and the Subsidiary Guarantors existing and future secured indebtedness

under the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement

The Company may redeem all or part of the 9.0% Senior Secured

Notes beginning on January 15 2014 at the redemption prices set

forth in the Indenture The Company may also redeem all or part of

the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes at any time and from time to time

prior to January 15 2014 at price equal to 100% of the
aggregate

principal amount of the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes to be redeemed

plus make-whole premium and accrued and unpaid interest In

addition prior to January 15 2014 the Company may redeem up to

35% of the aggregate principal amounts of the 9.0% Senior Secured

Notes with the net cash proceeds of certain equity offerings at price

equal to 109.000% of the
aggregate principal amount of the 9.0%

Senior Secured Notes to be redeemed plus accrued and unpaid interest

Upon the occurrence of change of control as defined in the Indenture

each holder of the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes may require the Company

to repurchase all or portion of the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes in

cash at price equal to 101% of the aggregate principal amount of

the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes to be repurchased plus accrued and

unpaid interest if any to the date of repurchase

The Indenture contains covenants that among other things
limit

subject to certain exceptions the Companys ability
and the ability of

the Companys Restricted Subsidiaries as defined in the Indenture to

incur or guarantee
additional indebtedness or issue preferred stock

pay
dividends or make other distributions to shareholders

purchase or redeem capital stock or subordinated indebtedness

make investments

create liens

incur restrictions on the Companys ability and the ability of the

Restricted Subsidiaries to pay dividends or make other payments

to the Company

sell assets including capital stock of the Companys subsidiaries

consolidate or merge
with or into other companies or transfer all or

substantially all of the Companys assets and

engage in transactions with affiliates

The Indenture provides for customary events of default subject in

certain cases to customary grace and cure periods which include

nonpayment breach of covenants in the Indenture failure to pay at

maturity or acceleration of other indebtedness failure to pay certain

judgments and certain events of bankruptcy and insolvency Generally

if an event of default occurs the Trustee or holders of at least 25%

in principal amount of the then outstanding 9.0% Senior Secured

Notes may declare the principal of and accrued but unpaid interest

including any additional interest on all of the 9.0% Senior Secured

Notes to be due and payable

In connection with the issuance of the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes and

execution of the Indenture the Company and the Subsidiary Guarantors

entered into security agreement
dated as of December 21 2010 the

Security Agreement by and among the Company the Subsidiary

Guarantors and Wilmington Trust FSB as collateral agent pursuant to

which the Company and the Subsidiary Guarantors pledged substantially

all of their assets to secure their obligations under the Indenture subject

to certain exceptions as set forth in the Security Agreement
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Intercreditor Agreement

In connection with the issuance of the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes

and
entry

into the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement the

Agent and Wilmington Trust FSB as collateral
agent

and authorized

representative with respect to the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes entered

into an Intercreditor Agreement dated as of December 21 2010 the

Intercreditor Agreement which sets forth
agreements with respect

to the
first-priority

liens granted by the Company and the Subsidiary

Guarantors
pursuant to the Indenture and the New Senior Secured

Credit Agreement

Under the Intercreditor Agreement any actions that may be taken

with respect to the collateral that secures the 9.0% Senior Secured

Notes and the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement including

the ability to cause the commencement of enforcement proceedings

against such collateral to control such proceedings and to approve
amendments to releases of such collateral from the lien of and waive

past defaults under such documents relating to such collateral will be

at the direction of the authorized
representative of the lenders under

the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement until the earlier of the

Companys obligations under the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement

or refinancings thereof are discharged ii the date on which the

outstanding principal amount of loans and commitments under the

New Senior Secured Credit
Agreement is less than $25.0 million and

iii 180 days after the occurrence of both an event of default under

the Indenture and the authorized representative of the holders of the

9.0% Senior Secured Notes making certain representations as described

in the Intercreditor Agreement unless the authorized representative

of the lenders under the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement has

commenced and is diligently pursuing enforcement action with respect

to the collateral or the
grantor

of the security interest in that collateral

whether the Company or the applicable Subsidiary Guarantor is

then debtor under or with
respect to or otherwise

subject to any

insolvency or liquidation proceeding

Previous Senior Credit Agreement

In December 2010 we repaid the $652.1 million outstanding principal

balance under our Previous Credit Agreement using the proceeds

from the New Senior Secured Credit
Agreement and the issuance of

the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes and ii available cash

3.5% Debentures and 7.0% Debentures

In February 2010 we repurchased $64.0 million
aggregate principal

amount of our 3.5% Debentures in
privately-negotiated transaction in

connection with the repurchase of the 3.5% Debentures we completed

second closing of $64 million
aggregate principal amount of our

7.0% Debentures The net proceeds from the issuance of the 7.0%

Debentures were used to fund substantial portion of the consideration

payable in connection with the repurchase of the 3.5% Debentures

The purchase price for the $64.0 million of 3.5% Debentures was

equal to 100
percent

of the
aggregate principal amount plus accrued

and unpaid interest

In May 2010 we repurchased $52.5 million aggregate principal amount

of our 3.5% Debentures in privately-negotiated transaction In

connection with the repurchase of the 3.5% Debentures we completed

third closing of $52.5 million
aggregate principal amount of our

7.0% Debentures The net proceeds from the issuance of the 7.0%

Debentures were used to fund substantial portion of the consideration

payable in connection with the repurchase of the 3.5% Debentures

The purchase price for the $52.5 million of 3.5% Debentures was

equal to 100
percent

of the
aggregate principal amount plus accrued

and unpaid interest

At December 31 2010 as result of the transactions described above

we had an aggregate $293.0 million principal amount of the 7.0%

Debentures outstanding and none of the 3.5% Debentures See the

note to the consolidated financial statements entitled Notes Payable

Direct Corporate Obligations for further information on the 3.5%

Debentures and 7.0% Debentures

Outlook

We believe that the existing cash available to the holding company
the cash flows to be generated from

operations and other transactions

will be sufficient to allow us to meet our debt service obligations pay

corporate expenses and satisfy other financial obligations However our

cash flow is affected by variety of factors many of which are outside

of our control including insurance regulatory issues competition

financial markets and other general business conditions We cannot

provide assurance that we will
possess

sufficient income and liquidity to

meet all of our debt service requirements and other holding company

obligations For additional discussion regarding the liquidity and other

risks that we face see Risk Factors

Market-Sensitive Instruments and Risk Management

Our spread-based insurance business is subject to several inherent

risks
arising from movements in interest rates especially if we fail to

anticipate or respond to such movements First interest rate changes

can cause compression of our net spread between interest earned

on investments and interest credited on customer deposits thereby

adversely affecting our results Second if interest rate changes produce

an unanticipated increase in surrenders of our spread-based products

we may be forced to sell investment assets at loss in order to fund such

surrenders Many of our products include surrender charges market

interest rate adjustments or other features to
encourage persistency

however at December 31 2010 approximately 23 percent of our total

insurance liabilities or approximately $5.6 billion could be surrendered

by the policyholder without penalty Finally changes in interest rates

can have significant effects on the performance of our structured

securities portfolio as result of
changes in the prepayment rate of

the loans
underlying such securities We follow

asset/liability strategies

that are designed to mitigate the effect of interest rate changes on our

profitability However there can be no assurance that management will

be successful in implementing such strategies and achieving adequate

investment spreads

We seek to invest our available funds in manner that will fund future

obligations to policyholders subject to appropriate risk considerations

We seek to meet this
objective through investments that have

similar cash flow characteristics with the liabilities they support ii

are diversified among industries issuers and geographic locations and

iii are predominantly investment-grade fixed maturity securities
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Our investment strategy is to maximize over sustained period and

within acceptable parameters of risk investment income and total

investment return through active investment management Accordingly

our entire portfolio
of fixed maturity securities is available to be sold

in response to changes in market interest rates ii changes in

relative values of individual securities and asset sectors iii changes

in
prepayment risks iv changes in credit quality outlook for certain

securities liquidity needs and vi other factors From time to time

we invest in securities for trading purposes although such investments

are relatively small portion of our total portfolio

The profitability
of many of our products depends on the spread

between the interest earned on investments and the rates credited on

our insurance liabilities In addition changes in competition and other

factors including the level of surrenders and withdrawals may limit

our ability to adjust or to maintain crediting rates at levels necessary

to avoid narrowing of spreads under certain market conditions As

of December 31 2010 approximately 40 percent
of our insurance

liabilities had interest rates that may be reset annually 41
percent

had fixed explicit interest rate for the duration of the contract

14 percent had credited rates which
approximate

the income earned

by the Company and the remainder had no explicit interest rates At

December 31 2010 the
average yield computed on the cost basis of

C1 CJ._ .1
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rate credited or accruing to our total insurance liabilities excluding

interest rate bonuses for the first policy year only and excluding the

effect of credited rates attributable to variable or fixed index products

was 4.5 percent

We use computer
models to simulate the cash flows expected from

our existing insurance business under various interest rate scenarios

These simulations help us to measure the potential gain or loss in fair

value of our interest rate-sensitive investments and to manage the

relationship between the interest sensitivity of our assets and liabilities

When the estimated durations of assets and liabilities are similar

change in the value of assets should be largely offset by change in

the value of liabilities At December 31 2010 the adjusted
modified

duration of our fixed income securities as modified to reflect payments

and potential calls was approximately 8.8
years

and the duration of

our insurance liabilities was approximately 8.7 years
We estimate

that our fixed maturity securities and short-term investments net of

corresponding changes in insurance acquisition costs would decline

in fair value by approximately $405 million if interest rates were to

increase by 10 percent from their levels at December 31 2010 This

compares to decline in fair value of $455 million based on amounts

and rates at December 31 2009 Our computer simulated calculations

include numerous assumptions require significant estimates and assume

an immediate change in interest rates without
any management of

the investment portfolio in reaction to such change Consequently

potential changes in value of our financial instruments indicated by the

simulations will likely be different from the actual changes experienced

under given
interest rate scenarios and the differences may be material

Because we actively manage our investments and liabilities our net

exposure to interest rates can vary over time

We are subject to the risk that our investments will decline in value

This has occurred in the past
and may occur again During 2010 we

recognized net realized investment gains of $30.2 million which were

comprised of $180.0 million of net gains from the sales of investments

primarily fixed maturities and $149.8 million of writedowns of

investments for other than
temporary

declines in fair value recognized

through net income $146.8 million prior to the $3.0 million of

impairment losses recognized through accumulated other comprehensive

income loss During 2009 we recognized net realized investment

losses of $60.5 million which were comprised of $134.9 million of

net gains from the sales of investments primarily fixed maturities and

$195.4 million of writedowns of investments for other than
temporary

declines in fair value recognized through net income $385.0 million

prior to the $189.6 million of impairment losses recognized through

accumulated other comprehensive loss During 2008 we recognized net

realized investment losses of $262.4 million which were comprised of

ion --ll .-.c... c.-SV ç.ri-1 nrrriIvrJ
fixed maturities and ii $162.3 million of writedowns of investments

for other than temporary declines in fair value

The Company is subject to risk resulting from fluctuations in market

prices of our equity securities In general these investments have more

year-to-year price variability than our fixed maturity investments

However returns over longer time frames have been consistently higher

We manage this risk by limiting our equity securities to relatively

small portion of our total investments

Our investment in options backing our equity-linked products is

closely matched with our obligation to fixed index annuity holders

Fair value changes
associated with that investment are substantially

offset by an increase or decrease in the amounts added to policyholder

account balances for fixed index products

Inflation

Inflation rates may impact
the financial statements and operating results

in several areas Inflation influences interest rates which in turn impact

the fair value of the investment portfolio
and yields on new investments

Inflation also impacts portion of our insurance policy benefits affected

by increased medical
coverage costs Operating expenses including

payrolls are impacted to certain degree by the inflation rate
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Results of Discontinued Operations

Total premium collections were $225.9 million in 2008 We ceased

marketing this long-term care business in 2003 Accordingly collected

premiums have decreased over time as policies lapsed partially offset

by premium rate increases

Average liabilities for insurance products net of reinsurance ceded

were approximately $2.9 billion in 2008

Insurance policy income is

comprised of premiums earned on these

long-term care policies

Net investment income on general account invested assets was

$156.9 million in 2008 The average balance of general account invested

assets was $2.5 billion in 2008 The
average yield on these assets was

6.22 percent in 2008 The yield in 2008 reflects the decrease in the

cost basis of investments as result of the
recognition

of other-than-

temporary impairments as further discussed below under net realized

investment gains losses

Insurance policy benefits fluctuated primarily as result of the factors

summarized below

Insurance policy benefits were $311.2 million in 2008

The benefit ratio on this block of business was 136.6 percent in 2008

Benefit ratios are calculated by dividing the products insurance policy

benefits by insurance policy income Since the insurance product

liabilities we establish for long-term care business are subject to significant

estimates the ultimate claim
liability we incur for particular period

is likely to be different than our initial estimate Our insurance policy

benefits reflected reserve deficiencies from prior years of $21.8 million

in 2008 Excluding the effects of prior year claim reserve deficiencies

our benefit ratios would have been 127.0 percent in 2008 These ratios

reflect the significantly higher level of incurred claims experienced in

2007 resulting in increases in reserves for future benefits as discussed

below adverse
development on claims incurred in prior periods as

As further discussed in the note to the consolidated financial statements result the comparison of the 2008 operating results to prior periods

entitled Transfer of Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania is impacted by the Transfer The
following summarizes the operating

to an Independent Trust the long-term care business of Senior Health results of our discontinued
operations dollars in millions

is reflected as discontinued operation in all periods presented As

2008

Premium collecuonc aU of which are renewal premiums

Long-term care 225.9

Average liabilities for insurance products net of reinsurance ceded

ongrerin cale 2881.2

Revenues

Insurance polLv income 227.9

Nct incsrmcnr income on general account invested assets 156.9

Total reVentteS 384.8

Lxpenscs

Insurance polky benefits 31 1.2

jmoruzation related to operations 16.7

Gal on reinsurance recapt nrc 29.7

Loss on Transfer and transaction expenses 363.6

Other operating COStS and expenses 54.0

total benelits and expenses 715.8

Income loss hefoic net realized investment gains losses and income taxes 331.0

Net realized investment gains losses 380.1

INCOME LOSS BEFORE INCOME TAXES 711.1

Icalth benefit ratios

Insurance polks benefits
.5 31 1.2

Benefit ratio 136.6%

lnieicst.tdjusted benefit ratio 67.70/u

We calculate
benefit ratios by dividing cL riated products insurance policy benefits by insurance policy income

We calculate the
interest-adjusted benefit ratio non-GAAP measure for long-term care products by dividing such

products insurance policy benefits
less interest in ome on the

accumulated assets backing
the insurance liabilities by policy income These are considered non-Gj1AP financial measures non-GAAP measure is numerical measure ofa company

performance financial position or cash flows that excludes or includes amounts that are normally
excluded or included in the most directly comparable measure calculated and

presented in accordance with GAAR

These non-GAAP
financial measures of interest-adjusted benefit ratios differ from benefit

ratios due to the deduction of interest income on the accumulated assets backing the

insurance liabilities from the products insurance policy benefits used to determine the ratio Interest income is an important factor in measuring the performance of health
products

that are expected to be inforce for longer duration of time are not
subject to unilateral

changes
in

provisions such as non-cancelable or guaranteed renewable contracts and
require

the performance of various fionctions and services including insurance
protection for an extended period of time The net cash flows from lang-term care products generally cause

an accumulation of amounts in the early years of policy accounted for as reserve increases that will be paid out as benefits in later
policy years accounted for as reserve decreases

Accordingly as the policies age the benefit ratio will
typically increase but the increase in benefits

will be
partially offiet by interest income earned on the accumulated assets The

interest-adjusted benefit ratio reflects the effects of the interest income
offiec

Since interest income is an important factor in measuring the performance of thisproduct management
believes benefit ratio that includes the effect of interest income is

usefisl
in

analyzing product performance We utilize the interest-adjusted benefit ratio in measuring segment

perfbrmance because we belce that
tisispcrfscmance measure is better indicator of the

ongoing businesses and trends in the business However the interes-udjzosted benefit ratio

does not replace the
benefit

ratio as measure of current period benefits to current period insurance policy income Accordingly management reviews both benefit ratios and

interest-adjusted benefit ratios when
analyzing

the
financial

results attributable to these
products

The investment income earned on the accumulated assets backing long-term care

reserves in our discontinued
operations was $1569 million in 2008
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discussed below and decreases in policy income The prior period

deficiencies have resulted from the impact of paid claim experience

being different than prior estimates changes in actuarial assumptions

and refinements to claimant data used to determine claim reserves

The net cash flows from long-term care products generally cause an

accumulation of amounts in the early years
of policy accounted for

as reserve increases which will be paid out as benefits in later policy

years accounted for as reserve decreases Accordingly as the policies

age
the benefit ratio will typically increase but the increase in benefits

will be partially offset by investment income earned on the assets which

have accumulated The interest-adjusted benefit ratio for long-term care

products is calculated by dividing the insurance products insurance

policy benefits less interest income on the accumulated assets backing
the

insurance liabilities by insurance policy income The interest-adjusted

benefit ratio on this business was 67.7 percent
in 2008 Excluding the

effects of prior year
claim reserve deficiencies our interest-adjusted

benefit ratios would have been 58.1 percent in 2008

This long-term care business was primarily issued by Senior Health prior

to its acquisition by our Predecessor in 1996 The ioss experience on

these products has been worse than we originally expected Although

we anticipated higher level of benefits to be paid on these products

as the policies aged the paid claims have exceeded our expectations

In addition there has been an increase in the incidence and duration

of claims in recent periods This adverse experience is reflected in the

higher insurance policy benefits experienced in 2008

In each quarterly period we calculated our best estimate of claim

reserves based on all of the information available to us at that time

which necessarily takes into account new experience emerging during

the period Our actuaries estimated these claim reserves using various

generally recognized actuarial methodologies which are based on

informed estimates and judgments that are believed to be
appropriate

Additionally an external actuarial firm provided consulting services which

involved review of the Companys judgments and estimates for claim

reserves on this long-term care block of business on periodic basis As

additional experience emerges and other data become available these

estimates and judgments are reviewed and may be revised Significant

assumptions
made in

estimating
claim reserves for long-term care

policies include expectations
about the future duration of existing

claims ii cost of care and benefit utilization iii interest rate utilized

to discount claim reserves iv claims that have been incurred but not

yet reported claim status on the reporting date vi claims that

have been closed but are expected to reopen
and vii correspondence

that has been received that will ultimately become claims that have

payments
associated with them

We had been aggressively seeking actuarially justified rate increases

and pursuing other actions on our long-term care policies During

the third
quarter

of 2006 we began new program to file requests

for rate increases on various long-term care products of Senior Health

as we believed the existing rates were too iow to fund expected future

benefits These
filings were expected to be the first of three rounds of

rate increase filings
for many of the same policies and in some cases we

requested
three

years
of successive rate increases We chose to request

series of smaller rate increases rather than single large increase

to limit the impact on policyholders premiums
in

any single year

The effects of the first round of rate
filings

were partially realized irs

our premium revenue In the second quarter of 2007 we began filing

requests
for the second round of rate increases on many of the same

policies The full effect of all three rounds of rate increases was not

expected to be fully realized until 2011

On April 20 2004 the Florida Office of Insurance Regulation issued

an order to Senior Health that affected approximately 12600 home

health care policies
issued in Florida by Senior Health and its predecessor

companies Pursuant to the order Senior Health offered the following

three alternatives to holders of these policies subject to rate increases

as follows

retention of their current policy with rate increase of 50 percent
in

the first
year

and actuarially justified increases in subsequent years

which is also the default election for policyholders who failed to

make an election by 30 days prior to the anniversary date of their

policies option one

receipt
of replacement policy with reduced benefits and rate

increase in the first
year

of 25 percent
and no more than 15 percent

in subsequent years option two or

receipt of paid-up policy allowing the holder to file future claims
up

to 100 percent
of the amount of

premiums paid since the inception

of the policy option three

Policyholders selecting option one or option two are entitled to receive

contingent non-forfeiture benefit if their policy subsequently lapses

In addition policyholders could change their initial election
any

time

up to 30 days prior to the anniversary date of their policies We began to

implement premium adjustments with
respect to policyholder elections

in the fourth quarter
of 2005 and the implementation of these premium

adjustments was completed in 2007 We did not make
any adjustments

to the insurance liabilities when these elections were made Reserves for

all three groups
of policies under the order were prospectively adjusted

using the prospective revision methodology described in the Critical

Accounting Policies Accounting for Long-term Care Premium Rate

Increases in Managements Discussion and Analysis of Consolidated

Financial Condition and Results of Operations

Amortization related to operations includes amortization of insurance

acquisition costs Fluctuations in amortization of insurance acquisition

costs generally correspond with changes in lapse experience

Gain on reinsurance recapture resulted from the
recapture

of block

of previously reinsured long-term care business in the third quarter
of

2008 Such business was included in the Transfer

Loss on Transfer and transaction expenses relates to the loss on

the transfer of Senior Health to an independent trust as further

discussed in the note to the consolidated financial statements entitled

Transfer of Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania to

an Independent Trust

Other operating costs and expenses were $54.0 million in 2008

Other
operating costs and

expenses excluding commission
expenses

for this segment were $29.7 million in 2008

Net realized investment gains losses fluctuated each period During

2008 net realized investment losses included $.4 million of net gains from

the sales of investments primarily fixed maturities and $380.5 million

of writedowns of investments which were transferred to the Independent

Trust as result of our intent not to hold such investments for period

of time sufficient to allow for full
recovery

in value
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ITEM 7A Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures About

Market Risk

The information included under the caption Market-Sensitive Instruments and Risk Management in Item Managements Discussion and

Analysis of Consolidated Financial Condition and Results of Operations is incorporated herein by reference
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Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
_______________

To the Shareholders and Board of Directors CNO Financial Group Inc

In our opinion the consolidated financial statements listed in the

accompanying index present fairly in all material respects
the

financial position of CNO Financial Group Inc and its subsidiaries

at December 31 2010 and 2009 and the results of their operations

and their cash flows for each of the three years
in the period ended

December 31 2010 in conformity with accounting principles generally

accepted in the United States of America Also in our opinion
the

Company maintained in all material
respects

effective internal control

over financial reporting as of December 31 2010 based on criteria

established in Internal Control Integrated Framework issued by the

Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission

COSO The Companys management
is responsible for these financial

statements for maintaining effective internal control over financial

reporting and for its assessment of the effectiveness of internal control

over financial reporting included in Managements Report on Internal

Control Over Financial Reporting appearing under Item 9A Our

responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements and

on the Companys internal control over financial reporting based on

our integrated audits We conducted our audits in accordance with

the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board

United States Those standards require
that we plan and perform

the audits to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial

statements are free of material misstatement and whether effective

internal control over financial reporting was maintained in all material

respects Our audits of the financial statements included examining

on test basis evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in

the financial statements assessing the accounting principles used and

significant estimates made by management and evaluating the overall

financial statement presentation Our audit of internal control over

financial reporting included obtaining an understanding of internal

control over financial reporting assessing the risk that material

weakness exists and testing and evaluating the design and operating

effectiveness of internal control based on the assessed risk Our audits

also included performing such other procedures as we considered

necessary
in the circumstances We believe that our audits provide

reasonable basis for our opinions

companys internal control over financial reporting is process

designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the
reliability

of

financial reporting and the preparation
of financial statements for

external
purposes

in accordance with generally accepted accounting

principles companys internal control over financial reporting includes

those policies and procedures
that

pertain to the maintenance of

records that in reasonable detail accurately and fairly reflect the

transactions and dispositions of the assets of the company ii provide

reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to

permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally

accepted accounting principles and that receipts and expenditures of

the company are being made only in accordance with authorizations of

management
and directors of the company and iii provide reasonable

assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized

acquisition use or disposition of the companys assets that could have

material effect on the financial statements

Because of its inherent limitations internal control over financial

reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements Also projections

of any evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject to

the risk that controls may become inadequate because of changes

in conditions or that the degree of compliance
with the policies or

procedures may deteriorate

Is PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

Indianapolis Indiana

February 24 2011
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Consolidated Balance Sheet

December 31 2010 and 2009

DoIbr in million 2010 2009

ASSETS

Investments

Fixed maturities availahk for sale at fair value amortized cost 2010 $20155.8 2009 $18998.0 20633.9 18528.4

Equit securities at sir value cost 2010 68.2 2009 $30.7 68.1 31.0

Mortgage loans 1761.2 1965.5

Policy loans 284.4 295.2

irading sccuriues 372.6 93.3

Investments held by variable interest entities 420
Securities lending collateral 180.0

Other invested assets 240.9 236.8

loral investments 23782.0 21530.2

Cash and cash equivalents unrestricted 571.9 523.4

Cash and cash equisalents held by variable interest entities 26.8 3.4

Accrued investment income 327.8 309.0

Present value offtiture
profits 1008.6 l5.9

Deferred acquisition costs 1764.2 00.9

Reinsurance receivables 3256.3 3559.0

income tax assets net 839.4 1124.0

Assets held in separate accounts 17.5 /.3

Other assets 305.1 310.7

TOTAL ASSETS 31899.6 30343.8

1.IABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS EQUITY
Liabilities

Liabilities for insurance prodttcts

Interest sensitive products 13194.7 13219.2

Traditional prodticts 10307.6 10063.5

Claims payabk and other policyholder fitnds 968.7 994.0

liabilities related to separate aceotints 17.5 17.3

Other liabilities 496.3 610.4

Investment
horrosvitsgs 1204.1 683.9

Borrowings related to variable interest entities 386.9

Sm riri lnr1i ptvibl

Notes payable direct corporate obligations 998.5 1037.4

lotal liabilities 27574.3 26811.4

Commitments and contingencies Note

Shareholders equity

Common stock $0.01 par value 800000000 shares aurhoriLed shares issued and outstanding

2010 251034174 2009 250.7862161 2.5 2.5

Additional
paid-its capital t424 .2 4408.8

Acctsrnulated other comprehensive income loss 238.3 264.3

Accumulated deficit 339.7 614.6

Total shareholders equir 4325.3 3532.4

TOTAL LIAIIIL1 liES AND SHAREHOLDERS EQUITY 31899.6 30343.8

1beaeoinpinyior 1100 11T I11 i11/nh//Wrt of t/ consolidate flnzncial /aIrmnts
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Consolidated Statement of Operations

for the
years

ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008

1oI/.ars in millw 2010 2009 2008

Revenues

lnsuran.e polk income 2670.0 3093.6 3253.6

Net investment income loss

General account assets 1295.0 1230.9 1254.5

Policy
holder and reinsurer accounts and other special-purpose portfolios 71.9 61.8 75.7

Realized nvestmenr gains losses

Net realized investment gains losses excluding impairment losses 180.0 134.9 100.1

Otherthantemporary mpairnlent losses

Iota1 other-than-reniporarv impairment losses 146.8 385.0 162.3

Change in orherthanremporary impairmenr losses recognized in accumulated

other comprehensive income loss 3.0.1 189.6

Net impairment losses recognized 149.8 195.4 162.3

Total realized gains losses 30.2 60.5 262.4

Fee revenue and other income 16.8 15.6 19.7

Total revenues 4083.9 434i.4 4.i89.7

Bcncfirs and
expenses

Insurance policy hcneflts 2723.7 3066 3212.5

Interest
expense 113.2 117.9 106.5

Amortization 443.8 432.7 367.9

Gain loss on extinguishmcnt or modification of debt 6.8 .2 21.2

Other operaring costs and expenses 502.9 528.3 520.3

Total benefits and expenses 3790.4 41676 4186.0

income before income taxes and discontinued operations 293.5 173.6 3.7

income tax expense

Tax
expense on period income 103.9 60.1 9.1

Valuation allowance for deferred tax assets 95.0 27.8 403.9

Tncome loss before discontinued operations 284.6 85.7 409.6

Discontinued operations net of income taxes 722.7

NET INCOME LOSS 284.6 85.7 1132.3

Earnings loss per common share

Basic

Weighted average shares outstanding 250973.000 188365000 184704.000

Income loss before discontinued operations 1.13 .45 2.22

Discontinued operations

NE INCOME LOSS 1.13 .45 6.13

Dilttred

Weighted average shares outstanding 301858000 193340000 184704000

Income loss beforc discontinued operations .99 .45 I2.22

Discontinued operations 3.91

NETINCOMELOSS .99 .45 6.13

7/s
drCOflJdfl3 ing

lInh /i5 7fl integidi p7rr oft/S n1100/it/rUe/fI/ilneidl Stat/ndltS
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Consolidated Statement of Shareholders Equity

Dollars in millions

Accumulated other

Common stock and comprehensive income Retained earnings

additional oaid-in caDital loss accumulated deficit Total

BALANCE DECEMBER 31 2010

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the consolidacedfinancialstatemencs

Cot prehenis loss net of tax

Net loss 1132.3 1132.3

Chante in unrealied appreiauon depreciation ofinvesmiems

net ol .sppli able inconie tax benefit of $833.9 196.9 1496.9

Change in unrogoieed net loss related to deferred

compensation plan net of applicable income tax benefit of

.2 million .S1l

Total cotnprtbensis loss 2629.7

Stock option and restricted stock plans 7.4 7.4

Balancc December 31 2008 4105.9 1.770.7 705.2 1630.0

Comprehensive income net of tax

Net income 85.7 85.7

Change in unrealized appreciation depreciation of investments

net of applkable income tax expense of879.6l 1576.5 1576.5

Noncrcdit
component

of impairment losses on fixed maturities

available for sale net ofapplkable income tax benefit of $36.4 65.2 65.2

lotal comprehensive income lS97.0

Issuance of common stock net 296.3 296.3

Stock option and restricted stock plans 9.1 9.1

Facet of reclassifying noncredit component of previously

recognized impairment losses on fixed maturities available for

sale net of applicable income tax benefit of $2.6 4.9 4.9

Balance December 31 2009 4411.3 264.3 614.6 3532.4

Comprehensive income net of tax

Net inconie 284.6 284.6

Chaogc in tin real icd apprecial ion depreciation of investments

net of icable income

Eumulatis effect of aeeounting change 6.211 9.711 15.91

Bcnefleial Lonversion feature related to the issuance of convertible

debentures 4.0 4.0

Stock option and restricted stock pians 1.4 11.4

4426.7 238.3 339.7 4325.3
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for the
years

ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008

Dollars in millions 2010 2009 2008

Cash flows from operating activities

Insurance policy income 2359.3 2747.1 3140.7

Net investment income 1304.9 1167.3 1339.6

Fee revenue and other income 16.8 15.6 19.7

Insurance policy benefits 1975.4 2298.8 2722.3

Interest expense 108.2 109.0 95.4

Policy acquisition costs 418.2 407.5 459.1

Other operating costs 444.8 495.8 587.0

Taxes .4 7.2 4.1

NET CASH PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES 734.0 611.7 640.3

Cash flows from investing activities

Sales of investments 8632.6 10709.6 6832.7

Maturities and redemptions of investments 894.0 917.3 695.1

Purchases of investments 10.739.2 12540.4 8193.7

Net sales purchases of trading securities 51.7 32.3 346.5

Change in cash and cash equivalents held by variable interest entities 19.6 1.4 11.3

Change in cash held by discontinued operations 45.6

Other 14.7 10.6 20.8

NET CASH USED BY INVESTING ACT WITIES 1298.6 890.4 283.3

Cash flows from financing activities

Issuance of notes payable net 756.1 172.0 75.0

Issuance of common stock 296.3

Payments on notes payable 793.6 461.2 44.0

Expenses related to debt modification and extinguishment of debt 14.7

Amounrs received for deposit products 1730.1 1668.9 1863.4

Withdrawals from deposit products 1704.4 1670.1 1573.3

Investment borrowings and borrowings rclarcd to variable interest entities 624.9 83.6 145.5

NET CASH PROVIDED USED BY FINANCING ACTIVITIES 613.1 92.4 175.6

Net increase decrease in cash and cash equivalents 48.5 371.1 532.6

Cash and cash equivalents beginning of year 523.4 894.5 361.9

CASH AND CASH EQUWALENTS END OF YEAR 571.9 523.4 894.5

The accompanying notes tire sn integral part of the onsolidsred financial statem sits
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Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

NOTE Business and Basis of Presentation

CNO Financial Group Inc Delaware corporation CNO formerly

known as Conseco Inc prior to its name change in May 2010 is

holding company for
group

of insurance companies operating

throughout the United States that develop market and administer

health insurance annuity individual life insurance and other insurance

products CNO became the successor to Conseco Inc an Indiana

corporation our Predecessor in connection with our bankruptcy

reorganization
which became effective on September 10 2003 the

Effective Date The terms CNO Financial Group Inc the

Company we us and our as used in these financial statements

refer to CNO and its subsidiaries or when the context requires otherwise

our Predecessor and its subsidiaries We focus on serving the senior and

middle-income markets which we believe are attractive underserved

high growth markets We sell our products through three distribution

channels career agents independent producers some of whom sell

one or more of our product lines exclusively and direct marketing

Beginning July 2010 management changed the manner in which it

disaggregates
the Companys operations

for
making operating

decisions

and assessing performance As result the Company manages its business

through the following operating segments
Bankers Life Colonial Penn

and Washington National which are defined on the basis of product

distribution Other CNO Business comprised primarily of products we

no longer sell actively and corporate operations comprised of holding

company activities and certain noninsurance company businesses Our

segments are described below

Bankers
Life

which markets and distributes Medicare supplement

insurance interest-sensitive life insurance traditional life insurance

fixed annuities and long-term care insurance products to the middle-

income senior market through dedicated field force of career agents

and sales managers supported by network of community-based

branch offices The Bankers Life segment includes primarily the

business of Bankers Life and Casualty Company Bankers Life
hVS AA rn

primarily through distribution arrangement
with Humana Inc

Humana and Medicare Part prescription drug plans through

distribution and reinsurance arrangement with Coventry Health

Care Coventry

Washington NationaL which markets and distributes supplemental

health including specified disease accident and hospital indemnity

insurance products and life insurance to middle-income consumers

at home and at the worksite These products are marketed through

Performance Matters Associates Inc wholly owned subsidiary

and through independent marketing organizations and insurance

agencies including worksite marketing The products being marketed

are underwritten by Washington National Insurance Company

Washington National

Colonial Penn which markets primarily graded benefit and simplified

issue life insurance directly to customers through television advertising

direct mail the internet and telemarketing The Colonial Penn segment

includes primarily the business of Colonial Penn Life Insurance

Company Colonial Penn

Other CNO Business which consists of blocks of interest-sensitive

life insurance traditional life insurance annuities long-term care

insurance and other supplemental health products These blocks of

business are not being actively marketed and were primarily issued

or acquired by Conseco Life Insurance Company Conseco Life

and Washington National

We prepare our financial statements in accordance with
accounting

principles generally accepted in the United States of America GAAP
We follow the accounting standards established by the Financial

Accounting Standards Board FASB and the Securities and Exchange

Commission the SEC
The accompanying financial statements include the accounts of the

Company and its subsidiaries Our consolidated financial statements

exclude the results of material transactions between us and our

consolidated affiliates or among our consolidated affiliates

When we prepare
financial statements in conformity with GAAP we

are required to make estimates and assumptions that significantly affect

reported amounts of various assets and liabilities and the disclosure of

contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements

and revenues and expenses during
the

reporting periods For example
____c

Wc uc %111IH.a11L csI1IIIaLc allu asu11tpL1uI1 ILU1tLL VaIuL

deferred acquisition costs the present value of future profits certain

investments including derivatives assets and liabilities related to

income taxes liabilities for insurance products liabilities related to

litigation guaranty fund assessment accruals and amounts recoverable

from loans to certain former directors and former employees If our

future experience differs from these estimates and assumptions our

financial statements would be materially affected
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NOTE Transfer of Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania to an Independent

Trust

On November 12 2008 CNO and CDOC Inc CDOC wholly

owned subsidiary of CNO completed the transfer the Transfer of

the stock of Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania Senior

Health to Senior Health Care Oversight Trust an independent

trust the Independent Trust for the exclusive benefit of Senior

Healths long-term care policyholders The Transfer was approved by

the Pennsylvania Insurance Department

In connection with the Transfer the Company entered into

$125.0 million Senior Note due November 12 2013 the Senior

Health Note payable to Senior Health The note has five-year

maturity date percent interest rate and requires annual principal

payments of $25.0 million As condition of the order from the

Pennsylvania Insurance Department approving the Transfer CNO
agreed that it would not pay

cash dividends on its common stock

while
any portion of the $125.0 million note remained outstanding

CNO recorded accounting charges totaling $1 .0 billion related to

the transaction comprised of Senior Healths equity as calculated in

accordance with generally accepted accounting principles an additional

valuation allowance for deferred tax assets the capital contribution to

Senior Health and the Independent Trust and transaction
expenses

The accounting charges are summarized as follows dollars in millions

Gain on reinsurance recapture net of tax 19.3

Increase to deferred tax valuation allowance based on recent results which have had
significant impact on taxable income

and the effects of the transaction 198.0

Write-off of remaining shareholders equity of Senior Health S9.2

Additional capital contribution and transaction expenses 204.4

TOTAL CHARGES 1022.8

Amount is before the potential tax benefit deferred tax valuation allouante uas established for all future potential tax benefits generated by
these

charges since management had

tontluded that it is more likely than not that suth tax benefits would not he utilizid to offiet future taxable intome

As result of the Transfer Senior Healths long-term care business is presented as discontinued operation for all periods presented The operating

results from the discontinued operations are as follows dollars in millions

2008

Revenues

Insurance policy income 227.9

Net investment income S6.9

Net realized investment losses 380.1

ThtaI revenues 4.7

Benefits and expenses

Insurance policy benefits 31 1.2

Amortization 6.7

Gain on reinsurance recapture

Loss on Transfer and transaction expenses 363.6

Other operating costs and expenses 54.0

Total benefits and expenses 71 S.8

oss before income taxes 711.1

Income tax expense benefit

Tax benefit on period income 440.7

Valuation allowance for deferred tax assets iS2.3

NET LOSS FROM DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS 722.7

In the third quarter of 2008 cenior JIealeh recaptured block ofpreviouily reinizired longterm care husines which mdi ii fueled in the business Iramfi rru/ is I/li lflhl/iinhIi itt iruit
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NOTE Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

The following summary explains the significant accounting policies

we use to prepare our financial statements

Investments

We classify our fixed maturity securities into one of three categories

available for sale which we carry at estimated fair value with
any

unrealized gain or loss net of tax and related adjustments recorded as

component of shareholders equity ii trading which we carry at

estimated fair value with changes in such value recognized as trading

income or iii held to maturity which we carry at amortized cost

We had no fixed maturity securities classified as held to maturity during

the periods presented in these financial statements

Equity securities include investments in common stock and non-

redeemable preferred stock We carry these investments at estimated

fair value We record
any

unrealized gain or loss net of tax and related

adjustments as component
of shareholders

equity
When declines

in value considered to be other than
temporary occur we reduce

the amortized cost to estimated fair value and recognize loss in the

statement of operations

Mortgage loans held in our investment portfolio are carried at amortized

unpaid balances net of
provisions

for estimated losses Interest income

is accrued on the principal amount of the loan based on the loans

contractual interest rate Payment terms specified for mortgage loans

may include
prepayment penalty for unscheduled payoff of the

investment Prepayment penalties are recognized as investment income

when received

Policy loans are stated at current unpaid principal balances

Certain of our trading securities are held in an effort to offset the portion

of the income statement volatility caused by the effect of interest rate

fluctuations on the value of certain embedded derivatives related to

our fixed index annuity products and certain modified coinsurance

agreements See the sections of this note entitled Accounting for

Derivatives and Investment Borrowings for further discussion

regarding embedded derivatives and the trading accounts In addition

the trading account includes investments backing the market strategies

of our multibucket annuity products The change in fair value of these

securities which is recognized currently in income from policyholder and

reinsurer accounts and other special-purpose portfolios component

of investment income is substantially offset by the change in insurance

policy benefits for these products Our trading securities totaled

$372.6 million and $293.3 million at December 31 2010 and 2009

respectively

Securities lending collateral primarily consisted of fixed maturities equity

securities and cash and cash equivalents We carried these investments

at estimated fair value We recorded any unrealized gain or loss net

of tax as component of shareholders equity In the third quarter

of 2010 the Company discontinued its securities lending program

Other invested assets include certain call options purchased in an

effort to hedge the effects of certain policyholder benefits related to

our fixed index annuity and life insurance products and ii certain

non-traditional investments We carry
the call options at estimated

fair value as further described in the section of this note entitled

Accounting for Derivatives Non-traditional investments include

investments in certain limited partnerships which are accounted for

using the equity method and promissory notes which are accounted

for using the cost method

We defer any fees received or costs incurred when we originate

investments We amortize fees costs discounts and premiums as

yield adjustments over the contractual lives of the investments without

anticipation of
prepayments We consider anticipated prepayments

on mortgage-backed securities in determining estimated future yields

on such securities

When we sell security other than
trading securities we report

the

difference between the sale proceeds and amortized cost determined

based on specific identification as realized investment gain or loss

We regularly evaluate our investments for possible impairment as

further described in the note to the consolidated financial statements

entitled Investments

Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents include commercial paper invested cash

and other investments purchased with original maturities of less than

three months We carry
them at amortized cost which approximates

estimated fair value

Deferred Acquisition Costs

The costs that
vary with and are primarily related to producing new

insurance business subsequent to September 10 2003 are referred to as

deferred acquisition costs For universal life or investment products we

amortize these costs in relation to the estimated gross profits using
the

interest rate credited to the underlying policies For other products we

amortize these costs in relation to future anticipated premium revenue

using the projected investment earnings rate

When we realize gain or loss on investments backing our universal life

or investment-type products we adjust the amortization to reflect the

change in estimated
gross profits from the products due to the gain or

loss realized and the effect on future investment yields We also adjust

deferred acquisition costs for the change in amortization that would

t.. c-.... ...l.hl c.. ...h
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been sold at their stated
aggregate

fair value and the proceeds reinvested

at current yields We limit the total adjustment related to the impact

of unrealized losses to the total of costs capitalized plus interest related

to insurance policies issued in particular year We include the impact

of this adjustment in accumulated other comprehensive income loss

within shareholders equity

The investment environment during the fourth
quarter

of 2008 resulted

in significant net unrealized losses in our fixed maturity investment

portfolio The total adjustment to accumulated other comprehensive

income loss related to the change in deferred acquisition costs for

the negative amortization that would have been recorded if the fixed

maturity securities had been sold at their stated aggregate fair value

would have resulted in the balance of deferred acquisition costs exceeding

the total of costs capitalized plus interest for annuity blocks of business

issued in certain years Accordingly the adjustment
made to deferred

acquisition costs and accumulated other comprehensive income loss

was reduced by $206 million
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We regularly evaluate the recoverability of the unamortized balance of

the deferred acquisition costs We consider estimated future gross profits

or future premiums ezpected mortality or morbidity interest earned

and credited rates persistency and expenses
in determining whether the

balance is recoverable If we determine portion of the unamortized

balance is not recoverable it is charged to amortization expense
In

certain cases the unamortized balance of the deferred acquisition costs

may not be deficient in the
aggregate

but our estimates of future earnings

indicate that
profits

would be recognized in early periods and losses in

later periods In this case we increase the amortization of the deferred

acquisition costs over the period of profits by an amount necessary

to offset losses that are expected to be recognized in the later
years

Present Value of Future Profits

The value assigned to the right to receive future cash flows from

contracts existing at September 10 2003 is referred to as the present

value of future profits We also defer renewal commissions paid in

excess of ultimate commission levels related to the existing policies in

this account The balance of this account is amortized and evaluated for

recovery
in the same manner as described above for deferred acquisition

costs We also adjust the present value of future profits for the change

in amortization that would ilavc been iecorded if the fixed maturity

securities available for sale had been sold at their stated aggregate

fair value and the proceeds reinvested at current yields similar to the

manner described above for deferred acquisition costs We limit the

total adjustment related to the impact of unrealized losses to the total

present value of future profits plus interest

The discount rate we used to determine the present value of future

profits was 12 percent

The Company expects to amortize the balance of the present value

of future profits as of December 31 2010 as follows 13 percent in

2011 11 percent
in 2012 10 percent in 2013 percent in 2014 and

percent in 2015

Assets Held in Separate Accounts

Separate accounts are funds on which investment income and gains

or losses accrue directly to certain policyholders The assets of these

accounts are legally segregated They are not subject to the claims

that may arise out of
any

other business of CNO We report separate

account assets at fair value the underlying investment risks are assumed

by the contractholders We record the related liabilities at amounts

equal to the separate account assets We record the fees earned for

administrative and contractholder services performed for the separate

accounts in insurance policy income

Recognition of Insurance Policy Income and

Related Benefits and Expenses on Insurance

Contracts

For universal life and investment contracts that do not involve significant

mortality or morbidity risk the amounts collected from policyholders

are considered deposits and are not included in revenue Revenues for

these contracts consist of charges for policy administration cost of

insurance charges and surrender charges assessed against policyholders

account balances Such revenues are recognized when the service or

coverage is provided or when the policy is surrendered

We establish liabilities for investment and universal life products equal to

the accumulated policy account values which include an accumulation

of deposit payments plus credited interest less withdrawals and the

amounts assessed against the policyholder through the end of the period

Sales inducements provided to the policyholders
of these products are

recognized as liabilities over the period that the contract must remain

in force to qualify
for the inducement The options attributed to the

policyholder related to our fixed index annuity products are accounted

for as embedded derivatives as described in the section of this note

entitled Accounting for Derivatives

Traditional life and the majority of our accident and health products

including long-term care Medicare supplement and supplemental
health

products are long duration insurance contracts Premiums on these

products are recognized as revenues when due from the policyholders

We also have small block of short duration accident and health

products Premiums on these products are recognized as revenue over

the premium coverage period

We establish liabilities for traditional life accident and health insurance

and life contingent payment annuity products using mortality tables

in general use in the United States which are modified to reflect the

Companys actual experience when appropriate
We establish liabilities

for accident and health insurance products using morbidity tables

based on the Companys actual or expected experience These reserves

are computed at amounts that with additions from estimated future

premiums received and with interest on such reserves at estimated future

rates are expected to be sufficient to meet our obligations
under the

terms of the policy
Liabilities for future policy benefits are computed

on net-level premium method based upon assumptions as to future

claim costs investment yields mortality morbidity withdrawals policy

dividends and maintenance
expenses

determined when the policies

were issued or with
respect to policies inforce at August 31 2003 the

Companys best estimate of such assumptions on the Effective Date We

make an additional provision to allow for potential adverse deviation

for some of our assumptions Once established assumptions on these

products are generally not changed unless premium deficiency exists

In that case premium deficiency reserve is recognized and the future

pattern
of reserve changes are modified to reflect the relationship of

premiums to benefits based on the current best estimate of future

claim costs investment yields mortality morbidity withdrawals

policy dividends and maintenance expenses
determined without an

additional provision for potential adverse deviation

We establish claim reserves based on our estimate of the loss to be

incurred on reported claims plus estimates of incurred but unreported

claims based on our past experience

Accounting for Long-term Care Premium Rate

Increases

Many of our long-term care policies were subject to premium rate

increases in the three
years ending December 31 2010 In some

cases these premium rate increases were materially consistent with

the assumptions we used to value the particular block of business at

the fresh-start date With respect to the 2006 premium rate increases

some of our policyholders were provided an option to cease paying

their premiums and receive non-forfeiture option in the form of

paid-up policy with limited benefits In addition our policyholders

could choose to reduce their
coverage amounts and premiums

in the

same proportion
when permitted by our contracts or as required
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by regulators The following describes how we account for these

policyholder options

Premium rate increases If premium rate increases reflect change in

our previous rate increase assumptions the new assumptions are not

reflected prospectively in our reserves Instead the additional premium

revenue resulting from the rate increase is recognized as earned and

original assumptions continue to be used to determine changes to

liabilities for insurance products unless premium deficiency exists

Benefit reductions policyholder may choose reduced
coverage

with
proportionate reduction in premium when permitted by our

contracts This option does not require additional
underwriting

Benefit reductions are treated as partial lapse of
coverage and the

balance of our reserves and deferred insurance acquisition costs is

reduced in proportion to the reduced
coverage

Non-forfeiture benefits offered in
conjunction with rate increase In

some cases non-forfeiture benefits are offered to policyholders who

wish to lapse their policies at the time of significant rate increase

In these cases exercise of this option is treated as an extinguishment

of the original contract and issuance of new contract The balance

of our reserves and deferred insurance acquisition costs are released

and reserve for the new contract is established

Florida Order In 2004 the Florida Office of Insurance Regulation

issued an order to Washington National regarding home health care

business in Florida The order required Washington National to offer

choice of three alternatives to holders of home health care policies

in Florida subject to premium rate increases as follows

retention of their current policy with rate increase of 50 percent
in

the first
year and actuarially justified increases in subsequent years

receipt of replacement policy with reduced benefits and rate

increase in the first year of 25 percent and no more than 15 percent

in subsequent years or

receipt of paid-up policy allowing the holder to file future

claims
up to 100 percent of the amount of premiums paid since

the inception of the policy

Reserves for all three
groups of policies under the order were

prospectively adjusted using prospective revision methodology as

these alternatives were required by the Florida Office of Insurance

Regulation These policies had no insurance acquisition costs

established at the Effective Date

Some of our policyholders may receive non-forfeiture benefit if they

cease paying their premiums pursuant to their original contract or

pursuant to changes made to their original contract as result of

litigation
settlement made

prior to the Effective Date or an order issued

by the Florida Office of Insurance Regulation In these cases exercise

of this option is treated as the exercise of policy benefit and the

reserve for premium paying benefits is reduced and the reserve for the

non-forfeiture benefit is adjusted to reflect the election of this benefit

Accounting for marketing and reinsurance

agreements with Coventry

Prescription Drug Benefit

The Medicare Prescription Drug Improvement and Modernization

Act of 2003 provided for the introduction of prescription drug

benefit PDP In order to offer this product to our current and

potential future policyholders without investing in management and

infrastructure we entered into national distribution agreement

with Coventry to use our career and independent agents to distribute

Coventrys prescription drug plan Advantra Rx We receive fee based

on the premiums collected on plans sold through our distribution

channels In addition CNO has quota-share reinsurance agreement

with Coventry for CNO enrollees that provides CNO with 50 percent

of net premiums and related policy benefits subject to risk corridor

The Part
program was effective January 2006

The following describes how we account for and report our PDP business

Our accounting for the national distribution

agreement

For contracts sold prior to 2009 we recognize distribution and

licensing fee income from Coventry based
upon negotiated percentages

of collected premiums on the
underlying Medicare Part contracts

For contracts sold in 2009 and thereafter we recognize distribution

income based on fixed fee per PDP contract This fee income is

recognized over the calendar year term as premiums are collected

We also
pay commissions to our agents who sell the plans on behalf

of Coventry These payments are deferred and amortized over the

remaining term of the initial enrollment period the one-year life of

the initial policy

Our accounting for the quota-share agreement

We recognize premium revenue evenly over the period of the
underlying

Medicare Part contracts

We recognize policyholder benefits and ceding commission expense

as incurred

We recognize risk-share premium adjustments consistent with

Coventrys risk-share agreement with the Centers for Medicare and

Medicaid Services

Private-Fee-For-Service

CNO expanded its strategic alliance with Coventry by entering into

national distribution
agreement under which our career agents

began distributing Coventrys Private-Fee-For-Service PFFS plan

beginning January 2007 The Advantra Freedom product is Medicare
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better
coverage at lower cost than original Medicare and Medicare

Advantage plans offered
through HMOs Under the agreement we

received fee based on the number of PFFS plans sold through our

distribution channels In addition CNO had quota-share reinsurance

agreement with Coventry for CNO enrollees that provided CNO
with specified percentage of the net premiums and related profits

Coventry decided to cease selling PFFS plans effective January 2010

In July 2009 we announced strategic alliance under which we would

offer Humanas Medicare Advantage plans to our policyholders and

consumers through our career agency
force and will receive marketing

fees based on sales Effective January 2010 we no longer assumed

the
underwriting risk related to PFFS business

We received distribution fees from Coventry and we paid sales

commissions to our agents for these enrollments In addition we

received
specified percentage of the income loss related to this

business
pursuant to quota-share agreement

with Coventry

The following summarizes our accounting and reporting practices for

the PFFS business
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Our accounting for the distribution agreement

We received distribution income from Coventry and other parties

based on fixed fee per PFFS contract This income was deferred

and recognized over the remaining calendar year term of the initial

enrollment period

We also paid commissions to our agents
who sell the plans on behalf

of Coventry and other parties These payments were deferred and

amortized over the remaining term of the initial enrollment period

the one-year
life of the initial policy

Our accounting for the quota-share agreement

We recognized revenue evenly over the period of the underlying

PFFS contracts

We recognized policyholder benefits and ceding commission expense

as incurred

Large Group Private-Fee-For-Service Blocks

During 2007 and 2008 CNO entered into three quota-share

reinsurance agreements with Coventry related to the PFFS business

written by Coventry under two large group policies CNO received

specified percentage
of the net premiums and related profits

associated

with this business as long as the ceded revenue margin as defined

in the quota-share reinsurance agreements was less than or equal

to five percent CNO also received specified percentage
of the

net premiums and related profits on the ceded margin
in excess of

five
percent

In order to reduce the required statutory capital associated

with the assumption of this business CNO terminated two group policy

quota-share agreements as of December 31 2008 and terminated the

last
agreement on June 30 2009 Premiums assumed through these

reinsurance agreements
totaled $47.5 million in 2009 The income

before income taxes related to the assumed business was $14.0 million

during the year ended December 31 2009

Reinsurance

In the normal course of business we seek to limit our loss
exposure on

any single insured or to certain
groups

of policies by ceding reinsurance

to other insurance enterprises
We currently retain no more than

$.8 million of mortality risk on any one policy We diversify the risk

of reinsurance loss by using number of reinsurers that have
strong

claims-paying ratings In each case the ceding CNO subsidiary is

directly liable for claims reinsured in the event the assuming company

is unable to pay

The cost of reinsurance on life and health
coverages

is recognized over

the life of the reinsured policies using assumptions consistent with

those used to account for the underlying policy
The cost of reinsurance

ceded totaled $258.6 million $179.4 million and $164.0 million in

2010 2009 and 2008 respectively We deduct this cost from insurance

policy income Reinsurance recoveries netted against insurance policy

benefits totaled $471.6 million $477.2 million and $536.3 million

in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

From time-to-time we assume insurance from other companies Any costs

associated with the assumption of insurance are amortized consistent with

the method used to amortize deferred acquisition costs described above

Reinsurance premiums
assumed totaled $92.6 million $475.5 million

and $641.0 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively Reinsurance

premiums included amounts assumed
pursuant to marketing and quota-

share agreements with Coventry of $67.2 million $444.3 million and

$609.5 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively Such premiums

assumed included
group policy quota-share agreements whereby we

assumed specified percentage of the PFFS business written by

Coventry under large group policy effective July 2007 which was

terminated on June 30 2009 and ii specified percentage of the

PFFS business written by Coventry under another large group policy

effective May 2008 which was terminated on December 31 2008

Coventry decided to cease selling
PFFS plans effective January 2010

In July 2009 Bankers Life entered into an agreement with Humana

under which it offers Humanas Medicare Advantage/PFFS plans

to its policyholders and consumers nationwide through its career

agency
force and receives marketing fees based on sales Effective

January 2010 the Company no longer assumes the underwriting

risk related to PFFS business

See the section of this note entitled Accounting for Derivatives for

discussion of the derivative embedded in the payable related to certain

modified coinsurance agreements

In 2008 Bankers Life entered into reinsurance agreement as amended

pursuant to which it ceded /0 percent ot its new UU and UU
long-term care business excluding certain business sold in the state

of Florida The amount reinsured decreased to 50 percent
in the first

quarter
of 2010 and to 25 percent

thereafter The
pre-tax impact of

this reinsurance agreement was not significant in 2008

In September 2009 we completed transaction under which Washington

National and Conseco Insurance Company coinsured with an effective

date of January 2009 about 104000 non-core life insurance policies

in the Other CNO Business segment with Wilton Reassurance Company

Wilton Re In the transaction Wilton Re paid ceding commission

of $55.8 million and coinsures and administers 100 percent
of these

policies The CNO insurance companies transferred to Wilton Re

$401.6 million in cash and policy loans and $457.4 million of policy

and other reserves Most of the policies involved in the transaction were

issued by companies prior to their acquisition by CNO We recorded

deferred gain of approximately $26 million in 2009 which is being

recognized over the remaining
life of the block of insurance policies

coinsured with Wilton Re We also increased our deferred tax valuation

allowance by $20 million in 2009 as result of reassessing
the

recovery

of our deferred tax assets upon completion of the transaction

In November 2009 we entered into transaction under which Bankers

Life coinsured with an effective date of October 2009 about 234000

life insurance policies with Wilton Re In the transaction Wilton

Re paid ceding commission of $44 million and is 50% coinsuring

these policies which continue to be administered by Bankers Life In

the transaction Bankers Life transferred to Wilton Re $73 million in

investment securities and policy loans and $117 million of policy and

other reserves As result of the transaction we recorded an increase

to our deferred tax valuation allowance of $18 million in 2009 as

result of reassessing the recovery of our deferred tax assets upon

completion
of the transaction We also recorded pre-tax deferred

cost of reinsurance of $32 million in 2009 which in accordance with

GAAP is being amortized over the life of the block
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Income Taxes

Our income tax expense includes deferred income taxes arising from

temporary differences between the financial reporting and tax bases

of assets and liabilities capital loss carryforwards and net operating

loss carryforwards NOLs Deferred tax assets and liabilities are

measured using enacted tax rates expected to apply in the years in

which
temporary differences are expected to be recovered or paid

The effect of
change in tax rates on deferred tax assets and liabilities

is

recognized in earnings in the period when the changes are enacted

reduction of the
carrying amount of deferred tax assets by establishing

valuation allowance is required if based on the available evidence it

is more
likely

than not that such assets will not be realized We evaluate

the need to establish valuation allowance for our deferred income tax

assets on an ongoing
basis In evaluating our deferred income tax assets

we consider whether the deferred income tax assets will be realized

based on the more-likely-than-not realization threshold criterion

The ultimate realization of our deferred income tax assets depends

upon generating
sufficient future taxable income during the periods

in which our temporary differences become deductible and before our

capital loss carryforwards and NOLs expire This assessment requires

significant judgment In assessing the need for valuation allowance

appropriate consideration is given to all positive and negative evidence

related to the realization of the deferred tax assets This assessment

considers among other matters the nature frequency and
severity

of

current and cumulative losses forecasts of future profitability excess

appreciated asset value over the tax basis of net assets the duration

of carryforward periods our experience with operating loss and tax

credit carryforwards expiring unused and tax planning alternatives

At December 31 2010 our valuation allowance for our net deferred tax

assets was $1.1 billion as we have determined that it is more
likely

than

not that portion of our deferred tax assets will not be realized This

determination was made by evaluating each
component

of the deferred

tax asset and assessing the effects of limitations and/or
interpretations

on the value of such
component to be fully recognized in the future

Investment Borrowings

Two of the Companys insurance subsidiaries Conseco Life and

Bankers Life are members of the Federal Home Loan Bank FHLB
Ac memherc of the FHLB Conseco Life and Bankers Life have the

ability to borrow on collateralized basis from FHLB Conseco Life

and Bankers Life are required to hold certain minimum amounts of

FHLB common stock as requirement of membership in the FHLB
and additional amounts based on the amount of the borrowings At

December 31 2010 the
carrying value of the FHLB common stock

was $60.0 million As of December 31 2010 collateralized borrowings

from the FHLB totaled $1.2 billion of which $750.0 million was

borrowed in 2010 and the proceeds were used to purchase fixed maturity

securities The borrowings are classified as investment borrowings in

the
accompanying consolidated balance sheet The borrowings are

collateralized by investments with an estimated fair value of $1 .5

billion at December 31 2010 which are maintained in custodial

account for the benefit of the FHLB Such investments are classified

as fixed maturities available for sale in our consolidated balance sheet

Interest
expense

of $20.8 million $20.3 million and $21.9 million

in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively was recognized related to the

borrowings

The following summarizes the terms of the borrowings dollars

in millions

Interest rate at

Amount borrowed Maturity date December 31 2010

$540 May 2012 Variable rate 0.284%

13.0 July 2012 Variable rate 0.349%

100.0 October 2013 Variable rate 0.591%

100.0 September 2015 Variable rate 0.611%

100.0 September 2015 Variable rate 0388%

100.0 October 2015 Variable rate 0.616%

150.0 October 2015 Variable rate 0.6 10%

146.0 November 2015 Fixed rate 5.300%

j0.0 November 2015 Fixed rate 4890%

100.0 December2015 Fixed rate4.710%

500 November 2016 Variable rate 0.573%

50.0 November 2016 Variable rate 0.73 1%

100.0 October 2017 Variable rate 0.715%

37.0 November 2017 Fixed rate 3.750%

$L2.Ooo

The variable rate borrowings are pre-payable on each interest reset date

without penalty The fixed rate borrowings are pre-payable subject to

payment
of yield maintenance fee based on current market interest

rates At December 31 2010 the aggregate fee to prepay
all fixed rate

borrowings was $61.2 million

At December 31 2010 investment borrowings consisted of

collateralized borrowings from the FHLB of $1.2 billion and ii

other borrowings of $4.1 million

At December 31 2009 investment borrowings consisted of

collateralized borrowings from the FHLB of $450.0 million ii

$229.1 million of securities issued to other entities by variable interest

entity VIE which is consolidated in our financial statements as

further discussed in the note to the consolidated financial statements

entitled Investments in Variable Interest Entities and iii other

borrowings of $4.8 million

Accounting for Derivatives

Our fixed index annuity products provide guaranteed minimum rate

of return and higher potential return that is based on percentage

the participation rate of the amount of increase in the value of

particular index such as the Standard Poors 500 Index over

specified period Typically on each policy anniversary date new

index period begins We are generally able to change the participation

rate at the beginning of each index period during policy year subject

to contractual minimums We typically buy call
options including

call spreads referenced to the applicable indices in an effort to hedge

potential increases to policyholder benefits resulting from increases in the

particular index to which the policys return is linked We reflect changes

in the estimated fair value of these options in net investment income

classified as investment income from policyholder and reinsurer accounts

and other special-purpose portfolios Net investment gains losses

related to fixed index products were $28.2 million $50.7 million and

$104.3 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively These amounts

were substantially offset by corresponding change to insurance policy

benefits The estimated fair value of these options was $89.4 million

and $114.9 million at December 31 2010 and 2009 respectively We

classify
these instruments as other invested assets
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The Company accounts for the options attributed to the policyholder

for the estimated life of the annuity contract as embedded derivatives

The expected future cost of options on fixed index annuity products is

used to determine the value of embedded derivatives The Company

purchases options to hedge
liabilities for the next policy year on

each policy anniversary date and must estimate the fair value of the

forward embedded options related to the policies These accounting

requirements
often create volatility

in the earnings from these products

We record the changes in the fair values of the embedded derivatives

in current earnings as component
of policyholder benefits Effective

January 2008 we adopted authoritative guidance related to fair value

measurements which required us to value the embedded derivatives

reflecting hypothetical market perspective for fair value measurement

We recorded charge of $1.8 million to net income after the effects

of the amortization of the present value of future profits and deferred

acquisition costs collectively referred to as amortization of insurance

acquisition costs and income taxes attributable to changes in the

fair value of the embedded derivatives as result of adopting
such

guidance The fair value of these derivatives which are classified as

liabilities for interest-sensitive products was $553.6 million and

$494.4 million at December 31 2010 and 2009 respectively We

maintain specific block of investments in our trading securities

account which we carry at estimated fair value with changes in such

value recognized as investment income classified as investment income

from policyholder and reinsurer accounts and other special-purpose

portfolios The change in value of these trading securities attributable

to interest fluctuations is intended to offset portion of the change in

the value of the embedded derivative

If the counterparties for the call options we hold fail to meet their

obligations we may have to recognize loss We limit our exposure

to such loss by diversifying among several counterparties
believed

to be strong and creditworthy At December 31 2010 all of our

counterparties were rated BBB or higher by Standard Poors

Corporation SP
Certain of our reinsurance payable balances contain embedded derivatives

Such derivatives had an estimated fair value of $.4 million and

$1.6 million at December 31 2010 and 2009 respectively We record

the change in the fair value of these derivatives as component of

investment income classified as investment income from policyholder

and reinsurer accounts and other special-purpose portfolios We

maintain specific block of investments related to these agreements

in our trading securities account which we carry at estimated fair

value with changes in such value recognized as investment income

also classified as investment income from policyholder and reinsurer

accounts and other special-purpose portfolios The change in value of

these trading securities attributable to interest fluctuations is intended

to offset the change in value of the embedded derivatives However

differences will occur as corporate spreads change

Multibucket Annuity Product

The Companys multibucket annuity is an annuity product that

credits interest based on the experience of particular market strategy

Policyholders allocate their annuity premium payments to several

different market strategies
based on different asset classes within the

Companys investment portfolio Interest is credited to this product

based on the market return of the given strategy
less

management fees

and funds may be moved between different strategies
The Company

guarantees minimum return of premium plus approximately percent

per annum over the life of the contract The investments backing
the

market strategies of these products are designated by the Company

as tradingsecurities The change
in the fair value of these securities is

recognized as investment income classified as income from policyholder

and reinsurer accounts and other special-purpose portfolios which is

substantially offset by the change in insurance policy benefits for these

products As of December 31 2010 we hold insurance liabilities of

$63.7 million related to multibucket annuity products

Stock Based Compensation

In December 2004 the FASB issued authoritative guidance which

provided additional guidance on accounting for share-based payments

and required
all such awards to be measured at fair value with the

related compensation cost recognized in the statement of operations

over the related service period CNO implemented the guidance

using
the modified prospective method on January 2006 Under

this method the Company began recognizing compensation cost for

all awards granted on or after January 2006 In addition we are

required to recognize compensation cost over the remaining requisite

service period for the portion of outstanding
awards that were not

vested as of January 2006 and were not previously expensed on

pro
forma basis pursuant to the guidance The guidance also requires

the benefits of tax deductions in excess of recognized compensation

cost to be reported as financing cash flow rather than as an operating

cash flow as previously required During 2010 2009 and 2008 we

did not capitalize any stock-based compensation expense as deferred

acquisition costs or any other asset category

Fair Value Measurements

Effective January 2008 we adopted authoritative guidance which

clarifies number of considerations with respect to fair value measurement

objectives for financial reporting
and expands disclosures about the

use of fair value measurements The guidance is intended to increase

consistency and comparability among fair value estimates used in

financial reporting
and the disclosure requirements are intended to

provide users of financial statements with the ability to assess the

reliability
of an entitys fair value measurements The initial adoption

of the guidance resulted in charge of $1.8 million to net income

after the effects of the amortization of insurance acquisition costs

and income taxes in the first
quarter

of 2008 attributable to changes

in the
liability

for the embedded derivatives associated with our fixed

index annuity products The change resulted from the incorporation of

risk margins into the estimated fair value calculation for this
liability

Definition of Fair Value

Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to

transfer liability in an orderly transaction between market participants

at the measurement date and therefore represents an exit price not

an entry price We hold fixed maturities equity securities trading

securities investments held by variable interest entities derivatives

separate account assets and embedded derivatives which are carried

at fair value

The degree ofjudgment utilized in measuring the fair value of financial

instruments is largely dependent on the level to which pricing is based

on observable inputs
Observable inputs reflect market data obtained

from independent sources while unobservable inputs reflect our view of
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market
assumptions in the absence of observable market information

Financial instruments with readily available active quoted prices

would be considered to have fair values based on the highest level of

observable inputs and little judgment would be utilized in measuring

fair value Financial instruments that rarely trade would often have fair

value based on lower level of observable inputs and more judgment

would be utilized in measuring fair value

Valuation Hierarchy

Ihere is three-level hierarchy for valuing assets or liabilities at fair

value based on whether inputs are observable or unobservable

Level includes assets and liabilities valued using inputs that are

quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities Our

Level assets include exchange traded securities

Level includes assets and liabilities valued using inputs that are

quoted prices for similar assets in an active market quoted prices for

identical or similar assets in market that is not active observable

inputs or observable inputs that can be corroborated by market data

Level assets and liabilities include those financial instruments that

are valued by independent pricing services using models or other

valuation
methodologies These models are primarily industry-

standard models that consider various inputs such as interest rate

credit spread reported trades broker/dealer
quotes issuer spreads

and other inputs that are observable or derived from observable

information in the marketplace or are supported by observable levels

at which transactions are executed in the marketplace Financial

instruments in this
category primarily include certain public and

private corporate fixed maturity securities certain
government or

agency securities certain
mortgage

and asset-backed securities and

non-exchange-traded derivatives such as call
options to hedge liabilities

related to our fixed index
annuity products

Level includes assets and liabilities valued using unobservable
inputs

that are used in model-based valuations that contain management

assumptions Level assets and liabilities include those financial

instruments whose fair value is estimated based on non-binding broker

prices or internally developed models or methodologies utilizing

significant inputs not based on or corroborated by readily available

market information Financial instruments in this
category

include

certain corporate securities primarily private placements certain

mortgage and asset-backed securities and other less liquid securities

Additionally the Companys liabilities for embedded derivatives

including embedded derivatives related to our fixed index annuity

products and to modified coinsurance arrangement are classified

in Level since their values include significant unobservable inputs

including actuarial assumptions

At each
reporting date we classify assets and liabilities into the three

input levels based on the lowest level of input that is significant to the

measurement of fair value for each asset and
liability reported at fair

value This classification is impacted by number of factors including

the type of financial instrument whether the financial instrument is

new to the market and not yet established the characteristics specific

to the transaction and overall market conditions Our assessment of

the significance of particular input to the fair value measurement and

the ultimate classification of each asset and
liability requires judgment

The vast majority of our fixed maturity securities and separate account

assets use Level inputs for the determination of fair value These fair

values are obtained primarily from independent pricing services which

use Level inputs for the determination of fair value Substantially all

of our Level fixed maturity securities and separate account assets were

valued from independent pricing services Third party pricing services

normally derive the security prices through recently reported trades for

identical or similar securities making adjustments through the
reporting

date based upon available market observable information If there are

no recently reported trades the third
party pricing services may use

matrix or model processes to develop security price where future

cash flow expectations are developed and discounted at an estimated

risk-adjusted market rate The number of prices obtained is dependent

on the Companys analysis of such prices as further described below

For securities that are not priced by pricing services and may not

be reliably priced using pricing models we obtain broker
quotes

These broker quotes are non-binding and represent an exit price but

assumptions used to establish the fair value may not be observable

and therefore
represent Level inputs Approximately 16

percent
and

percent
of our Level fixed maturity securities were valued using

broker quotes or independent pricing services respectively The remaining

Level fixed maturity investments do not have readily determinable

market prices and/or observable inputs For these securities we use

internally developed valuations Key assumptions used to determine

fair value for these securities may include risk-free rates risk premiums

performance of underlying collateral and other factors involving

significant assumptions which may not be reflective of an active market

For certain investments we use matrix or model
process to develop

security price where future cash flow
expectations are developed and

discounted at an estimated market rate The
pricing matrix utilizes

spread level to determine the market price for security The credit

spread generally incorporates the issuers credit rating and other factors

relating to the issuers industry and the securitys maturity In some

instances issuer-specific spread adjustments which can be positive or

negative are made based upon internal analysis of security specifics

such as liquidity deal size and time to maturity

Privately placed securities comprise approximately 66
percent

of our

fixed maturities available for sale classified as Level
Privately placed

securities are classified as Level when their valuation is based on

internal valuation models which rely on significant inputs that are not

observable in the market Our model applies spreads above the risk-free

rate which are determined based on comparison to securities with similar

ratings maturities and industries that are rated by independent third

party rating agencies Our process also considers the ratings assigned

by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners the NAIC
to the Level securities on an annual basis Each quarter review is

performed to determine the reasonableness of the initial valuations

from the model If an initial valuation
appears

unreasonable based

on our knowledge of security and current market conditions we

make appropriate adjustments to our valuation inputs The remaining

securities classified as Level are primarily valued based on internally

developed models using estimated future cash flows We recognized

other-than-temporary impairments on securities classified as Level

investments of $75.9 million during 2010 $72.0 million prior to the

3.9 million of
impairment

losses recognized through accumulated

other comprehensive income loss

As the Company is responsible for the determination of fair value we

perform monthly quantitative and qualitative analysis on the prices

received from third
parties

to determine whether the prices are reasonable

estimates of fairvalue The Companys analysis includes review of

the methodology used by third
party pricing services ii comparison

of pricing services valuation to other pricing services valuations for
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the same security iii review of month to month price fluctuations

iv review to ensure valuations are not unreasonably stale and

back testing to compare
actual purchase and sale transactions with

valuations received from third parties As result of such procedures

the Company may conclude the prices received from third parties are

not reflective of current market conditions In those instances we

may request additional pricing quotes or apply internally developed

valuations However the number of instances is insignificant
and the

aggregate change in value of such investments is not materially different

from the original prices
received

The categorization of the fair value measurements of our investments

priced by independent pricing services was based
upon

the Companys

judgment of the inputs or methodologies used by the independent

pricing services to value different asset classes Such inputs include

benchmark yields reported trades broker dealer quotes issuer spreads

benchmark securities bids offers and reference data The Company

categorizes such fair value measurements based upon asset classes and

the underlying observable or unobservable inputs used to value such

investments

The classification of fair value measurements for derivative instruments

including embedded derivatives requiring bifurcation is determined

based on the consideration of several inputs including closing exchange

or over-the-counter market price quotations time value and volatility

factors underlying options
market interest rates and non-performance

risk For certain embedded derivatives we may use actuarial assumptions

in the determination of fair value

Total

ASSETS

lixed maturities available for sale

Corporate securities 12254.7 2092.5 14347.2

United States Trc.tsur1 securities and obligations of United States

government corporations and agencies 10.0 282.2 2.0 294.2

States and
political

subdivisions 1772.1 11.4 1783.5

Debt securities issued by foreign governments .9 .9

Asset-hackcd securities 638.1 6.0 644.1

Collateralized debt obligations 256.5 256.5

Commercial mortgage-backed securities 1363.7 1363.7

Mortgage pass-through securities 27.8 3.5 31.3

ollateralieed mortgage obligations 1715.4 1971 1912.5

Total lixed maturities available for sale 37.8 18027.1 2569.0 20633.9

Equity securities 37.S 30.6 68.1

Trading securities

Corporate securities 3.2 47.5 4.3 55.0

United Statcs .1 reasury securities and obligations of United States

government corporations and agencies 293.8 293.8

States and
political

subdivisions 16.1 16.1

Asset-backed securities .6 .6

ommcrcial morrgage-backcd securities 5.2 5.2

Mortgage passthrough securities .3 .3

oHatcraliied mortgage obligations 1.2 .4 1.6

Total trading securities 3.5 364.4 4.7 372.6

Invest memos held
h3

variable interest entities 414.2 6.7 420.9

Other invested assets
192.0 192.0

Assets held in separate acounts 17.5 17.5

LIABILITIES

iabilities for insurance products

interest-sensitive products 553.2 553.2

The categorization of fair value measurements by input level for our fixed maturity securities equity securities trading securities certain

other invested assets assets held in separate accounts and embedded derivative instruments included in liabilities for insurance products at

December 31 2010 is as follows dollars in millions

Quoted prices in active

markets for identical

assets or liabilities

Level

Significant other Significant

observable inputs unobservable inputs

Level Level

Includes company-owned lfŁ insurance and derivatives

Includes $553.6 million of embedded derivatives associated with our fixed index annuily products
and $4 million of embedded derivatives associated with moc4fled coinsurance

agreement
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The categorization of fair value measurements by input level for our fixed maturity securities equity securities trading securities certain

other invested assets assets held in separate accounts and embedded derivative instruments included in liabilities for insurance products at

December 31 2009 is as follows dollars in millions

Quoted prices in active

markets for identical Significant other Significant

assets or liabilities observable inputs unobservable

Level Level inouts Level Total

Fixed maturities available for sale

Corporatesecurities 12044.3 2247.1 14291.4

United States Treasury secu rides and obligations of United States

government corporations and agencies 19.4 248.0 2.2 269.6

States and
political

subdivisions 842.9 10.7 853.6

Debt securities issued by foreign governments 5.1 5.1

Asset-backed securities 176.3 5.8 192.1

Collateralized debt obligations 92.8 92.8

Commercial mortgage-backed securities 752.3 13.7 766.0

Mortgage pass-through securilies 37.1 1.3 4.2 42.6

Collateralized mortgage obligations 2003.8 11.4 2015.2

loral fixed maturities available for sale 56.5 16074.0 2397.9 18528.4

Eguiiy securities .1 30.9 31.0

Trading securities

Corporate securities 3.8 49.4 3.7 56.9

United Stares reasury securities and
obligat

ions of United States

government corporations and agencies 220.3 220.3

States and
political

subdivisions 4.4 4.4

Asset-backed sciuriries .6 .6

Commercial mortgage-backed securities 4.9

Mortgage pass-through securities .5 .5

Collateralized mortgage obligations 5.7 5.7

Total trading securities 4.3 285.3 3.7 293.3

Securities lending collateral

Corporate securities 81.0 13.7 94.7

Asset backed securities 16.2 22.9 39.1

Ioral securities lending collateral 97.2 36.6 133.8

Other invested assets 192.6 2.4 195.0

Assets held in separate accounts 17.3 17.3

LIABILITIES

Liabilities for nsurancc prodticts

Interest-sensitive products 496.0 496.0

Includes company-owned life insurance and derivatives

Includes
equity-like holdings in special-purpose entities

Includes $494.4 million of embedded derivatives associated with our fixed index annuity products and $1.6 million of embedded derivatives associated with modf1ed coinsurance

agreement
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The following
table

presents
additional information about assets and liabilities measured at fair value on recurring basis and for which we have

utilized significant
unobservable Level inputs to determine fair value for the year

ended December 31 2010 dollars in millions

December 31 2010

Beginning

balance as of

December31

Purchases

sales

Cumulative issuances

effect of and

accounting settlements

Total

realized and

unrealized

losses

included in

Total realized

and unrealized

gains losses

includedin

accumulated other

comprehensive

Amount of total

gains losses for

the year ended

December 31 2010

included in our net

income
relating

to

assets and liabilities

still held as of there
Ending

Transfers Transfers balance as of

into out of December 31

T__013bc

Interest-sensitive

products

Amounts
represent adjustments to investments related to variable interest entity

that was required
to be consolidated effective January 2010 as well as the

reclassification of

investments of variable interest entity
which was consolidated at December31 2009

Transfers in/out of Level are reported as having occurred at the beginning of the period

Included in the
transfers Out of Level is approximately $282 million

ofprivately
issued securities that were priced using

observable market data at December 31 2010 and were

therefore transferred to Level
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The following table
presents additional information about assets and liabilities measured at fair value on recurring

basis and for which we have

utilized significant unobservable Level inputs to determine fair value for the year ended December 31 2009 dollars in millions

At December 31 2010 86
percent

of our Level fixed maturities

available for sale were investment grade and 81
percent

of our Level

fixed maturities available for sale consisted of
corporate securities

Realized and unrealized investment gains and losses presented in the

preceding tables represent gains and losses during the time the applicable

financial instruments were classified as Level

Realized and unrealized gains losses on Level assets are primarily

reported in either net investment income for policyholder and reinsurer

accounts and other
special-purpose portfolios net realized investment

gains losses or insurance policy benefits within the consolidated

statement of operations or accumulated other
comprehensive income

loss within shareholders equity based on the appropriate accounting

treatment for the instrument

Purchases sales issuances and settlements net represent the activity

that occurred during the period that results in change of the asset or

liability
but does not represent changes in fair value for the instruments

held at the
beginning of the period Such activity primarily consists

of purchases and sales of fixed maturity equity and trading securities

purchases and settlements of derivative instruments and changes to

embedded derivative instruments related to insurance products resulting

from the issuance of new contracts or changes to existing contracts

We review the fair value hierarchy classifications each reporting period

Transfers in and/or out of Level in 2010 and 2009 were primarily due

to changes in the observability of the valuation attributes resulting in

reclassification of certain financial assets or liabilities Such reclassifications

are reported as transfers in and out of Level at the beginning fair

value for the
reporting period in which the changes occur There were

no significant transfers between Level and Level in 2010

December 31 2009 Amount of total

gains losses for

Total Total realized the
year ended

Purchases realized and and unrealized December 31 2009

sales unrealized gains losses induded in our net

Beginning issuances gains included in
Ending income

relating to

balance as of and losses accwnulated other Transfers Transfers balance as of assets and liabilities

December 31 settlements included in comprehensive into out of December 31 still held as of the

2008 net net income income loss Level Level 2009 reporting date

Fixed maturities available for sale

corporate securities 1715.6 231.1 5.2 284.8 30.3 9.5 2247.1

United States Treasury securities

and obligations of United States

government corporations and

agencies 2.6 .1 .3 2.2

States and political subdivisions 10.5 .5.1 1.1 1.8 10.7

Asset-backed securities 27.5 4.4 5.2 2.0 4.1 15.8 1.2

Collateralizedclebtobligations 96.7 36.3 4.2 36.6 92.8 2.7
Commercial mortgage-backed

securities 9.6 .7 .6 5.4 13.7

Mortgage pass-through securities 4.9 1.8l .1 4.2

Collateralized mortgage obligations 8.7 10.8 .1 8.2 1.4

Total fixed maturities available for sale 1876.1 199.1 15.2 327.5 32.2 21.8 2397.9

Equity securities 32.4 .3 1.2 30.9

Trading securities

Corporate securities 2.7 1.0 3.7 1.0

Su.urities lending collateral

Corporate securities 34.9 17.0 .3 4.5 13.7

Equitysecurities .1 .1 .3 .3 .3
Asset-backed securities 13.1 .6 10.0 20.4 22.9 .6

Total securities lending collateral 48.1 17.1 .9 9.4J 20.4 4.5 36.6 .91

Other invested assets 2.3 3.4 3.5 2.4 3.4
LIABILITIES

Liabilities for insurance products

interest-sensitive products l437.2 63.8 5.0 4960 7.3

Tranfes in/Out of Level are reported as having curred at the
beginnine of the

pen
oil
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The amount presented for gains losses included in our net loss for

assets and liabilities still held as of the reporting date primarily represents

impairments for fixed maturities available for sale changes in fair

value of trading securities and certain derivatives and changes in fair

value of embedded derivative instruments included in liabilities for

insurance products that exist as of the reporting
date

We use the following methods and assumptions to determine the

estimated fair values of other financial instruments

Cash and cash equivalents The carrying amount for these instruments

approximates
their estimated fair value

Mortgage loans and policy loans We discount future expected cash

flows for loans included in our investment portfolio
based on interest

rates currently being offered for similar loans to borrowers with

similar credit ratings We aggregate
loans with similar characteristics

in our calculations The fair value of policy loans approximates their

carrying value

Other invested assets We use quoted market prices where available When

quotes are not available we estimate the fair value based on discounted

future expected cash flows or independent transactions which establish

value for our investment Investments in limited partnerships are

accounted for under the equity
method which approximates estimated

fair value

Insurance liabilities for interest-sensitive products We discount future

expected cash flows based on interest rates currently being offered for

similar contracts with similar maturities

Investment borrowings notes payable and borrowings
related to variable

interest entities For publicly traded debt we use current fair values

For other notes we use discounted cash flow analyses based on our

current incremental borrowing rates for similar types
of borrowing

arrangements

The estimated fair values of our financial instruments at December 31 2010 and 2009 were as follows dollars in millions

Fair Value

Financial assets

Fixed maturities available for sale 20.633.9 20633.9 18528.4 18528.4

Equity securities
68.1 68.1 31.0 31.0

Mortgage loans 1761.2 1762.6 1965.5 1756.8

lolicy loans 284.4 284.4 295.2 295.2

Trading securities
372.6 372.6 293.3 293.3

Investments held by securitization entities 420.9 420.9

Securities lending collateral
180.0 180.0

Other invested assets
240.9 240.9 236 236.8

Cash and cash equivalents
598.7 598.7 526.8 526.8

Financial liabilities

Insurance liabilities for interest-sensitive productsw 13194.7 13194.7 13219.2 13219.2

Investment borrowings 104.1 1265.3 683.9 677.6

Borrowings related so secutiti/ation entities 386.9 345.1

Notes payable direct corporate obligations 998.5 1166.4 1037.4 1041.7

The estimatedfair value ofinsurance
liabilities

for
interest-sensitive products was approximately equal to its

tarrying
value at December31 2010 and 2009 This was because interest

rates credited on the vast majority ofaccount balances approximate current rates paid on similar products
and because these rates are not generally guaranteed beyond one year

2010 2009

Carrying

Amount

Carrying

Fair Value Amount
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Sates Inducements

Certain of our annuity products offer sales inducements to contract

holders in the form of enhanced crediting rates or bonus payments in

the initial period of the contract Certain of our life insurance products

offer persistency bonuses credited to the contract holders balance after

the policy has been
outstanding for specified period of time These

enhanced rates and persistency bonuses are considered sales inducements

in accordance with GAAP Such amounts are deferred and amortized

in the same manner as deferred
acquisition costs Sales inducements

deferred totaled $20.0 million $28.4 million and $47.1 million

in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively Amounts amortized totaled

$31.2 million $30.2 million and $16.7 million in 2010 2009 and 2008

respectively The unamortized balance of deferred sales inducements was

$166.4 million and $177.6 million at December 31 2010 and 2009

respectively The balance of insurance liabilities for persistency bonus

benefits was $85.3 million and $136.2 million at December 31 2010

and 2009 respectively

Out-of-Period Adjustments

We recorded the net effects of certain out-of-period adjustments which

decreased our net income by $5.5 million or two cents per diluted

share in 2010 We evaluated these errors taking into account both

qualitative and quantitative factors and considered the impact of these

errors in relation to 2010 as well as the
materiality to the periods in

which they originated Management believes these errors are immaterial

to the consolidated annual financial statements

Recently Issued Accounting Standards

Pending Accounting Standards

In October 2010 the FASB issued authoritative guidance that modifies

the definition of the types of costs incurred by insurance entities that

can be capitalized in the
acquisition

of new and renewal contracts

The guidance specifies that an insurance entity shall only capitalize

incremental direct costs related to the successful acquisition of new or

renewal insurance contracts The guidance also states that advertising

costs should be included in deferred acquisition costs only if the

capitalization criteria in the direct-response advertising guidance are

met The
guidance is effective for fiscal

years
and interim periods

within those fiscal years beginning after December 15 2011 The

guidance should be applied prospectively upon adoption Retrospective

application to all prior periods presented upon
the date of adoption also

is permitted but not required We are in the
process

of
evaluating the

impact the guidance will have on our consolidated financial statements

and we believe that the guidance will reduce the amount of costs that

we can capitalize

In January 2010 the FASB issued authoritative guidance which requires

additional disclosures related to purchases sales issuances and settlements

in the roliforward of Level fair value measurements This guidance

is effective for
reporting periods beginning after December 15 2010

We do not expect the adoption of this guidance to have material

impact on our consolidated financial statements

Adopted Accounting Standards

In March 2010 the FASB issued authoritative guidance clarifying

the
scope exception for embedded credit derivatives and when those

features would be bifurcated from the host contract Under the new

guidance only embedded credit derivative features that are in the form

of subordination of one financial instrument to another would not

be subject to the bifurcation
requirements Accordingly entities will

be required to bifurcate
any embedded credit derivative features that

no longer qualify under the amended
scope exception or for certain

investments an entity can elect the fair value
option and record the

entire investment at fair value This guidance is effective for fiscal

quarters beginning after June 15 2010 The adoption of this guidance

did not have material
impact on our consolidated financial statements

In January 2010 the FASB issued authoritative guidance which
requires

new disclosures and clarifies existing disclosure requirements related

to fair value An entity is also required to disclose significant transfers

in and out of Levels and of the fair value hierarchy In addition

the guidance amends the fair value disclosure requirement for pension

and postretirement benefit plan assets to require this disclosure at the

investment class level The guidance is effective for interim and annual

reporting periods beginning after December 15 2009 Such disclosures

are included in the note to the consolidated financial statements entitled

Fair Value Measurements The adoption of this guidance did not have

material
impact on our consolidated financial statements

In June 2009 the FASB issued authoritative guidance that is intended to

improve the relevance representational faithfulness and comparability

of the information that reporting entity provides in its financial

statements about transfer of financial assets the effects of transfer

on its financial position financial performance and cash flows and

transferors continuing involvement if
any in transferred financial assets

The guidance must be
applied as of the beginning of each

reporting

entitys first annual reporting period that begins after November 15 2009

for interim periods within that first annual
reporting period and for

interim and annual
reporting periods thereafter The guidance must

be applied to transfers occurring on or after the effective date The

adoption of this guidance did not have material impact on our

consolidated financial statements

In June 2009 the FASB issued authoritative
guidance that requires

an entity to perform qualitative analysis to determine whether

nrimrv knflerv k11 Tidr ew uaiitative

model the primary beneficiary must have both the
power to direct

the activities of the VIE and the obligation to absorb either losses or

gains that could be significant to the VIE The guidance also requires

ongoing reassessments to determine whether primary beneficiary

interest is held and additional disclosures including the financial

statement effects of the entitys involvement with VIEs The guidance

is effective as of the
beginning

of each reporting entitys first annual

reporting period that begins after November 15 2009 for interim

periods within that first annual reporting period and for interim and

annual reporting periods thereafter The impact of adoption of this

guidance is as follows dollars in millions
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january 2010

Tort lnvestment

Cash and cash equivalents held by variable interest entities

Aetued nvestmetit incise

Income tax assets net

Other assets

Total assets

Other fibiities

Borrowings related to variable interest entities

total libiljie

Accumulated other comprehensive income loss

AccnsulE44fiqit

Total shareholders equity

Total liabilitiesand shareholders egsixy

On April 2009 the FASB issued authoritative guidance regarding the

recognition and presentation
of an other-than-temporary impairment

and requires
additional disclosures The recognition provision within

this guidance applies only to fixed maturity investments that re

subject to the other-than-temporary impairments If an entity intends

to sell or if it is more likely than not that it will be required to sell

an impaired security prior to recovery
of its cost basis the security is

other-than-temporarily impaired and the full amount of the impairment

is recognized as loss through earnings Otherwise losses on securities

which are other-than-temporarily impaired are separated into the

portion
of loss which represents the credit loss and ii the portion

which is due to other factors The credit loss portion is recognized as

loss through earnings while the loss due to other factors is recognized in

accumulated other comprehensive income loss net of taxes and related

amortization The guidance requires
cumulative effect adjustment to

accumulated deficit and corresponding adjustment to accumulated

other comprehensive income loss to reclassify the non-credit portion

of previously other-than-temporarily impaired securities which were

held at the beginning of the period of adoption and for which we do

not intend to sell and it is more likely than not that we will not be

required to sell such securities before recovery of the amortized cost basis

We adopted the guidance
effective January 2009 The cumulative

effect of adopting this guidance was $4.9 million net decrease to

accumulated deficit and corresponding increase to accumulated other

comprehensive income loss

On April 2009 the FASB issued authoritative guidance which

provided additional guidance on estimating fair value when the volume

and level of activity for an asset or liability
have significantly decreased

in relation to normal market
activity

for the asset or liability
and clarifies

that the use of multiple valuation techniques may be appropriate The

guidance also discusses circumstances that may indicate transaction

is not orderly The guidance re-emphasizes that fair value continues to

be the exit price in an orderly market Further this guidance requires

additional disclosures about fair value measurement in annual and

interim reporting periods The guidance is effective for interim and

annual reporting periods ending after June 15 2009 with early adoption

permitted We adopted the guidance effective for the period ending

March 31 2009 and this guidance did not have material effect on

our consolidated financial statements

3.8 7.2

.9 309.9

8.6 1132.6

14.2 324.9

275.1 30618.9

8.8 619.2

282.2 511.3

291.0 27102.4

6.2 270.5

9.7 624.3

15.9 3516.5

275.1 30618.9

On April 2009 the FASB issued authoritative guidance which

requires that the fair value of financial instruments be disclosed in an

entitys financial statements in both interim and annual periods The

guidance
also requires disclosure of methods and assumptions

used

to estimate fair values The guidance is effective for interim reporting

periods ending after June 15 2009 with early adoption permitted

for periods ending
after March 15 2009 We adopted the guidance

for the
quarter

ended June 30 2009 which did not have material

effect on our consolidated balance sheet or statement of operations

In May 2008 the FASB issued authoritative guidance that specifies

that issuers of convertible debt instruments that may be settled in cash

upon conversion including partial cash settlement should separately

account for the liability and equity components in manner that

will reflect the entitys nonconvertible debt borrowing rate when

interest cost is recognized in subsequent periods The guidance is

effective for financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning after

December 15 2008 and interim periods within those fiscal
years

The guidance was applied retrospectively to all periods presented

unless instruments were not outstanding during any period included

in the financial statements In October 2009 the Company reissued

its financial statements as December 31 2008 and 2007 and for the

three years
ended December 31 2008 to reflect the adoption of this

authoritative guidance on retrospective basis The adoption of the

guidance affected the accounting for our 3.5% Convertible Debentures

due September 30 2035 the 3.5% Debentures Upon adoption of the

guidance the effective interest rate on our 3.5% Debentures increased

to 7.4 percent
which resulted in the recognition of $45 million

discount to these notes with the offsetting
after tax amount recorded

to paid-in capital Such discount is amortized as interest expense
over

the remaining life of the 3.5% Debentures

Amounts prior to

effect of adoption Effect of adoption

of authoritative of authoritative

oiiidance euidance As adjusted

247.6 21777.8215302

3.4

309.0

1124.0

310.7

30343.8

610.4

229.1

26811.4

264.3

614.6

3532.4

30.343.8
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Amounts related to the 3.5% Debentures are reflected in our consolidated balance sheet at December 31 2009 as follows dollars in millions

In January 2009 the FASB issued authoritative guidance which

amended certain impairment guidance by removing the exclusive reliance

upon market
participant assumptions about future cash flows when

evaluating the
impairment of certain securities The

guidance permits

the use of reasonable management judgment of the probability that

the holder will be unable to collect all amounts due The guidance is

effective prospectively for interim and annual reporting periods ending
after December 15 2008 The Company adopted the guidance on

December 31 2008 and the adoption did not have material effect

on our consolidated financial statements

In March 2008 the FASB issued authoritative guidance regarding

whether unvested share based payment awards that contain non-

forfeitable rights to dividends or dividend equivalents whether paid

or unpaid are to be treated as participating securities prior to vesting

and therefore must be included in the earnings allocation in calculating

earnings per
share under the two-class method The guidance is

effective for financial statements issued for fiscal years beginning
after December 15 2008 and interim periods within those

years and

requires retrospective application Our adoption of the
guidance did

not have material effect on our earnings per
share calculations due

to the immateriality of unvested restricted shares that are considered

to be participating securities

In March 2008 the FASB issued authoritative guidance which required

enhanced disclosures about an entitys derivative and hedging activities

The guidance is effective for financial statements issued for fiscal years

and interim periods beginning after November 15 2008 The adoption

of the
guidance did not have material effect on our consolidated

financial statements

In December 2007 the FASB issued authoritative guidance which

establishes new standards governing the
accounting

for and reporting

of noncontrolling interests previously referred to as minprity interests

The guidance establishes reporting requirements which include among
other

things that
noncontrolling interests be reflected as separate

component of
equity not as

liability
It also

requires that the interests

of the
parent and the noncontrolling interest be clearly identifiable

Additionally increases and decreases in parents ownership interest

that leave control intact shall be reflected as equity transactions

rather than step acquisitions or dilution gains or losses The guidance

is effective for fiscal years beginning on or after December 15 2008

The initial adoption of this
guidance had no effect on our consolidated

financial statements

In December 2007 the FASB issued authoritative guidance which

requires the acquiring entity in business combination to recognize
all

assets acquired and liabilities assumed in transaction at the
acquisition

date fair value with certain exceptions Additionally the guidance

requires changes to the accounting treatment of acquisition related

items including among other items transaction costs contingent

consideration restructuring costs indemnification assets and tax benefits

The guidance also
provides for substantial number of new disclosure

requirements The guidance is effective for business combinations

initiated on or after the first annual
reporting period beginning after

December 15 2008 We expect that the guidance will have an effect on

our accounting for business combinations if
any that are made in the

ftiture In addition the guidance changes the previous requirement that

reductions in valuation allowance for deferred tax assets established

in conjunction with the
implementation of fresh-start

accounting be

recognized as direct increase to additional paid-in capital Instead

the revised standard requires that
any such reduction be reported as

decrease to income tax expense through the consolidated statement of

operations Accordingly any reductions to our valuation allowance for

deferred tax assets will be reported as decrease to income tax
expense

after the effective date of the guidance

In December 2008 the FASB issued authoritative guidance which

required public entities to provide additional disclosures about transferors

continuing involvements with transferred financial assets and to provide

additional disclosures about their involvement with VIEs The guidance

was effective for financial statements issued for fiscal
years

and interim

periods ending after December 15 2008 We adopted the guidance

on December 31 2008 and it did not have material effect on our

consolidated financial statements

In February 2007 the FASB issued authoritative guidance which

allows entities to choose to measure many financial instruments and

certain other items including insurance contracts at fair value on an

instrument-by-instrument basis that are not currently required to be

measured at fair value The objective is to improve
financial

reporting by

providing entities with the opportunity to mitigate volatility
in reported

earnings caused by measuring related assets and liabilities differently

without having to apply complex hedge accounting provisions We

adopted the guidance on January 2008 We did not elect the fair

value
option for any of our financial assets or liabilities

In April 2007 FASB issued authoritative guidance which allows fair

value amounts recognized for collateral to be offset
against fair value

amounts recognized for derivative instruments that are executed with

the same counterparty under certain circumstances The guidance
also

requires an entity to disclose the accounting policy decision to

December31 2009

Sc to alditional jsaidLin capital 28.0

Par value of 3.5% Debentures
116.5

iitnortized discount
3.3

CARRYING VALUE OF 3.5% DEBENTURES
113.2

Interest
expense

related to the 3.5% Debentures includes the following at December 31 2009 and 2008 dollars in millions

2009 2008

Contractual lOterest ezpenae 9.4 11.3

Amortization of discount
9.4 9.5

Arnwtizatkn sf dclx isssteçosts
11 1.3

TOTAL INTEREST EXPENSE
19.9 22.1
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offset or not to offset fair value amounts We do not and have not

previously offset the fair value amounts recognized for derivatives with

the amounts recognized as collateral All collateral is maintained in

tn-party
custodial account At December 31 2008 $11.4 million of

derivative liabilities had been offset against derivative assets executed

NOTE Investments

with the same counterparty under master netting arrangements

There were no such derivative liabilities offset against derivative

assets at December 31 2010 or 2009 We adopted the guidance on

January 2008 and it did not have material effect on our consolidated

financial statements

Amortized cost

Investment grade

Corporate securities 12605.5 645.2 128.6 1.3.122.1

United States Treasury securities and obligations of United States

government corporations and agencies
300.3 5.7 1.8 294.2

States and
political

subdivisions 1871.0 8.5 99.2 1780.3

Debt securities issued by foreign governments
.8 .1 .9

Asset-backed securities 595.3 9.9 5.1 600.1

Collateralized debt obligations 238.7 3.4 1.1 241.0

Commercial mortgage-backed securities 1292.8 76.4 9.0 1360.2

Mortgage pass-through securities
29.5 1.8 31.3

Collateralized mortgage obligations
1416.7 25.7 30.1 1412.3

Total investment grade fixed maturities available for sale 18350.6 776.7 284.9 18842.4

Below-investment grade

Gorporatesecurities
1241.1 24.4 40.4 1225.1

States and
political

subdivisions 4.7 1.5 3.2

Asset-backed securities 43.7 1.5 1.2 44.0

Collateralized debt obligations 14.3 1.2 5.5

Commercial mortgage-hacked securities 7.0 3.5 3.5

Collateralized mortgage obligations
494.4 1.2 5.4 500.2

Total below-investment grade fixed maturities available for sale 1805.2 38.3 52.0 1791.5

TOTAL FIXED MATURITIES AVAILABLE FOR SALE 20155.8 815.0 336.9 20633.9

EQUITY SECURITIES 68.2 .8 .9 68.1

Investment ratings Investment
ratings

are assigned the second lowest rating by nationally recognized
statistical

rating organization Moodys Investor Services Inc Moodys SP
or Fitch Ratings Fitch or if not rated by such firms the rating assigned by

the NAIC NAJC
designations of or include fixed maturities generally

rated investment geade

rated Baa3 or higher by Moodys or rated BBB- or higher by SerP and Fitch NAJC
designations of3 through 6are referred to as below-investment grade which generally are

rated Bal or lower
by Moodys or rated BB or lower by SehP and Fitch References to investment

grade
or below invescm enc grade throughout our consolidacedfinancialstatements

are determined as described above

At December 31 2010 the amortized cost and estimated fair value of fixed maturities available for sale and equity securities were as follows

dollars in millions

Gross unrealized Gross s.usrealized Estimated fair

gains losses value
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At December 31 2009 the amortized cost and estimated fair value of fixed maturities available for sale and equity securities were as follows

dollars in millions

Amortized cost

Investment grade

Corporate securities 3069.8 371.9 31 SA 13126.3

United States Treasury securities and obligations of United Stares

governmcnr corporations and agencies 268.5 4.6 l3.5 269.6

States and
political

subdivisions 924.2 3.0 78.4 88.8

Debt securities issued by foreign governments 4.8 .3 5.1

Asset-backed securities 154.1 1.7 17.9 137.9

Collateralized debt obligations 84.1 12 84.7

Commercial mortgage-backed securities 867.7 6.2 108.2 765.7

Mortgage pssthrouh securities 41.1 1.6 .1 42.6

Collateralized mortgage obligations 1801.4 4.2 81.0 1724.6

Total investmentgre fbtgd saturkis ayailalle for sal 17i25.7 p94.7 605.1 i7005.3

Below-investment grade

Corporate securities 1275.4 5.8 116.l 1165.1

States and political subdivisions 6.9 2.1 4.8

Aset-backed securities 90.9 367 54.2

Collateralized debt obligations 12.8 4.7 8.1

Conmercial rssortgage-backed securities 1.6 13 .3

Collateralized mortgage obligations 394.7 104.1 290.6

Fota beLow.isivesttient grade fixed maturities gvalable sale i7823 5.8 2650 1523.1

TOTAL FIXED MATURITIES AVAILABLE FOR SALE 18998.0 400.5 870.1 18528.4

JQU11I$ECURJTZES 37 .8 .5 31.0

At December 31 2010 the amortized cost gross
unrealized gains and losses other-than-temporary impairments in accumulated other comprehensive

income loss and estimated fair value of fixed maturities available for sale were as follows dollars in millions

Other-than

temporary

impairments

included in

accumulated

other

comprehensive

income loss

Gross unrealized Gross unrealized Estimated fair

Amortized cost gains losses value

Sdrforate sec6firies 1346.6 669.6 1690 143472

United States Treasury securities and obligations of

United States government corporations and agencies 300.3 5.7 11.8 294.2

States and political subdivisions 1875.7 8.5 100.7 178.5

Debt securities issued by foreign governments .8 .1 .9

Asset-backed securities 639.0 11.4 6.3 6441

Collateralized debt obligations 253.0 4.6 1.1 256.5

Commercial mortgage-backed securities 1299.8 76.4 12.5 1363.7 .1

Mortgage pass-through securities 29.5 1.8 31.3

Collateralized mortgage obligations 1911.1 36.9 35.5 12.5 23.3

TOTALFIXEDMATURITIESAVAJLABLEFOR 20155.8 815.0 336.9 20633.9 23.4
SALE

Gross unrealized Gross unrealized

eains losses

Estimated fair

value
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At December 31 2009 the amortized cost gross
unrealized gains and losses other-than-temporary impairments

in other comprehensive loss

and estimated fair value of fixed maturities available for sale were as follows dollars in millions

Other-than-

temporary

impairments

included in other

Estimated fair comprehensive

value loss
Amortized cost

corporate securities
14345.2 377.7 43I.S 14291.4

United States Treasury securities and obligations of

United States government corporations and agencies 268.5 4.6 3.5 269.6

Stares and political
subdivisions 931.1 3.0 80.5 853.6

Debt securities issued by foreign governments
4.8 .3

5.1

Asset-backed securities
245.0 1.7 54.6 192.1 35.l

Collateralized debt obligations
96.9 1.2 5.3 92.8

Commercial mortgage-backed securities
869.3 6.2 109.5 766.0 1.4

Mortgage pass-through securities
41.1 1.6 .1 42.6

Collateralized mortgage obligations
2196.1 4.2 85.1 201 5.2 132.4

TOTALFIXEDMATURITIESAVAILABLEFOR 18998.0 400.5 870.1 18528.4 168.9

SALE

Accumulated other comprehensive income loss is primarily comprised of the net effect of unrealii.ed appreciation depreciation on our

investments ihese amounts included in shareholders equity as of December 31 2010 and 2009 were as follows dollars in millions

2010 2009

Net unrealized appreciation depreciation on fixed maturity securities available for sale

on which an other-rh.m-temporary impairment loss has been recognized
4.4 133.5

Net unrealized gains losses on all other investments
476.5 339.9

Adjusunent to thc present value of future profits
17.6 10.7

Adjustment to deferred acquisition costs
76.2 59.8

Unrecognized net loss related to deferred compensation plan
7.7 8.2

Deferred income tax asset liability
132.3 146.8

ACCUMULATED OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME LOSS 238.3 264.3

The ilu 1/u/i/ri pie/Irs
tifl value assiined to the

rig/pr to receizefioure cash floui flein contracts evzsring at ceprembir
10 2003 the slate on Pndec esorcnierci/Jon

bankrupt

Gross unrealized Gross unrealized

gains losses
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Concentration of Fixed Maturity Securities

Available for Sale

The following table summarizes the carrying values and
gioss-

Uiraiized losses of our flxed maturity securities available for sale by category as

of December 31 2010 dollars in millions

Percent of fixed Gross unrealized

losses

Percent of gross

unrealized lossesCarrying value

Energy/pipelines 200LI 9.70/a 14.3 4.2%
Collatcrilized

mortgage obligations 1912.5 9.3 35.5 10.5

Utilities
1826.6 8.9 5.7

States and political subdivisions
.783.5 8.6 100.7 29.9

Commercial mortgagebacked securities 1363.7 6.6 12.5 3.7
insurance

1227.1 5.9 19.7 5.8

Food/beveragc 1085.2 5.3 9.8 2.9

ITcalthcarc/pbarmaceuticals 907.4 4.4 5.7 1.7

Banks
869.1 4.2 44.1 13.1

Cable/media 794.0 3.9 11.5

Real estate/RUTs
760.0 3.i 6.1 1.8

Asset-backed securities
644.1 3.1 6.3 1.9

fransportat.ion 544.6 2.6 3.2 1.0

Capital goods 495.6 2.4 4.0 1.2

Building materials 439.8 2.1 12.4 3.7

Telecom 423.1 2.1 9.1 2.7

Aerospace/defense 349.2 1.7 1.2

Metals and mining 3335 1.6 2.1 .6

Chemicals
309.5 1.5 2.2 .6

U.S Treasury and Obligations 294.2 1.4 11.8 3.5

Paper 272.2 1.3 4.8 1.4

Collateralized debt obligations 256.5 1.2 1.1 .3

Brokerage 238.1 1.2 3.0 .9

Consumer products 229.4 1.1 5.0 1.5

hnscrtainmcnt/hotels 218.5 1.1 .9 .3

Other
1055.4 5.1 4.2

1.3

TOTAL FIXED MATURITIES AVAILABLE FOR SALE 20633.9 100.0% 336.9 100.0%

Below-Investment Grade Securities reduce the overall risk related to its investment in below-investment

grade securities as in all investments through careful credit analysisAt December 31 2010 the amortized cost of the Companys below-
strict investment policy guidelines and diversification by issuer and/

investment grade fixed maturity securities was $1805.2 million Ot
or guarantor

and by industry
9.0 percent of the Companys fixed maturity portfolio The estimated

fair value of the below-investment grade portfolio was $1791.5 million

or 99 percent of the amortized cost Contractual Maturity

Below-investment grade corporate
debt securities have different The following table sets forth the amortized cost and estimated fair

characteristics than investment grade corporate debt securities Based value of fixed maturities available for sale at December 31 2010 by
on historical performance probability of default by the borrower is contractual

maturity Actual maturities will differ from contractual

significantly greater
for below-investment grade corporate debt securities

maturities because certain borrowers may have the right to call or
and in many cases severity of loss is relatively greater as such securities

prepay obligations with or without
penalties In addition structured

are generally unsecured and often subordinated to other indebtedness
securities such as asset-backed securities collateralized debt

obligationsof the issuer Also issuers of below-investment grade corporate debt commercial
mortgage-backed securities mortgage pass-through

securities frequently have higher levels of debt relative to investment- securities and collateralized
mortgage obligations collectively referred

grade issuers hence all other things being equal are generally more to as structured securities frequently permit periodic unscheduled
sensitive to adverse economic conditions Ihe Company attempts to

payments throughout their lives dollars in millions

Amortized Cost Estimated fair value

Due in one year or less
146.4 146.0

Due after one year through five vests
1146.0 1202.8

Due after five years through ten years 3.981 .4 41S.O
Due after ten years 10749.6 10882.0
Subtotal

16023.4 16425.8
Structured securities

4132.4 4208.1
TOTAL FIXED MATURITIES AVAILABLE FOR SALE

20155.8 20633.9
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Net investment income consisted of the following dollars in millions
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2010 2009 2008

Fixed maturities 1162.6 1083.7 LQ944

Trading income related to policyholder and reinsurer accounts and other

special-purpose portfolios 43.7 1.1 28.6

Equity securities .8 1.5 1.4

Mortgage loans 121.7 130.8 126.1

Poligy loans 18.2 21.2 23.6

Options related to fixed index products

Optiois income loss 57.3 63.0

Change in value of options 29.1 113.7 32.4

Othtr invested assets
9.1 100

Cash and cash equivalents .5 1.1 11.9

Gross investn1sst income 1384.8 1310.1 11953

Less investment expenses 17.9 17.4 16.7

NET INVESTMENT INCOME 1366.9 12927 I1788

The estimated fair value of fixed maturity investments and
mortgage

loans not accruing investment income totaled $7.9 million and $39.8 million

at December 31 2010 and 2009 respectively

Net Realized Investment Gains Losses

The following table sets forth the net realized investment gains losses for the periods indicated dollars in millions

During 2010 we recognized net realized investment gains of

$30.2 million which were comprised of $180.0 million of net gains

from the sales of investments primarily fixed maturities with proceeds

of $8.6 billion and $149.8 million of writedowns of investments for

other than temporary declines in fair value recognized through net

income $146.8 million prior to the $3.0 million of impairment losses

recognized through accumulated other comprehensive income loss

During 2009 we recognized net realized investment losses of

$60.5 million which were comprised of $134.9 million of net gains

from the sales of investments primarily fixed maturities with proceeds

of $10.7 billion and $195.4 million of writedowns of investments for

other than temporary declines in fair value recognized through net

income $385.0 million prior to the $189.6 million of impairment

losses recognized through other comprehensive loss

During 2008 we recognized net realized investment losses of

$262.4 million which were comprised of $100.1 million of net

losses from the sales of investments primarily fixed maturities and ii

$162.3 million of writedowns of investments for other than
temporary

declines in fair value no single investment accounted for more than

$10 million of such writedowns

At December 31 2010 fixed maturity securities in default or considered

nonperforming had both an aggregate amortized cost and carrying

value of $.6 million

During 2010 we recorded an impairment charge of $70.6 million on

an investment made by our Predecessor in guaranteed investment

contract issued by Bermuda insurance company We recently decided

to pursue
the early commutation of this investment in exchange for

interests in certain underlying invested assets held by the insurance

company Current information related to these underlying invested

assets obtained in late December 2010 and early 2011 resulted in the

recognition of the impairment charge The guaranteed investment

contract matures in December 2029 and had projected future yield

of 1.33% the guaranteed minimum rate immediately prior to the

impairment charge The estimated fair value of our investment in the

2010 2009 2008

Fixed maturity securities availbte for sale

Realizedgainsonsale 347.1 367.9 110.3

Realized losses on sale 147.7 233.9 177.3

Impairments

Total other-than-temporary impairment losss 94.8 3378 1527

Other-than-temporary impairment losses recognized in other comprehensive loss 4.7 188.3

Net impairment lostes recognizec 99.5 149.5 152.7

Net realized investment gains losses from fixed maturities 99.9 15.5 219.7

Equity securities .1

Commercial mortgage loans 16.9 13.5 19.7

Impairments of mortgage loans and other invesmcnts 50.3 45.9 9.6

Other 2.6 14.4 13.4

NET REALIZEP INVESTMENT GAINS WSSS 30.2 60.5 2Z4
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guaranteed investment contract was $213 million at December 31 2010

Also during 2010 other-than-temporary impairments recorded in

earnings included $23.6 million of losses related to mortgage-backed

and asset-backed securities primarily reflecting changes related to the

estimated future cash flows of the underlying assets and for certain

securities changes in our intent to hold the securities ii $40.8 million

of losses related to commercial mortgage loans reflecting our concerns

regarding the issuers
ability to continue to make contractual

payments

related to these loans and our estimate of the value of the underlying

properties iii $1.6 million related to home office building which is

available for sale and iv $13.2 million of additional losses primarily

related to various
corporate

securities and other invested assets following

unforeseen issue-specific events or conditions

During 2010 the $147.7 million of realized losses on sales of $1.4

billion of fixed maturity securities available for sale included

$125.4 million of losses related to the sales of mortgage-backed securities

and asset-backed securities and ii $22.3 million of additional losses

primarily related to various corporate securities Securities are generally

sold at loss following unforeseen issue-specific events or conditions

or shifts in perceived risks These reasons include but are not limited

to changes in the investment environment ii expectation that the

fair value could deteriorate further iii desire to reduce our exposure

to an asset class an issuer or an industry iv changes in credit quality

or changes in expected liability cash flows

During 2009 the $195.4 million of other-than-temporary impairments

we recorded in earnings included $83.6 million of losses related

to mortgage-backed and asset-backed securities primarily reflecting

changes related to the performance of the underlying assets and for

During the first quarter of 2009 we adopted newly issued authoritative

guidance which changes the
recognition

and
presentation

of other-

than-temporary impairments Refer to the note to the consolidated

financial statements entitled Summary of Significant Accounting

Policies Adopted Accounting Standards for additional information

The recognition provisions within this guidance apply only to our fixed

maturity investments

We regularly evaluate our investments for possible impairment Our

assessment of whether unrealized losses are other than temporary

requires significant judgment Factors considered include the extent

to which fair value is less than the cost basis ii the
length

of time

that the fair value has been less than cost iii whether the unrealized

loss is event driven credit-driven or result of changes in market

interest rates or risk premium iv the near-term prospects
for specific

events developments or circumstances likely to affect the value of the

investment the investments rating and whether the investment is

investment-grade and/or has been downgraded since its purchase vi
whether the issuer is current on all payments in accordance with the

contractual terms of the investment and is expected to meet all of its

obligations under the terms of the investment vii whether we intend

to sell the investment or it is more likely than not that circumstances

will require us to sell the investment before
recovery occurs viii the

certain securities changes in our intent regarding continuing to hold the

securities ii $40.9 million of losses related to commercial mortgage

loans reflecting our concerns regarding the issuers ability to continue

to make contractual payments related to these loans and our estimate

of the value of the underlying properties iii $13.8 million of losses

related to securities issued by large commercial lender that recently

filed bankruptcy and iv $57.1 million of additional losses primarily

related to various corporate securities following unforeseen
issue-specific

events or conditions and shifts in risks or uncertainty of the issuer

During 2009 the $233.9 million of realized losses on sales of $1.3

billion of fixed maturity securities available for sale included

$178.3 million of losses related to the sales of mortgage-backed securities

and asset-backed securities ii $11.3 million of losses related to the sale

of securities issued by providers of financial guarantees and mortgage

insurance and iii $44.3 million of additional losses primarily related

to various corporate securities

Our fixed maturity investments are generally purchased in the context of

long-term strategy to fund insurance liabilities so we do not generally

seek to purchase and sell such securities to generate short-term realized

gains In certain circumstances including those in which securities are

selling at prices which exceed our view of their underlying economic

value or when it is possible to reinvest the proceeds to better meet

our long-term asset-liability matching objectives we may sell certain

securities

The following summarizes the investments including investments held

by the VIEs sold at loss during 2010 which had been continuously

in an unrealized loss position exceeding 20
percent

of the amortized

cost basis
prior to the sale for the period indicated dollars in millions

underlying current and prospective asset and enterprise values of the

issuer and the extent to which the recoverability of the carrying value

of our investment may be affected by changes in such values ix

projections of and unfavorable changes in cash flows on structured

h-.I-1 rn1

other objective and subjective factors

Future events may occur or additional information may become

available which may necessitate future realized losses of securities

in our portfolio Significant losses in the estimated fair values of our

investments could have material adverse effect on our earnings in

future periods

Impairment
losses on equity securities are recognized in net income

The manner in which impairment losses on fixed maturity securities

available for sale are recognized in the financial statements is dependent

on the facts and circumstances related to the specific security If we

intend to sell security or it is more likely than not that we would be

required to sell security before the
recovery

of its amortized cost the

security is other-than-temporarily impaired and the full amount of the

impairment is recognized as loss through earnings If we do not expect

to recover the amortized cost basis we do not plan to sell the security

and if it is not more likely than not that we would be required to sell

security before the recovery of its amortized cost less
any current period

Period Number of issuers Amortized cost Fair value

Less than months prior to sak 10 5e 44.0

Greaier thw or equal no and less than months prior to sale .2 .8

Greater than 12 months 43 29.S 17i.4

55 317.9 219.2

At date of sale
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credit loss the recognition of the other-than-temporary impairment is

bifurcated We recognize the credit loss portion
in net income and the

noncredit loss
portion

in accumulated other comprehensive income

loss Prior to 2009 such other-than-temporary impairments were

recognized in their entirety through earnings and the amount recognized

was the difference between amortized cost and estimated fair value

We estimate the amount of the credit loss component
of fixed maturity

security impairment as the difference between amortized cost and the

present
value of the expected cash flows of the security The present value

is determined using the best estimate of future cash flows discounted at

the effective interest rate implicit to the security at the date of purchase

or the current yield to accrete an asset-backed or floating rate security

The methodology and assumptions
for establishing the best estimate

of future cash flows
vary depending on the

type
of security

For most structured securities cash flow estimates are based on bond

specific
facts and circumstances that may include collateral characteristics

expectations of delinquency and default rates loss severity prepayment

speeds and structural support including excess spread subordination

and guarantees
For corporate bonds cash flow estimates are derived

from scenario-based outcomes of expected corporate restructurings or

the disposition of assets using
bond specific facts and circumstances

including timing secured interest and loss severity The
previous

amortized cost basis less the impairment recognized in net income

becomes the securitys new cost basis We accrete the new cost basis

to the estimated future cash flows over the expected remaining life of

the security

The remaining non-credit impairment
which is recorded in accumulated

other comprehensive income loss is the difference between the

securitys estimated fair value and our best estimate of future cash

flows discounted at the effective interest rate prior to impairment The

remaining non-credit impairment typically represents changes in the

market interest rates current market liquidity and risk premiums As

of December 31 2010 other-than-temporary impairments included

in accumulated other comprehensive income loss of $23.4 million

before taxes and related amortization relate to structured securities

Mortgage
loans are impaired when it is probable

that we will not

collect the contractual principal and interest on the loan We measure

impairment
based upon the difference between the carrying value of

the loan and the estimated fair value of the collateral securing the

loan less cost to sell

The following table summarizes the amount of credit losses recognized

in earnings on fixed maturity securities available for sale held at

the beginning of the period
for which portion of the other-than-

temporary impairment was also recognized in accumulated other

comprehensive
income lOSS for the years ended December 31 2010

and 2009 dollars in millions

Year ended December 31

2010 2009

Ctedit losses on fixed maturity securities available thr sale beginning of year
27.2 .6

Add credit losses on otherthan--temporary impairments not previously recognized
.7 20.7

Less credit losses on securities sold 33.3 5.4

less credit losses on sccwities impaired due to intent to sell
.9

Add credit losses on previously impaired securities
2.1 .3

less increases in cash Uosss cspected on previousls impaired securities

CREDIT LOSSES ON FIXED MATURITY SECURITIES AVAILABLE FOR SALE END OF YEAR 6.1 27.2

Represents
securities

for
which the amount previously recognized

in accumulated other comprehensive
income loss was recognized in earnings

because we intend to sell the security or

we more likely
than not will be

required
to sell the security before recovery of its amortized cost basis

Investments with Unrealized Losses

The following table sets forth the amortized cost and estimated fair

value of those fixed maturities available for sale with unrealized losses

at December 31 2010 by contractual maturity Actual maturities will

differ from contractual maturities because borrowers may have the

right to call or prepay obligations with or without penalties
Structured

securities frequently permit periodic
unscheduled payments throughout

their lives dollars in millions

Estimated fair

valueAniortized cost

Due in one year or less
18.0 16.4

Due afier one year through live
years

204.5 200.2

Due after five
years through ten years

663.7 634.9

Disc after ten years
4521.5 4274

Subtotal
5407.7 5126.2

Structured securities
1409.3 1353.9

TOTAL 6817.0 6480.1
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The following summarizes the investments in our portfolio rated below-investment grade which have been continuously in an unrealized ioss

position exceeding 20
percent

of the cost basis for the period indicated as of December 31 2010 dollars in millions

Number of Estimated fair

Period
issuers Cost basis Unrealized loss value

Less than months
38.2 9.7

Greater than or equal to months and less than 12 months
.4 .1 .3

Greater than 12 months
11.2 5.0 6.9

12 50.5 14.8 35.7

The following table summarizes the
gross unrealized losses of our fixed

maturity securities available for sale by category and ratings category as

of December 31 2010 dollars in millions

Building materials

U.S Treasury and Obligations

Cable/media

Food/beverage

Telecom

Asset-backed securities

Real estate/REITs

Utilities

Health are/phannaceutals

Consumer products

Paper

Capital goods

Transportation

Brokerage

Chemicals

Metals and mining

Aerospace/defense

Collateralized debt obligations

Technology

Entertainment/hotels

9.0

33

3.0 2.1

.1

2.4 2.2

Lz 44

2.4

.2

1.9 1.1

2.2

2.1

itO .2

1.1

.9

Below investment 2rade

BB

1.5

4.2

1.0

.1

3.5

3.1

3.5

1.5

2.3

.3.5

Total
gross

and below unrealized losses

100.7

44.1

5.4

1.9 19.7

.1 14.3

12.5

124

11.8

6.0 11.5

.5

9.1

6.3

5.7

5.7

.3 5.0

4.0

3.0

2.2

2.1

1.1

Ii

States and political stthdivkipns

Banks

Collateralized mortgage obligations

Insurance

Energy/pipelines

Commercial mortgage-backed

securities

Investment grade

AAAJAA/A

20.3

29.5

4.9

BBB

19.6

.6

11.9

i3.9

4.2 4.8

11.8

.3

43

1.1

14

1.1

2.9

.1

1.6

.9

.7

.3

Our investment
strategy

is to maximize over sustained period and

within acceptable parameters of quality and risk investment income

and total investment return through active investment management

Accordingly we may sell securities at gain or loss to enhance the

projected total return of the portfolio as market opportunities change

to reflect changing perceptions of risk or to better match certain

characteristics of our investment portfolio with the
corresponding

characteristics of our insurance liabilities While we do not have the

intent to sell securities with unrealized losses and it is not more likely

than not that we will be required to sell securities with unrealized losses

prior to their anticipated recovery we may sell securities at loss in

the future because of actual or expected changes in our view of the

particular investment its industry its type or the general investment

environment If loss is recognized from sale subsequent to balance

sheet date due to these unexpected developments the loss is recognized

in the period in which we had the intent to sell the securities before

their anticipated recovery
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The following table summarizes the
gross

unrealized losses and fair

values of our investments with unrealized losses that are not deemed to

be other-than-temporarily impaired aggregated by investment category

Based on managements current assessment of investments with

unrealized losses at December 31 2010 the Company believes the

issuers of the securities will continue to meet their obligations or with

respect to equity-type securities the investment value will recover to

its cost basis While we do not have the intent to sell securities with

unrealized losses and it is not more likely than not that we will be

required to sell securities with unrealized losses
prior to their anticipated

recovery our intent on an individual security may change based upon

market or other unforeseen developments In such instances if loss is

recognized from sale subsequent to balance sheet date due to these

unexpected developments the loss is recognized in the period in which

we had the intent to sell the securities before their anticipated recovery

and length of time that such securities have been in continuous

unrealized loss position at December 31 2010 dollars in millions

Structured Securities

At December 31 2010 fixed maturity investments included structured

securities with an estimated fair value of $4.2 billion or 20 percent

of all fixed maturity securities The yield characteristics of structured

securities differ in some respects
from those of traditional fixed-income

securities For example interest and principal payments on structured

securities may occur more frequently often monthly In many instances

we are subject to the risk that the amount and timing of principal and

interest payments may vary
from expectations For example in many

cases partial prepayments may occur at the
option

of the issuer and

prepayment rates are influenced by number of factors that cannot

be predicted with certainty including the relative sensitivity of the

underlying assets backing the security to changes in interest rates

variety of economic geographic and other factors the timing and
pace

Less than 12 months 12 months or ereater Total

Description of secufities Fair value Unrealized losses Fair value Unrealized losses Fair value Unrealized losses

United States lreasury securities

and obligations of United States

government corporations and

agencies 196.9 11.8 .2 197.1 11.8

Srares and
political

subdivisions 1201.9 54.8 229.6 45.9 1431.5 100.7

Corporate securities 2633.0 80.6 864.6 88.4 3.497.6 169.0

Asset-backed securities 272.2 2.4 54.0 3.9 326.2 6.3

Collateralized debt obligations 117.0 5.8 .2 122.8 11.1

Commercial moo gage-hacked

securities 15.5 111.8 12.5 127.3 12.5

Mortgage pass-through securities .3 3.4 3.7

Collateralied mortgage obligations 661.0 29.1 112.9 6.4 773.9 35.5

TOTAL FIXED MATURITIES
AVAILABLE FOR SALE 5097.8 179.6 1382.3 157.3 6480.1 336.9

The following table summarizes the
gross

unreali.ed losses and fair values and length of time that such securities had been in continuous

of out investments with unrealized losses that were not deemed to be unrealized loss position at December 31 2009 dollars in millions

.rllprtl-fl nten nor ri lv ni ni rd1 aareaiterl lix nxiectment tPUOtW
r-- rbtC

Less thaii 12 months 12 months or greater Total

Description of securities Fair value Unrealized losses Iair value Unrealized losses iair value Unrealized losses

United States Treasury securities

and obligations of United States

government corporations and

agencies 157.6 3.5 157.6

States and political subdivisions 375.1 18.0 291.5 62.5 666.6 80.5

Corporatesecurities 3707.1 109.0 2919.5 322.5 6626.6 431.5

Asset-hacked securities 7.2 .3 133.1 54.3 140.3 54.6

Collateralized debt obligations 34.5 5.7 4.7 40.2

Commercial mortgage-hacked

SecuritieS 211.5 4.3 250.8 105.2 62.3 109.5

Mortgage pass-through securities 4.2 .11 4.2 .1

41 1.7 51c.ollateratlzea mortgage ornigatlons OU 01

TOTAL FIXED MATURITIES
AVAILABLE FOR SALE 5794.3 177.3 4065.1 692.8 9859.4 870.1
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of liquidations of defaulted collateral the amount of loan maturities

and various security-specific structural considerations for example the

repayment priority of given security in securitization structure In

addition the total amount of payments for non-government structured

securities may be affected by changes to cumulative default rates or

loss seventies of the related collateral

In general the rate of
prepayments on structured securities increases

when prevailing interest rates decline significantly in absolute terms

and also relative to the interest rates on the underlying assets The

yields recognized on structured securities purchased at discount

to par
will increase relative to the stated rate when the underlying

assets prepay
faster than expected The yields recognized on structured

securities purchased at premium will decrease relative to the stated

rate when the underlying assets prepay faster than expected When

interest rates decline the proceeds from prepayments may be reinvested

at lower rates than we were earning on the prepaid securities When

interest rates increase prepayments may decrease When this occurs

the average maturity and duration of the structured securities increase

which decreases the yield on structured securities purchased at

discount because the discount is realized as income at slower rate

and it increases the yield on those purchased at premium because of

decrease in the annual amortization of the premium

For structured securities included in fixed maturities available for sale

that were purchased at discount or premium we recognize investment

income using an effective yield based on anticipated future prepayments

and the estimated final maturity of the securities Actual prepayment

experience is periodically reviewed and effective yields are recalculated

when differences arise between the
prepayments originally anticipated

and the actual
prepayments received and currently anticipated For

credit sensitive mortgage-backed and asset-backed securities and for

securities that can be prepaid or settled in way that we would not recover

substantially all of our investment the effective yield is recalculated

on prospective basis Under this method the amortized cost basis

in the security is not immediately adjusted and new yield is applied

prospectively For all other structured and asset-backed securities the

effective yield is recalculated when changes in assumptions are made

and reflected in our income on retrospective basis Under this method

the amortized cost basis of the investment in the securities is adjusted

to the amount that would have existed had the new effective yield

been applied since the acquisition of the securities Such adjustments

were not significant in 2010

The following table sets forth the
par value amortized cost and estimated

fair value of structured securities summarized by interest rates on the

underlying collateral at December 31 2010 dollars in millions

Estimated fair

value

Estimated fair value

Pass-throughs sequentials and equivalent securities have unique

prepayment variability characteristics Pass-through securities typically

return principal to the holders based on cash payments from the

underlying mortgage obligations Sequential securities return principal

to tranche holders in detailed hierarchy Planned amortization classes

targeted amortization classes and accretion-directed bonds adhere to

fixed schedules of principal payments as long as the underlying mortgage

loans experience prepayments within certain estimated ranges In

most circumstances changes in prepayment rates are first absorbed by

support or companion classes insulating the timing of receipt of cash

flows from the
consequences

of both faster prepayments average life

shortening and slower prepayments average life extension

Commerclal mortgage-backed securities are secured by commercial

real estate mortgages generally income producing properties
that are

managed for profit Property types
include multi-family dwellings

including apartments retail centers hotels restaurants hospitals

nursing homes warehouses and office buildings Most commercial

mortgage-backed securities have call protection features whereby

underlying borrowers may not prepay
their

mortgages
for stated periods

of time without incurring prepayment penalties

Par value Amortized cost

Below percent 370.0 328.0 331.8

percent percent 6.5 506.2 484.0

percent percent 2364.2 2289.4 2.359.2

percent percent
891.6 841.0 865.4

percent percent 83.3 84.5 85.0

percent and above 84.9 83.3 82.7

TOTAL STRUCTURED SECURITIES 4310.5 4132.4 4208.1

The amortized cost and estimated fair value of structured securities at December 31 2010 summarized by type
of security were as follows

dollars in millions

Type Amortized cost Amount

Pacs-through.s sequential and equivalenr securities 1347.9 1354.0 6.6%

Planned amortuation classes
target IlTlOtti7attOn classes and accretion

directed bonds 568.9 565.4 2.7

commercial mortg.sge-backed securities 1299.8 1363.7 6.6

Asset-backed securities 639.0 644.1 3.1

collateralized debt obligations 253.0 2S6.5 1.2

Other 23.8 24.4 .2

TOTAL STRUCTURED SECURITIES 4132.4 4208.1 20.4%

Percent of fixed

maturities
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Commercial Mortgage Loans

At December 31 2010 the mortgage
loan balance was primarily

comprised of commercial loans Approximately percent percent

percent percent percent and percent
of the

mortgage
loan

balance were on properties located in Minnesota California Arizona

Florida North Carolina and Indiana respectively No other state

comprised greater than five percent
of the mortgage loan balance

None of the commercial mortgage
loan balance was noncurrent at

December 31 2010 We had no allowance for losses on mortgage

loans at both December 31 2010 and 2009

The following table provides the weighted average
loan-to-value ratio

for our outstanding mortgage loans as of December 31 2010 dollars

in millions

Estimated fair

valueLoan-to-value ratio Carrying value

Less than 60% 705.9 752.5

60% to 70% 657.2 630.7

70% to 80% 296.5 286.5

80% to 90% 46.3 43.9

Greatet than 90% 49.0

TOTAL 1761.2 1762.6

Loantoia/nc ca/jot are va/eu/ale1 as tire atio tf
tire earryint ia/ne

ojihr commercialinor/tate loans /0 ii the estimated fair va/ui oft/re nut/cr/tint Con/rn reia/pmWJWrtt

Securities Lending

The Company participated in securities lending program whereby

certain fixed maturity securities from our investment portfolio were

loaned to third
parties via lending agent

for short period of time We

maintain ownership
of the loaned securities We required collateral equal

to 102 percent of the fair value of the loaned securities The collateral

was invested by the lending agent in accordance with our guidelines

The fair value of the loaned securities was monitored on daily basis

with additional collateral obtained as necessary
In the third quarter

of 2010 the Company discontinued its securities lending program

As of December 31 2009 the fair value of the loaned securities was

$178.5 million As of December 31 2009 the Company had received

collateral of$185.7 million Income generated from the
program

net of

NOTE Liabilities for Insurance Products

expenses
is recorded as net investment income and totaled $.2 million

$1.2 million and $2.4 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

Other Investment Disclosures

Life insurance companies are required to maintain certain investments

on deposit with state regulatory authorities Such assets had
aggregate

carrying
values of $77.7 million and $83.3 million at December 31 2010

and 2009 respectively

CNO had no fixed maturity investments that were in excess of 10 percent

of shareholders equity at December 31 2010 and 2009 other than

investments issued or guaranteed by the United States government or

United States
government agency

These liabilities consisted of the following dollars in millions

Withdrawal Mortality Interest rate

assumption assumption assumption 2010 2009

Future
policy

benefits

Interestsensitive products

Investment contracts N/A N/A 9742.9 9676.1

Universal life contracts N/A N/A N/A 3451.8 3543.1

Total interest-sensitive products 13194.7 13219.2

Iraditional products

Company

iraditional life insurance contracts experience 5% 2354.3 2325.4

Company

experience if

Limitedpayment annuities applicable 4% 873.4 892.8

Company Company

Individual and group accident and health experience experience 6% 7079.9 6845.3

Total traditional products 10307.6 10063.5

Qaiins payable and other policyholder funds N/A N/A N/A 968.7 994.0

Liabilities related to separate accounts N/A N/A N/A 17.5 17.3

TOTAL 24488.5 24294.0

Prinejra/4 mnodificarioni oft/s 96 mnd 195 SO Barn eii ri/ui tilt/mat 11th/es

Principal4t i/ic 98 in//in ceacer Population 11th/c rend el PL 1/C 1983 Indiu/ua/Annuenent Mortality lable

Jn 2010 a/ui 2009 a/i oft/ur /iebi/ie
ir/rrc

tentrd ar punt ba/anrr wirer tue//mr be ne/ICr in/i guacantecel
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The Company establishes reserves for insurance policy benefits based on

assumptions as to investment yields mortality morbidity withdrawals

lapses and maintenance expenses These reserves include amounts for

estimated future payment of claims based on actuarial assumptions

The balance is based on the Companys best estimate of the future

policyholder benefits to be incurred on this business given recent and

expected future changes in experience

Changes in the unpaid claims reserve included in claims payable
and

disabled life reserves related to accident and health insurance included

in individual and group accident and health liabilities were as follows

dollars in millions

NOTE Income Taxes

The
components

of income tax expense were as follows dollars in millions

2010 2009 2008

Current rax expense 9.7 9.3 3.8

Deferred ax provision 94.2 50.8 5.6

Income tax expense on period income 103.9 60.1 9.4

Valuation allowance 95.0 27.8 403.9

TOTAL INCOME TAX EXPENSE 8.9 87.9 413.3

reconciliation of the U.S statutory corporate tax rate to the effective rate reflected in the consolidated statement of
operations is as follows

2010 2009 2008

U.S Statutory corporate rstc 350/ 350 35.0%
Valuat ion allowance 32.4 16.0 10.9162
Other nondeductible expenses benefits .3 125.9

State taxes .8 1.0 78.0

Provision fbr tax issues tax credits and other .1 15.2

EFFECTIVE TAX RATE 3.0% 50.6% 11.170.3%

The
components

of the Compans income tax assets and liabilities were as follows dollars in millions

2010 2009

Ieierred t5x assets

Net federal operating loss carryforssards attributable to

ife insurance subsidiaries 681.7 745.3

Non-life companies 870.6 883.9

Net state ope sting loss carryforwards 17.8 19.1

Tax credits 3.4 18.5

Capital loss carryforwards 339.7 393.8

Deductible temporary differences

Investments
5.3

Insurance liabilities 738.9 782.1

Unrealized depreciation of investments 146.8

Other 62.8 44.0

Gross deferred tax assets 2740.2 3033.5
Deferred tax liabi Ii ties

Investments 38.1
Present value of future

proitis
and deferred acquisition cosls 676.3 694.0

Unre.slied appreciation on investments

Gross deferred tax liabilities 732.1
Net deferred tax assets before valuation allowance 2301.4

Valuation allowance 1081.4 1176.4
Net deferred tax assets 850.2 1125.0

Current income taxes accrued 10.8 11.0

INcOME TAX ASSETS NET 839.4 1124.0

2010 2009 2008

.-.EtA i.U .t .1

Incurred claims net of reinsutante relatd to

urrcntyear 1505.8 1616.8 1729.3
Prior years 5.6 32.3 25.9

fotal incurred 1490.2 1584.5 1703.4
Interest on claim reserves 73.4 69.3 61.4

Paid claims net of reinsurance relatcd to

Current year 827.0 911.7 1.001

Prior years 694.1 691.6 609.5

lotal paid 1521.1 1602.3 1610.6
Net chanec in balance fir reinsurance assumed and ceded 57.2 51 60.6
BALANCE END OF THE YEAR 1543.7 1444.0 1341.3

The reserves and liabilities we establish are necessarily based on estimates assumptions andprioryears statistics Such amounts will fluctuate based upon the estimation procedures used

to determine the amount ofunpaid losses Ic is
possible

that actual claims will exceed our reserves and have material adverse effect on our results ofoperations
and

financial condition
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Our income tax expense
includes deferred income taxes arising from

temporary differences between the financial
reporting and tax bases of

assets and liabilities capital loss carryforwards and NOLs Deferred tax

assets and liabilities are measured using enacted tax rates expected to apply

in the
years in which

temporary differences are expected to be recovered or

paid The effect of change in tax rates on deferred tax assets and liabilities

is recognized in earnings in the period when the changes are enacted

reduction of the net carrying amount of deferred tax assets by establishing

valuation allowance is required if based on the available evidence it

is more likely
than not that such assets will not be realized We evaluate

the need to establish valuation allowance for our deferred income tax

assets on an ongoing basis In evaluating our deferred income tax assets

we consider whether the deferred income tax assets will be realized

based on the more-likely-than-not realization threshold criterion The

ultimate realization of our deferred income tax assets depends upon

generating sufficient future taxable income during the periods in which

our temporary differences become deductible and before our capital loss

carryforwards and NOLs expire This assessment requires significant

judgment In
assessing

the need for valuation allowance appropriate

consideration is given to all positive and negative evidence related to

the realization of the deferred tax assets This assessment considers

among other matters the nature frequency and severity of current and

cumulative losses forecasts of future profitability excess appreciated

asset value over the tax basis of net assets the duration of carryforward

periods our experience with operating loss and tax credit carryforwards

expiring unused and tax planning alternatives

Concluding that valuation allowance is not required is difficult when

there has been significant negative evidence such as cumulative losses in

recent years
We utilize three

year rolling calculation of actual income

before income taxes as our primary measure of cumulative losses in

recent years Our analysis of whether there needs to be
any changes to the

deferred tax valuation allowance recognizes that as of December 31 2010

we have incurred cumulative loss over the evaluation period resulting

from the substantial loss
during 2008 primarily related to the Transfer of

Senior Health to an independent trust as described in the note to these

consolidated financial statements entitled Transfer of Senior Health

Insurance Company of Pennsylvania to an Independent Trust As

result of the cumulative losses recognized in recent years our evaluation

of the need to increase the valuation allowance for deferred tax assets

was primarily based on our historical taxable earnings However because

substantial portion of the cumulative losses for the three-year period

ended December 31 2010 relates to transactions to dispose of blocks

of businesses we have adjusted the three-year cumulative results for the

income and losses from the blocks of business disposed of in the past and

the business transferred as further described in the note to these financial

statements entitled Transfer of Senior Health Insurance Company of

Pennsylvania to an Independent Trust We consider this to be non

recurring and have reflected our best estimates of when temporary

differences will reverse over the carryforward periods

At December 31 2010 our valuation allowance for our net deferred

tax assets was $1.1 billion as we have determined that it is more

likely than not that portion of our deferred tax assets will not be

realized This determination was made by evaluating each component

of the deferred tax asset and
assessing

the effects of limitations and/or

interpretations on the value of such component to be fully recognized

in the future We have also evaluated the likelihood that we will have

.1LL JfJUu14L IdAduic 1uIflc Lu uI1cL Inc dYdlidUic Uciclicu IdA dSCiS UacU

on evidence which we consider to be objective and verifiable Based

upon our analysis completed at December 31 2010 we believe that

we will more likely than not recover $850.2 million of our deferred

tax assets through reductions of our tax liabilities in future periods

During 2010 we reduced the valuation allowance established in prior

periods by $95 million The decrease was primarily attributable to

revisions to projected future taxable income supported by our increased

profitability in the past two years $47 million utilization of
capital

loss

carryforwards with current capital gains $30 million and utilization

of NOL carryforwards with higher taxable income than projected in

our previous analysis of the valuation allowance $18 million
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Changes in our valuation allowance are summarized as follows dollars in millions

Recovery
of our deferred tax assets is dependent on achieving the

projections of future taxable income embedded in our analysis and

failure to do so would result in an increase in the valuation allowance

in future period Any future increase in the valuation allowance

may result in additional income tax expense
and reduce shareholders

equity and such an increase could have significant impact upon our

earnings in the future In addition the use of the Companys NOLs

is dependent in
part on whether the Internal Revenue Service the

IRS does not take an adverse
position

in the future regarding the tax

position we have taken in our tax returns with
respect to the allocation

of portion of the cancellation of indebtedness income resulting from

the bankruptcy of our Predecessor and the classification of the loss we

recognized as result of the transfer of Senior Health to an Independent

Trust as further described below

The Internal Revenue Code the Code limits the extent to which

losses realized by non-life entity or entities may offset income from

life insurance company or companies to the lesser of 35 percent

of the income of the life insurance company or ii 35 percent
of

the total loss of the non-life entities including NOLs of the non-life

entities There is no similar limitation on the extent to which losses

realized by life insurance entity or entities may offset income from

non-life entity or entities

Section 382 imposes
limitations on corporations ability to use its

NOLs when the company undergoes an ownership change Future

transactions and the timing of such transactions could cause an ownership

change for Section 382 income tax purposes
Such transactions may

include but are not limited to additional repurchases or issuances of

common stock including upon conversion of our outstanding 7.0%

Convertible Senior Debentures due 2016 the 7.0% Debentures

or acquisitions or sales of shares of CNO stock by certain holders of

our shares including persons
who have held currently hold or may

accumulate in the future five
percent or more of our outstanding

common stock for their own account Many of these transactions are

beyond our control If an additional ownership change were to occur for

purposes
of Section 382 we would be required to calculate an annual

restriction on the use of our NOLs to offset future taxable income The

annual restriction would be calculated based
upon

the value of CNOs

equity at the time of such ownership change multiplied by federal

long-term tax exempt rate 3.67 percent at December 31 2010 and

the annual restriction could effectively eliminate our ability to use

substantial portion of our NOLs to offset future taxable income

We regularly monitor ownership change as calculated for purposes

of Section 382 and as of December 31 2010 we were below the

50 percent ownership change
level that would

trigger
further impairment

of our ability to utilize our NOLs

On January 20 2009 the Companys Board of Directors adopted

Section 382 Rights Agreement which is designed to protect shareholder

value by preserving the value of our tax assets primarily associated with

tax NOLs under Section 382 The Section 382 Rights Agreement

was adopted to reduce the likelihood of this occurring by deterring

the acquisition
of stock that would create percent shareholders as

defined in Section 382

Under the Section 382 Rights Agreement one right was distributed for

each share of our common stock outstanding as of the close of business

on January 30 2009 Effective January20 2009 if any person or group

subject to certain exemptions becomes percent shareholder of

CNO without the approval of the Board of Directors there would be

triggering event causing significant
dilution in the voting power

and

economic ownership of that
person

or group Existing shareholders

who currently are percent
shareholders will trigger dilutive event

only if they acquire
additional shares exceeding one percent of our

outstanding shares without prior approval from the Board of Directors

The Section 382 Rights Agreement will continue in effect until

January20 2012 unless earlier terminated or redeemed by the Board

of Directors The Companys Audit Committee will review our NOLs

on an annual basis and will recommend amending or terminating
the

Section 382 Rights Agreement
based on its review The Section 382

Rights Agreement was approved by vote at the annual meeting of

shareholders on May 12 2009

On May 11 2010 our shareholders approved an amendment to

CNOs certificate of incorporation designed to prevent
certain transfers

of common stock which could otherwise adversely affect our ability

to use our NOLs the Section 382 Charter Amendment Subject

to the
provisions set forth in the Section 382 Charter Amendment

transfers of our common stock would be void and of no effect if the

Balance at December 31 2007 6723

Increase in 2008 856.2

Expiration of
capital

loss carryfotwards 209.7

Write-off of capital loss carryforwards related to Senior Health 133.2

Write-off of certain NOLs related to Senior Health 5.5

Balance at December 31 2008 1180.7

Increase in 2009 278

Expiration of capital ioss carryforwards 32.1

Balance at December 31 2009 1176.4

Decrease in 2010 95.0

BALANCE AT DECEMBER31 2010 io1A

The $8562 million increase to our valuation allowance during 2008 included increases of $452 million of deferred tar assets related to Senior Health which was transferred

to an independent trust during 2008 ii $298 million related to our reassessment of the
recovery of our deferred tax assets in accordance with GAAJ1 following

the additional lasses

incurred as result of the transaction to transfer Senior Health to an independent trust iii $60 million relaced to the
recognioon of additional realized investment losses

for
which we

are unlikely to receive any tax benefit and iv $45 million related to the estimated
additionalfuture expense following the modifications to our Senior Credit Agreement as described

in the note to these consolidatedfinantial statements entitled Notes Payable
Direct

Corporate Obligations

The $27.8 million increase to our valuation allowance during2009 included increases of $23.0 million related to our reassessment ofthe
recovery of our deferred tar assets following

the completion of reinsurance transactions in 2009 and ii $4.8 million related to the
recognition of additional realized investment losses for which we are unlikely to receive any tax

benefit

The $95.0 million reduction to the deferred tar valuation allowance during 2010 resulcedfrom the utilization ofNOLs and capital lass carryforwards
and

higherproj ecoons offlicure

taxable income based on evidence we consider to be
objective

and
verifiable
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effect of the purported transfer would be to increase the direct

or indirect ownership of our common stock by any person or public

group as such term is defined in the regulations under Section 382
from less than 5% to 5% or more of our common stock ii increase

the
percentage of our common stock owned directly or indirectly by

person or public group owning or deemed to own 5% or more of

our common stock or iii create new public group The Section 382

Charter Amendment will continue in effect until December 31 2013

As of December 31 2010 we had $4.4 billion of federal NOLs and

$1.0 billion of capital loss carryforwards which
expire as follows

dollars in millions

Net operating loss carryforwards

We had deferred tax assets related to NOLs for state income taxes of

$17.8 million and $19.1 million at December 31 2010 and 2009

respectively The related state NOLs are available to offset future state

taxable income in certain states through 2015

As more fully
discussed below the Companys interpretation of the tax

law as it relates to the application of the cancellation of indebtedness

income to its NOLs is an uncertain tax position Since all other life

NOLs must be utilized prior to this
portion of the NOL it has not

yet been utilized nor is it expected to be utilized within the next twelve

months As result an uncertain tax position has not yet
been taken

on the Companys tax return

Although authoritative guidance allowed change in accounting the

Company has chosen to continue its
past accounting policy of

classifying

interest and penalties as income tax expense in the consolidated statement

of operations No such amounts were recognized in 2010 2009 or

2008 The
liability

for accrued interest and penalties was not significant

at December 31 2010 or December 31 2009

Tax
years 2007 through 2009 are open to examination by the IRS

and tax year 2002 remains
open only for potential adjustments related

to certain partnership investments The Company does not anticipate

any material adjustments related to these partnership investments

The Companys various state income tax returns are generally open
for tax years 2007 through 2009 based on the individual state statutes

of limitation

In July 2006 the Joint Committee of Taxation accepted the audit and

the settlement which characterized $2.1 billion of the tax losses on our

Predecessors investment in Conseco Finance Corp as life
company

losses

and the remaining $3.8 billion as non-life losses prior to the application

of the cancellation of indebtedness attribute reductions described below

The Code provides that
any income realized as result of the cancellation

of indebtedness in bankruptcy cancellation of debt income or CODI
must reduce NOLs We realized $2.5 billion of CODI when we

emerged from bankruptcy Pursuant to the Companys interpretation

of the tax law the CODI reductions were all used to reduce non-life

NOLs However if the IRS were to disagree with our interpretation

and ultimately prevail we believe $631 million of NOLs classified as

life company NOLs would be re-characterized as non-life NOLs and

subject to the 35% limitation discussed above Such re-characterization

would also extend the year of expiration as life company NOLs expire

after 15 years whereas non-life NOLs expire after 20 years Due to

uncertainties with
respect to the ultimate position the IRS may take and

limitations on our ability to utilize NOLs based on projected life and

non-life income we have considered the $631 million of CODI to be

reduction to life NOLs when determining our valuation allowance If

we determine the IRS agrees with our position that the $631 million

of CODI is reduction to non-life NOLs our valuation allowance

would be reduced by approximately $140 million based on the income

projection used in our valuation allowance at December 31 2010

We recognized $742 million loss on our investment in Senior Health

which was worthless when it was transferred to an Independent Trust

in 2008 We have treated the loss as capital loss when determining

the deferred tax benefit we may receive We also established full

valuation allowance as we believe we will not generate capital gains to

utilize the benefit However due to uncertainties in the tax code we

have reflected this loss as an ordinary loss in our tax return contrary

to certain IRS rulings If classifying this loss as ordinary is ultimately

determined to be correct our valuation allowance would be reduced

by approximately $160 million based on income
projections used in

our valuation allowance at December 31 2010

In accordance with GAAP we are precluded from
recognizing the tax

benefits of any tax windfall upon the exercise of stock option or the

vesting of restricted stock unless such deduction resulted in actual cash

savings to the Company Because of the Companys NOLs no cash

savings have occurred NOL carryforwards of $.6 million related to

deductions for stock
options and restricted stock will be reflected in

additional paid-in capital if realized

Capital loss

carryforwards

Total loss

carryforwards
Year of expiration Life Non-life

2011
.1 .1

2013 94.O 942.0

2014 28.7 28.7

2018 1713.9 1713.9

2021 29.6 29.6

2022 204.1 204.1

023 1999.3 1999.3

2024 3.2 3.2

2025 118.8 118.8

2027 216.8 216.8

2028
.5 .5

2029 148.7 148.7

TOTAL
1947.6 2487.4 970.7 5405.7

The allocation of the NOLs summarized above assumes the IRS does floe take an adverse
position in the

future regarding the tax position we plan to take in our tax returns with respect
to the allocation of cancellation of indebtedness income If the IRS disagrees with the tax position we plan to take with

respect
to the allocation of cancellation of indebtedness income

and their position prevails approximately $631 million of the NOLs
expiring

in 2018 would be characterized as non-l/Ł NOLs
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NOTE Notes Payable Direct Corporate Obligations

The following notes payable were direct corporate obligations of the Company as of December 31 2010 and 2009 dollars in millions

2010 2009

3.50/o Debentures
16.5

7M/o Debentures
293.0 176.5

New senior secured credit agreement
37.0

9.0% Senior Secured Notes 27S.0

Previous senior credit agreement
652.1

6% Senior Icaith Note 75.0 100.0

ljnamortl7ed discount on 3.5% Debentures 3.3

Unamort discount on 7.0% Debentures I4.8l 4.4

Unamorui.ed discount on new senior secured credit agreement
c4.7

DIRECT CORPORATE OBLIGATIONS 998.5 1037.4

3.5% Debentures

In August 2005 we completed the private offering of $330 million

of 3.5% Debentures During 2008 we repurchased $37.0 million

par
value of such 3.5% Debentures for $15.3 million plus

accrued

interest On November 13 2009 we completed cash tender offer

the Tender Offer for $176.5 million aggregate principal amount

of the 3.5% Debentures The aggregate consideration for the 3.5%

Debentures accepted by us in the Tender Offer plus
accrued and

unpaid interest thereon was -$177.2 million This amount was funded

primarily
from the net proceeds from the issuance of 7.0% Debentures

as described below

In February 2010 we repurchased $64.0 million aggregate principal

amount of our 3.5% Debentures in privately-negotiated transaction In

connection with the repurchase of the 3.5% Debentures we completed

second closing of $64 million aggregate principal amount of our

7.0% Debentures The net proceeds from the issuance of the 7.0%

Debentures were used to fund substantial portion of the consideration

payable in connection with the repurchase of the 3.5% Debentures

The purchase price
for the $64.0 million of 3.5% Debentures was

equal to 100 percent of the
aggregate principal amount plus

accrued

and unpaid interest

In May 2010 we repurchased $52.5 million
aggregate principal amount

of our 3.5% Debentures in privately--negotiated transaction In

connection with the repurchase oi the 3.5% Debentures we completed

third closing
of $52.5 million

aggregate principal amount of our

7.0% Debentures The net proceeds from the issuance of the 7.0%

Debentures were used to fund substantial portion of the consideration

payable in connection with the repurchase of the 3.5% Debentures

The purchase price for the $52.5 million of 3.5% Debentures was

equal to 100 percent of the aggregate principal amount plus accrued

and unpaid interest

7.0% Debentures

On November 13 2009 we issued $176.5 million
aggregate principal

amount of our 7.0% Debentures in the initial closing of our private

offering of 7.0% Debentures to Morgan Stanley Co Incorporated

as the initial purchaser
of the 7.0% Debentures The net proceeds

from the initial closing of the offering of our 7.0% Debentures after

deducting the initial purchasers discounts and commissions and before

other offering expenses
totaled $172.0 million The Company used

the net proceeds to fund substantial portion
of the consideration

payable in connection with the Tender Offer for the 3.5% Debentures

In February 2010 we completed second closing of $64 million

aggregate principal amount of our 7.0% Debentures and in May 2010

we completed third closing of $52.5 million aggregate principal amount

of our 7.0% Debentures These issuances were made
pursuant to the

purchase agreement that we entered into in October 2009 relating to

the private offering of up to $293 million of 7.0% Debentures We

received aggregate net proceeds after taking into account the discounted

offering price
less the initial purchasers discounts and commissions

but before expenses
of $61.4 million in the second closing of the

7.0% Debentures and ii $49.4 million in the third closing of the

7.0% Debentures At December 31 2010 and 2009 unamortixed

issuance costs classified as other assets related to the 7.0% Debentures

were $1.9 million and $2.1 million respectively and are amortized as

an increase to interest
expense

over the term of the 7.0% Debentures

The 7.0% Debentures rank equally in right of
payment

with all of

the Companys unsecured and unsubordinated obligations The 7.0%

Debentures are governed by an Indenture dated as of October 16 2009

the 7.0% Indenture between the Company and The Bank of New

York Mellon Trust Company N.A as trustee Mellon The 7.0%

Debentures bear interest at rate of 7.0% per annum payable semi

annually on June 30 and December 30 of each year commencing on

the interest
payment

date immediately succeeding the issuance date of

such series The 7.0% Debentures will mature on December 30 2016

unless earlier converted The 7.0% Debentures may not be redeemed at

the Companys election prior to the stated maturity date and the holders

may not require the Company to repurchase the 7.0% Debentures at any

time The 7.0% Debentures are not convertible prior to June 30 2013

except under limited circumstances Commencing on June 30 2013 the

7.0% Debentures will be convertible into shares of our common stock

at the option of the holder at any time subject to certain exceptions
and

subject to our right to terminate such conversion rights under certain

circumstances relating to the sale price
of our common stock If the

holders elect to convert their 7.0% Debentures upon
the occurrence of

certain changes of control of CNO or certain other events we will be

required under certain circumstances to increase the conversion rate

for such holders of the 7.0% Debentures who cosivert in connection

with such events Initially the 7.0% Debentures will be convertible

into 182.1494 shares of our common stock for each $1000 principal

amount of 7.0% Debentures which is equivalent to an initial conversion

price of approximately $5.49 per
share The conversion rate is subject
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to adjustment following the occurrence of certain events in accordance

with the terms of the 7.0% Indenture

The 7.0% Debenture provides for
customary events of default subject

in certain cases to customary grace and cure periods which include

nonpayment breach of covenants in the 7.0% Debenture failure

to pay at maturity or acceleration of other indebtedness and certain

events of bankruptcy and insolvency Generally if an event of default

occurs Mellon or holders of at least 50% in principal amount of the

then
outstanding 7.0% Debentures may declare the principal of

and accrued but unpaid interest on all of the 7.0% Debentures to be

immediately due and payable

The 7.0% Indenture provides that on and after the date of the 7.0%

Indenture the Company may not consolidate with or merge

into
any

other
person or sell convey

lease or transfer the Companys

consolidated properties and assets substantially as an entirety to any

other person in any one transaction or series of related transactions or

ii permit any person to consolidate with or merge
into the Company

unless certain requirements set forth in the 7.0% Indenture are satisfied

In accordance with GAAP we are required to consider on each issuance

date whether the 7.0% Debentures issued on such date are issued with

beneficial conversion feature beneficial conversion feature will

exist if the 7M% Debentures may be convertible into common stock

at an effective conversion
price calculated by dividing

the proceeds

from the issuance of 7.0% Debentures issued on that date per $1000

principal amount of debentures by the then effective conversion rate

that is lower than the market price of share of common stock on

the date of issuance When beneficial conversion feature exists we

are required to separately recognize the beneficial conversion feature

at issuance by allocating portion of the proceeds to the intrinsic

value of that feature The value of the beneficial conversion feature is

recorded net of taxes as an increase to additional paid-in capital If

beneficial conversion feature exists on the actual dates of issuance

discount equal to the intrinsic value of the beneficial conversion feature

will be recorded against the carrying value of the 7.0% Debentures

Such discount will be amortized from the actual dates of issuance to

the stated maturity date of the 7.0% Debentures using the effective

interest method Accordingly the interest expense we recognize related

to the 7.0% Debentures will be dependent upon whether beneficial

conversion feature exists on the actual dates of issuance and the

amount by which the market prices of our common stock exceeds

the effective conversion price on such actual dates of issuance

The closing market
price

of our common stock on May 2010 the

last closing price prior to the issuance of $52.5 million of the 7.0%

Debentures was $5.81 Because this amount was higher than the

effective conversion price of $5.17 on that date beneficial conversion

feature existed with
respect to the 7.0% Debentures we issued The

beneficial conversion feature related to the 7.0% Debentures issued on

May 2010 of $4.0 million net of tax was recorded as an increase

to additional paid-in capital

New Senior Secured Credit Agreement

On December 21 2010 the Company entered into $375 million

senior secured term loan
facility maturing on September 30 2016

pursuant to an agreement among the Company Morgan Stanley Senior

Funding Inc as administrative agent the Agent and the lenders

from time to time party thereto the New Senior Secured Credit

Agreement The net proceeds of $363.6 million were used to repay

portion of the amount outstanding under our Second Amended

and Restated Credit Agreement dated as of October 10 2006 among

CNO Bank of America N.A as agent J.P Morgan Chase Bank

N.A as Syndication Agent and other
parties the Previous Senior

Credit Agreement

The interest rate applicable to the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement

is at our option in most instances Eurodollar rate of Libor plus

6.00 percent subject to Libor floor of 1.5 percent or Base Rate

plus 5.00 percent subject to Base Rate floor of 2.5 percent The

pricing terms for the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement included

upfront fees of 1.25 percent paid to the lenders At December 31 2010

the interest rate on our New Senior Secured Credit Agreement was

7.5 percent The New Senior Secured Credit Agreement is guaranteed

by our primary non-insurance company subsidiaries as defined in the

New Senior Secured Credit Agreement collectively the Subsidiary

Guarantors and secured by substantially all of our and the Subsidiary

Guarantors assets

The New Senior Credit Agreement contains covenants that limit the

Companys ability to take certain actions and perform certain activities

including each subject to exceptions as set forth in the New Senior

Credit Agreement

limitations on debt including without limitation guarantees and

other contingent obligations

limitations on issuances of disqualified capital stock

limitations on liens and further negative pledges

limitations on sales transfers and other dispositions of assets

limitations on transactions with affiliates

limitations on changes in the nature of the Companys business

limitations on
mergers

consolidations and acquisitions

limitations on dividends and other distributions stock repurchases

and
redemptions and other restricted payments

limitations on investments and acquisitions

limitations on prepayment of certain debt

limitations on modifications or waivers of certain debt documents

and charter documents

investment portfolio requirements for insurance subsidiaries

limitations on restrictions affecting subsidiaries

limitations on holding company activities and

limitations on changes in accounting policies

In addition the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement requires the

Company to maintain debt to total capitalization ratio of not more

than 30 percent such ratio was 19.99 percent at December 31 2010

ii an interest coverage ratio of not less than 2.00 to 1.00 for each rolling

four quarters or if less the number of fi.ll fiscal quarters commencing

after the effective date of the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement

such ratio wasnot applicable for the period ended December 31 2010

iii an aggregate
ratio of total adjusted capital to company action level

risk-based capital for the Companys insurance subsidiaries of not less

than 225 percent on or prior to December 31 2011 and 250 percent

thereafter such ratio was 332 percent at December 31 2010 and iv
combined statutory capital and surplus for the Companys insurance

subsidiaries of at least $1200.0 million combined statutory capital

and surplus at December 31 2010 was $1596.4 million
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We may prepay
in whole or in part

the New Senior Secured Credit

Agreement together with any accrued and unpaid interest with prior

notice but without premium or penalty in minimum amounts of

$1.0 million or any multiple thereof

Mandatory prepaymerits
of the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement

will be required in an amount equal to 100 percent
of the net cash

proceeds from certain asset sales or casualty events ii 100 percent of

the net cash proceeds received by the Company or any
of its subsidiaries

from certain debt issuances iii 50 percent
of the net cash proceeds

received from certain equity issuances and iv 100 percent
of the

amount of certain restricted
payments

made including any common

stock dividends and share repurchases as defined in the New Senior

Secured Credit Agreement

Notwithstanding the foregoing no mandatory prepayments pursuant to

items or iii in the preceding paragraph shall be required if the

debt to total capitalization ratio is equal or iess than 20 percent and

either the financial strength rating of certain insurance subsidiaries

is equal or better than A- stable from A.M Best Company or the

New Senior Secured Credit Agreement
is rated equal or better than

BBB- stable from SP and Baa3 stable by Moodys

In connection with the execution of the New Senior Secured Credit

Agrecineni the Company and thc Subsidiary Guarantors entered into

guarantee
and security agreement

dated as of December 21 2010 the

Guarantee and Security Agreement by and among the Company the

Subsidiary Guarantors and the Agent pursuant to which the Subsidiary

Guarantors guaranteed all of the obligations
of the Company under

the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement and the Company and

the Subsidiary Guarantors pledged substantially all of their assets to

secure the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement subject to certain

exceptions as set forth in the Guarantee and Security Agreement

9.0% Senior Secured Notes

On December 21 2010 we issued $275.0 million aggregate principal

amount of 9.00% Senior Secured Notes due 2018 the 9.0% Senior

Secured Notes The net proceeds of $267.0 million were used to

repay portion of the amount outstanding under the Previous Senior

Credit Agreement

The 9.0% Senior Secured Notes were issued pursuant to an Indenture

dated as of December 21 2010 the Indenture by and among the

Company the Subsidiary Guarantors and Wilmington Trust FSB as

trustee and collateral
agent Wilmington

The 9.0% Senior Secured Notes will mature on January 15 2018

Interest on the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes accrues at rate of 9.0%

per annum and is payable semiannually in arrears on January 15 and

July 15 of each year commencing on July 15 2011 The 9.0% Senior

Secured Notes and the guarantees
thereof the Guarantee are senior

secured obligations of the Company and the Subsidiary Guarantors

and rank equally in right of payment
with all of the Companys and

the Subsidiary Guarantors existing and future senior obligations and

senior to all of the Companys and the Subsidiary Guarantors existing

and future subordinated indebtedness The 9.0% Senior Secured Notes

are secured by substantially all of the assets of the Company and the

Subsidiary Guarantors subject to certain exceptions The 9.0% Senior

Secured Notes and the Guarantees are pan passu to all of the Companys

and the Subsidiary Guarantors existing and future secured indebtedness

under the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement

The Company may redeem all or part
of the 9.0% Senior Secured

Notes beginning on January 15 2014 at the redemption prices set

forth in the Indenture The Company may also redeem all or part
of

the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes at any time and from time to time

prior to January 15 2014 at price equal to 100% of the aggregate

principal amount of the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes to be redeemed

plus
make-whole premium and accrued and unpaid interest In

addition prior to January 15 2014 the Company may redeem
up to

35% of the aggregate principal amounts of the 9.0% Senior Secured

Notes with the net cash proceeds of certain equity offerings at price

equal to 109.000% of the
aggregate principal amount of the 9.0%

Senior Secured Notes to be redeemed plus accrued and unpaid interest

Upon the occurrence of change of control as defined in the Indenture

each holder of the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes may require
the Company

to repurchase
all or portion of the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes in

cash at price equal to 101% of the aggregate principal amount of

the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes to be repurchased plus accrued and

unpaid interest if
any

to the date of repurchase

The Indenture contains covenants that among other things limit

subject to certain exceptions the Companys ability
and the ability

of

the Companys Restricted Subsidiaries as defined in the Indenture to

incur or guarantee
additional indebtedness or issue preferred stock

pay
dividends or make other distributions to shareholders

purchase or redeem capital stock or subordinated indebtedness

make investments

create liens

incur restrictions on the Companys ability and the ability of the

Restricted Subsidiaries to pay dividends or make other payments

to the Company

sell assets including capital stock of the Companys subsidiaries

consolidate or merge
with or into other companies or transfer all or

substantially all of the Companys assets and

engage in transactions with affiliates

The Indenture provides
for customary events of default subject

in

certain cases to customary grace
and cure periods

which include

nonpayment breach of covenants in the Indenture failure to pay at

maturity or acceleration of other indebtedness failure to pay certain

judgments and certain events of bankruptcy and insolvency Generally

if an event of default occurs Wilmington or holders of at least 25%

in principal amount of the then outstanding 9.0% Senior Secured

Notes may declare the principal of and accrued but unpaid interest

including any additional interest on all of the 9.0% Senior Secured

Notes to be due and payable

In connection with the issuance of the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes and

execution of the Indenture the Company and the Subsidiary Guarantors

entered into security agreement
dated as of December 21 2010 the

Security Agreement by and among the Company the Subsidiary

Guarantors and Wilmington Trust FSB as collateral agent pursuant to

which the Company and the Subsidiary Guarantors pledged substantially

all of their assets to secure their obligations under the Indenture subject

to certain exceptions as set forth in the Security Agreement
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Intercreditor Agreement

In connection with the issuance of the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes

and
entry

into the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement the Agent

and Wilmington as collateral
agent

and authorized representative

with respect to the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes entered into an

Intercreditor Agreement dated as of December 21 2010 the

Intercreditor Agreement which sets forth agreements with respect

to the
first-priority

liens granted by the Company and the Subsidiary

Guarantors
pursuant to the Indenture and the New Senior Secured

Credit Agreement

Under the Intercreditor Agreement any actions that may be taken

with respect to the collateral that secures the 9.0% Senior Secured

Notes and the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement including

the ability to cause the commencement of enforcement proceedings

against
such collateral to control such proceedings and to approve

amendments to releases of such collateral from the lien of and waive

past defaults under such documents relating to such collateral will be

at the direction of the authorized representative of the lenders under

the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement until the earlier of the

Companys obligations under the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement

or refinancings thereof are discharged ii the date on which the

itonIino nrincin lmiInt nflA1n rnmmitmpnf llnlcr I-lie

New Senior Secured Credit Agreement is less than $25M million and

iii 180 days after the occurrence of both an event of default under

the Indenture and the authorized representative of the holders of the

9.0% Senior Secured Notes making certain representations as described

in the Intercreditor Agreement unless the authorized
representative

of the lenders under the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement has

commenced and is diligently pursuing enforcement action with respect

to the collateral or the grantor of the security interest in that collateral

whether the Company or the applicable Subsidiary Guarantor is

then debtor under or with
respect to or otherwise subject to any

insolvency or liquidation proceeding

Previous Senior Credit Agreement

In December 2010 we repaid the $652.1 million outstanding principal

balance under our Previous Senior Credit Agreement using the

proceeds from the New Senior Secured Credit Agreement and the

issuance of the 9.0% Senior Secured Notes and available cash

On March 30 2009 we completed Amendment No to our Previous

Senior Credit Agreement which provided for among other things

additional margins between our then current financial status and

certain financial covenant requirements through June 30 2010

higher interest rates and the payment of fee Hi new restrictions

on the ability of the Company to incur additional indebtedness

and iv the ability of the lender to appoint financial advisor at the

Companys expense

Pursuant to its amended terms the applicable interest rate on the

Previous Senior Credit Agreement based on either Eurodollar or

base rate was increased The Eurodollar rate was equal to LIBOR plus

percent with minimum LIBOR rate of 2.5 percent such rate was

previously LIBOR plus percent with no minimum rate The base

rate was equal to 2.5 percent plus the greater of the Federal funds

rate plus .50 percent or Bank of Americas prime rate In addition

the amended agreement required the Company to pay
fee equal to

percent of the outstanding principal balance under the Senior Credit

Agreement which fee was added to the principal balance
outstanding

and was payable at the maturity of the facility This percent fee was

reported as non-cash interest expense

On December 22 2009 the Company entered into Amendment

No to our Previous Senior Credit Agreement which provided for

among other things

the minimum risk-based capital ratio requirement was 200% through

December 31 2010 and was to increase to 225% for 2011 and 250%

for 2012 the risk-based capital requirement was previously scheduled

to return to 250% after June 30 2010

the required minimum level of statutory capital and surplus was $1.1

billion through December31 2010 and was to increase to $1.2 billion

for 2011 and $1.3 billion for 2012 the required minimum level of

statutory capital and surplus was previously scheduled to return to

$1.27 billion after June 30 2010

the interest
coverage ratio requirement was 1.50 through

December 31 2010 and was to increase to 1.75 for 2011 and 2.00

for 2012 the interest
coverage

ratio requirement was previously

scheduled to return to 2.00 after June 30 2010 and

the debt to total capital ratio requirement was 32.5% though

December 31 2009 and decreased to 30% thereafter the debt to

total capital ratio requirement was previously scheduled to return to

30% after June 30 2010

The Company also agreed to pay $150 million of the first $200 million

of net proceeds from its public offering of common stock as further

discussed below to the lenders and in addition to pay 50% of any net

proceeds in excess of $200 million from the offering The credit
facility

previously required the Company to pay
50% of the net proceeds of

any equity issuance to the lenders

The amendment modified the Companys principal repayment
schedule

and eliminated
any principal payments in 2010 There were no changes

to the maturity date of October 10 2013 The Company was previously

required to make principal repayments equal to 1% of the initial

principal balance each
year subject to certain adjustments and to

make additional principal repayments
from excess cash flow

The amendment also provided that the 1% payment
in kind or P1K

interest that had accrued since March 30 2009 as an addition to the

principal balance under the Previous Senior Credit Agreement was

replaced with payment of an equal amount of cash interest The

amount of accrued P1K interest $6.3 million was paid in cash when

the amendment became effective The deletion of the 1% P1K interest

and the
payment

of an equal amount of cash interest did not impact

reported interest expense

On November 13 2009 we repaid $36.8 million of outstanding

principal on the Previous Senior Credit Agreement from the proceeds

of the issuance of common stock and warrants to Paulson Co
Inc Paulson On December 22 2009 the Company repaid

$161.4 million of
outstanding principal on the Previous Senior Credit

Agreement from proceeds of an equity offering Such transactions are

further discussed in the note to the consolidated financial statements

entitled Shareholders Equity

During 2009 and 2008 we made scheduled principal payments

totaling $5.3 million and $8.7 million respectively on our Previous

Senior Credit Agreement Also during 2009 we made mandatory

prepayment
of $1.2 million based on the Companys excess cash

flows at December 31 2008 as defined in the Previous Senior Credit

Agreement There were $5.4 million of unamortized issuance costs
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classified as other assets related to our Previous Senior Credit Agreement

at December 31 2009

In accordance with Amendment No to our Previous Senior Credit

Agreement the applicable interest rate on the Previous Senior Credit

Agreement payable at least quarterly was based on either Eurodollar

rate or base rate The Eurodollar rate was equal to LIBOR plus

percent with minimum LIBOR rate of 2.5 percent
The base rate

was equal to percent plus the greater of the Federal funds rate

plus .50 percent or ii Bank of Americas prime rate

The Previous Senior Credit Agreement included an $80.0 million

revolving credit facility that could be used for general corporate

purposes In October 2008 the Company borrowed $75.0 million

under the revolving credit facility to assure the future availability of

this additional liquidity given our concerns with the ability of certain

financial institutions to be able to provide funding in the future In

December 2008 we repaid $20.0 million of the revolving facility
and

reduced the maximum amount available under the revolving facility to

$60.0 million In April 2009 we repaid the remaining $55.0 million

that was outstanding under the revolving facility portion of our Previous

Senior Credit Agreement The Company paid commitment fee equal

to .50 percent
of the unused portion of the revolving credit

facility

on an annualized basis

Senior Health Note

In connection with the Transfer the Company issued the Senior Health

Note payable to Senior Health The Senior Health Note is unsecured

and bears interest at rate of 6.0 percent per year payable quarterly

beginning on March 15 2009 We are required to make annual principal

payments
of $25.0 million beginning on November 12 2009 The

Company made $25.0 million scheduled
payment on the Senior Health

Note in both 2010 and 2009 The Company may redeem the Senior

Health Note in whole or in part at any time by giving the holder 30

days notice unless shorter notice is satisfactory to the holder The

Litigation and Other Legal Proceedings

The Company and its subsidiaries are involved in various legal actions

in the normal course of business in which claims for
compensatory

and punitive damages are asserted some for substantial amounts

Some of the pending matters have been filed as purported class actions

and some actions have been filed in certain jurisdictions that permit

punitive damage awards that are disproportionate to the actual damages

incurred The amounts sought
in certain of these actions are often

large or indeterminate and the ultimate outcome of certain actions is

redemption amount is equal to the principal amount redeemed plus

any accrued and unpaid interest thereon Any outstanding amount

under the Senior Health Note will be due and payable immediately

if an event of defauli as defined in the Senior ieaith Note OCCUrS

and continues without remedy As condition of the order from the

Pennsylvania Insurance Department approving the Transfer we agreed

that we would not pay
cash dividends on our common stock while any

portion of the Senior Health Note remained outstanding

Gain Loss on Extinguishment or Modification

of Debt

In 2010 we recognized an aggregate
loss on the extinguishment of

debt totaling $6.8 million representing the write-off of unamortized

discount and issuance costs associated with the repurchases of

3.5% Debentures and ii the repayment of the Previous Senior Credit

Agreement each as previously described above

In 2009 we recognized an aggregate loss on the extinguishment or

modification of debt totaling $22.2 million resulting from
expenses

incurred and the write-off of unamortized discount or issuance costs

related to the following transactions which are described above the

Tender Offer ii repayment of principal amounts on the Previous

Senior Credit Agreement from the issuance of common stock and iii

modifications to our Previous Senior Credit Agreement in March 2009

and December 2009

In 2008 we repurchased $37.0 million
par

value of the 3.5% Debentures

for $15.3 million plus accrued interest and recognized gain on the

extinguishment of debt of $21.2 million related to such repurchases

Scheduled Debt Repayments

The scheduled repayment of our direct corporate obligations is as

follows dollars in millions

difficult to predict In the event of an adverse outcome in one or more

of these matters the ultimate liability may be in excess of the liabilities

we have established and could have material adverse effect on our

business financial condition results of
operations

and cash flows In

addition the resolution of pending or future litigation may involve

modifications to the terms of outstanding insurance policies or could

impact
the

timing
and amount of rate increases which could adversely

affect the future profitability of the related insurance policies Although

there can be no assurances at the
present

time the Company does not

anticipate that the ultimate liability
from either pending or threatened

2011 55.0

2012 65.0

2013 80.0

2014 75.0

2015 85.0

201b

2018 275.0

1018.0
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legal actions after consideration of existing ioss provisions will have

material adverse effect on the financial condition operating results

or cash flows of the Company

In the cases described below we have disclosed
any specific dollar

amounts sought in the complaints In our experience monetary

demands in complaints bear little relation to the ultimate loss if

any to the Company However for the reasons stated above it is not

possible to make meaningful estimates of the amount or range of loss

that could result from some of these matters at this time The Company

reviews these matters on an ongoing
basis When assessing reasonably

possible and probable outcomes the Company bases its assessment on

the expected ultimate outcome following all appeals

Securities Litigation

After our Predecessor announced its intention to restructure on

August 2002 eight purported securities fraud class action lawsuits

were filed in the United States District Court for the Southern District

of Indiana The complaints
named us as defendant along with certain

of our former officers These lawsuits were filed on behalf of
persons or

entities who purchased our Predecessors common stock on various dates

between October 24 2001 and August 2002 The
plaintiffs allege

r-lr rnn 1h iirirp Pychna Actasaniisii
of materially misleading statements regarding among other things

the liquidity of our Predecessor and alleged problems in Conseco

Finance Corp.s
manufactured housing division allegedly resulting

in the artificial inflation of our Predecessors stock
price

These cases

were consolidated into one case in the United States District Court

for the Southern District of Indiana captioned Franz Schleicher et at

Conseco Inc Gary Wendt William Shea Charles Chokel and James

Adams et al Case No 02-C V-1332 DFH- TAB The complaint seeks

an unspecified amount of damages The plaintiffs filed an amended

consolidated class action complaint with respect to the individual

defendants on December 2003 Our
liability

with
respect to this

lawsuit was discharged in our Predecessors plan of
reorganization

and

our obligation to indemnify individual defendants who were not serving

as an officer or director on the Effective Date is limited to $3 million

in the
aggregate

under such plan Our liability to indemnify individual

defendants who were serving as an officer or director on the Effective

Date of which there is one such defendant is not limited by such

plan The parties to this case have reached settlement which was

approved by the court The Company did not incur
any

additional

liability
in connection with the settlement

On August 2009 purported class action complaint was filed in

the United States District Court for the Southern District of New

York Plumbers and Piefitters Local Union No 719 Pension Trust

Fund on behalf of itself
and all others similarly situated Conseco Inc

et al Case No 09-Cl V-6966 on behalf of purchasers of our common
stock during the period from August 2005 to March 17 2008 the

Class Period The
complaint charges CNO and certain of its officers

and directors with violations of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934

On June 2010 the plaintiff filed second amended complaint

The amended complaint alleges that during the Class Period the

defendants issued numerous statements regarding the Companys

financial performance As alleged in the complaint these statements were

materially false and
misleading because the defendants misrepresented

and/or failed to disclose the following adverse facts among others that

the Company was reporting materially inaccurate revenue figures ii

that the Companys reported financial results were materially misstated

and did not present the true operating performance
of the Company

iii that the Companys shareholders equity was materially overstated

during the Class Period including the overstatement of shareholders

equity by $20.6 million at December 31 2006 and iv as result of

the foregoing the defendants lacked reasonable basis for their positive

statements about the Company its corporate governance practices its

prospects and earnings growth On August 2010 we filed motion

to dismiss the amended complaint We believe the action is without

merit and intend to defend it vigorously The ultimate outcome of the

action cannot be predicted with certainty

On June 2010 purported shareholder derivative complaint was

filed in the Marion County Circuit/Superior Court Indiana William

Carter derivatively on behalf of CNO Financial Group Inc

Glenn Hilliard Donna James Keith Long Debraf Perry James

Prieur Neal Schneider Michael Tokarz John Turner William

Kirsch Eugene Bullis MichaelDubes James Hohmann Edward Bonach

Ali Inanilan and John Wells and CNO Financial Group Inc Cause

No 49Db 10 O6PL 024523 on behalf of nominal defendant CNO
Financial Group Inc against certain current and/or former members

of its Board of Directors and executive officers seeking to remedy

defendants alleged breaches of fiduciary duties and unjust enrichment

ç..-.- innc t-s ti-. nr.onr fln T\Tr.v-n-hr i11 th lr1
filed an amended complaint The allegations in the complaint are similar

to those described in the preceding paragraph On December 17 2010

we filed motion to dismiss the amended complaint We believe the

action is without merit and intend to defend it vigorously
The ultimate

outcome of the action cannot be predicted with certainty

Cost of Insurance Litigation

Two lawsuits are pending in Hawaii captioned AE Ventures for Archie

Murakami et al Conseco Inc Conseco Lfi Insurance Company and

Doe Defendants 1-100 Case No CVO5-00594 and Clifjbrd Arakaki et

al Conseco Life Insurance Company Doe Defendants 1-100 Case No

CVO5-00026 United States District Court District of Hawaii These

suits involve an aggregate
of approximately 700 plaintiffs

all of whom

purport to have opted out of the previously settled In Re Conseco Life

Insurance Co Cost of Insurance Litigation multi-district action The

complaints allege nondisclosure breach of fiduciary duty violations of

HRS 480 unfair and/or deceptive business practices declaratory and

injunctive relief insurance bad faith punitive damages and seeks to

impose alter
ego liability

settlement in principle
has been reached

The ultimate outcome of these lawsuits cannot be predicted with

certainty and an adverse outcome could exceed the amount we have

accrued and could have material adverse impact on the Companys

consolidated financial condition cash flows or results of
operations

Other
Litigation

On November 17 2005 complaint was filed in the United States

District Court for the Northern District of California Robert

Hansen an individual and on behalf of all others similarly situated

Conseco Insurance Company an illinois corporation f/k/a Conseco Annuity

Assurance Company Cause No C0504726 Plaintiff in this putative class

action purchased an annuity in 2000 and is claiming relief on behalf

of the proposed national class for alleged violations of the Racketeer

Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act elder abuse unlawful

deceptive and unfair business practices unlawful deceptive and

misleading advertising breach of fiduciary duty aiding and abetting
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of breach of fiduciary duty and
unjust enrichment and

imposition

of constructive trust On January 27 2006 similar complaint was

filed in the same court entitled Friou Jones on Beha Ifof Hi mself and

All Others Similarly Situated Conseco Insurance Company an Illinois

company f/k/a Conseco Annuity Assurance Company Cause No C06-

00537 Mr Jones had purchased an annuity in 2003 Each case alleged

that the annuity sold was inappropriate
and that the annuity products

in
question are inherently unsuitable for seniors age 65 and older On

March 2006 first amended complaint was filed in the Hansen case

adding causes of action for fraudulent concealment and breach of the

duty of good faith and fair dealing In an order dated April 14 2006

the court consolidated the two cases under the original Hansen cause

number and retitled the consolidated action In re Conseco Insurance

Co Annuity Marketing Sales Practices Litig settlement in principle

has been reached in this case and the hearing for preliminary approval

of the settlement is set for March 25 2011

On March 2008 complaint was filed in the United States District

Court for the Central District of California Celedonia Yue

on behalf of the class of all others similarly situated and on behalf of the

General Public Conseco LfŁ Insurance Company successor to Philadelphia

Lf Insurance Company and formerly known as Massachusetts General

Lf Insurance Company Cause No CVO8-01506 CAS Plaintiff in this

putative
class action owns Valulife universal life policy insuring the

life of Ruth Yue originally issued by Massachusetts General Life

Insurance Company in 1995 Plaintiff is claiming breach of contract

on behalf of the proposed national class and seeks injunctive and

restitutionary relief pursuant to California Business Professions

Code Section 17200 and declaratory relief The putative class consists

of all owners of Valulife and Valuterm universal life insurance policies

issued by either Massachusetts General or Philadelphia Life and that

were later acquired and serviced by Conseco Life Plaintiff alleges

that members of the class will be damaged by increases in the Cost of

insurance non-guaranteed element that are set to take place in the

twenty first policy year of Valulife and Valuterm policies No such

increases have yet been applied to the subject policies During 2010

Conseco Life voluntarily agreed not to implement the cost of insurance

rate increase at issue in this
litigation

and is following process
with

respect to any future cost of insurance rate increases as set forth in

the regulatory settlement agreement described below Plaintiff filed

motion for certification of nationwide class and California state

class On December 2009 the court granted that motion On

October 2010 the court dismissed the causes of actions alleged in

the California state class On January 19 2011 the court granted the

plaintiffs motion for summary judgment as to the declaratory relief

claim and on February 2011 the court issued an advisory opinion

in the form of declaratory judgment as to what in its view Conseco

Life could consider in implementing future cost of insurance rate

increases related to its Valulife and Valuterm block of policies On

February 17 2011 Conseco Life filed notice that it is appealing
the

courts decision We believe the action is without merit and intend

to defend it vigorously The ultimate outcome of the action cannot

be predicted with certainty

On December 2008 purported Florida state class action was filed

in the U.S District Court for the Southern District of Florida Sydelle

Ruderman individually and on behalf of all other similarly situated

Washington National Insurance Company Case No 08-23401-Cl V-Cohn

SeIzer In the complaint plaintiff alleges that the inflation escalation

rider on her policy of long-term care insurance operates to increase

the policys lifetime maximum benefit and that Washington National

breached the contract by stopping her benefits when they reached the

lifetime maximum The Company takes the position that the inflation

escalator only affects the
per day maximum benefit Plaintiffs filed their

motion for class certification and the motion has been fully briefed

by both sides The court has not yet
ruled on the motion or set it for

hearing Additional parties
have asked the court to allow them to

intervene in the action and on January 2010 the court granted

the motion to intervene and granted the plaintiffs motion for class

certification The court certified Florida state class alleging

damages and Florida state class alleging injunctive relief The

parties have reached settlement in principle of the class The

plaintiffs filed motion for summary judgment as to the class

which was granted by the court on September 2010 The Company

filed notice of appeal on October 2010 We believe the action is

without merit and intend to defend it vigorously The ultimate outcome

of the action cannot be predicted with certainty

On December 24 2008 purported class action was filed in the

U.S District Court for the Northern District of California Cedric

Brady et al individually and on behalf of all other similarly situated

Conseco Inc and Conseco L1JŁ Insurance Company Case No 308-

cv-05746 The plaintiffs allege that Conseco Life and Conseco Inc

committed breach of contract and insurance bad faith and violated

various consumer protection statutes in the administration of various

interest sensitive whole life products sold primarily under the name

Lifetrend by requiring the
payment

of additional cash amounts to

maintain the policies in force and by making changes to certain non-

guaranteed elements in their policies On April 23 2009 the
plaintiffs

filed an amended complaint adding the additional counts of breach

of fiduciary duty fraud negligent misrepresentation conversion and

declaratory relief On May 29 2009 Conseco Inc and Conseco Life

filed motion to dismiss the amended complaint On July 29 2009

the court granted in
part

and denied in
part

the motion to dismiss

The court dismissed the allegations that Conseco Life violated various

Consumer protection statutes the breach of fiduciary duty count

and dismissed Conseco Inc for lack of personal jurisdiction On

October 15 2009 Conseco Life filed motion with the Judicial Panel on

Multidistrict Litigation MDL seeking
the establishment of an MDL

proceeding consolidating this case and the McFarland case described

below into single action On February 2010 the Judicial Panel on

MDL ordered this case be consolidated for pretrial proceedings On

July 2010 plaintiffs
filed an amended motion for class certification

of nationwide class and California state class Ihe Company fifed

its motion in opposition on July 21 2010 On October 2010 the

court granted the motion for certification of nationwide class and

denied the motion for certification of California state class Trial

is set for May 2012 The Company believes the action is without

merit and intends to defend it vigorously The ultimate outcome of

the action cannot be predicted with certainty

On July 2009 purported class action was filed in the U.S District

Court for the Middle District of Florida Bill McFarland and

all those similarly situated Conseco Lfi Insurance Company Case

No 309-cv-598-J-32MCR The plaintiff alleges that Conseco Life

committed breach of contract and has been unjustly enriched in the

administration including changes to certain non-guaranteed elements

of various interest sensitive whole life products sold primarily under the

name Lifetrend The plaintiff seeks declaratory and injunctive relief

compensatory damages punitive damages and attorney fees As described

in the preceding paragraph on February 2010 the Judicial Panel on

MDL ordered this case be consolidated with the Brady case for
pretrial
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proceedings in the Northern District of California Federal Court On

July 2010 plaintiffs
filed an amended motion for class certification

of nationwide class and California state class The Company filed

its motion in opposition on July 21 2010 On October 62010 the

court granted the motion for certification of nationwide class and

denied the motion for certification of California state class Trial

is set for May 2012 The Company believes the action is without

merit and intends to defend it vigorously The ultimate outcome of

the action cannot be predicted with certainty

On January 26 2009 purported class action complaint was filed in

the United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois

Samuel Rowe and Estella Rowe individually and on behalf of themselves

and all others similarly situated Bankers Lf Casualty Company
and

Bankers LfŁ Insurance Company of Illinois Case No 09CV491 The

plaintiffs are alleging violation of California Business and Professions

Code Sections 17200 et seq
and 17500 et seq breach of common

law fiduciary duty breach of implied covenant of good faith and fair

dealing and violation of California Welfare and Institutions Code

Section 15600 on behalf of the proposed national class and seek

injunctive relief compensatory damages punitive damages and attorney

fees The
plaintiff alleges

that the defendants used an improper
and

misleading sales and marketing approach to seniors that fails to disclose

dl c. c.-......-..
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misleading sales and marketing materials promotes deferred annuities

that are fundamentally inferior and less valuable than readily available

alternative investment products and fails to adequately disclose other

principal risks including maturity dates surrender penalties and other

restrictions which limit access to annuity proceeds to date beyond

the applicants actuarial life
expectancy

Plaintiffs have amended their

complaint attempting to convert this from California only class action

to national class action In addition the amended complaint adds causes

of action under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organization

Act RICO aiding and abetting breach of fiduciary duty and for

unjust enrichment On September 13 2010 the court dismissed the

plaintiffs RICO claims On October 25 2010 the
plaintiffs

filed

second amended complaint re-alleging their RICO claims hearing

date on the motion for class certification has not been set We believe

the action is without merit and intend to defend it vigorously The

ultimate outcome of the action cannot be predicted with certainty

In addition the Company and its subsidiaries are involved on an

ongoing basis in other lawsuits including purported class actions

related to their operations The ultimate outcome of all of these other

legal matters pending against
the Company or its subsidiaries cannot

be predicted and although such lawsuits are not expected individually

to have material adverse effect on the Company such lawsuits could

have in the
aggregate

material adverse effect on the Companys

consolidated financial condition cash flows or results of operations

Regulatory Examinations and Fines

Insurance companies face significant risks related to regulatory

investigations
and actions Regulatory investigations generally result

from matters related to sales or underwriting practices payment
of

contingent or other sales commissions claim payments and procedures

product design product disclosure additional premium charges for

premiums paid on periodic basis denial or delay of benefits charging

excessive or impermissible fees on products changing the way cost of

insurance charges are calculated for certain life insurance products or

recommending unsuitable products to customers We are in the ordinary

course of our business subject to various examinations inquiries and

information requests
from state federal and other authorities The

ultimate outcome of these regulatory actions cannot be predicted with

certainty In the event of an unfavorable outcome in one or more of

these matters the ultimate liability may be in excess of liabilities we

have established and we could suffer significant reputational harm as

result of these matters which could also have material adverse effect

on our business financial condition results of operations or cash flows

The states of Pennsylvania Illinois Texas Florida and Indiana led

multistate examination of the long-term care claims administration and

complaint handling practices of Senior Health and Bankers Life as well

as the sales and marketing practices of Bankers Life On May 2008

we announced settlement among the state insurance regulators and

Senior Health and Bankers Life This examination covered the
years

2005 2006 and 2007 More than 40 states are
parties

to the settlement

which included Senior Health fine of up to $2.3 million with up

to an additional $10 million payable on the part of either Senior

Health and/or Bankers Life in the event the
process improvements

and benchmarks are not met The
process improvement plan is being

monitored by the lead states and pursuant to the settlement agreement

the lead states are conducting re-examination of Bankers Life to

confirm compliance with the
process improvements and benchmarks

In late October 2008 Conseco Life mailed notice to approximately

12000 holders of its Lifetrend life insurance products to inform

them of changes to certain non-guaranteed elements NGEs
of their policies and ii the fact that certain policyholders who were

not paying premiums may have failed to receive notice that their

policy was underfunded and that additional
premiums were required

in order for the policyholders to maintain their
guaranteed

cash values

In December 2008 Conseco Life mailed notice to approximately

16000 holders of its CIUL3 universal life policies to inform them

of an increase in certain NGEs with
respect to their policies Prior

to or around the time that the notices were sent Conseco Life had

informed the insurance regulators in number of states including

among others Indiana Iowa and Florida of these matters and the

planned communication with the impacted policyholders Several

states initiated regulatory actions and inquiries
after the notices were

sent by Conseco Life and Conseco Life agreed to take no further

actions with
respect to those policies during the pendency of market

conduct examination

After working with various state insurance regulators to review the

terms of the Lifetrend and CIUL3-i- policies Conseco Life reached

settlement in principle with the regulators regarding issues involving

these policies During this regulatory review
process

Conseco Life had

been allowed to move forward with implementing the NGE changes

in its CIUL3 policies while the regulators continued their review

Conseco Life had also resumed the administration of its Lifetrend

policies with administrative changes in place but did not implement

the NGE changes pending execution of the final settlement agreement

with the regulators On June 30 2010 we announced that Conseco

Life had finalized regulatory settlement
agreement

that requires the

establishment of $10 million fund for certain owners of its Lifetrend

life insurance products and the payment of $1 million assessment to

participating jurisdictions Over 45 jurisdictions representing almost

98 percent of the Lifetrend policyholders have signed the settlement

agreement Conseco Life is in the
process

of notifying consumers of

the settlement and the increase in their non-guaranteed elements

As previously disclosed we accrued for the financial impact of the

settlement in our consolidated financial statements for year-end 2009
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Guaranty Fund Assessments

The balance sheet at December 31 2010 included accruals of

$21.8 million representing our estimate of all known assessments

that will be levied against the Companys insurance subsidiaries by

various state guaranty
associations based on premiums written through

December 31 2010 and ii receivables of $16.2 million that we

estimate will be recovered through reduction in future premium taxes

as result of such assessments At December 31 2009 such guaranty

fund assessment accruals were $22.1 million and such receivables

were $16.9 million These estimates are subject to change when the

associations determine more precisely the losses that have occurred and

how such losses will be allocated among the insurance companies We

recognized expense for such assessments of $2.4 million $.3 million

and $3.1 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

Guarantees

We held bank loans made to certain former directors and employees

that enabled them to purchase common stock of our Predecessor

These loans with principal amount of $481.3 million had been

guaranteed by our Predecessor We received all rights to collect the

balances due
pursuant to the original terms of these loans In addition

we held loans to participants
for interest on the loans The loans and

the interest loans are collectively referred to as the DO loans At

December 31 2010 we had reached settlements with the former

directors and employees and had collected the remaining amounts

outstanding related to the DO loan settlements

Pursuant to the settlement that was reached with the Official Committee

of the Trust Originated Preferred Securities TOPrS Holders and

the Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors in the Plan the

former holders ofTOPrS issued by our Predecessors subsidiary trusts

and eliminated in our reorganization who did not opt out of the

bankruptcy settlement were entitled to receive 45 percent
of

any net

proceeds from the collection of certain DO loans in an aggregate

amount not to exceed $30 million As of December 31 2010 we

had paid $20.5 million to the former holders ofTOPrS and we have

established liability of $2.0 million which is included in other

liabilities representing the final amount which will be paid to the

former holders of TOPrS pursuant to the settlement

In accordance with the terms of the employment agreements
of two of

the Companys former chief executive officers certain wholly-owned

subsidiaries of the Company are the guarantors
of the former executives

nonqualified supplemental retirement benefits The
liability

for such

benefits was $22.6 million and $22.0 million at December 31 2010

and 2009 respectively and is included in the caption Other liabilities

in the consolidated balance sheet

Leases and Certain Other Long-Term
Commitments

The Company rents office space equipment and computer software

under noncancellable operating lease agreements In addition the

Company has entered into certain sponsorship agreements which require

future
payments

Total
expense pursuant to these lease and sponsorship

agreements was $42.8 million $42.3 million and $44.1 million in

2010 2009 and 2008 respectively Future required minimum payments

as of December 31 2010 were as follows dollars in millions

2011 45.0

2012 33.8

2013 27.0

2014 20.7

2015 17.4

Thereafter 45.6

TOTAL 1893

NOTE Other Disclosures

Agent Deferred Compensation Plan

For our agent deferred compensation plan and postretirement plans it

is our policy to immediately recognize changes in the actuarial benefit

obligation resulting from either actual experience being different than

expected or from changes in actuarial assumptions

One of our insurance subsidiaries has noncontributory unfunded

deferred compensation plan for qualifying members of its career agency

force Benefits are based on years
of service and career earnings

The

actuarial measurement date of this deferred compensation plan is

December 31 The
liability recognized in the consolidated balance

sheet for the agents deferred compensation plan was $114.4 million

and $106.3 million at December 31 2010 and 2009 respectively

Costs incurred on this plan were $13.0 million $11.9 million and

$7.7 million during 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively including

the recognition of gains losses of $3.6 million $3.3 million and

$.6 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively resulting
from

actual experience being different than expected or from changes in

actuarial assumptions The estimated net loss for the agent deferred

compensation plan that will be amortized from accumulated other

comprehensive income loss into the net periodic benefit cost during

2011 is $.8 million In 2006 we purchased Company-owned life

insurance COLI as an investment vehicle to fund the agent deferred

compensation plan The COLT assets are not assets of the agent deferred

compensation plan and as result are accounted for outside the plan

and are recorded in the consolidated balance sheet as other invested

assets The carrying value of the COLT assets was $102.7 million and

$78.0 million at December 31 2010 and 2009 respectively Changes

in the cash surrender value which approximates net realizable value

of the COLT assets are recorded as net investment income
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2010 2009

neflt obligations

Discount rate 5.50% 5.75%

Net periodic OSI

Discount rate 5.75% 6.03%

The discount rate is based on the yield of hypothetical portfolio increase in compensation until the participants normal retirement

of high quality debt instruments which could effectively settle plan date age 65 and completion of five years of service

benefits on present value basis as of the measurement date At
The benefits expected to be paid pursuant to our agent deferred

December 31 2010 for our deferred compensation plan for qualiiying

compensation plan as of December 31 2010 were as follows dollars

members of our career agency force we assumed percent annual
in millions

201

2012 4.8

2013 54

2014 5.8

2015

20162020 36.5

The Company has qualified defined contribution plans for which substantially all employees are eligible Company contributions which match

certain voluntary employee contributions to the plan totaled $4.1 million $4.2 million and $4.4 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

Employer matching contributions are discretionary

Reclassification Adjustments Included in

Accumulated Other Comprehensive Income

Loss

The changes in unrealized appreciation depreciation included

in accumulated other comprehensive income loss are net of

NOTE 10 Shareholders Equity

reclassification adjustments for after-tax net gains losses from the

sale of investments included in net income loss of approximately

$175 million $593 million and $19 million for the
years

ended

December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

In December 2009 we completed the public offering including

underwriter over-allotments of 49.5 million shares of our common

stock at an offering price of $4.75
per

share The net proceeds to the

Company from the offering after deducting underwriting commissions

and discounts and offering expenses
totaled $222.7 million The

Company used $161.4 million of the net proceeds from the offering to

reduce its indebtedness under its Previous Senior Credit Agreement and

the remaining net proceeds were used for general corporate purposes

In November 2009 we completed the private sale of 16.4 million shares

of our common stock and warrants to purchase 5.0 million shares of

our common stock to Paulson on behalf of several investment funds

and accounts managed by Paulson The net proceeds to the Company

from the private placement after deducting financial advisory fees

and other offering expenses
totaled $73.6 million The Company

used $36.8 million of the net proceeds from the private placement to

reduce its indebtedness under its Previous Senior Credit Agreement and

used $10.5 million to fund the portion of the settlement of the Tender

Offer that was not funded by the issuance of the 7.0% Debentures as

further described in the note to the consolidated financial statements

entitled Notes Payable Direct Corporate Obligations The remaining

proceeds were used to pay portion of the purchase price of the

3.5% Debentures that were repurchased by us in 2010 and ii for

general corporate purposes

In November 2009 concurrently with the completion of the private

placement of our common stock and warrants we entered into an

investor rights agreement
with Paulson pursuant to which we granted

to Paulson among other things certain registration rights with
respect

to certain securities and certain preemptive rights
and Paulson agreed

to among other things certain restrictions on transfer of certain

securities certain voting limitations and certain standstill provisions

The warrants have an exercise price of $6.50 per
share of common stock

subject to customary
anti-dilution adjustments Prior to June 30 2013

the warrants are not exercisable except
under limited circumstances

Commencing on June 30 2013 the warrants will be exercisable for

shares of our common stock at the option of the holder at any time

subject to certain exceptions The warrants expire on December 30 2016

Prior to completing the private placement with Paulson our board of

directors deemed Paulson an Exempted Entity and therefore not an

Acquiring Person for
purposes

of our Section 382 Rights Agreement

with respect to the 16.4 million shares of common stock any
shares

of common stock issued upon exercise of the warrants any common

stock issued upon conversion of the 7.0% Debentures owned by

Paulson as well as the shares of common stock Paulson owned prior

to the private placement See the note to the consolidated financial

statements entitled Income Taxes for more information on the

Section 382 Rights Agreement
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Pursuant to the Plan we issued warrants to purchase 6.0 million shares

of our common stock the Series Warrants entitling the holders

to purchase shares of CNO common stock at price of $27.60 per

share The Series Warrants expired on September 10 2008

issuance of restricted stock

The Company has
long-term incentive plan which permits the grant of

CNO incentive or non-qualified stock options restricted stock awards

stock appreciation rights performance shares or units and certain other

equity-based awards to certain directors officers and employees of the

Company and certain other individuals who perform services for the

Company In April 2009 the shareholders of the Company approved

an increase in the number of shares authorized to be issued under the

plan to maximum of 25.8 million shares from 10 million shares

As of December 31 2010 9.3 million shares remained available for

issuance under the plan Our stock option awards are generally granted

with an exercise price equal to the market price of the Companys stock

on the date of
grant

For options granted in 2006 and prior years our

Changes in the number of shares of common stock outstanding were

as follows shares in thousands

stock option awards generally vest on graded basis over four
year

service term and expire ten years
from the date of

grant
Our stock

option awards granted in 2007 through 2009 generally vest on graded

basis over three year service term and expire five years from the date

of grant Our stock options granted in 2010 vest on graded basis

over three
year

service term and expire seven years
from the date of

grant
The

vesting periods for our restricted stock awards
range

from

immediate
vesting to period of four years

summary of the Companys stock
option activity and related

information for 2010 is presented below shares in thousands dollars

in millions except per share amounts

Weighted

Weighted average average

exercise price remainine lifeShares

Outstanding at the beginning of the
year 8560 11.65

Options granted 1.849 6.43

Exercised 33 2.83

Forfeited or terminated 622 8.81

Outstanding at the end of the year 9754 10.87 3.6 years 38.3

Options exercisable at the end of the year 4.374 2.9
years

24

Available for future grant 9326

summary of the Companys stock option activity and related information for 2009 is presented below shares in thousands dollars in millions

except per
share amounts

Weighted

Weighted average average

exercise price remaining life

2010 2009 2008

Balance beginning of
year 250.786 184754 184.652

Issuance of common stock 65900

Shares issued under employee benefit compensation plans 265 132 102

Stock options exercised 33

BALANCE END OFYEAR 251084 250786 184754

In 2010 and 2008 uci amount was reduced b3 thousand s/slr and 16 rIousasd hare
respc ctise4 wIic/ us re nehred for tis

pat sn its offly/s sal end sat tasss ou 5d on the

Aggregate

intrinsic value

Shares

Outstanding at the beginning of the
year 5864 16.94

Options granted 3.219 2.64

Exercised

Forfeited or terminated 523 15.52

Outstanding at the end of the year 8560 11.65 4.1 years 31.6

Options exercisable at the end of the year 2.992 4.4
years

19.4

Available for future grant 12565

Aggregate

intrinsic value
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summary of the Companys stock option activity and related information for 2008 is presented below shares in thousands dollars in millions

except per share amounts

Shares

Outstanding at the beginning of the year
4.828 19.82

Options granted
1.863 10.27

Exercised

Forfeited or terminated 827 18.69

Outstanding at the end of the year 5864 16.94 4.8
years

27.9

Options exercisable at the end of the year 2412 5.5 years
16.6

Available for futurc grant 1154

We recognized compensation expense
related to stock options totaling

$7.1 million $4.6 million after income taxes in 2010 $6.9 million

$4.5 million after income taxes in 2009 and $6.0 million $3.9 million

after income taxes in 2008 Compensation expense related to stock

options reduced both basic and diluted earnings loss per
share by

cents in 2010 2009 and 2008 At December 31 2010 the unrecognized

compensation expense for non-vested stock options totaled $9.8 million

2010 Grants 2009 Grants 2008 Grants

Weighted acragc risk-free interest rates 2.% 1.6/n 50/n

Weighted average dividend yields
0.Q% 0.0% 0.0%

Volatility factors 105% 108% 24%

Weighted average expected life 4.7 years 3.8 years 3.7
years

Weighted average fair value per share 4.90 1.89 2.25

The risk-free interest rate is based on the U.S Treasury yield curve in

effect at the time of grant The dividend yield is based on the Companv

history and expectation of dividend payouts Volatility factors are based

on the weekly historical volatility of the Companys common stock

equal to the expected
life of the

option or since our emergence
from

bankruptcy in September 2003 The
expected

life is based on the
average

of the graded vesting period and the contractual terms of the
option

Options outstanding Options exercisable

Remaining life in

years Average exercise once
Range of exercise prices Number outstanding Number exercisable Average exercise price

1.13 647 3.3 1.13

2.83- $3.11 2213 3.4 3.05

4.79- $6.45 1788 6.2 6.41

8.91 $12.96 1531 2.2 10.58 799 10.61

14.78- $21.67 3098 2.9 19.32 3098 19.32

22.42- $25.45 477 4.8 23.18 477 23.18

9754 4374

During 2010 2009 and 2008 the Company granted 1.0 million $6.2 million $1.4 million and .8 million in 2010 2009 and 2008

.8 million and .1 million restricted shares respectively of CNO common respectively Such amounts are recognized as compensation expense

stock to certain directors officers and employees of the Company at over the vesting period of the restricted stock summary of the

weighted average
fair value of $6.28 per share $1.67 per share and Companys non-vested restricted stock activity for 2010 is presented

$9.75 per share respectively The fair value of such grants totaled below shares in thousands

Weighted average

grant date fair

Shares value

Non-vested shares beginning of year
748 2.15

Granted 985 6.28

Vested 3401 3.89

lorfeited 74 4.61

NON-VESTED SHARES END OF YEAR 1319 4.65

Weighted

Weighted average average

exercise price remaining life

Aggregate

intrinsic

value

which is expected to be recognized over weighted average period of 1.8

years Cash received from the exercise of stock options was million

nil and nil during 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively

The fair value of each stock option grant is estimated on the date of

grant using the Black-Scholes option valuation model with the following

weighted average assumptions

The exercise price was equal to the market price of our stock for all

options granted in 2010 2009 and 2008

The following table summarizes information about stock options

outstanding at December 31 2010 shares in thousands
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At December 31 2010 the unrecognized compensation expense
for

non-vested restricted stock totaled $4.4 million which is expected

to be recognized over weighted average period of 2.0 years At

December 31 2009 the unrecognized compensation expense for

non-vested restricted stock totaled $1 .1 million We recognized

compensation expense
related to restricted stock awards totaling

$2.5 million $.9 million and $1.4 million in 2010 2009 and 2008

respectively The fair value of restricted stock that vested during

2010 2009 and 2008 was $1.3 million $.8 million and $1.9 million

respectively

Authoritative guidance also requires us to estimate the amount of

unvested stock-based awards that will be forfeited in future periods

and reduce the amount of
compensation expense recognized over

the applicable service period to reflect this estimate We periodically

evaluate our forfeiture assumptions to more accurately reflect our

actual forfeiture experience

The Company does not currently recognize tax benefits resulting from

tax deductions in excess of the compensation expense recognized

because of NOLs which are available to offset future taxable income

As further discussed in the footnote to the consolidated financial

statements entitled Income Taxes the Companys Board of Directors

adopted the Section 382 Rights Agreement on January 20 2009 which

is designed to protect shareholder value by preserving the value of our

tax assets primarily associated with NOLs As result the Company

declared dividend of one preferred share purchase right Right
for each outstanding share of common stock The dividend was payable

on January 30 2009 to the shareholders of record as of the close of

business on that date Each Right entitles the shareholder to purchase

from the Company one one-thousandth of share of Series Junior

Participating Preferred Stock par value $.01
per

share the Junior

Preferred Stock of the Company at price of $20.00 per one one-

thousandth of share of Junior Preferred Stock The description and

terms of the Rights are set forth in the Section 382 Rights Agreement

The Rights would become exercisable in the event any person or group

subject to certain exemptions becomes percent shareholder of

CNO without the approval of the Board of Directors or an existing

shareholder who is currently percent
shareholder

acquires additional

shares exceeding one percent
of our outstanding

shares without prior

approval from the Board of Directors

reconciliation of net income loss and shares used to calculate basic

and diluted earnings loss per share is as follows dollars in millions

and shares in thousands

2010 2009 2008

Income loss before discontinued operations 284.6 85.7 409.6

Discontinued operations 722.7

Net income loss for basic earnings per share 284.6 85.7 1132.3

Add interest expense on 7.0% Debentures net of income taxes 13.3 1.1

NET INCOME LOSS FOR DILUTED EARNINGS PER SHARE 297.9 86.8 1132.3

Shares

Weighted average shares outstanding for basic earnings per share 250973 188.365 184704

Effect of dilutive securities on weighted average
shares

7% Debentures 49014 4281

Stock option and restricted stock plans 1871 694

Dilutive potential common shares 50.885 4975

WEIGHTED AVERAGE SHARES OUTSTANDING FOR DILUTED EARNINGS
PER SHARE 301858 193340 184704

Ihere were no dilutive common stock equivalents during 2008 because of he following summarizes the equivalent common shares for securities

the net loss rccogniLed by the Company during such period Therefore that were not included in the
computation

of diluted
earnings per

all potentially dilutive shares arc excluded in the weighted average share because doing SO would have been antidilutive in such periods

shares outstanding for diluted earnings per
share shares in thousands

2008

Equivalent common shares that were antidilutive during the yeat

Stock option and restricted stock plans 32

ANTIDILUTIVE EQUIVALENT COMMON SHARES 32
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In August 2005 we completed the private offering of the 3.5%

Debentures For periods in which the 3.5% Debentures were outstanding

the conversion feature of the 3.5% Debentures did not have dilutive

effect because the weighted average market price of our common stock

did not exceed the initial conversion price of $26.66 Therefore the

3.5% Debentures had no effect on our diluted shares outstanding or

our diluted earnings per
share in 2010 2009 or 2008

Basic earnings loss per common share is computed by dividing net

income loss applicable to common stock by the weighted average

number of common shares outstanding for the period Restricted shares

including our performance shares are not included in basic earnings

loss per
share until vested Diluted earnings loss per share reflect the

potential dilution that could occur if outstanding stock options were

exercised and restricted stock was vested The dilution from options

and restricted shares is calculated using the treasury stock method

Under this method we assume the proceeds from the exercise of the

options or the unrecognized compensation expense with respect to

restricted stock will be used to purchase shares of our common stock at

the
average

market price during the period reducing the dilutive effect

of the exercise of the options or the vesting of the restricted stock

In 2010 2009 and 2008 the Company granted performance shares

totaling 686900 620225 and 645100 respectively pursuant to

its long-term incentive plan to certain officers of the Company The

criteria for payment for such awards are based on certain company-

wide performance levels that must be achieved within specified

performance time each as defined in the award Unless antidilutive

the diluted weighted average
shares outstanding would reflect the

number of performance shares expected to be issued using
the

treasury

stock method

summary of the Companys performance shares is presented below

shares in thousands

2010 2009 2008

Traditional products

Direct premiums collected 4252.0 4128.1 4313.5

Reinsurance assumed 99.4 476.5 642.8

Reinsurance ceded 264.7 185.7 164.3

Premiums collected net of reinsurance 4086.7 4418.9 4792.0

Change in unearned premiums 2.9 2.1 13.5

Less premiumS on universal life and products without mortality and

morbidity risk which are recorded as additions to insurance liahilkies 1730.1 1668.9 863.5.1

Premiums on traditional products with mortality or morbidity risk 2359.S 2747.9 291S.0

1-ecs and surrender charges on interest-sensitive products 310.5 345.7 338.6

INSURANCE POLICYINCOME 2670.0 3093.6 3253.6

Total shareholder Operating return on

return awards commits awards

Pre-tax operating

income awards

Awards outstanding at December31 2007 218 146

Granted in 2008 387 258

Forfeked 54
Awards outstanding st December31 2fl0t S51 367

Granted in 2009 620

Forfeited 220 162

Awards outstanding at December 31 2009 331 825

Granted in 2010 687

Forfeited 331 270 35

AWARDS OUTSTANDING AT DECEMBER 31 2010 555 652

The grant date fair value of the total shareholder return awards was awards was $4.4 million in 2010 We recognized compensation expense

$1.6 million in 2008 The grant date fair value of the operating return of $2.2 million $1.3 million and million in 2010 2009 and 2008

on equity awards was $1.9 million and $2.7 million in 2009 and 2008 respectively related to the performance shares

respectively The
grant

date fair value of the
pre-tax operating income

NOTE 11 Other Operating Statement Data

Insurance policy income consisted of the following dollars in millions

The four states with the largest shares of 2010 collected premiums were Florida 7.8 percent California 7.2 percent Texas 6.1 percent and

Pennsylvania 6.1 percent No other state accounted for more than five percent of total collected premiums
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Other operating costs and expenses were as follows dollars in millions

2010 2009 2008

Commission
etpense 96.8 114.3 128.2

Salaries and wages 175.6 173.6 160.5

Other 230.5 240.5 31.6

TOTAL OTHER OPERATING COSTS AND EXPENSES 502.9 528.3 520.3

Changes in the present value of future profits were as follows dollars in millions

2010 2009 2008

Balance beginning of year 1175.9 1477.8 1573.6

Amortization 139.0 177.6 187.3

Effect of reinsurancc ransacuons 24.1

Amounts related to fair value adjustment of fixed maturities available for sale 28.3 100.3 92.7

Other 1.2

BALANCE END OF YEAR 1008.6 1175.9 1477.8

Based on current conditions and assumptions as to future events on In accordance with authoritative guidance we are required to amortize

all policies inforce the Company expects to amortize approximately the
present

value of future profits in relation to estimated gross profits

13 percent of the December 31 2010 balance of the present value for universal life products and investment-type products Such guidance

of future profits in 2011 11 percent in 2012 10 percent in 2013 also requires that estimates of expected gross profits used as basis for

percent in 2014 and percent in 2015 The discount rate used to amortization be evaluated regularly and that the total amortization

determine the amortization of the
present value of future profits averaged recorded to date be adjusted by charge or credit to the statement of

approximately percent in the years ended December 31 2010 2009 operations if actual experience or other evidence suggests that earlier

and 2008 estimates should be revised

Changes in deferred acquisition costs were as follows dollars in millions

2010 2009 2008

Balance beginning ofyear 1790.9 1812.6 1423.0

Additions 424.8 407.6 459.1

Amortization 304.8 2S5.2l U80.61

Effect of reinsurance transactions 79.0

Amounts related to fair value adjustment of fixed maturities available for sale 136.0 95.0 111.1

Other adjustments 10.7

BALANCE END OFYEAR 1764.2 1790.9 1812.6

NOTE 12 Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows

The following disclosures supplement our consolidated statement of cash flows

Non-cash items not reflected in the
investing

and financing activities sections of the consolidated statement of cash flows dollars in millions

2010 2009 2008

Stock option and restricted stock plans 11.4 9.1 7.4

Change in securities lending collateral 103.7 223 51.6

change in securities lending payable 103.7 223.1 151.6.1
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lhc following
reconciles net income loss to net cash provided by operating activities dollars in millions

2010 2009 2008

Cash flows from operating activities

Net income loss
284.6 85.7 1132.3

Adjmtmcnis to reconcile net income loss to net cash provided by operating

activities

Amortization and depreciation 465.3 460.9 420.7

Income taxes
8.5 80.7 429.0

Insurance hahilitics
437.6 421.4 460.6

Accrual and amortization of investment income 62.0 125.4 3.9

Deferral of policy acquisition costs
418.2 407.5 459.1

Net realized investment gains losses 30.2 60.5 642.5

Gain loss on extinguishment of debt 6.8 22.2 21.2

Loss on Transfer 319.9

Gain on reinsuranec recapture
29.7

Other 41.6 13.2 6.C

NET CASH PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES 734.0

Our consolidated statement of cash flows for 2008 combines the

cash flows from discontinued operations with the cash flows from

continuing operations
within each major category operating investing

and financing of the cash flow statement

Statutory capital
and surplus included investments in upstream

afluliates

of $52.4 million at both December 31 2010 and 2009 which was

eliminated in the consolidated financial statements prepared in accordance

with GAAP

Statutory earnings build the capital requited by ratings agencies and

regulators Statutory earnings fees and interest paid by the insurance

companies to the
parent company create the cash flow capacity the

parent company needs to meet its obligations including debt service

The consolidated statutory net income loss non-GAAP measure

of our insurance subsidiaries was $181.9 million $77.5 million and

$96.9 million in 2010 2009 and 2008 respectively Included in such

net income loss were net realized capital losses net of income taxes of

$79.6 million $186.5 million and $217.1 million in 2010 2009 and

2008 respectively In addition such net income loss included pre-tax

amounts for fees and interest to CNO or its non-life subsidiaries totaling

$132.4 million $137.1 million and $139.6 million in 2010 2009

and 2008 respectively

Insurance regulators may prohibit the
payment

of dividends or other

payments by our insurance subsidiaries to parent companies if they

determine that such payment could be adverse to our policyholders or

contract holders Otherwise the ability of our insurance subsidiaries

to pay
dividends is subject to state insurance department regulations

Insurance regulations generally permit
dividends to be paid from statutory

earned surplus of the insurance company without regulatory approval

for any
12-month period in amounts equal to the greater of or in few

states the lesser of statutory net gain from operations or statutory

net income for the prior year or ii 10 percent
of statutory capital and

surplus as of the end of the preceding year excluding $76.1 million

of additional surplus recognized due to temporary
modifications in

statutory prescribed practices related to certain deferred tax assets This

type of dividend is referred to as ordinary dividends Any dividends in

excess of these levels require
the approval of the director or commissioner

of the applicable state insurance department This type of dividend is

referred to as extraordinary dividends During 2010 our insurance

611.7 640.3

At December 31 2010 restricted cash and cash equivalents
consisted

of $26.8 million held by VIEs

At December 31 2009 restricted cash and cash equivalents consisted

of $3.4 million held by VIE

NOTE 13 Statutory Information Based on Non-Gaap Measures

Statutory accounting practices prescribed or permitted by regulatory to regulatory agencies after appropriate elimination of intercompany

authorities for the Companys insurance subsidiaries differ from GAAP accounts among such subsidiaries dollars in millions

The Companys insurance subsidiaries reported the following amounts

2010 2009

Statutory capital and surpus 1525.1 i4 10.7

Asset valuation reserve 71.3 28.2

Interest mainieiance reserve
428.1 291i6

TOTAL 20245 1729.5
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subsidiaries paid extraordinary dividends of $166.0 million to CDOC
which is the immediate parent of Washington National Conseco Life

and Conseco Life Insurance Company of lexas

Each of the immediate subsidiaries of CDOC have negative earned

surplus at December 31 2010 Accordingly any
dividend

payments
from

these subsidiaries require the approval of the director or commissioner

of the applicable state insurance department During 2011 we are

expecting our insurance subsidiaries to pay approximately $215 million of

extraordinary dividends to CDOC subject to approval by the applicable

state insurance department and CDOC
expects to make capital

contributions to our insurance subsidiaries totaling $160.0 million

In addition we are expecting our insurance subsidiaries to pay interest

on surplus debentures of $48.7 million in 2011 which will not require

additional approval provided the risk-based capital RBC ratio of

Conseco Life Insurance Company of Texas exceeds 100 percent but will

require prior written notice to the Texas state insurance department
Dividends and other

payments
from our non-insurance subsidiaries to

CNO or CDOC do not require approval by any regulatory authority or

other third party Also during 2010 CDOC made
capital contributions

of $114.4 million to our insurance subsidiaries

In accordance with an order from the Florida Office of Insurance

Regulation Washington National may not distribute funds to any
affiliate or shareholder without prior notice to the Florida Office

of Insurance Regulation In addition the RBC and other capital

requirements described below can also limit in certain circumstances

the ability of our insurance subsidiaries to pay dividends

RBC requirements provide tool for insurance regulators to determine

the levels of
statutory capital and surplus an insurer must maintain

in relation to its insurance and investment risks and the need for

possible regulatory attention The RBC requirements provide four

levels of regulatory attention varying with the ratio of the insurance

companys total adjusted capital defined as the total of its
statutory

capital and surplus AVR and certain other adjustments to its RBC as

measured on December 31 of each year as follows if companys
total adjusted capital is less than 100 percent but greater than or equal

to 75 percent
of its RBC the company must submit comprehensive

plan to the regulatory authority proposing corrective actions aimed at

improving its capital position the Company Action Level ii if

companys total adjusted capital is less than 75 percent
but

greater than

or equal to 50 percent of its RBC the regulatory authority will perform

special examination of the company and issue an order specifying the

corrective actions that must be taken iii if
companys total adjusted

capital is less than 50 percent but greater than or equal to 35 percent

of its RBC the regulatory authority may take
any

action it deems

necessary including placing the company under regulatory control

and iv if companys total adjusted capital is less than 35 percent

of its RBC the regulatory authority must place the company under

its control In addition the RBC requirements provide for trend

test if companys total
adjusted capital is between 100

percent
and

125 percent of its RBC at the end of the
year

The trend test calculates

the greater of the decrease in the margin of total adjusted capital over

RBC between the current year and the
prior year and ii for the

average
of the last

years It assumes that such decrease could occur

again
in the

coming year Any company whose trended total adjusted

capital is less than 95 percent of its RBC would
trigger requirement

to submit comprehensive plan as described above for the Company
Action Level

In addition although we are under no obligation to do so we may
elect to contribute additional capital to strengthen the surplus of

certain insurance subsidiaries Any election regarding the contribution

of additional capital to our insurance subsidiaries could affect the

ability of our insurance subsidiaries to pay dividends to the holding

company The ability of our insurance subsidiaries to pay
dividends

is also impacted by various criteria established by rating agencies to

maintain or receive higher ratings and by the capital levels that we

target for our insurance subsidiaries

At December 31 2010 the consolidated RBC ratio of our insurance

subsidiaries exceeded the minimum RBC requirement included in our

New Senior Secured Credit Agreement See the note to the consolidated

financial statements entitled Notes Payable Direct Corporate

Obligations for further discussion of various financial ratios and

balances we are required to maintain We calculate the consolidated

RBC ratio by assuming all of the assets liabilities capital and surplus

and other
aspects

of the business of our insurance subsidiaries are

combined together in one insurance subsidiary with appropriate

intercompany eliminations
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NOTE 14 Business Segments

Beginning July 2010 management changed the manner in which it

disaggregates the Companys operations
for making operating decisions

and assessing performance As result the Company manages its business

through the following operating segments Bankers Life Colonial Penn

and Washington National which are defined on the basis of product

distribution Other CNO Business comprised primarily of products we

no longer sell actively and
corporate operations comprised of holding

company activities and certain noninsurance company businesses

We measure segment performance by excluding realized investment

gains losses because we believe that this performance measure is

better indicator of the ongoing business and trends in our business

Our primary investment focus is on investment income to support

our liabilities for insurance products as opposed to the generation
of

realized investment gains losses and long-term focus is necessary to

maintain profitability over the life of the business Realized investment

gains losses depend on market conditions and do not necessarily

relate to the underlying business of our segments

Realized investment gains losses may affect future earnings levels

since our underlying business is long-term in nature and changes in

our investment portfolio may impact our ability to earn the assumed

interest rates needed to maintain the profitability of our business

Operating information by segment was as follows dollars in millions

2010 2009 2008

Revenues

Bankers Life

Insurance policy income

Annuities 39.5 41.4 49.2

Health 1366.0 1711.7 1872.9

Life 190.7 206.1 187.8

Net investment income 758.9 678.1 558.2

Fee revenue and other income 12.8 10.2 1.0

Total Bankers Life revenues 2367.9 2.647.5 2679.1

Washington Narional

Insurance policy income

Health 559.3 563.2 574.8

Life 16.8 29.4 35.3

Other 4.9 5.3 7.1

Net investment income 185.4 188.9 197.3

Fee revenue and other income .1 1.5 .7

Foul Washington National revenues 767.5 788.3 815.2

Colonial Penn

Insursoce poliry income

Health 6.8 8.1 9.5

Life 188.1 188.0 175.3

Net investment income 39.3 38.7 39.6

Fee revenue and other income .7 .9 .8

Total Colonial Penn revenues 234.9 235.7 226.2

Other CNO Business

Insurance policy income

Annuities 12.9 29.5 14.1

Health 29.9 32.1 34.6

Life 252.5 275.8 289.7

Other 2.6 3.0 3.3

Net investment income 364.6 371.9 355.2

Fee revenue and other income 1.0

Total Other 2NO Business revenues 662.5 71 .3 697.9

Corporate operations

Net investment income 18.7 15.1 28.5

Fee and other income 2.2 3.0 5.2

Total corporate revenues 20.9 8.1 33.7

Total revenues 4053.7 4401.9 4452.1
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2010 2009 2008

Expenses

Bankers ife

Insurance policy benefits 1.607.3 1.905.0 2090.4

Amortization 290.5 267.9 234.8

Interest expense on investment hortowings 1.0

Other operaung costs and expenses 185.0 196.6 82A

Total Bankers life
expenses 2083.8 2369.5 2507.6

Washington National

Insurance policy benefits 450.6 467.0 473.2

Amorti7ation 56.9 53.9 Sq
Other opelating costs and expenses 155.4 156.5 166.9

Total Washington National expenses 662.9 677.4 691.1

Colonial Penn

Tnswance policy benefits 144.8 143.0 139.4

Amortiation 33.3 33.3 32.0

Other operating costs and expenses 30.3 301 29.6

Total Colonial Penn expenses 208.4 206.3 201.0

Other CNO Business

Insurance policy benefits 521.0 551.7 509.5

Amorthuion 51.6 81.6 68.6

Interest expense on investment borrowings 20.0 20.5 22.4

Other operating costs and expenses 81.4 112.1 97.2

Total Other CNO Business expenses 674.0 755.9 697.7

Corporate operations

Interest expense on corporate debt 79.3 84.7 67.9

Interest expense on variable interest entities 12.9 2.7 16.2

Other operating costs and expenses 50.8 43.1 44.2

Gain loss on extinguishment or modification of debt 6.8 22.2 21.2

Total corporate cxpcnscs 149.8 162.7 107.1

Iota expenses 3.7789 4171.8 4207.5

Income loss before net realized investment losses net of related amortization income

taxes arid disLontinued operanons

Bankers Life 284 278.0 171.5

Washington National 104.6 110.9 121.1

Colonial lenit 26.5 29.4 25.2

Other NO Business 11.5 43.6 .2

Corporate operations 128.9 144.6 73.1

INCOME BEFORE NET RFALIZED INVESTMENT LOSSES NET OF RELATED
AMORTIZATION INCOME TAXES AND DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS 274.8 2301 244.6

Ii noi paeucab/ to provide jde/tjoniI
oinponenti of rvemi jrodnct or ii rum

reconciliation of segment revenues and CXCflSCS to consolidated revenues and expenses is as follows dollars in millions

2010 2009 2008

Total segment revenues 4053.7 4401.9 44521

Net realized investment gains losses 30.2 60.5 262.4

CONSOLIDATED REVENUES 4083.9 4341.4 41S9.7

Total
segment expenses 3778.9 4171.8 4207.5

Amortization related to net realized nvestment gtJjis losses 1.5 40 215
CONSOLIDATED EXPENSES 3790.4 4167.8 4186.0
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NOTE 15 Quarterly Financial Data Unaudited

2010 2009

ASSETS

Bankers Life 16150.0 14S03.8

Washington National 4033.7 4070.7

Colonial Penn 999.3 971.4

Other NO Business 8999.5 9254.6

Corporate operations 1717.1 1543.3

FOTAL ASSETS 31899.6 30343.8

LIABILITIES

Bankers Life 14074.3 12832/i

Washington National 3170.7 3325.0

Colonial Penn 733.9 763.3

Other CNO Business 8152.1 8564.2

Corporate operations
1443.3 1326.5

TOTAL LIABILITIES 27574.3 26811.4

The foilowing table presents
selected financial information oi our segments dollars in millions

We compute earnings per common share for each
quarter independently

of earnings per share for the year
The sum of the quarterly earnings

per
share may not equal the earnings per share for the

year
because

of transactions affecting the weighted average number of shares

outstanding in each
quarter

and ii the uneven distribution of earnings

during the year Quarterly financial data unaudited were as follows

dollars in millions except per
share data

Present value of Deferred

future profits acquisition costs

Insurance

liabilities
Segment

20t0

Bankers Life 467.2 1149.5 13065.8

Washington National 42 212.3 2979.2

Colonial Penn 81.7 226.5 717.8

Other CNO Bsiess 321 7725.7

TOTAL 1008.6 1764.2 24488.5

2009

Bankers Life 569.5 1179.1 12384.8

Washington National 455.r 185.4 3117.2

Colonial Penn 92.4 199.8 713.8

Other CNO Bus jpe 58.9 22G6 8078.2

TOTAL 1175.9 1790.9 24294.0

NOTE 15 Quarterly Financial Data Unaudited
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Effective January 2010 the Company adopted authoritative
guidance

that requires an entity to perform qualitative analysis to determine

whether primary beneficiary interest is held in VIE The guidance

also requires ongoing reassessments to determine whether primary

beneficiary interest is held Based on our assessment we concluded

that we were the primary beneficiary with
respect to two VIEs which

are consolidated in our financial statements One of the VIEs was

consolidated
prior to 2010 The following is description of our

significant investments in \TIEs

Fall Creek CLO Ltd Fall Creek and Eagle Creek CLO Ltd

Eagle Creek are collateralized loan trusts that were established to

issue securities and use the proceeds to principally invest in corporate

loans and other permitted investments The assets held by the trusts

are legally isolated and not available to the Company The liabilities

of Fall Creek and Eagle Creek are expected to be satisfied from the

cash flows generated by the underlying loans not from the assers of

the Company Repayment of the
remaining principal balance of the

borrowings of Fall Creek and Eagle Creek are based on available cash

flows from the assets and such borrowings mature in 2017 and 2018

respectively The Company has no further commitments to Fall Creek

or Eagle Creek

Certain of our subsidiaries are noteholders of the VIEs and as result

could absorb
part

of the losses of the VIEs Another subsidiary of the

Company is the investment manager for both Fall Creek and Eagle

Creek As such it has the power to direct the most significant activities

of the VIEs which materially impacts the economic performance of

the VIEs

The following table provides supplemental information about the assets

and liabilities of Fall Creek and Eagle Creek which have been consolidated

in accordance with authoritative guidance dollars in millions

Net effect on

Fall Creek and consolidated

Eagle Creek Eliminations balance sheet

ASSETS

lnesiments held by variable interest cnlilies 420.9 420.9

Notes receivable of VIEs held by insurance subsidiaries 96.8 96.8

Cash and cash equivalents held by variable interest entities 26.8 26.8

Accrued investment incomc 1.4 4.8 3.41

Incuni tax asseTs ncr 20.9 6.5 1.4

Othera.ssets 15.9 15.9

TOTAL ASSETS 485.9 U08.fl 377.8

LIABI LITIES

Other liabilities 22.0 4.6 17.4

Borrowings related to variable interest entities 386.9 386.9

Nntes payable of VIEs held by insurance subsidiaries 115.6 fl S.6

TOTAL LIABILITIES 524.5 120.2 404.3

2009 1Qtr 2.l Qtr Qtr Qtr

Revenues 1069.5 1095.6 1118.6 10577

Income before income taxes 42.2 49.6 64.1 17.7

Income tax expense benefit 17.7 220 48.7 .5

NET INCOME 24.5 27.6 15.4 18.2

Income per common shaxe

Basic

Netiticome .13 .15 .08 O9

Diluted

Net income .13 .15 .08 .09

NOTE 16 Investments in Variable Interest Entities

December 312010
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December 31 2009

Net effect on

consolidated

balance sheetFall Creek Eliminations

ASST
Fixed maturities available for sale 268.0

2680
Natta receivab1 of VIE l$d by ins e8ub5diaries 81$ 819Y
Cash and cash equivalents held by variable interest entity 3.4 3.4

Acctited invstmex icqme 1.2 3.0
Income tax assets net 19.3 5.3 14.0

Other ets
a.g

TOTAL ASSETS
299.9 90.2 209.7

LIAJ3ILJTIESt

Other liabilities
7.7 3.2 4.5

Ipvethieiit borrwngs 229.1

Notes payable of VIE held by insurance subsidiaries 99.2 99.2

TOTALLLABJLLflES 336.0 102.4 233.6

The
following table provides supplemental information about the effect to the elimination of our investment in Fall Creek and Eagle

revenues and
expenses

of Fall Creek and Eagle Creek which have been Creek and investment management fees earned by subsidiary of the

consolidated in accordance with authoritative guidance after
giving Company dollars in millions

flhl1 flMlQ 2008

REVENUES

Net investment income policyholder and reinsurer accounts and other specialpurpose

portfolios 20.1 13.4 23.6

Fee revenue and other income
.6 .3 .5

Total revenues
20.7 13.7 24.1

EXPENSES

Interest expense 12.9 12.7 16.2

Other operating expenses .6 .2 .7

Iota1 expenses 13.5 12.9 16.9

Income loss before net realized investment losses

and income taxes
7.2 .8 7.2

Net realized investment losses
13.7 14.2 24.9

INCOME LOSS BEFORE INCOME TAXES 3.5 13.4 17.7

The investment portfolio held by the VIEs is primarily comprised The following table sets forth the amortized cost and estimated fair

of
corporate

fixed
maturity securities which are almost

entirely rated value of the investments held by the VIEs at December 31 2010 by
as below-investment grade securities At December 31 2010 such contractual maturity Actual maturities will differ from contractual

securities had an amortized cost of $428.0 million gross
unrealized maturities because borrowers may have the right to call or prepay

gains of $3.7 million gross unrealized losses of$10.8 million and an obligations with or without call or
prepayment penalties

estimated fair value of $420.9 million

Estimated fair

Dollars in millions Amortized cost value

bueIoneyearsrkss 11.9 12L
Due after one year through

five
years 328.4 320.1

Du after 1iv years through ten years 877
TOTAL

428.0 420.9
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The following table summarizes the
carrying

values of the investments held by the VIEs by category as of December 31 2010 dollars in millions

During 2010 we recognized net realized investment losses on the

VIE investments of $3.7million which were comprised of $.4 million

of net losses from the sales of fixed maturities and $3.3 million of

writedowns of investments for other than temporary declines in fair

value recognized through net income During 2009 we recognized net

realized investment losses on the VIE investments of $14.2 million

which were comprised of $.7 million of net losses from the sales of fixed

maturities and $13.5 million of writedowns of investments for other

than
temporary

declines in fair value recognized through net income

At December 31 2010 investments held by the VIEs that were in

default had an aggregate
amortized cost of $6.8 million and carrying

value of $7.3 million of which $2.3 million carrying value were

subsequently sold

During 2010 $36.1 million of investments held by the VIEs were

sold which resulted in gross investment losses before income taxes

of $4.2 million The following summarizes the investments sold at

loss during 2010 which had been continuously in an unrealized loss

position exceeding 20 percent
of the amortized cost basis prior to the

sale for the period
indicated dollars in millions

Percent of fixed Gross unrealized

Carrying value maturities
--

losses

60.0

20.9

Percent of gross

unrealized

losses

Cablefmeaia

Healthcare/pharmaceuticals

Chemicals

Retail

lntertainment/hotels

Autos

Giing
Utilities

Capital goods

Consumer products

FOOd/lerage

Aerospace/defense

Ppef

Energy/pipelines

Technology

Insurance

Other

14.2

5.0

4.1

1.0

.3

9.2

3.4

2.7

4.4

18.6 4.4

44

18.4 4.4

38

16.0 3.8

3.8

15.8 3.8

4.2

12.1 2.8

110

.1 1.4

SYIS1

1.5

.3

.4

.1

1.0

.2

14.0

3.9

i.o

.5

9.1

22

7.1 1.7

625 48 15 t32

TOTAL 420.9 100.0% 10.8 100.0%

The following table sets forth the amortized cost and estimated fair from contractual maturities because borrowers may have the right to

value of those investments held by the VIEs with unrealized losses at call or prepay obligations with or without call or prepayment penalties

December 31 2010 by contractual maturity Actual maturities will differ

Estimated fair

Dollars in millions
Amortized cost value

Due inoneyear orless 4.0

Due after one year through five
years

234.4 224.0

Duç after five years thrtugh ten yeats
28 27

TOTAL 266.6 255.8

The following summarizes the investments in our portfolio held by the an unrealized loss position exceeding 20 percent of the cost basis for

VIEs rated below-investment grade which have been continuously in the period indicated as of December 31 2010 dollars in millions

Estimated fair

Number of issuers Cost basis Unrealized loss value

Less than months 20

Greater than or equal to and less than 12 months 10.4 2.6 7.8

Greater than 12 months

14.4 3.9 10.5
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At date of sale

At December 31 2010 the VIEs held investments with fair value

of $26.7 million and gross unrealized losses of $.8 million that had

been in an unrealized loss position for less than twelve months and ii

investments with fair value of $229.1 million and
gross

unrealized

losses of $10.0 million that had been in an unrealized loss position

for greater than twelve months

The investments held by the VIEs are evaluated for other-than-temporary

declines in fair value in manner that is consistent with the Companys

fixed maturities available for sale

In addition the Company in the normal course of business makes

passive investments in structured securities issued by VIEs for which

the Company is not the investment
manager

These structured securities

include asset-backed securities collateralized debt obligations commercial

Fair value

mortgage-backed securities residential mortgage-backed securities and

collateralized mortgage obligations Our maximum exposure to loss on

these securities is limited to our cost basis in the investment We have

determined that we are not the
primary beneficiary of these structured

securities due to the relative size of our investment in comparison

to the total principal amount of the individual structured securities

and the level of credit subordination which reduces our obligation to

absorb gains or losses

At December 31 2010 we hold investments in various limited

partnerships in which we are not the
primary beneficiary totaling

$20.7 million classified as other invested assets At December 31 2010

we had unfunded commitments to these partnerships of$14.7 million

Our maximum exposure to loss on these investments is limited to the

amount of our investment

ITEM Changes in and Disagreements With Accountants

None

on Accounting and Financial Disclosure

ITEM 9A Controlsand Procedures

Evaluation of Disclosure Controls and Procedures

Our management under the supervision and with the participation of required to be disclosed in
reports

filed or submitted under the Exchange

the Chief Executive Officer and the Chief Financial Officer evaluated Act is recorded processed summarized and reported within the time

the effectiveness of our disclosure controls and procedures as defined periods specified in SEC rules and forms and that such information

in Rules 3a- 15e and 5d- 15e under the Securities Exchange Act is accumulated and communicated to management including
the

of 1934 as amended the Exchange Act Disclosure controls and Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer to allow timely

procedures are designed to provide reasonable assurance that information decisions regarding required disclosures

Limitations on the Effectiveness of Controls

Our management including our Chief Executive Officer and Chief

Financial Officer does not expect
that our disclosure controls over

financial
reporting

will
prevent

all error and fraud control
system

no matter how well
designed and operated can provide only reasonable

not absolute assurance that the control systems objectives will be

met Further the design of control system must reflect the fact that

there are resource constraints and the benefits of controls must be

considered relative to their costs Because of the inherent limitations

in all control systems no evaluation of controls can provide absolute

assurance that all control issues and instances of fraud if
any have

been detected These inherent limitations include the realities that

judgments in decision-making can be faulty and that breakdowns can

Number of

issuers Amortized cost

Lt1n1otdui8a1d
Greater than or equal to and less than 12 months prior to sale 1.2 .8

Greatr th 12 nqtsths prior to sale

6$ 2.6$ 1.3
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occur because of error or mistake Controls can also be circumvented

by the individual acts of some persons by collusion of two or more

people or by management override of the controls The design of any

system
of controls is based in part on certain assumptions about the

likelihood of future events and there can be no assurance that any

design will succeed in achieving its stated goals under all potential

Other than the continued effective operation
of controls implemented

to address the material weakness described above there were no other

changes in the Companys internal control over financial reporting as

defined in Rule 3a-1 51 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934

future conditions Over time controls may become inadequate because

of changes in conditions or deterioration in the degree of compliance

with policies or procedures Because of the inherent limitations in

cost-effective control system misstatements due to error or fraud may

occur and not be detected

during the
quarter

ended December 31 2010 that have materially

affected or are reasonably likely to materially affect our internal control

over financial reporting

Conclusion Regarding the Effectiveness of Disclosure Controls and Procedures

Based on our controls evaluation our Chief Executive Officer and Exchange Act is recorded processed summarized and reported within

Chief Financial Officer concluded that as of the end of the period
the time periods specified in the SECs rules and forms and ii material

covered by this annual report our disclosure controls and procedures information is accumulated and communicated to our management

were effective to provide reasonable assurance that the information including our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer as

required to be disclosed by us in reports
that we file or submit under the appropriate to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosure

Managements Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting

Our management is responsible for establishing and maintaining of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission Based on

adequate internal control over financial reporting as such term is our evaluation under the framework in Internal Control Integrated

defined in Rules 13a-15f and 15d-15f under the Securities Exchange Framework our management concluded that our internal control over

Act of 1934 Under the supervision and with the
participation

of financial
reporting was effective as of December 31 2010

our management including our Chief Executive Officer and Chief
The effectiveness of our internal control over financial

reporting as

Financial Officer we conducted an evaluation of the effectiveness of
of December 31 2010 has been audited by PricewaterhouseCoopers

our internal control over financial
reporting

based on the framework
LLP an independent registered public accounting firm as stated in

in Internal Control Integrated Framework issued by the Committee
their

report
which is included herein

Remediation of Prior Material Weakness in Internal Control Over Financial Reporting

Our
management previously identified and disclosed material weakness National segment formerly included in the Conseco Insurance Group

in internal control over the actuarial reporting process
related to certain

segment
before our segment changes made in the third quarter of

supplemental health policies in our Washington National segment 2010 However the newly implemented controls had not operated

material weakness is deficiency or combination of deficiencies in effectively to demonstrate their effectiveness as of December 31 2009

internal control over financial reporting such that there is reasonable Our
management

took the following actions to remediate this material

possibility that material misstatement of our annual or interim weakness during 2010

financial statements will not be prevented or detected on timely basis

Developed enhancements to our actuarial valuation systems to

We have devoted significant efforts and resources towards remediation eliminate the need for certain manual calculations and reduced the

of the material weakness that was in existence at December 31 2009 reliance on manual controls

These remediation efforts outlined below were specifically designed to
Enhanced our actuarial reporting systems to allow for better evaluation

address the material weakness previously identified by our management and
monitoring

of the reasonableness of our reserve estimates

Our remediation efforts were under the direction of the Chief Financial
Assessed the design and tested the continued operating effectiveness

Officer and the status of the efforts were regularly
reviewed with

of key controls over the actuarial reporting process

management and the Companys Audit and Enterprise Risk Committee

of the Board of Directors who were advised of issues encountered and
Based upon the

significant
actions taken and the

testing
and evaluation of

key decisions reached
the effectiveness of the enhanced and new controls our management has

concluded the material weakness in controls over the actuarial reporting

Prior to 2010 management
enhanced the design of existing controls and

process
related to certain supplemental health

policies
in the Washington

implemented new controls to mitigate the risk of material misstatement National segment no longer existed as of December 31 2010

related to certain supplemental health policies in our Washington

Changes to Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
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ITEM 9B Other Information

None
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PART III

ITEM 10 Directors Executive Officers and Corporate

Governance

We will provide information that is responsive to this item 10 in our definitive
proxy statement or in an amendment to this Annual Report not

later than 120 days after the end of the fiscal
year

covered by this Annual Report That information is incorporated by reference into this Item 10

Additional information called for by this item is contained in Part of this Annual Report under the caption Executive Officers of the Registrant

ITEM 11 Executive Compensation

We will provide information that is responsive to this Item 11 in our definitive
proxy statement or in an amendment to this Annual Report not

later than 120 days after the end of the fiscal year covered by this Annual Report That information is incorporated by reference into this Item 11

ITEM 12 Security Ownership of Certain Beneficial Owners

and Management and Related Stockholder Matters

We will provide
information that is responsive to this Item 12 in our definitive proxy statement or in an amendment to this Annual Report not

later than 120 days after the end of the fiscal year covered by this Annual Report That information is incorporated by reference into this item 12

ITEM 13 Certain Relationships and Related Transactions

and Director Independence

We will provide information that is responsive to this Item 13 in our definitive proxy statement or in an amendment to this Annual Report not

later than 120 days alter the end of the fiscal
year

covered by this Annual Report That information is incorporated by reference into this Item 13

ITEM 14 Principal Accountant Fees and Services

We will provide information that is responsive to this Item 14 in our definitive proxy statement or in an amendment to this Annual Report not

later than 120 days after the end of the fiscal
year

covered by this Annual Report That information is incorporated by reference into this Item 14
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Financial Statements See Index to Consolidated Financial Statements on page 101 for list of financial statements included in this Report

Financial Statement Schedules The following financial statement schedules are included as part of this Report immediately following

the signature page

Schedule II -- Condensed Financial Information of
Registrant Parent Company

Schedule IV -- Reinsurance

All other schedules are omitted either because they are not applicable not required or because the information they contain is included

elsewhere in the consolidated financial statements or notes

Exhibits See Exhibit Index immediately preceding the Exhibits filed with this
report
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Signatures

Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 the Registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on

its behalf by the undersigned thereunto duly authorized this 24th day of February 2011

CNO FINANCIAL GROUP INC

By Is James Prieur

James Prieur

Chief Executive Officer

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 this Report has been signed below by the following persons on behalf of

the Registrant and in the capacities and on the dates indicated

Signature Title pacity Date

Is JAMES PRJEUR Director and Chief Executive Officer

James Prieur Principal Executive Officer February 24 2011

Is LDWARD BONACH Ececuthe Vice Precidenr and Chiefrinancial Officer

Edward Bonach Principal Financial Officer February 24 2011

Ic JOHN KLINE Senior Vice President and ChiefAecounting Officer

John IL Kline PrincipaIAccounting Officer February 24 2011

Is GLENN HILLIARD

Glenn Hilliard

/s KEITH LONG
Keith Long

Director February 24 2011

/s CHARLES MURPHY
charles Murphy Director February 24 11

/s DLBRA PERRY

DebraJ Perry
Director February 24 2011

/s NFAL SCHNEIDER
Neal Schneider Director February 2011

Is MICHAF.1.T TOKARZ
Michael Tokarr Director fchrry 24 2011

Is JOHN TURNER

John Turner Director February 24 2011

/s DAVID ZWIENER
David Zwiener Director February 24 201
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Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm on

Financial Statement Schedules

To the Shareholders and Board of Directors

CNO Financial Group Inc

Our audits of the consolidated financial statements and of the effectiveness

of internal control over financial reporting of CNO Financial Group
Inc and subsidiaries referred to in our report dated February 24 2011

appearing under Item of this Form 10-K also included an audit of

the financial statement schedules at December 31 2010 and 2009

and for the years ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008 listed in

Item 5a2 of this Form 10-K In our opinion these financial statement

schedules
present fairly in all material

respects the information set

forth therein when read in conjunction with the related consolidated

financial statements

Is PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

Indianapolis Indiana

February 24 2011
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SCHEDULE II Condensed Financial Information of Registrant Parent Company

SCHEDULE II Condensed Financial Information of Registrant Parent Company

Balance Sheet as of December 31 2010 and 2009

ollars in millions
2010 2009

ASSETS

Cash and cash cquivalcnrs unrestricted 160.0 145.3

Other invested assets
.2 .2

Ins estmen in whollyowned subsidiaries eliminated in consolidation 5362.0 4902.4

Receivable from suhsidiarics eliminated in consolidation 2.3 .9

Other assets
20.5 16.1

TOTAL ASSETS 5545.0 5064.9

I.IABILITIES

Notes payable
998.5 1037.4

Payable to subsidiaries eliminated in consolidstion 78.3 360.2

Income tax liahilities net 87.2 76.2

Other liabilities 55.7 58.7

iota liabilities 1219.7 1532.5

Commitments and Contingencies

Shareholders equity

Common stock and additional paid-in capital $01 par value 8000000000 shares authorized shares issued

and outstanding 2010 251084174 2009 250786.216 4426.7 4411.3

Accumulated other comprehensive income loss 238.3 264.3

Accumulated deficit 1339.7 614.6

iotal shareholders equity 4325.3 3532.4

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS EQUITY 5545.0 5064.9

The accompanying noces are an integral pare of the condensedfinancial information
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SCHEDULE 11 Condensed Financial Information of Registrant Parent Company

Statement of Operations for the years ended

December 31 2010 2009 and 2008

1ollars in millions 2010 2009 2008

REVENUES

Net inestrnent income 2.3

Net realized investment losses 1.2 25.91

Fee and interest income from stibsidianes eliminated in consolidation .7

Total revenues c.2 22.9

EXPENSES

Interest expense on notes payable 79.3 84.7 67.9

Interconipany expenses eliminated in consolidation 1.3 2.4 8.3

Operating costs and expenses 49.3 45.6 34.2

Gain loss on extinguishment or modification of debt 6.8 22.2 21.2

Total expenses 136.7 154.9 89.2

Loss before income taxes and equity in undistributed earnings of subsidiaries 136.7 155.1 112.1

Income tax expense hene6t

Income tax benefit on period income 5O.8 57.8 39.1

Valuation allowance for deferred tax assets 54.1

Loss before equity in undistributed earnings of subsidiaries and discontinued operations 85.9 97.3 127.1

Equity in undistributed earnings of subsidiaries eliminated in consolidation 370.5 183.0 282.5

T....-.-.. L.4-... .- .-... QA Qc AflQ Z\

Discontinued operations net of income taxes

Parent company 166.3

Subsidiary 556.4

NET INCOME Loss 284.6 85.7 1132.3

The acco mpan ving notes are an inregial pint of the
condensedfinanrial information

Statement of Cash Flows for the
years

ended

December 31 2010 2009 and 2008

Dollars in millions 2010 2009 2008

Cash flows used byDerating actMties 119.1 fk7 974
Cash flows from investing activities

Sald ofiswstnent 13.9

Purchases of investments 39.8

lnvatns nd advances to consolidated subsjdjaxies 266 24
Change in restricted cash 1.9

Nt cash used by htveitiag activities 26.6

Cash flows from financing activities

tance 9soepayab1e net 756.1 17.0 750

Issuance of common stock 296.3

Paytheuts ox sotes tayable 793.6 46L2 4.0

Expenses related to debt modification or extinguishment
of debt 14.7

Issuande noses payable to affilLate 177.0 2669

Payments on notes payable to affiliates 32.3 59.8 61.4

1çt cash prpvidedby financing activities 107.2 1995

Net increase decrease in cash and cash equivalents 14.7 88.8 27.8

CasI and calhi euiva1enti beiniixig of the year 145.3 %.5 $43

CASH AND CASH EQUWALENTS END OF THE YEAR 160.0 145.3 56.5

Eliminated in consolidation

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the condensedfinancial information
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SCHEDULE LI Notes to Condensed Financial Information

SCHEDULE II Notes to Condensed Financial Information

Basis of Presentation

The condensed financial information should be read in conjunction with the consolidated financial statements of CNO Financial Group Inc

The condensed financial information includes the accounts and activity of the parent company

SCHEDULE IV Reinsurance

for the
years

ended December 31 2010 2009 and 2008

Dollars in millions 2010 2009 2008

lie insutance inforce

Direct 59388.5 61814.4 65271.1

Assumed 374.2 403.5 1129.8

Ceded 14800.9 16461.5 13805.9

NET INSURANCE INFORCE 44961.8 45756.4 52595.0

PERCENTAGE OF ASSUMED TO NET .8% .9% 2.1%

2010 2009 2008

insurance policy income

Direct 2525.5 2451.8 2438.0

Assumed 92.6 475.5 641.0

Ceded 1258.61 179.4 164.0

NET PREMIUMS 2359.5 2747.9 2915.0

PERCENTAGE OF ASSUMED TO NET 3.9% 17.3% 22.0%
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Investor Information

Meeting of Shareholders

Our annual meeting of shareholders will be held at the date

time and locations specified in the meeting notice proxy

statement and
proxy

card that were mailed to each shareholder

with this annual report
You may vote your proxy by executing

and returning your proxy
card If brokerage firm holds

your

shares you may also be able to vote over the internet or by

telephone consult your
broker for information

Shareholder Services

If
you are registered shareholder and have question

about
your account or if

you
would like to report change

in
your name or address please call CNO Financial Groups

transfer
agent

American Stock Transfer Trust Company

800 937-5449 Shareholders may also reach American

Stock Transfer on the web at www.amstock.com or by mail

American Stock Transfer Trust Company

6201 15th Avenue

Brooklyn NY 11219

Ways to Learn More About Us

Investor Hotline Call 800 426-6732in Indianapolis

317 817-2893to receive annual reports Form 10-Ks

Form 0-Qs and other lengthy documents by mail or to speak

with an investor relations representative E-mail Contact us

at ir@cnoinc.com to ask questions or request materials

Quarterly Reporting

To receive CNO Financial Groups quarterly results as soon

as they are announced please visit http//investor.cnoinc.com

or contact the investor relations department to be placed on the

mailing list

Copies of This Report

To obtain additional copies of this
report or to receive

other free investor materials contact the investor relations

department To view these reports online please visit

http//investor.cnoinc.com

Stock Information

CNO Financial Groups common

stock is traded primarily on the

New York Stock Exchange trading

symbol CNO
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